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ABSTRACT

The fact that Ben Sira seemingly has a negative attitude towards women or femininity
can easily lead to the assumption that the work has a negative attitude toward sexuality.
However, this thesis will seek to demonstrate that the author's view on sexuality is
complex, subtle, and depends on the context of the individual sayings. First of all we
have to make a distinction between the attitudes of the writer of the original Hebrew text
of the book and that of the Greek translator. The two texts, produced in different social
settings, circumstances, times and places, differ substantially at times in regard to
sexuality. Therefore it is essential to treat them separately and to compare them. In
addition, the Book of Ben Sira, the longest Jewish wisdom book, is a complex
combination of carefully composed wisdom poems that structure the whole work, and of
teachings on everyday issues including marriage, family life, self-control, desires and
passions, and sexual promiscuity. The openness about issues of eroticism that
characterizes some of the poems concerning personified female wisdom is unprecedented
in the wisdom writings of Second Temple Judaism. Similarly, the sage dedicates a greater
number of passages than other wisdom books, to the discussion of social relations
especially in regard to family. In so doing his regular point of departure seems to be what
benefits or damages these relations mean, and whether they bring disgrace to a person,
especially through sexuality. These all have bearings on the author’s and translator’s
views of sexuality, including the position a person or situation under discussion might
have in the sage’s social value system. Therefore the thesis examines the wisdom poems,
and all sayings that concern sexuality found in discussions of passions, relations with
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parents, daughters and sons, wives and husbands, and warnings against sexual
wrongdoing, including prostitution and adultery. All this is done with a special regard to
the differences between the Hebrew original text and the Greek translation.
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INTRODUCTION

The Book of Ben Sira has received increased attention in recent years, both as the
subject of general introductory works and in research dealing with specific issues and
topics. One aspect, however, has not yet been the subject of detailed analysis: Ben
Sira's attitude towards sexuality, the topic of this thesis. In it the term "sexuality" is
used in a broad sense to cover all matters pertaining to sexuality, rather than more
narrowly as referring to sexual theory or sexual orientation.

It is widely accepted that the Book of Ben Sira was written in Hebrew in Jerusalem at
around 180 B.C.E. (between 190–175), not long after Palestine was transferred from
Egyptian Ptolemaic rule to Syrian/Seleucid rule. The author's grandson translated it
into Greek after his arrival in Egypt probably in 132 B.C.E. and also included a
Prologue in 117 B.C.E. Some scholars suggest that both the translation and the
Prologue were composed after 117 B.C.1 The book assumes a situation in which Ben
Sira, a sage, instructed young men to become wise, perhaps also preparing them to
become scribes and public leaders (Sir 38:24 - 39:11).2 Whether he had his own
wisdom school is not certain (cf. Sir 51:23-30).

Within the Hebrew original text and the Greek translation there are different textual
traditions that have shorter and longer recensions. The textual witnesses are usually

1

Richard J. Coggins, Sirach (Guide to Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha 6; Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic, 1998), 18-20; Daniel J. Harrington, Invitation to the Apocrypha (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1999), 79-80; John J. Collins, Jewish Wisdom in The Hellenistic Age (Louisville: Westminster John
Knox, 1997), 23; Patrick W. Skehan, The Wisdom of Ben Sira: A New Translation with Notes,
Introduction and Commentary by Alexander A. Di Lella (AB 39; New York: Doubleday, 1987), 8-10.
2
Harrington, Invitation, 78.
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designated as HT I (the original Hebrew of Ben Sira),3 HT II (the expanded Hebrew
text of one or more recensions, also primarily the basis for G II), G I (the grandson's
Greek translation of HT I, found for most part in the major uncial manuscripts ABCS
and their cursives) and G II (the expanded Greek translation based on HT II,
represented by a number of minuscule manuscripts, especially in the O and L
recensions). HT II differs from HT I primarily by additions. Within HT I the
overlapping Hebrew manuscripts present considerable textual differences sometimes.
G II, probably originating from 50–150 C.E., also has additions compared with G I.4
At times these additions reflect Christian interpolations. In some instances they
emphasize doctrinal elements which may be in contrast to the G I text. The longer
Greek recension shows a belief in eternal life (possibly 19:19; 23:27; 24:18), salvation
(possibly 13:14), judgment after death (probably 2:9c; 16:22c; 19:19), and an
emphasis that fear of God and love, usually from or of God, go together (1:12cd, 18cd
combined with the G I text of 18ab; 19:18-19; 24:24; 25:12).5 The basis of the textual
analysis in the present work is mainly the Hebrew Ben Sira text and the grandson's
translation. In a few instances there will be brief comments on the text of G II and the
Syriac translations.

The Greek translation at some points also differs substantially from the Hebrew text.
One of the tasks of the present work is to identify these differences between the

3

Consisting of the medieval Cairo Geniza materials (MSS ABCDEF), the earlier Masada manuscript
(MS M, 1st century B.C.E.), and the Qumran fragments (2Q18/2QSir, 1st century B.C.E., 11Q5/11QPsa,
1st century C.E.); see Skehan, Ben Sira, 51-53; Warren C. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View of Women: A
Literary Analysis (BJS 38; Chicago: Scholars, 1982), 4, 186-87, nn. 29-33.
4
Skehan, Ben Sira, 55-58; Friedrich Vinzenz Reiterer, "Review of Recent Research on the Book of
Ben Sira," in The Book of Ben Sira in Modern Research (BZAW 255; ed. Pancratius C. Beentjes;
Berlin: De Gruyter, 1997), 23-60, 26; Pancratius C. Beentjes, "Prophets and Prophecy in the Book of
Ben Sira," in "Happy the One who Meditates on Wisdom" (Sir. 14,20): Collected Essays on the Book of
Ben Sira (CBET 43; ed. Pancratius C. Beentjes; Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 207-29, 209.
5
Maurice Gilbert, "Wisdom Literature," in Jewish Writings of the Second Temple Period: Apocrypha,
Pseudepigrapha, Qumran Sectarian Writings, Philo, Josephus (CRINT II/2; ed. Michael E. Stone;
Assen: Van Gorcum, 1984), 283-324, 299-300; Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 43.
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Hebrew and Greek texts, especially where they pertain to issues of sexuality. As will
be demonstrated in the thesis there is a tendency in the Greek translation to depart
from the Hebrew original regarding matters of sexuality, sometimes by way of toning
down the erotic content of the text. As a result one may have to deal with not one, but
two separate authors' views on sexuality.

Ben Sira was "deeply rooted"6 in the traditions of Ancient Near Eastern, including
Israelite wisdom. Compared with wisdom writings such as Job, Proverbs, and
Ecclesiastes, the book of Ben Sira has similarities and differences in the topics it
addresses and in language and imagery. Skehan categorizes Job and Ecclesiastes, and
also the Wisdom of Solomon, as examples of existential wisdom that "attempts to
provide meaning for one who is faced with such problems as natural disasters,
untimely death, … the dilemmas of the innocent sufferer, and the anomaly of the
prosperous wicked".7 Existential wisdom, however, is present in all wisdom writings
to a certain extent. The same is true about "recipe wisdom", which deals with
everyday attitudes, beliefs, customs, manners one should have toward God, toward
one's fellows and the world at large. This form of wisdom is found in the largest
measure in Proverbs and Ben Sira.8

While for Ben Sira Proverbs to a certain extent was the primary model in terms of
literary forms as well, he also departed from it for instance in the use of
autobiographical narratives (51:13-22), hymns of praise to God (39:12-35; 42:15 –

6

Daniel J. Harrington, Jesus Ben Sira of Jerusalem: A Biblical Guide to Living Wisely (Collegeville:
Liturgical, 2005), 3.
7
Skehan, Ben Sira, 33.
8
Skehan, Ben Sira, 32-33.
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43:33), and prayer of petition (22:27 – 23:6). In contrast to the individual sayings of
Proverbs, the book of Ben Sira consists of several short treatises.9

Scholars are divided on the question of the author's attitude towards Hellenism.
Coggins, in his treatment of different views on the issue, notes that while Ben Sira's
greatest debt was to the Jewish traditions, his attitude to Hellenism was nuanced. His
"concerns were with true wisdom and the fear of God, and he was not afraid to range
widely in his search for ways of inculcating these essentials".10 Gilbert concludes that
the author's fidelity to biblical tradition and openness to Greek culture are expressed
without the signs of the later conflict of the Maccabean era. As in most Hellenistic
philosophy of the time, in Ben Sira more emphasis was on how to live, rather than on
speculations about the nature of things.11 According to Harrington, the influence of
Hellenism on the work is partially shown in the fact that the grandson felt compelled
to translate the book into Greek.12 While Ben Sira has built on traditional wisdom and
"had given himself increasingly both to the reading of the law and the Prophets and
the other ancestral books"13 (Prologue), he was at least familiar with works of Greek
literature, whose ideas and terminologies gained expressions in his work.14

Ben Sira's awareness of Hellenistic social mores is expressed in 31:12 - 32:13 where
he deals with appropriate conduct at banquets. Collins argues that Sirach's "familiarity
with, and acceptance of, Hellenistic banquets shows that he was no zealous opponent

9

Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 44.
Coggins, Sirach, 50-53, 53.
11
Maurice Gilbert, "Siracide," Dictionnaire de la Bible. Supplément 12 (Paris: Letouzay & Ané, 1996),
1389-437.
12
Harrington, Jesus Ben Sira, 24.
13
Benjamin G. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," in A New English Translation of the
Septuagint (Albert Pietersma and Benjamin G. Wright ed; Oxford University Press, 2007), 715-62,
719.
14
Skehan, Ben Sira, 46-50.
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5
of Hellenistic culture as such".15 He also notes that Ben Sira attaches importance to
honour and shame, which, he argues, were the core concerns of Hellenic society.16
There is a lengthy discussion dedicated to matters of honour and shame in Sir 41:13 –
42:8. In this passage and in others, it seems that Ben Sira represents a sexual morality
that is more strict than that of Hellenism,17 and even goes beyond the requirements of
the law. It appears that not only is every breach of the law disapproved, but all forms
of sexual wrongdoing, such as consorting with prostitutes, are discouraged. Matters of
sexual wrongdoing are in the context of honour and shame. The concern does not lie
solely with the punishment adultery entails, for instance, but also with the disgrace it
brings to the person before others. According to DeSilva, what constitutes the
"others", on the one hand, is the congregation or assembly of people (1:30).18

As Sir 41:13 – 42:8 attests, on the other hand, it is God himself who also constitutes
the "other" before whom one should feel ashamed. While it is true that in the writings
of Ben Sira there is an immense emphasis on the fear of the Lord, and that the author
is greatly concerned with honour or shame before the Lord and the people, perhaps it
is more correct to point out with Collins that despite the differences, some of the
features of Hellenistic ethos may not have been as foreign to Ben Sira as some
scholars assume.19

Some of the differences between the author's ethics and Hellenistic mores were his
insistence on the honour of the Torah and the caution that characterized his ethics, as
15

Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 33.
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 34.
17
However, the complexity of the Hellenistic world's attitude to issues of sexual morality, such as
adultery, must be taken into consideration. Cf. also John J. Collins, Between Athens and Jerusalem:
Jewish Identity in the Hellenistic Diaspora (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 159.
18
David A. DeSilva, "The Wisdom of Ben Sira: Honor, Shame, and the Maintenance of the Values of a
Minority Culture," CBQ 58 (1996), 433-55, 446-49.
19
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 34-35.
16
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opposed to Hellenism, where fear of shame was sometimes a motivation for bold
action.20

Another question that arises in relation to Hellenism is whether the author was
influenced by ideas of Greek philosophy such as Stoicism. Again, scholarly opinion is
divided on the matter. Some suggest that the author had at least some knowledge of
Stoic philosophy and that his identification of wisdom and Torah is analogous to the
Stoic identification of the universal law with lovgo", while others consider it unlikely
that Ben Sira had really studied the works of Stoic philosophers, noting that despite
some international characteristics of his work, it is marked by Jewish particularism.21
While it is not the task of the present work to ascertain to what degree, if at all, Ben
Sira was familiar with and influenced by Hellenistic philosophy, some of his
comments regarding the need to control one's passions and desires (6:1[2]-3[4]; 18:30
– 19:3; 22:27 – 23:6) bear resemblance to a combination of ideals characteristic of
Stoic and Cynic philosophy: aujtavrkeia (self-sufficiency) and freedom from
passions.

In summary, Ben Sira uses themes found also in wisdom writings such as Job,
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, or the Wisdom of Solomon and the Book of Baruch, and
exhibits at least some similarities to Hellenistic ethics. However, he is more
concerned with matters of sexuality, honour and shame than the above works. His
20

Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 75-78; Jack T. Sanders, "Ben Sira's Ethics of Caution," HUCA 50 (1980),
73-106.
21
On the various assessments on the issue see Sharon Lea Mattila, "Ben Sira and the Stoics: A
Reexamination of the Evidence," JBL 119 (2000), 473-501, 500; Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 40-41, 8489; Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism, 157-62; David Winston, "Theodicy in Ben Sira and Stoic
Philosophy," in Of Scholars, Savants, and Their Texts (ed. Ruth Link-Salinger; New York: Lang,
1989), 239-49, 239-49; Jeremy Corley, "Wisdom Versus Apocalyptic and Science in Sirach 1,1-10," in
Wisdom and Apocalypticism in the Dead Sea Scrolls and in the Biblical Tradition (BETL 168; ed.
Florentino García Martínez; Leuven: Peeters, 2003), 269-85, 280-84; Johann Marböck, Weisheit im
Wandel: Untersuchungen zur Weisheitstheologie bei Ben Sira (BBB 37; Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 1971),
160-73.
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anxiety regarding the chastity of daughters is unparalleled in the wisdom writings of
Second Temple Judaism. His comments, including his prayer regarding one’s
passions, including passions of men, deserve special attention. As noted above, all
kinds of sexual wrongdoing meet with disapproval.

The wisdom poems found in the book are also unique in certain aspects, especially in
that their language is often erotically charged. While Ben Sira was influenced by
moral values reflected in the law and perhaps shows similarities at some points to
Hellenistic mores, he has his own system of ethics, and as part of it, a particular
attitude towards sexuality that will be explored in the thesis.

There is a wide range of topics discussed in the book of Ben Sira, from creation to
death, to issues of morality, to matters of everyday life. Not all the teachings in the
book are relevant to the question of the thesis. Some of them are only marginally
relevant. Therefore they will be discussed less extensively or sometimes in an
excursus.

Throughout the work I use "Ben Sira" to designate the book in general and also the
author of the Hebrew text, and "Sirach" when referring specifically to the Greek
translation. The Hebrew text used as the basis for translation and analysis is that of
Beentjes.22 Lévi's edition, however, will also be consulted at some points.23 Where
only the Greek text appears, the Hebrew is not extant. The Greek text is based on
Rahlf's edition.24 Variations in Ziegler's work are also noted in a few instances.25 The

22

Pancratius C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew: A Text Edition of All Extant Hebrew
Manuscripts and A Synopsis of All Parallel Hebrew Ben Sira Texts (VTSup 68; Leiden: Brill, 1997).
23
Israel Lévi, The Hebrew Text of the Book of Ecclesiasticus (SSS 3; Leiden: Brill, 1904).
24
Alfred Rahlfs and Robert Hanhart ed. Septuaginta (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2006).

8
English translation of the Hebrew and Greek Ben Sira passages under discussion is
my own. However, I have also consulted Benjamin G. Wright's English translation for
certain Ben Sira passages from the LXX.26 The biblical references are from the
NRSV. The verse numeration will follow the Hebrew text and when the Greek
numbers differ they will appear in brackets, unless otherwise indicated.

25

Joseph Ziegler, Sapientia Iesu Filii Sirach (Septuaginta 12; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,
1965).
26
Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation".
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Beentjes's recent edition of all extant Hebrew manuscripts, with a synopsis of the
parallel texts, was a much needed work.27 General introductions include those of
Daniel J. Harrington,28 Richard J. Coggins29 and John J. Collins.30 None addresses the
topic of the present work in detail. There have been few commentaries in recent years.
The significant ones include the works of John G. Snaith31 and the more detailed book
of Patrick W. Skehan.32 While the latter points out some erotic content in some of Ben
Sira's/Sirach's sayings, it does not comment on many other references that also have
sexual connotations, nor give detailed attention to differences between the Hebrew
and Greek texts in this regard.

One aspect of the discussion of attitudes towards sexuality in Ben Sira/Sirach pertains
to female imagery associated with wisdom, and its opposite, folly. Alice M. Sinnott
provides a valuable overview.33 Regarding the issue of "strangeness" or "strange
woman", Gail Corrington Streete in her book tries to define strangeness through
biblical and sometimes extra-biblical examples of both named, and unnamed or
figurative women who, because of their strangeness, were transgressors of the social
boundaries of their age.34 None of these works discusses, however, what strangeness
means for Ben Sira/Sirach, whether it is a personification, or the term "strange

27

Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew.
Harrington, Invitation, 78-91.
29
Coggins, Sirach.
30
Collins, Jewish Wisdom.
31
John G. Snaith, Ecclesiasticus or the Wisdom of Jesus Son of Sirach (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1974).
32
Skehan, Ben Sira.
33
Alice M. Sinnott, The Personification of Wisdom (SOTSM; Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005).
34
Gail Corrington Streete, The Strange Woman: Power and Sex in the Bible (Louisville: Westminster
John Knox, 1997).
28
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woman" refers to an ordinary prostitute or an adulteress. They also fail to consider the
comments on the "strange woman" in the larger context of the work or to compare
them with other sayings that may reflect on the author's view towards sexuality. One
of the purposes of the present work is to fill these gaps.

There are six wisdom poems in the Book of Ben Sira (1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-37; 14:20
– 15:10; ch. 24; 51:13-30). Most of these poems have received considerable scholarly
attention, especially ch. 24 because of its closeness in theme and imagery to Proverbs
8. The erotic overtone that characterizes most of these poems (especially 6:18-37;
14:20 – 15:10; parts of ch. 24; 51:13-31) is not always noted. Two articles that reflect
on the sexual imagery in Sir 6:18-37 are from Jane S. Webster35 and Jessie Rogers.36
Judith E. Mckinlay also makes passing comments on the erotic content of Sir 14:20 –
15:10 and ch. 24.37 Among others, J. A. Sanders,38 Andrew Angel39 and Celia
Deutsch40 have made valuable contributions to the interpretation of 51:13-30.

On gender issues and regarding Ben Sira's view of women, Warren C. Trenchard's
book is noteworthy.41 He provides extensive comments on the translation and analysis
of numerous passages from the book of Ben Sira. Trenchard is correct in asserting
that Ben Sira has some of the most negative comments on women in contemporary

35

Jane S. Webster, "Sophia: Engendering Wisdom in Proverbs, Ben Sira and the Wisdom of Solomon,"
JSOT 78 (1998), 63-79.
36
Jessie Rogers, "'As ploughing and reaping draw near to her.' A reading of Sirach 6:18-37," Old
Testament Essays 13 (2000), 364-79.
37
Judith E. McKinlay, Gendering Wisdom the Host: Biblical Invitations to Eat and Drink (JSOTSup
216; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996).
38
J. A. Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," in The Psalms Scroll of Qumran Cave 11 (11QPSa) (DJD 4; Oxford:
Clarendon, 1965), 79-85.
39
Andrew Angel, "From Wild Men to Wise and Wicked Women: An Investigation into Male
Heterosexuality in Second Temple Interpretation of the Ladies Wisdom and Folly," in A Question of
Sex: Gender and Difference in the Hebrew Bible and Beyond (ed. Deborah W. Rooke; Sheffield:
Phoenix, 2007), 145-61.
40
Celia Deutsch, "The Sirach 51 Acrostic: Confession and Exhortation," ZAW 94 (1982), 400-409.
41
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View.
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Jewish and earlier Biblical literature, but he fails to identify the positive comments,
and despite his thorough textual analysis the differences between the Hebrew and
Greek texts are not always emphasized. His five categories of women as "good wife",
"bad wife", "mothers and widows", "prostitutes" and "daughters" will not be used in
the same way in my thesis. While the attitude toward women is an important part of
the discussion in the present work, its focus is on attitudes toward sexuality. Therefore
the range of the passages to be treated is broader.

Claudia V. Camp adds another dimension to the gender issues present in the Book of
Ben Sira/Sirach, namely the question on honour and shame.42

The social context has also been an important consideration for this investigation. In
this regard Leonie J. Archer's work is useful in giving an insight into the life and
status of women in the age discussed.43 Legal issues and transgressions of law are
discussed not only by Archer but also in a number of other works. One of the recent
and useful among them is written by John J. Collins.44 Both this writing and the books
of Michael L. Satlow,45 Hilary B. Lipka46 and David Instone-Brewer47 provide a
useful background to the discussion of issues such as marriage and divorce, and such
as adultery and other kinds of sexual wrongdoing.

42

Claudia V. Camp, "Understanding a Patriarchy: Women in Second Century Jerusalem Through the
Eyes of Ben Sira in "Women Like This": New Perspectives on Jewish Women in the Greco-Roman
World (SBLEJL 1; ed. Amy-Jill Levine; Atlanta: Scholars, 1991), 1-39. Also cf. Claudia V. Camp,
"Honor and Shame in Ben Sira: Anthropological and Theological Reflections," in The Book of Ben Sira
in Modern Research (BZAW 255; ed. Pancratius C. Beentjes; Berlin: De Gruyter, 1997), 171-87.
43
Léonie J. Archer, Her Price is Beyond Rubies: The Jewish Woman in Graeco-Roman Palestine
(JSOTSup 60; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1990).
44
John J. Collins, "Marriage, Divorce, and Family in Second Temple Judaism," in Families in Ancient
Israel (ed. Leo G. Perdue, Joseph Blenkinsopp, John J. Collins and Carol Meyers; Louisville:
Westminster John Knox, 1997), 104-62.
45
Michael L. Satlow, Jewish Marriage in Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001).
46
Hilary B. Lipka, Sexual Transgression in the Hebrew Bible (HBM 7; Sheffield: Phoenix, 2006).
47
David Instone-Brewer, Divorce and Remarriage in the Bible: The Social and Literary Context
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002).
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It is, however, difficult to find detailed analyses of passages concerning adultery and
prostitution in the book, apart from a few articles. One of them is the aforementioned
essay of Claudia V. Camp.48 Writings that deal with the question of honour and shame
in Ben Sira49 similarly make only passing remarks about prostitution/adultery. There
are, thus far, no works that provide a systematic analysis of all the sage's sayings
concerning sexual wrongdoings and passions/desires. This thesis will address this
need.

Apart from Trenchard's aforementioned work, passages concerning
mothers/fathers/widows, daughters and marital relationships are seldom the subjects
of analysis that views them in the context of the author's attitude toward sexuality.
The research I have undertaken will endeavour to provide an analysis of all the
relevant passages that contain information pertaining to sexuality using the following
categories:

•

fathers, mothers and widows

•

daughters and sons

•

marital relationships

•

sexual wrongdoing (either illicit or discouraged, including adultery,
prostitution), sexual desires/passions

•

wisdom poems

This work will not only offer a systematic detailed study of all the comments that
betray something about Ben Sira's/Sirach's attitude toward sexuality, including the

48
49

Camp, "Patriarchy".
Camp, "Honor and Shame"; DeSilva, "Wisdom"; Sanders, "Ben Sira's Ethics".
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differences between the Hebrew and Greek text versions, but will also present a basis
for further studies on specific topics and issues in the book of Ben Sira.

14

CHAPTER ONE
FATHERS, MOTHERS AND WIDOWS

Some of the passages that follow here have very little or nothing to say about the
author's attitude towards sexuality. For the sake of completeness, however, they all
need to be discussed.

I.1. Fathers and Mothers

Sir 3:1-16
MS A
.wma dbkm………………………………………6
.twkrb lk iwgy?y rwbu
iyba dbk h?umbw rmamb ynb 8
.ufn ?tnt <a tllqw
?r? dsyt ba tkrb 9
.il awh dwbk al yk
iyba /wlqb dbktt la 10
.wma 1llqm afj hbrmw
wyba dwbk ?ya dwbk 11
.iyyj ymy lk whbzut law
iyba dwbkb qzjth ynb 12
.wyyj ymy lk wtwa <ylkt law
wl bwzu wudm rsjy <a <gw 13
3
.2utnt ayh tafj rwmtw
hjmt al ba tqdx 14
4
5
6
.iynwu tyb?hl rwpk lu <jk
il rkzt hrx <wyb 15
7
8
.wma llqm warwb syukmw
wyba hzwb dyzm yk 16
6 ………………………. glorifying/honouring his mother
8 My son, in word and deed honour your father
so that all blessings may come upon you.
1

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 40, 216, n. 21, suggests hlqm ("he who treats with contempt",
from hlq). Cf. Skehan, Ben Sira, 153-54.
2
Both Lévi, Hebrew Text, 1, and Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 23, read with MS Amg: ufnt
from ufn ("plant"), here probably meaning "be planted" or "takes root". The rest of the colon in MS C
is incomplete ([…]xntt wtwnu tjtw), where wtwnu probably means "hardship", "suffering", and tjtw
means "and in its place/instead of/for". The last word is mutilated.
3
MS C has jk?t la ("will not be forgotten"); the rest of the colon agrees.
4
MS C has iytafj smn jrq lu brwjkw ("and like heat on frost your sins perish").
5
Read this word with Lévi, Hebrew Text, 1. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 23, reads sjk.
6
MS C reads il rkzy <wyb.
7
MS C has: wma bwjsy la <uwzw, where bwjsy (from bjs = "to drag") with wma ("his
mother") seems to be out of place here. la <uwzw means "and cursing God".
8
MS C has: wyba bzwuh [dgmk: "like a blasphemer is he who forsakes his father".
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9 A father's blessing establishes the root
and the mother's curse uproots the young plant.
10 Do not glory in your father's disgrace
for he is no glory to you.
11 His father's glory is a person's glory
and multiplies sin who curses his mother.
12 My son, be steadfast in honouring your father
and do not leave him as long as you live.
13 Even if his mind fails him, be considerate of him
and do not despise him as long as he lives.
14 Kindness9 to a father will not be blotted out,10
it will be as a sin offering (lit. substitute for sin), it will take root.
15 In the day of adversity it will be remembered in your favour,
as warmth upon frost, it will melt away (lit. destroy) your sins.
16 Who despises his father is one who acts presumptuously,
and he provokes his Creator who curses his mother.11
GI
1 ejmou' tou' patroV" ajkouvsate, tevkna,
kaiV ou{tw" poihvsate, i{na swqh'te:
2 oJ gaVr kuvrio" ejdovxasen patevra ejpiV tevknoi"
kaiV krivsin mhtroV" ejsterevwsen ejf= uiJoi'".
3 oJ timw'n patevra ejxilavsketai aJmartiva",
4 kaiV wJ" oJ ajpoqhsaurivzwn oJ doxavzwn mhtevra aujtou'.
5 oJ timw'n patevra eujfranqhvsetai uJpoV tevknwn
kaiV ejn hJmevra/ proseuch'" aujtou' eijsakousqhvsetai.
6 oJ doxavzwn patevra makrohmereuvsei,
kaiV oJ eijsakouvwn kurivou ajnapauvsei mhtevra aujtou':
G II
7a oJ fobouvmeno" kuvrion timhvsei patevra,
GI
7b kaiV wJ" despovtai" douleuvsei ejn toi'" gennhvsasin aujtovn.
8 ejn e[rgw/ kaiV lovgw/ tivma toVn patevra sou,
i{na ejpevlqh/ soi eujlogiva par= aujtou':
9 eujlogiva gaVr patroV" sthrivzei oi[kou" tevknwn,
katavra deV mhtroV" ejkrizoi' qemevlia.
10 mhV doxavzou ejn ajtimiva/ patrov" sou,
ouj gavr ejstivn soi dovxa patroV" ajtimiva:
11 hJ gaVr dovxa ajnqrwvpou ejk timh'" patroV" aujtou',
kaiV o[neido" tevknoi" mhvthr ejn ajdoxiva/.
12 tevknon, ajntilabou' ejn ghvra/ patrov" sou
9

It may also be translated as "righteousness".
MS C has "will not be forgotten"; see notes on the text. G I supports it.
11
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 40, 216-17, nn. 23-27, translates: "He who forsakes his father is
like a blasphemer, and he who provokes his mother is cursed by God." Skehan, Ben Sira, 154, has: "A
blasphemer is he who neglects his father; he provokes God, who demeans his mother."
10
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kaiV mhV luphvsh/" aujtoVn ejn th'/ zwh'/ aujtou':
13 ka]n ajpoleivph/ suvnesin, suggnwvmhn e[ce
kaiV mhV ajtimavsh/" aujtoVn ejn pavsh/ ijscuvi sou.
14 ejlehmosuvnh gaVr patroV" oujk ejpilhsqhvsetai
kaiV ajntiV aJmartiw'n prosanoikodomhqhvsetaiv soi.
15 ejn hJmevra/ qlivyewv" sou ajnamnhsqhvsetaiv sou:
wJ" eujdiva ejpiV pagetw'/, ou{tw" ajnaluqhvsontaiv sou aiJ aJmartivai.
16 wJ" blavsfhmo" oJ ejgkatalipwVn patevra,
kaiV kekathramevno" uJpoV kurivou oJ parorgivzwn mhtevra aujtou'.
1 Listen to me (your) father, O children,
and act accordingly to gain salvation/to be safe.
2 For the Lord honoured/glorified the father above the children,
and made firm the right of the mother over the sons.
3 Whoever honours his father atones for sins,
4 and stores up treasures/riches whoever glorifies his mother.
5 Whoever honours his father will enjoy gladness over his children,
and when he prays he will be heard.
6 Whoever glorifies his father will prolong his life,
and whoever obeys God will give rest to his mother.
G II
7a whoever fears the Lord will honour (his) father
GI
7b and he will serve his parents as masters.
8 In deed and word honour your father,
that a blessing from him may come upon you.
9 For the blessing of the father makes firm the children's houses,
but the mother's curse uproots the foundations.
10 Do not glorify yourself in your father's disgrace,
for your father's disgrace is no glory for you.
11 For a man's glory is his father's glory,
and for the children a mother in dishonour is a disgrace.
12 O son, help your father in old age,
and do not grieve him in his life.
13 And if his understanding fails him, show (lit. have) forbearance,
and do not despise him in all your strength.
14 For kindness/compassion to a father will not be forgotten,
and instead of your sins it will be credited in your favour.
15 In the day of your adversity it will be remembered for you,
as frost in good weather, your sins will be destroyed.
16 Like a blasphemer is he who forsakes his father,
and he is cursed by the Lord whoever provokes his mother.
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Context

In the first chapter of the book of Ben Sira two of the main themes are established:
wisdom and the fear of the Lord. In 1:1-10 there is an introduction regarding wisdom
with at least three messages: wisdom is hidden;12 the source of wisdom is the Lord
alone; and the Lord gives wisdom to those who love him. These thoughts are then
further developed in 1:11-30 with the ever recurring theme of wisdom literature (the
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom)13 and also with an exhortation: one
condition of receiving the gift of wisdom is to keep the commandments and to be a
humble servant of the Lord. Sirach 2 calls for trust in God, especially in times of
affliction.

Chapter 3 starts with the instruction regarding the honour of parents in 3:1-16 as if the
author wanted to draw the reader's attention to the first group of people whom one has
to respect as part of keeping God's commandments. In the following verses the
teaching continues with a call for humility and modesty (3:17-24), and warnings
against pride and stubbornness (3:25-29), a call for almsgiving and social conduct
(3:30 - 4:6; 4:7-10), which culminates in 4:10. The latter verse concerning widows
and orphans closes the chain of thoughts before the next larger unit, beginning with
4:11 on wisdom.

12
13

A thought not unique to Sirach; see for example Job 28:20.
See also Prov 9:10; Ps 111:10.
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Form

The borders of this unit are more determined by content than by form. Within the 16
verses the first smaller unit consists of 3:1-6. The second unit begins with 3:7, where
Ben Sira's recurring theme (the fear of the Lord) appears. The third unit is introduced
with "My son" in 3:12 and closes with 3:16. Within each unit there are parallel
thoughts, mainly determined by content. Within 3:1-16 there is not a distinct form that
would set the verses of each unit apart.

Content

The instruction to honour one's father and mother is laid down in the fifth
commandment (Exod 20:12; Deut 5:16), which is the first commandment among
those concerning one's duty towards one's own fellow-beings and the only one to
include also a promise: "Honour your father and your mother, so that your days may
be long in the land that the Lord your God is giving you" (Exod 20:12).14 References
to honouring father and mother and to one's duty towards them can be found
throughout the Hebrew Bible. A number of them are included in Proverbs either in a
positive exhortation or by way of describing how one should not conduct oneself
toward father and mother.15 Ben Sira however elaborates this theme in the greatest
detail.

In Sir 3:1 it is not clear what the translator means by i{na swqh'te. The most frequent
translations of the word sw/vzw in various forms in the LXX include "to keep", "to
14

Deut 5:16 adds "and that it may go well with you".
Exod 21:17; Lev 20:9; Prov 1:8; 6:20; 19:26; 20:20; 23:22, 25; 28:24; 30:17 (also cf. 30:11);
Tob 4:3-4; 14:12-13; the commandment is referred to in Matt 15:3-6; Mark 7:9-13; Luke 18:20; Eph
6:2-3.
15
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save", "to free", "to deliver", "to help", "to save oneself", depending on the form of
the Hebrew word behind it. It can render various Hebrew verbs among which the
most significant ones are u?y, flp and flm.16 The salvation, deliverance or help a
person can experience may come through people or through God.17 Even though Ben
Sira uses it with reference to conflict or adversity from which a person needs
deliverance, or from which the author himself was saved, such as in Sir 2:11; 34:12,
13; 51:8, where the deliverance is always connected with trust in God or with his
mercy,18 the text in Sir 3:1 does not indicate any specific situation.

Sir 3:2 implies that one must both obey one's father and respect the mother's right
(krivsin), as their parental authority is given them by God. Similarly to Exod 20:12
and Deut 5:16, there is no discrimination between father and mother in this comment.
This is how Ben Sira in the first two verses of ch. 3 establishes the theme of the whole
of 3:1-16. Sir 7:27-28, while not extant in Hebrew, in G I reflects the way one comes
into this world: through one's parents. This verse confirms that the parents have
authority given by God over their children and they are also able to instruct them. It is
clear in Prov 1:8 or in Prov 6:20, where the parents' teachings have also the role to
guide and protect someone from being led astray (for example by an immoral
woman).

In 3:3 ejxilavsketai stands for the verb "atone" (oJ timw'n patevra ejxilavsketai
aJmartiva" = "Whoever honours [his] father atones for sins") and while it is widely
used in the LXX, including Sirach,19 many times together with aJmartiva", the word
16

G. Fohrer, "swv/zw and swthriva in the Old Testament," TDNT (ed. Gerhard Kittel; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971), 7:970-80, 970.
17
Fohrer, "swv/zw," 974-78.
18
Cf. Sir 46:1, 8.
19
15 times, including noun forms.
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ajpoqhsaurivzwn (for "storing up treasures/riches") cannot be found anywhere else in
the LXX. The former verb in various forms is the predominant LXX translation for
the Hebrew rpk to denote "to expiate". Of the 15 occurrences in the LXX version of
Sirach, where the Hebrew text is extant,20 rpk appears, but it is probable that in other
occurrences where the Hebrew text is not extant the word rpk was behind
ejxilavskomai.21 The latter word is used to convey the notion of atonement with either
God or the great among the people either in a positive affirmation or in negation in Sir
3:3, 30; 5:6; 16:7; 20:28; 28:5; 34:19(= 23 in English); 45:16, 23.

Excursus 1: Atonement, death and what comes after

It is not the purpose of the present work to detail the author's view on sin and
atonement.22 Some remarks, however, will be made here, which will also be
relevant later in the chapter regarding widows and orphans. This excursus will
also provide the opportunity to point out some characteristics of Ben Sira's
thoughts on death. This is at least briefly necessary in understanding his
beliefs on what comes after death, since such beliefs may influence a person's
conduct in the present life. That Ben Sira himself had such concerns seems to
be clear from his comments on illicit sexual relations, especially when he
speaks about death, decay or grave, as will be shown especially in ch. IV.1
and IV.3. Also these remarks will show us that despite the anxiety throughout
the book regarding certain pleasures in a person's life, the author's outlook on

20

Sir 3:30; 45:16, 23.
Johannes Herrmann, "iJlavskomai, iJlasmov"," TDNT (ed. Gerhard Kittel; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1965), 3:301-10, 302.
22
Cf. G. W. Bromiley, "Atone, Atonement," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1979), 1:352-60.
21

21
life is not altogether negative, and not all pleasures in life are to be
condemned.

Sacrifices were important for the author since they were commanded in 35:4
(= 35:6-7 in English) and they are encouraged in 7:29-31. They do not seem to
be efficacious on their own, however, in Ben Sira's view. To restore the
relationship with God that is broken by sin, sacrifices have to be accompanied
by righteous deeds. The Hebrew Bible is concerned with the attitude toward
the needy.23 Wisdom writings within it also emphasize this aspect with their
countless references to widows, orphans and the poor, sometimes indicating
that the wise person who acts righteously follows the example of God who is
the only protector of the weak.24 The approaches they had toward the needy
were charity and social justice. Malchow argues that the wise want not only to
prevent social injustice but also to act justly. Job clothed himself in
righteousness (Job 29:14).25 The Psalms have admonitions to be righteous (Ps
68:6 [= 5 in English]; Psalm 82). Proverbs is similarly concerned with the
cause of the needy (14:21; 15:25; 19:17; 22:9; 28:27).26
Ben Sira's attitude follows that of other wisdom writers on the subject, and Sir
7:32-35 suggests in the context of 7:29-36 that along with sacrifices and
offerings, righteous deeds are also necessary for atonement. Moreover,

23

See Exod 22:22; Deut 14:28-29; 15:7-11; 24:13, 17-22; 26:12; Lev 19:9-10; 23:22; Isa 1:17,
23; 10:2; Jer 7:6; 22:3-5; Amos 5:10-15; Zech 7:8-14; Mal 3:5.
24
Pss 10:14, 18; 68:6 (= 5 in English); 82; 146:9; Job 31:16, 18.
25
Bruce V. Malchow, "Social Justice in the Wisdom Literature," BTB 12 (1982), 120-24, 12223.
26
On the other hand, while the wisdom writers encouraged deeds of righteousness, some also
emphasized the maintenance of the status quo in society, at least to the extent of avoiding any dramatic
or revolutionary changes (Prov 24:21, cf. also Eccl 8:2-6). Cf. Robert Gordis, "The Social Background
of Wisdom Literature," HUCA 18 (1944), 77-118, 81-82; Fröhlich Ida, "Ben Szira társadalma," in
MIOK Évkönyv (szerk. Scheiber S.; Budapest, 1978), 152-58, 153-55. Whether the wisdom writers
were from the upper, middle or lower class is a subject of scholarly debate. For an overview consult
Mark Sneed, "Wisdom and Class: A Review and Critique," JAAR 62 (1994), 651-72.
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sacrifice of the godless is rejected if it comes from the exploitation of the poor
(34:18-20[= 21-24 in English]).27 The author's view of expiation28 is nicely
summarized in a positive exhortation in 35:1-8 where almost all the aspects
necessary for atonement are included. The keeping of the commandments,
works of charity and refraining from unrighteousness are especially important.

It is also noteworthy that Sir 7:36; 17:27-28; 18:21 and 28:6 all emphasize that
death does not delay and it inevitably ends the time to do good to others and to
hope in return for the forgiveness of sins.29 It also seems that on the one hand,
the author does not see death as a punishment for sin, but something that is
decreed for humanity, and not necessarily something to be feared (Sir 41:34).30 On the other hand death is a cause for anxiety (40:1-2)31. As death is final
and inevitable, one should enjoy life. Life and death are set before humans and
they can choose.32 For the fool, even in life there can be death but for the wise
there can be life even despite the fact that death is inescapable for both of
them.33 This is how Collins describes the qualitative meaning of life and
death.34 For Ben Sira death is also the opposite of life, and he describes the
netherworld as a place for pointless survival,35 where even the praise of God is

27

See Prov 15:8-9; 21:27.
Cf. Skehan, Ben Sira, 87-90.
29
The righteous deeds include almsgiving, kindness, and being righteous in general towards the
weak and the oppressed. The idea found in Sir 3:1-16 about storing up treasure appears in Tob 4:5b-7,
9-11. Also cf. Charles L. Quarles, "The New Perspective and Means of Atonement in Jewish Literature
of the Second Temple Period," CTR 2 (2005), 39-56, 43-47; George W. E. Nickelsburg, "Judgment,
Life-After-Death, and Resurrection in the Apocrypha and the Non-Apocalyptic Pseudepigrapha," in
Judaism in Late Antiquity, Part Four: Death, Life-After-Death, Resurrection and the World-to-come in
the Judaisms of Antiquity (ed. Alan J. Avery-Peck and Jacob Neusner; Leiden: Brill, 2000), 141-62,
144-45; see also Tob 1:3; 14:9-11.
30
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 93.
31
Cf. Sir 41:1-4.
32
John J. Collins, "The Root of Immortality: Death in the Context of Jewish Wisdom," HTR 71
(1978), 177-192, 179.
33
Also see Eccl 2:15-16.
34
Collins, "Immortality," 179-80.
35
Skehan, Ben Sira, 84.
28
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impossible. Sheol is the place of not-living. From there people would not rise
again (Job 14:12; Sir 38:21). This belief has other consequences. Sheol cannot
be the place for retribution: that has to come in the present existence (Sir
9:12). Whether the day of death is the day of judgment as well (Sir 11:26-28)
is difficult to determine.

It seems that the only way of a person's survival is through his name and in his
children.36 It is very important how one conducts oneself in the present life,
leaving a good or a bad name (41:11-13) and whether one's children are
wicked or virtuous (30:4-5). As already noted, death itself ends the time of a
person in this world and with it the time during which one can conduct oneself
in an honourable or a disgraceful way in many aspects. For Ben Sira this
conduct includes the attitude a person can have toward the weak of society, as
discussed above. If the relationship is restored, even though not knowing what
comes after death, one perhaps may hope that the inevitable end will be
painless or free of suffering.

We may attempt to answer the question whether Ben Sira's belief regarding
death has bearings on the attitude towards illicit sexual relations such as
adultery, or sexual conduct condemned by him, such as prostitution. The
comments on death are sometimes contradictory. It is also uncertain, as noted
in the above discussion, what the author thinks about judgment or retribution,
or what life after death means. Therefore it is difficult to discern what death
means in passages on adultery or prostitution. It is most probable that death in

36

Cf. the praise of the fathers who were remembered for what they had done and left behind
(Sir 44:1 - 50:24).
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these passages is not meant literally. The argument about the connection
between one's conduct in the present life, and one's belief regarding death,
should be settled probably with the modest assertion that in the book of Ben
Sira, death ends the time for proper conduct, the time during which one still
has the opportunity to avoid conduct that would put one to shame in the here
and now and/or result in leaving behind a disgraceful memory. These are
significant concerns for the author as can be seen throughout the book, for
example in the passages on honour and shame (Sir 41:14 - 42:14) and in the
simile of the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26.

In Sir 3:3-4 both father and mother are included as the ones towards whom one has to
be righteous or good as part of atoning for sins.

It seems that the teaching in 3:5-6 reflects the author's self-interest in another
dimension. On the one hand, in a restored relationship with God, a person's prayer is
assumedly heard37 and his present life is prolonged (3:5b, 6a) as part of the evasion of
divine punishment for sins. On the other hand, reciprocity with a person's own
descendants is also suggested. Whoever honours his own father can hope that his own
children will do the same to him (3:5a). It is also in line with the well attested
message of wisdom literature (Prov 10:1; 15:20; 23:24-25; 29:3). With the exception
of 3:7 the Hebrew text is extant from the second half of 3:6, where MS A has wma
dbkm. The idea of glorifying father could be surmised in the first half of 3:6a (MS A)
to create a parallel with the idea of honouring/glorifying mother (3:6b, wma dbkm).
The comment in G I ("Whoever glorifies his father will prolong his life, and whoever
obeys God will give rest to his mother", 3:6) could be part of another parallel. The
37

Also cf. Prov 15:29.
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expression ajnapauvw is part of Ben Sira's vocabulary38 and it usually renders the
Hebrew jwn ("to have a rest", "to find rest", in Hiphil "to give rest to somebody").39 If
the verb eijsakouvwn is regarded here as correct, then 3:6b and 3:7a are parallel stichs,
since 3:7a reads: "Whoever fears the Lord will honour (his) father" (G II). If the
Hebrew term behind the LXX translation however is not um? (”to hear", "to listen"),
but <l? ("to render", "to return", "to give back something"), then 3:6b would read:
whoever gives rest to his mother, renders good to God.40 Although Exod 21:7 and
Neh 5:5 attest that a father had the right to sell his female children as slaves, it is not
implied in 3:7b (G I: "and he will serve his parents as masters"), even if the word
despovtai" is used here along with douleuvsei. It may refer merely to the fact that
children ought to be obedient to their parents as slaves to their masters.41

Sir 3:8 suggests that one's acts cannot contradict one's words. Honour of parents must
be manifested in both words and deeds. One of the examples of the significance of a
father's blessing is confirmed in Gen 27:1-40 where Jacob was even willing (with his
mother's help!) to trick his brother Esau to get their father Isaac's blessing.42 ejn e[rgw/
kaiV lovgw resembles the fullness of obedience required in Deut 28:1: um?t uwm?.

Sir 3:9 uses different metaphors in the Hebrew and Greek to convey the same idea:
the metaphor of root and young plant in the former and the metaphor of house in the
latter.43 The metaphor of root is found in Prov 12:3, and the word ufn is used in

38

Used 19 times in various contexts.
Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View, 214, n. 16.
40
See Skehan, Ben Sira, 154; Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 44, 214, n. 17.
41
Cf. Snaith, Ecclesiasticus, 21.
42
Cf. Gen 9:26; 27:27-38; 28:1, 6; 48:15-16; 49:25-26 for the importance of a father's blessing.
See also Deut 28:1-14 and Sir 3:8.
43
See also Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 214-16, n. 18.
39
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similar sense in Job 14:9.44 Also the verb form ufn has other figurative meanings such
as planting people (Jer 12:2) or establishing the people of God (Exod 15:17; 2 Sam
7:10; Ps 44:3). Similarly the word oi\ko" can have meanings other than the literal. It
is used to denote family or household.45 Having many offspring or becoming a great
family/nation is connected with a blessing in Gen 12:2; 17:16, 20; 22:17; 26:3-4;
26:24; 28:3; 48:16; Deut 1:11; 7:13; 28:8-11; 30:16; 1 Sam 2:20; Ps 115:12-18; Ezek
37:26; Heb 6:14. Sir 3:9 also reflects the belief that growing great or establishing a
great nation depends on the blessing. It also suggests that a curse has the opposite
result, even though it does not detail what uprooting the young plant/foundations
means. The blessing of a parent was irrevocable and efficacious46 regarding the
descendants. It is attested in Gen 9:25-27; 27:30-38; Judg 17:1-4 and seems
confirmed in Sir 3:9, which implies that the mother's curse is just as efficacious as the
father's blessing.

Sir 3:10-11 is self-evident. Ben Sira writes in 41:7-9 that an impious father is blamed
by his children because "on his account they will be reproached"47 (41:7). Also, as
discussed above in this chapter, a person's life is reflected in the name and the
children he leaves behind (30:4-5; 41:11-13). A wicked person will leave a bad name
in which the children will surely not glory (3:10). Whether the word hlq ("to
demean")48 or llq ("to curse") is used here regarding the mother, either would be
completely contradictory to the message of the whole section in 3:1-16. Also, the
latter is prohibited in Exod 21:17. It is noteworthy that the Greek version is
significantly different in Sir 3:11b. While MS A does not describe the qualities of the
44

Skehan, Ben Sira, 156.
Györkösy Alajos, Kapitánffy István, and Tegyei Imre szerk., Ógörög-Magyar Nagyszótár
(Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1990), 717.
46
Skehan, Ben Sira, 156.
47
Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 753.
48
As suggested by Skehan, Ben Sira, 154.
45
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mother, G I depicts her as a mother in dishonour. It is not detailed what dishonour
means in this context. We may only assume that it refers to an act of sexual nature,
such as adultery, which could bring shame on the children, but that cannot be said for
certain. It would certainly be a surprising comment in the context of honouring father
and mother.

Sir 3:12-13 draws attention to a father who is ageing (3:12a), and getting frail also in
mind (3:13a), and is in contrast with a son, who is in his full strength as reflected in
the Greek version of 3:13b. The father in this condition needs not only obedience and
steadfastness in honour from his children, but toward the end of his life, also care and
patience. This idea is another example of self-interest and reciprocity on the author's
part in the sense that a young person, who, in his vigour supports his ageing father,
may, in his own age hope for similar conduct from his sons. In the place of the
prohibition of forsaking one's father in the Hebrew text (3:12b) the Greek testifies that
an elderly father should not be given even a cause for grief (3:12b). As noted in the
translation the terms "will not be blotted out" (MS A, 3:14a) and "will not be
forgotten" (MS C and G I, 3:14a) make no significant difference in the meaning. The
idea of atonement returns here, where the good deed to a father is expressed with the
word tqdx, a derivative of qdx and is usually rendered as "righteousness",
"uprightness". The LXX translation can include among others the derivatives of divkh
or ejlehmosuvnh as in 3:14a. It can include kindness, mercy, generosity, honesty, or
even pity (ejlehmosuvnh).49 Quarles suggests that the Greek term prosanoikodomevw
has an economic rather than a cultic aspect.50 It is not specified, however, what he
means by it and the word prosanoikodomevw does not appear anywhere else in the
49

R. A. Kelly, "Righteousness," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1988), 4:192-95, 192-93.
50
Quarles, "New Perspective," 49.
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LXX. The idea of the day of adversity has been discussed above in this subchapter.
The atoning efficacy of good deeds for sins is compared to the warmth (MS A,
3:15b)51 or good weather (G I, 3:15b) that destroys/melts frost.

In 3:16, G I, MS A and MS C have different versions. MS C and G I agree in 3:16a:
"Like a blasphemer is he who forsakes his father". MS A in 3:16b reads "and he
provokes his Creator who curses his mother ".52 Both MS C and G I in 3:16a and MS
A in 3:16b remind the reader of 3:2, where the authority behind the honour of parents
is God himself.

In conclusion, it is evident that Ben Sira's comments on women as mothers are more
positive than those on daughters or, naturally, prostitutes. Trenchard, however,
observes that even though in six distichs mother can be found in parallel to father, she
always appears in the second half of the distich.53 Father is concerned in a greater part
of Sir 3:1-16. While honouring both father and mother equals with atonement
according to 3:3-4, in 3:14-15 good deeds toward only the father have atoning
efficacy. This way mothers receive less attention. It is also true that Proverbs
mentions mothers independently (Prov 29:15; 31:1), but only twice, while it uses the
parallel of father and mother together on numerous occasions. In all of them mothers
are mentioned only in the second place.54

In Sir 3:1-16 one comment that connects mothers with disgrace is 3:11b in G I, where
shame may result from sexual misconduct on the mother's part. However, it is not

51

"Heat" in MS C.
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53
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54
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certain. 3:11b is also an example where the translation has a more negative attitude
toward mothers. Another may be found in 3:6b ("whoever obeys God will give rest to
his mother"), where the action required toward the father in 3:6a (to glorify him) is
more active than the passive "give rest to his mother".

Sir 4:10cd

Sir 4:10cd (in the context of 4:10) is part of the passages concerning widows and is
discussed in the following subchapter. Since, however, its Greek version comments
on motherly love, some brief remarks are made here.

GI
(10a givnou ojrfanoi'" wJ" pathVr
10b kaiV ajntiV ajndroV" th'/ mhtriV aujtw'n:)
10c kaiV e[sh/ wJ" uiJoV" uJyivstou,
10d kaiV ajgaphvsei se ma'llon h] mhvthr sou.
(10a Be like a father to orphans,
10b and instead of a husband to their mother,)
10c and you will be like a son of the Most High,
10d and he will love you more than your mother.

The context and form of this distich is discussed later in the chapter. We may note
that it appears in the context of Sir 4:10 that concerns widows and orphans.
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Content

The author's view on widows and works of charity is detailed in this and the following
subchapter. The focus in 4:10cd shifts somewhat to the love of God, for which the
love of a mother serves as a model. This is a significant evaluation of motherly love.

Sir 7:27-28

GI
27 ejn o{lh/ kardiva/ sou dovxason toVn patevra sou
kaiV mhtroV" wjdi'na" mhV ejpilavqh/:
28 mnhvsqhti o{ti di= aujtw'n ejgennhvqh",
kaiV tiv ajntapodwvsei" aujtoi'" kaqwV" aujtoiV soiv;
27 With your whole heart honour your father
and do not forget your mother’s birth pains.
28 Remember that of them (lit. through them) you were born
and what can you give them back for what they gave you?

Context

In Sir 7:1 - 9:16 the writer gives advice to his readers on social and religious relations,
starting in 7:1-17 on how they should conduct themselves before the king, God,
among the multitude of elders etc. In Sir 7:18-26 these aspects are narrowed down to
one's responsibility towards one’s friends, household, including servants, cattle and
female members of the family, i.e. daughters and wives. The following section
concerns one’s attitude towards parents (7:27-28), God and his priests (7:29-31) and
the needy (7:32-35), closing with a statement which seems to summarize the previous
18 verses. Sir 8:1-19 calls for humble and modest conduct in relation to various types
of people, i.e. the mighty, rich, old, quick-tempered, stranger, etc. Sir 9:1-9 has
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teachings explicitly about women and the attitudes towards them; 9:10-16 is
concerned with selecting companions or friends.

Sir 7:27 uses similar terminology to 7:29-30 which deals with one's attitude towards
God and his priests.

Content

The issue of honour due to father and mother has been discussed above in detail. In
Sir 7:27-28 the theme of gratitude55 appears, as the text points to the way one is born:
through one's parents. As noted above it entails the parents' authority over their
children. Also they are more experienced and so their teachings and instructions must
be respected.56 In addition it is emphasized here that one must be grateful to one's
parents for the greatest gift that can be given, one's life, and one must not forget the
pains that a mother endures by giving life.

Sir 7:27-28 is followed by exhortations to honour the priests by providing them with
sacrifices and offerings (7:29-31), and to act righteously (7:32-35). The author's view
regarding the connection between sacrifices and works of righteousness has been
described above. In the light of this, Sir 7:27-28 might be interpreted as an
introduction in the line of the deeds that can have atoning efficacy. The author also
stresses reciprocity: while good deeds to parents may serve as a means for atonement,
if this idea is indeed present in Sir 7:27-28, they are urged for the benefits to one's
father and mother. Since gratitude is more emphasized, self-interest is less stressed in
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Sir 7:27-28 than in Sir 3:1-16. This shows a more positive evaluation of mothers
especially in the appreciation of the painful process of birth endured by them. This,
however, does not reflect greatly on the author's attitude to sexuality.

Sir 15:2a

MS A
<ak whtmdqw 2a

2a She will come out to meet him like a mother
GI
2a kaiV uJpanthvsetai aujtw'/ wJ" mhvthr
2a Like a mother she will meet him

Context

The wider context is 14:20 - 15:10, within which 14:20-27 describes the search for
wisdom. 15:1 restates the theme that was introduced in 1:11-30: the condition to find
wisdom is the fear of the Lord. In 15:2-6 the reward for the search is detailed. Here
the first statement is 15:2a ("She will come out to meet him like a mother"). It is
followed by the other half of the parallel ("and like a young bride she will receive
him", 15:2b). 15:7-9 attests that wisdom is not the lot of the unworthy. In 15:10 the
wise are praising God.
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Content

15:2a is part of one of the wisdom poems of Ben Sira in 14:20 - 15:10. The previous
verse (15:1) is closely connected with the search for wisdom described in 14:20-27. It
opens the second part of the poem (15:1-10) within which 15:2-6 detail the rewards
received by a person who has found wisdom. The first one is a parallel of two images
employing women: a mother in 15:2a and a young bride in 15:2b. Both are the
personifications of wisdom, but in these verses she is not the one who is sought, but
someone who goes out to receive the person first as a mother (15:2a). The terms
whtmdqw and uJpanthvsetai convey a similar idea, when a person goes out in order
to meet or greet someone. They describe the mother who will receive the person with
motherly care. The second half of the parallel (15:2b) depicts the bride who embraces
him. The motherly care and the bride's eager and "passionate"57 awaiting are the
comfort one can enjoy. This way Sir 15:2a assumes a positive image of being a
mother, so much so that she is part of the personification of God's wisdom. The image
of the bride is even more relevant as will be shown in chapter V. As Di Lella notes,
these two images "would particularly attract notice in the male-oriented world of Ben
Sira".58

Sir 23:14

GI
14 mnhvsqhti patroV" kaiV mhtrov" sou,
ajnaV mevson gaVr megistavnwn sunedreuvei",
mhvpote ejpilavqh/ ejnwvpion aujtw'n
57
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kaiV tw'/ ejqismw'/ sou mwranqh'/"
kaiV qelhvsei" eij mhV ejgennhvqh"
kaiV thVn hJmevran tou' toketou' sou kataravsh/.
14 Remember your father and mother,
for you sit in council among the mighty,59
lest you forget60 in their presence,
and be regarded a fool because of your manner,
and you will wish you had never been born,
and the day of your birth you will curse.

Context

The wider context of 23:14 is 22:27 – 23:27. It concerns self-control and sins of
various kinds. 22:27 - 23:6 is a prayer to avoid the sins of the tongue (22:27 - 23:1)
and the sins of passion (23:2-6). 23:7-11 instructs the young on taking oaths. 23:1215, the immediate context of 23:14 warns against shameful speech. 23:16-26
describes the sexual wrongdoer and the adulterer (23:16-21) and the adulteress
(23:22-26). The conclusion (23:27) contains one of Ben Sira's main themes: "nothing
is better than fear of the Lord" (23:27b, G I).

Content

One of Ben Sira's recurring themes is to call for humility in the presence of influential
men (7:5b, 7a, 14a). Another is the fear of being disgraced in front of other people
(18:31; 42:11abcd). These concerns culminate in 23:14. One's insolent speech among
men of influence (for example the local council) brings shame not only on the person
who was insolent, but also on one’s parents. One must remember or keep in mind
one's father and mother in order to avoid this serious mistake. Remembering in this
59
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context may mean remembering the instructions of the parents, or being mindful of
one's father and mother in order not to bring shame on them. This may help to avoid a
situation where one has to wish that one had never been born or to curse the day of
one's birth.61 The idea of cursing the day of one's birth appears in Job 3:1-10 where
the reason behind it is a great affliction in the life of the author. In the other
occurrence the prophet Jeremiah also curses the day he was born because all he sees
around him is sorrow and trouble. It is noteworthy that Sir 23:12-15 (the immediate
context of 23:14) does not describe any affliction, but a situation where one can
disgrace oneself among the mighty with improper speech, this way bringing shame on
one's parents as well. It is notable that the situation of 23:14 may be compared to
times of affliction.

Ben Sira does not betray much about the role of the mother. Here, as in 3:1-16,
mother is again mentioned together with father as the usual Hebrew idiom for parents.
It is noteworthy, however, that a person must avoid shame before both father and
mother, and disgraceful activity reflects negatively on both of them.

41:17a

MS B
62

twnz la <aw bam ?wb 17a

17a Before father and mother be ashamed of sexual immorality
GI
17a aijscuvnesqe ajpoV patroV" kaiV mhtroV" periV porneiva"
17a Before father and mother be ashamed of sexual immorality

61
62

For the idea "curse the day of your birth" cf. Job 3:1-10; Jer 20:14-18.
MS Bmg and MS M have zjp lu.
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Context

The wider context is 41:14 - 42:14 with lengthy comments on true and false shame,
and on the father's concern for his daughter. Following an introduction in 41:14-16 we
find in 41:17 - 42:1ab the list of all things of which one should be ashamed. 42:1ef is
the introduction to those things of which one should not be ashamed. 42:2-8ab is the
list itself. Both lists are concluded with a promise (42:1cd; 42:8cd). 42:9-14 is Ben
Sira's most extensive comment on daughters. Within the first section the immediate
context of 41:17a is 41:17-19a. These stichs have a distinctive form.

Form

Each of these 6 stichs starts with defining the persons before whom, or the context in
which one should be ashamed. In 41:17a it is father and mother. Each set of objects is
introduced by -m (MSS M, B). The stichs close with the definition of the shameful
act, introduced by lu (41:17a-18a, 18c in MS M; 41:17ab in MS Bmg; in 41:18a-19a
in MS B; in 41:17ab, however, MS B has la). The shameful act is sexual immorality
in 41:17a.

Content

The extant Hebrew versions of 41:17a use different words to describe the act that one
should feel ashamed of. MS B has twnz (from hnz), MS M and MS Bmg have zjp,
which is used only in Gen 49:4 in the Hebrew Bible. The term hnz means "to commit
prostitution", "to be or act as a prostitute". It usually describes the activity of a
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prostitute, who is therefore a hnwz63 (hnz) or hnwz h?a (hnz h?a).64 Sexual
wrongdoing is called twnz. These terms, usually rendered as pornevuw/porneiva or
related forms in the LXX, may be used for someone who accepts payment for her
services as a professional prostitute,65 or in individual cases such as the acts of Tamar
(Gen 38:24), the rape of Dinah (Gen 34:31) or in case of promiscuity before marriage
(Deut 22:21).66

It appears, however, that they are used in a much broader sense in the Aramaic Levi
Document 6:4 / 17 connecting exogamy with prostitution.67 In CD 4.15 – 5.12 the
concern is also broader than mere prostitution: bigamy, sexual intercourse with a
menstruant woman, and marrying nieces.68

The term zjp means "to be boastful", "to be insolent"/"loose"/"reckless" and with the
latter meaning is used in Jud 9:4; Jer 23:32 and Zeph 3:4.69 The first meaning, "to be
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boastful" is close to "to gush over" as water,70 used in Gen 49:4 to describe the actions
of Reuben who defiled the bed of his father. Kugel suggests <ymk zjp be translated
as "wanton as water" in Gen 49:4, and he gives the account of Reuben's sin from T.
Reu. 1:6 with the following translation: "I solemnly admonish you today by the God
of heaven, that you not walk in the ignorance of youth and impurity to which I gave
myself up and defiled the bed of my father, Jacob".71 Kugel continues the argument
that the term "to which I gave myself up" literally means "in which I was poured out"
this way describing Reuben's actions, and that Ps 22:14 (= 21:15 in LXX) has a
similar idea about turbulent emotions, fear, described by the Psalmist as "I am poured
out like water". The Greek word for "poured out" is the same in Ps 22:14 (21:15 in
LXX) as in T. Reu. 1:6 (ejxecuvqhn).72 Loader points out that in Aramaic Levi
Document 6:3 / 16, zjp sunousiasmou' appears with hamwf, ajkaqarsiva" and twnz,
porneiva" ("sexual immorality"), and indicates "illicit sexual intercourse", but not in
the narrow meaning of prostitution. While 4Q202 3.1 (1 En. 8:2) preserves only jp, it
also appears in a sexual context.73 Similarly in the "Wiles of the Wicked Woman" zjp
probably means "sexual wantonness" (4Q184/4QWiles 1.13, 15; 3.5).74

To return to the usage within the book of Ben Sira, Greenfield gives the following
translation for the passage under discussion (Sir 41:17a): "Be ashamed to be found
guilty of fornication by your parents".75 Other forms are also used in Sir 4:29; 8:2;
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19:2 and in Sir 42:10c (MS Bmg). Trenchard provides a different translation: "be
ashamed of insolence to father and mother".76 He suggests that the shameful act is
directed to one's parents and it is therefore unimaginable to speak about sexual
immorality in this context.77 What form of sexual immorality is meant here by the
author is not certain. The isolated comment on sexual misconduct, however, is
significant since it is part of Ben Sira's long poem on the issue of shame. Numerous
aspects are treated in this poem, such as possible adultery, consorting with a servant
girl, and it seems natural that father and mother should be mentioned in the list that
includes those before whom a person should be ashamed of sexual immorality. The
parents of a person are also among the closest family members on whom someone's
disgrace may reflect negatively.

Before we turn to the discussion of the comments on widows we may briefly conclude
here that mothers, just as fathers, must be honoured and taken into consideration as
people on whom a person's immorality (including sexual) may reflect shamefully.
Motherhood is also regarded positively in the personification of wisdom.

I.2. Widows (and Orphans)

Sir 4:10
MS A
.twnmlal lub rwmtw
<ymwtyl bak hyh 10
.tj?m ilyxyw injyw
/b iarqy law
10 Be like a father to orphans and instead of a husband to widows,
and God will call you son, and he will be kindly to you and will deliver you from the
pit.
76
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GI
10 givnou ojrfanoi'" wJ" pathVr
kaiV ajntiV ajndroV" th'/ mhtriV aujtw'n:
kaiV e[sh/ wJ" uiJoV" uJyivstou,
kaiV ajgaphvsei se ma'llon h] mhvthr sou.
10 Be like a father to orphans,
and instead of a husband to their mother,
and you will be like a son of the Most High,
and he will love you more than your mother.

Context

The context is discussed in the previous subchapter (regarding Sir 3:1-16), where it is
stated that 4:10 is part of the teaching on social conduct (4:7-10). Within it 4:10 is the
final instruction on righteous deeds (4:8-10), and even though it is relevant to 4:7-9, in
form it is different, partially because it has two distichs instead of one. There is no
decisive pattern, however, within this subsection.

Content

In Sir 4:10 the author dedicates two distichs to the subject of widows and orphans as
the culmination of the sayings on social conduct.

Before engaging in the discussion it is necessary to describe briefly the position and
status of a woman termed hnmla in the Hebrew Bible and then in the present
context.
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Excursus 2: Widows and orphans in the Hebrew Bible and in Ben Sira's view

To understand the status of a woman in Israel, at least the aspects relevant
here, it is necessary to emphasize that in Israel's patriarchal society a female
child belonged only temporarily to the family into which she was born. After
marriage she was transferred to her husband's family, where she was to help
build up a household, not only by contributing with her work, but also through
the children she bore to her husband.78

If the woman became a widow and had adult sons from her husband, at least
she had the provision that her sons would take care of her. If she were
childless, an option to perpetuate the line of the deceased husband and also
secure the life and maintenance of the widow was the levirate marriage (Deut
25:5-10). In the unusual situation of Gen 38 it was Tamar's father-in-law who,
not knowingly, fulfilled the law.79

If the levirate law was not fulfilled, the widow could go back to her father's
house, if her father was still alive. If she had no living male adult to support
her or if she did not remain in her father-in-law's house and did not return to
her family, her maintenance was not secured. If she was still young and
attractive, the possibility that she would remarry and be transferred to another
household was not excluded. But if she was not young anymore and could not
get married again she was left without any support, which in general meant a
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difficult life.80 Despite the laws that protected the widows and despite the
prophetic condemnation of their exploitation they endured oppression (Ps
94:6; Ezek 22:7), and without an adult male who represented their interest in
court81 they could be defrauded of their possessions.82

In references within the Hebrew Bible the widow is therefore probably a once
married woman who does not have an adult male to support her financially
and socially. She could, however, have minor sons, who were called orphans.
The word "orphan" (<wty) means a boy who became fatherless and is not of
age. This term is never used of girls.83

Fensham points out on the basis of Psalm 82, especially Ps 82:3-4, that the
only one who can give justice and deliverance to the weak is God, as their
only true protector.84 A similar role is attributed to him in Ps 68:6 (= 5 in
English) as father to the fatherless and defender of widows. This role is
transferred to humans in Sir 4:10, where the situation is probably that of a
woman who does not have an adult male to support her, but probably has
minor sons.

There was before Ben Sira the command from God to protect the weak and
needy by charity and social justice, and the exhortation to fulfil this command
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throughout the Hebrew Bible. Ben Sira was standing in this tradition when
calling for the fulfilment of the same duties himself.

In Sir 4:10 taking up the role and duty of a father to the fatherless and husband to the
widows (or the mothers of the fatherless in G I), means firstly obeying God's
command, secondly providing for the weak and oppressed what they needed and
thirdly, that the deeds of righteousness were the means of atonement for the righteous
person's own benefit. One aspect of the latter idea of restoring a broken relationship
with God may have been the rewards the author is referring to in 4:10cd. Whoever
follows the example of God as protector of the weak (Ps 68:6[5]) deserves to be
called God's son (4:10c).85 This idea appears in both the Hebrew and the Greek
version. The Hebrew version of 4:10d differs, however. The Hebrew reads: "will
deliver you from the pit" while the Greek renders it "and he will love you more than
your mother".86 The former may refer to a form of atonement. The restored
relationship with God as deliverance from the pit may involve God's delayed
punishment by blessing a person with long life without afflictions, or saving him from
anxiety over the inevitable death. These are the probable meanings of deliverance
from the pit, the realm of not living. A similar idea represented by MS A in 4:10d is
found in Sir 51:2 where the same term (tj?) is used for pit. It is not certain why the
translator deleted the comment on the pit from this line. As noted above in this
chapter it is significant that motherly love is a model for God's love.

Concluding thoughts will follow at the end of this subchapter.
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There are numerous examples in the Hebrew Bible for God as father and also in the book of
Ben Sira: Sir 23:1, 4; 51:10; Deut 32:6; Prov 3:12; Wis 2:13, 16; 14:3; Isa 63:16; 64:8; Jer 3:19; 31:9;
Hos 11:1; Mal 1:6; 2:10.
86
Note the metaphor about God as mother in Isa 49:15; 66:13.
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Sir 35:17(14)-18(15)

MS B
.jy? hbrt yk hnmlaw
<wty 87tqux ?fy al 17
88
. tydwrm lu hjnaw
drt yjl lu humd alh 18
17 He does not reject the cry of an orphan,
nor the widow when she pours out (her) complaint:
18 Do not the tears go down (her) cheek
and sigh against [].89
GI
14 ouj mhV uJperivdh/ iJketeivan ojrfanou'
kaiV chvran ejaVn ejkcevh/ laliavn:
15 oujciV davkrua chvra" ejpiV siagovna katabaivnei
kaiV hJ katabovhsi" ejpiV tw'/ katagagovnti aujtav
14 He does not ignore the supplication of an orphan,
nor a widow when she pours out (her) speech:
15 Do not a widow's tears go down on (her) cheek
and is not (her) cry against the one who causes them to go down?

Context

The wider context is 34:21 - 36:22, within which 34:21-31 deals with sacrifices and
religious acts. 35:1-13 describes the observance of the Lord's commandments as the
true worship. 35:14-26 attests that God is just and righteous and will respond to those
who cry out for help. In 35:14-22a, the immediate context of the passage under
discussion, it is the individuals who are oppressed, while in 35:22b-26 it is rather the
nation, God's chosen people, whom he will save. 36:1-22 is a prayer for the salvation
of Israel.

87

Bmg reads tqna from qna ("sigh").
This word should probably read hydwrm ("her homelessness"). Lévi, Hebrew Text, 36 and G I
suggest hdyrwm ("the one who causes them to fall") from dry ("goes down", as in 35:18a).
89
Read 35:18b as "and sigh against the one who causes them to fall"; see note on the text.
88
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Form

The place of 35:17(14)-18(15) in the setting is determined more by content, than by
form.

Content

The status of widows and orphans and the author's attitude towards them has been
discussed in this chapter. Sir 35:17(14)-18(15) has a message similar to that of Sir
4:10. It has an added significance because of its wider context, since it immediately
follows the scribe's exhortation on the right conduct for atoning for sins. This includes
righteousness and condemnation of ill-gotten sacrifices that are from the exploitation
of the poor. God will not accept such sacrifices. He will also not accept offerings that
would serve as a bribe and would result in oppressing the needy even more: God will
not take sides against the needy (35:14[11]-16[13]). In 35:17(14)-18(15) God is the
one who comes to the aid of orphans and widows, while in 4:10 it is the duty of the
readers whom Ben Sira addresses. In 35:17(14)-18(15) the widow also receives more
attention. 35:18(15) depicts her as she cries out for help.90 Trenchard sees a negative
attitude in Ben Sira's use of jy? ("chatter", "complaint"), as "empty talk".91 One
could argue, however, that the emphasis is on the continuity of the widow's complaint
and cry. It is not specified what caused the widow's tears to fall. As described above
in this chapter, injustices may have made the life of the widows difficult. We may
note here that there are no references to widowers.

90
91

See also Jerusalem as a crying widow in Bar 4:12, 16, and also Lam 1:1-2.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 55.
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While Sir 4:10 and 35:17(14)-18(15) do not convey much about the author's view on
sexuality, they exhibit a deep concern for widows and orphans in both text versions.
Also the Greek translation of 4:10d shows a high evaluation of motherly love.

I.3. Conclusion

Regarding mothers and widows (and orphans) the sage is in the tradition of the
Hebrew Bible in that acts of mercy and almsgiving are significant. We may point out
that in some cases his attitude towards parents may have been motivated by selfinterest in two aspects, firstly, because a person may expect to be honoured by his
children if he honoured his own parents, and secondly because righteous acts serve as
atonement.

In the case of the widows, however, it is quite probable that the author urged good
deeds toward them because they were genuinely in need of compassion. Widows were
vulnerable for many reasons. While it is not explicitly stated by the author, women
who did not belong to the household of any man may have been sexually vulnerable.
From the isolated comments on widows we may conclude that Ben Sira had a genuine
concern for the defenceless and weak, and the basis for this concern was at least
partially that he took the command of God seriously in this matter.

In his treatment of women who are mothers or widows, his usual anxiety regarding
the conduct of women, and the way their conduct may reflect on men, seems to
disappear. Only the Greek version of 3:11b refers to a disgraceful mother, where the
writer may have been concerned with issues of sexual nature. In 23:14 and 41:17a
one's own conduct may reflect on one's father and mother, even though in the former
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the disgrace is caused by improper speech, and there is no indication that it was of a
sexual nature. The latter example of shame (41:17a) is clearly of a sexual nature, but
is not specified further.

In Sir 15:2a motherly love and care are praised and paralleled with a bride's love
(15:2b). However, they are symbols of the rewards of personified wisdom for the
person who seeks and finds her, as will be demonstrated in chapter V.
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CHAPTER TWO
DAUGHTERS (THE ANXIETY FOR FATHERS) AND SONS

In the book of Ben Sira there are four comments that explicitly concern daughters,
among which we can treat Sir 7:23-25 and Sir 22:3-5 as an introduction to Sir 42:914. The issues that are introduced in 7:23-25 and 22:3-5 are detailed in 42:9-14. All
these have comments on sons too.1 For this reason the text, translation, form and
context of all three passages will be given first, followed by the discussion of their
content. The fourth passage dealing with daughters in the context of Sir 26:7-12 is an
intriguing one with certain translation issues. Its discussion will follow separately at
the end of this chapter.

Sir 7:23-25

MS A
.<hyrwunb 2<y?n <hl a?w
.<ynp <hla ryat law
.hrbj rbg /wbn law

<twa 3rysy il <ynb 23
<ra? rwxn il twnb 24
qsu axyw tb axwh 25

23 Do you have sons? Chastise them
and take for them wives in their youth.
24 Do you have daughters? Guard their chastity (lit. body)
and do not let your face shine upon them.
25 Give your daughter (in marriage) and you finish a task (lit. business, affair),
and unite/join her with a sensible man.
GI
23 tevkna soiv ejstin; paivdeuson aujtaV
kaiV kavmyon ejk neovthto" toVn travchlon aujtw'n.
24 qugatevre" soiv eijsin; provsece tw'/ swvmati aujtw'n
kaiV mhV iJlarwvsh/" proV" aujtaV" toV provswpovn sou.
1
2
3

The Hebrew of 7:23a has <ynb, the Greek has tevkna.
Missing from MS C.
MS C has rsy.
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25 e[kdou qugatevra, kaiV e[sh/ tetelekwV" e[rgon mevga,
kaiV ajndriV sunetw'/ dwvrhsai aujthvn.
23 Do you have children? Admonish them
and bow their neck from youth.
24 Do you have daughters? Be concerned for their chastity (lit. body)
and do not let your face be cheerful upon them.
25 Give (your) daughter (in marriage) and you will have finished a great task,
and give her to a sensible man.

Context

The wider context (Sir 7:1 - 9:16) has already been discussed in chapter I.1. where it
was pointed out that in Sir 7:18-26 one's own responsibility towards one's friend,
one's own household, including servants, cattle, and female members of one's family,
i.e. daughters and wives, are the concerns of the writer. This is the immediate context
of Sir 7:23-25.

Form

While Sir 7:23-25 is part of the larger context of Sir 7:1-36 in content, in their form
these verses have both similarities and differences compared to the surrounding
verses. In 7:1-21 the writer starts each bicolon with the prohibitive la (“do not”)
except in 7:2, in the second bicolon of 7:6, and in 7:17a, 21 (the prohibitive in the
latter being in the second part of the verse).

Sir 7:22-25 have a distinctive pattern, with the author listing those who might belong
to one’s own household, followed by il, then by positive instruction consisting of a
verb and object, and finally by an additional instruction on how to treat them. In 7:24
the second line is not a positive exhortation as in 7:22b and 7:23b, but a negative one.
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Also the theme of 7:24 receives more attention than other verses of Sir 7:22-25, as it
continues in 7:25. It appears that daughters were a special concern for the author.

Sir 22:3-5

GI
3 aijscuvnh patroV" ejn gennhvsei ajpaideuvtou,
qugavthr deV ejp= ejlattwvsei givnetai.
4 qugavthr fronivmh klhronomhvsei a[ndra aujth'",
kaiV hJ kataiscuvnousa eij" luvphn gennhvsanto":
5 patevra kaiV a[ndra kataiscuvnei hJ qrasei'a
kaiV uJpoV ajmfotevrwn ajtimasqhvsetai.
3 (It is) a disgrace of a father to produce a (son) who is uneducated/without
discipline/without instruction,
but a daughter is born to his loss.
4 A sensible daughter will inherit her husband,
(and) a shameless one is a grief to him who begat (her);
5 An impudent daughter disgraces father and husband,
and will be despised by both.

Context

The wider context of the passage is Sir 21:1 - 22:18, within which 21:1-28 deals with
various kinds of sins and folly. 22:1-2 has comments on the sluggard. 22:3-6 concern
discipline, within which 22:3-5 treats the issue of disciplining one's children. 22:7-8
(in G II only) attest that the ignoble or noble origins of parents are not always
reflected in the upbringing and life of their children. Sir 22:9-18 has sayings on folly
and wisdom.
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Form

The section has no distinctive characteristics.

Sir 42:9-14

The numbers in brackets in the Hebrew text and its translation correspond to Skehan's
verse numeration.
MS B
4

rq? 5tnmfm bal tb 9a
.6[…]pt 7hgad 9b
8
rwgt /p hyrwunb 9c
9
. […] /p 10hylwtbbw 9d
11
htwpt /p hylwtbb 10a
12
13
.[…] hl[…] tybbw 10b(10c)
14
[…] /p hyba tybb 10c(10b)
15
.[…]a tybbw 10d
16
[…]l[…] l[…] 11a
17
.hrs <?[…] 11b
4

The word seems corrupt. Skehan, Ben Sira, 477, 479, restores dq? ("keep watch", "be
wakeful") on the basis of G I.
5
MS M and Bmg: /wmfm ("treasure").
6
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 53, restores [wtn? uyr]pt. MS M is restored from G I and MS B: hmwn
dy[rpt] ("drowsiness will part").
7
MS Bmg: htgadw ("and anxiety for her").
8
rwg II in Aramaic means "commit adultery". Cf. also Lévi, Hebrew Text, 54. MS M has
sam[t] from sam ("reject"): "(lest) she be rejected". Skehan, Ben Sira, 479, agrees.
9
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 54, reconstructs an?t ("lest she be hated"). Skehan, Ben Sira, 479, offers:
rxut, "(lest she be) childless".
10
Probable dittography from 42:10; read: hlwub ("married woman"). See also Lévi, Hebrew
Text, 54.
11
MS Bmg: htptt from htp ("deceive", "entice"). MS M: ljt from llj ("defile").
12
MS M: […]f?t [/p] h?ya luw, where [h]f?t can be surmised (hf? = "to be/prove
unfaithful").
13
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 54, reconstructs hl[ub].
14
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 54, reconstructs hnzt in the text and gives hzjp la in the notes. The
latter is supported by MS Bmg. They suggest the following reading: "In her father's house lest she
commit sexual wrongdoing". MS M: uyrzt /p hyba tyb: "(In) her father's house lest she become
pregnant".
15
MS M restored from G I: rxut /p hlubw ("and when married, lest she be barren"). See
Skehan, Ben Sira, 477, 480, who notes that tyb from 42:10c(10b) does double duty for hlub.
16
MS M: rm?m [q]zj tb [lu ynb] ("My son, keep a close watch on your daughter"). See also
Skehan, Ben Sira, 477, 480.
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<u 18t[…]qw ryu tbd
.ru? 19td[…] 20itb?whw
21
bn?a yhy la rwgt 22<wq[…]
23
.bybs awbm fybm tybw
rat 24/tt la rkz lkl
.25dywtst la <y?n 26tybw
27
?u axy dgbm yk
.h?a tur h?amw
h?a 28byfm 29 ?ya 30uwr bwfm
31
.h?a uybt tprjm tybw

11c
11d
11e
11f
12a
12b
13a
13b
14a
14b

9a A daughter is a treasure for a father [],32
9b anxiety33 []34:
9c in her youth lest she []35
9d and while unmarried,36 [];37
10a while unmarried, lest she be seduced,38
17

All versions are too fragmentary to use. Read with G I: "Lest she make you a laughingstock
to enemies".
18
MS M has tlhqw here.
19
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 54, reconstructs td[ub].
20
MS Bmg has it?ybwhw from ?wb ("to be ashamed"). MS M has a lacuna.
21
MS M omits bn?a. If the Aramaic rwg II ("commit adultery") is used here, then the following
reading could be conjectured: "let there not be a place for adultery". Cf. the similar idea of John
Strugnell,"Notes and Queries on 'The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada'," ErIsr 9 (1969), 109-19, 116.
However, rwgt <wqm is used in Sir 41:19a (MS B) in the sense "the place where you dwell".
22
MS M has <wqm.
23
MS M has a lacuna.
24
MS M: /bt from /yb ("to understand"), as "to expose, show, reveal" in the context. Skehan,
Ben Sira, 480, reads /pt ("to reveal").
25
MS Bmg: dytst.
26
/yb: "among", "in the midst"; see Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 146, 303, n. 156.
27
MS M has ss, "moth".
28
Both byfm and bwfm are supported; see Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 304, n. 164. The former
would be closer to G I in meaning (h?a byfm = "than a woman who does good"), while the latter
would read:
h?a bwfm ("than a woman's goodness").
29
MS Bmg's insertion (trpjm from rpj = to act shamefully) seems unnecessary.
30
Read with MS M and MS Bmg: ur bwf.
31
Both MS B ("and a house which disgraces pours forth a woman") and MS Bmg
(hprj uybt tprjm tybw: "and a house which disgraces, pours forth disgrace") seem corrupt.
MS M: hprj lwkm tdjpm tbw (where hprj means "disgrace", djp means fear [also of God]). For
suggestions to read /bm instead of lwkm in MS M, see Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 304, n. 167. This
way MS M would read: "But better is a God-fearing daughter than a shameless son". Trenchard, Ben
Sira's View, 304-305, nn. 165-66, offers the following translation for 42:14b: "And a daughter causes
fear regarding disgrace more than a son". This way 42:14b would be the "culmination" of not only
42:14a, but the theme of 42:9-14.
32
Read "who keeps watch"/"who is wakeful"; see the note on the text.
33
Read "anxiety for her"; see the note on the text.
34
Read "takes away sleep"; see the note on the text.
35
Instead of "commit adultery" the more probable reading is: "(lest) she be rejected"; see the
note on the text.
36
Read "when married"; see the note on the text.
37
Read "lest she be hated"; for the other variant see the note on text.
38
MS M reads: "lest she be defiled".
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(10c) 10b and in the house of []39
(10b) 10c and in the house of her father lest []40
10d and in the house of []41
11a []42
11b []43
11c a byword in the city and the []44 of the people,
11d I made you dwell45 in the city (lit. in the [congregation] of the gate).
11e In the []46 of her dwelling let there be no window/lattice,
11f and place that overlooks the surrounding entrance/entrance round about.
12a Let her not give47 her beauty (lit. figure) to any male,
12b or consort/associate []48 women.
13a For from a garment comes a moth,
13b and from a woman, woman's wickedness.
14a []49 of a man than a woman who does good,50
14b and a house which disgraces pours forth a woman.51
GI
9a qugavthr patriV ajpovkrufo" ajgrupniva,
9b kaiV hJ mevrimna aujth'" ajfista'/ u{pnon:
9c ejn neovthti aujth'", mhvpote parakmavsh,/
9d kaiV sunw/khkui'a, mhvpote mishqh':/
10a ejn parqeniva/, mhvpote bebhlwqh'/
10b kaiV ejn toi'" patrikoi'" aujth'" e[gkuo" gevnhtai:
10c metaV ajndroV" ou\sa, mhvpote parabh',/
10d kaiV sunw/khkui'a, mhvpote steirwqh'.
11a ejpiV qugatriV ajdiatrevptw/ sterevwson fulakhvn,
11b mhvpote poihvsh/ se ejpivcarma ejcqroi'",
11c laliaVn ejn povlei kaiV e[kklhton laou',
11d kaiV kataiscuvnh/ se ejn plhvqei pollw'n.
12a pantiV ajnqrwvpw/ mhV e[mblepe ejn kavllei
12b kaiV ejn mevsw/ gunaikw'n mhV sunevdreue.
13a ajpoV gaVr iJmativwn ejkporeuvetai shV"
13b kaiV ajpoV gunaikoV" ponhriva gunaikov".
14a kreivsswn ponhriva ajndroV" h] ajgaqopoioV" gunhv,
39

Read "her husband"; see the note on the text. MS M reads: "[lest] she prove unfaithful to her
husband".
40
MS M reads: "(In) her father's house lest she become pregnant". For other variants see the
note on the text.
41
Read with MS M restored from G I: "and when married, lest she be barren"; see the note on
the text.
42
MS M reads: "My son, keep a close watch on your daughter".
43
Read with G I: "Lest she make you a laughingstock to enemies".
44
Read "assembly"; see the note on the text.
45
It does not fit here. Read "and bring shame to you" on the basis of MS Bmg.
46
Read "place"; see the note on the text.
47
Reading with MS M: "reveal", "expose"; see the note on the text.
48
Read "among" on the basis of the corrected text. See the note on the text.
49
Read "Better is the wickedness"; see the note on the text.
50
For other variants see the note on the text.
51
On the basis of the corrected MS M text the most probable reading is "But better is a Godfearing daughter than a shameless son". See the note on the text.
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14b kaiV gunhV kataiscuvnousa eij" ojneidismovn.
9a A daughter is a hidden sleeplessness to a father,
9b and worry (over her) drives away sleep:
9c in her youth, lest she overpass the prime of her life,
9d and when married, lest she be hated;
10a in virginity, lest she be defiled
10b and in her father's house become pregnant;
10c having a husband (lit. being with a man) lest she prove unfaithful,
10d and when married, lest she be barren.
11a Keep strict watch over a headstrong daughter,
11b lest she make you a laughingstock to enemies,
11c a common talk in the city and the assembly52 of the people,
11d and bring shame to you in a multitude of many.
12a Do not look upon anyone in terms of beauty,
12b and do not sit in the midst of women:
13a for from garments comes a moth
13b and from a woman, woman's wickedness.
14a Better is the wickedness of a man than a woman who does good,
14b and a woman brings shame leading to disgrace.

Context

As discussed in the previous chapter, the wider context is Sir 41:14 – 42:14 with
lengthy comments on true and false shame in 41:14 – 42:8. This is followed by the
most extensive passage on daughters in 42:9-14.

Form

The form and structure of the passage are primarily determined by content.

52

The word "assembly" in the accusative seems out of place here. It may be that the accusative
case of the noun is a mistake and the line should read: "a common talk in the city and in the assembly
of the people". If however the accusative is to be expected we would have to assume that the text is not
complete. The idea behind it would be something like this: the behaviour of the daughter, if she, for
instance, committed a sexually illicit deed, would result in a public judgment, calling together those
who are selected to judge in such matters. The following reading could then be surmised: "lest she
make you a laughingstock to enemies… and cause the assembly of the people". Wright, "Sirach:
Introduction and Translation," 754, translates "common talk in the city and summoned by the people",
which reflects a related idea.
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Content of 7:23-25; 22:3-5 and 42:9-14

Prior to a detailed discussion it is necessary to summarize the situation and status of
male and female children in the world of Ben Sira.

Excursus 3: The status of sons and daughters in ancient Israel

While it is difficult to find much detail about the life of both male and female
children in ancient Israel, some light may be shed on the attitude towards them
on the parents' part. On the one hand children and a large family were a gift
from God (Job 5:25; Psalms 127; 128; 144:12). It was emphasized that
children not only had to submit to the authority of their parents but were
required to honour them, as can be deduced from the commandments of the
Decalogue (Exod 20:12; Deut 5:16) and from other related comments (Exod
21:15, 17; Lev 19:3; Deut 21:18-21; 27:16; Prov 20:20; 30:11, 17).53

In ancient Israel their upbringing was mainly the responsibility of their mother
until puberty. Pilch argues that in rearing the children daughters and sons were
in different positions. While girls were taught from their early age to adopt the
lifelong female roles as soon as possible, boys were indulged by their mother's
love. Even after the puberty of the children the father had a role mainly in the
instruction and discipline of the sons, who had to be regulated and sometimes

53

C. J. H. Wright, "Family," ABD (ed. David Noel Freedman; New York: Doubleday, 1992),
2:761-69, 766.
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even endure physical punishment (Prov 13:24; 19:18; 22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15,
17;54 probably the Greek version of Sir 7:23; 30:12).

Another aspect of the father's teaching role was to pass on knowledge of the
history of Israel and of the law of Yahweh.55 Various forms of the term "sons"
are used in the passages in which the father explains to the children the
significance of certain events or institutions, or teaches them the law.56

Although the term ynb may be used as a collective for both males and
females,57 as in many occurrences of the term lar?y ynb, it is not certain to
what extent female children were involved in this so-called "parental
catechesis".58 Observance of the family Sabbath or attendance of religious
festivals could include all the children.

It is not certain how common literacy was in Israel before the exile. Although
there is not much information about schools, including wisdom schools, it
seems that they were at least in some form present for the purpose of training
scribes and priests. The term "my son" in Proverbs, especially in chapters 1 –
9, may be an address from a father to a son, or from a master to a pupil, as an
example of the teaching in wisdom schools.
After the exile a great emphasis was placed on education to preserve and
strengthen the national-religious identity of Israel and the knowledge of the
54

John J. Pilch, "'Beat His Ribs While He is Young' (Sir 30:12): A Window on the
Mediterranean World," BTB 23 (1993), 101-13, 104-105, 105-107.
55
Cf. Wright, "Family," 764.
56
Exod 12:26-27; 13:8, 14-15; Deut 4:9-10; 6:4, 7, 20-24; 11:19; Josh 4:6-7, 21-23.
57
H. Haag, "tB^," TDOT (ed. G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1975), 2:332-38, 336; H. Haag, "/B@: Meaning in the Old Testament," TDOT (ed. G.
Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 2:147-53, 150.
58
Wright, "Family," 765.

57
Torah.59 Teaching the Torah was no longer restricted to the priests. A
professional class of scribes emerged who were also trained in the law and its
interpretation, and this class was open to priests, Levites and laymen as well.60
There is little information available regarding the structure of public schooling
of this period. One can only conjecture a situation of a "house of instruction"
(?rdm tyb), mentioned first in Sir 51:23b.

As noted above the term ynb in the Hebrew Bible may denote both male and
female. However, it is probable that those taught in schools similar to what
Ben Sira mentions ("my house of instruction", y?rdm tyb) were males. He
was standing in the tradition of Proverbs in the use of the address "my son"
(sometimes "my children"),61 and in that his message suggests that his students
were males. As noted in the discussion of Sir 9:1-9 Heijerman suggests,
however, that the "strange woman" of Proverbs 7 may be the mother's rival,
assuming therefore that the person instructing the son in 7:1-4 may be the
son's mother.62 Van Dijk-Hemmes also argues that the speaker in certain parts
of Proverbs 1 - 9 could be a woman, especially in ch. 7. One of his arguments
is that in the Bible, looking through the window is an activity practised mostly
by women,63 as in Judg 5:28; 2 Sam 6:16; 2 Kgs 9:30 and Prov 7:6. Even if

59

Cf. J. Kaster, "Education, OT," IDB (ed. George Arthur Buttrick; New York: Abingdon,
1962), 2:27-34, 31, and R. Alan Culpepper, "Education," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 2:21-27, 24.
60
See Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions (London: Darton, Longman and
Todd, 1961), 355; Culpepper, "Education," 24, and Archer, Beyond Rubies, 72-74.
61
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 37.
62
Mieke Heijerman, "Who Would Blame Her? The 'Strange' Woman of Proverbs 7," in A
Feminist Companion to Wisdom Literature (ed. Athalya Brenner; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic,
1995), 100-109, 104-107.
63
Fokkelien van Dijk-Hemmes, "Traces of Women's Texts in the Hebrew Bible," in On
Gendering Texts: Female and Male Voices in the Hebrew Bible (BIS 1; ed. Athalya Brenner and
Fokkelien van Dijk-Hemmes; Leiden: Brill, 1993), 17-109, 57. Also cf. Athalya Brenner, "Proverbs 19: an F Voice?" in On Gendering Texts: Female and Male Voices in the Hebrew Bible (BIS 1; ed.
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some of the instructions come from females in Proverbs 1 – 9, and ambiguity
regarding the gender of the speakers cannot be excluded, owing partially to the
difficulties in determining the authorship of Proverbs, the same would be
difficult to imagine about the book of Ben Sira.

The situation that seems to emerge from numerous comments in the book of
Ben Sira is either a father admonishing his son, or a master instructing his
student about everyday life issues, on how to live a successful life without
getting into trouble.64 Sayings about a variety of women, including prostitutes,
adulteresses, wives, and daughters, seem to confirm a male point of view
regarding both the instructor and the instructed.

Kraemer argues that if women had any access to formal education after the
exile, including the Hellenistic period, it probably consisted in preparation for
marriage.65 This idea is supported by the custom of early marriage. Archer
notes that one reason for exclusion of women from schooling may have been a
concern with free mixing of the sexes which affected females at all stages of
their lives.66 It does not mean, however, that they did not possess any
knowledge of the Torah, and especially of the laws that were particularly
pertinent to them. From a rabbinic comment (Sot]ah 3.4) a picture emerges of
fathers who are urged to teach their daughters about the Sot]ah, the trial by
Bitter Waters, based on Num 5:12-31.67
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Recent scholarly argument on a shift in the viewing of women and their roles
in Israel's history may shed some light on some of the aspects of Ben Sira's
attitude towards women and sexuality. Archer argues that before the exile
Israelites were structured into extended families.68 Women enjoyed a certain
freedom and involvement in religious affairs (1 Sam 2:19; 2 Kgs 23:21).69
Through the period preceding the exile, with the increased urbanization, a
more complex economic system evolved that required the regulation of
inheritance, debt-bondage and financial transactions. Although women still
retained a public presence, the purity of daughters was given greater attention
(Deut 22:13-21), and marriage became more formalized (Deut 22:23-29; 24:14).70 After the exile those who returned from Babylon considered the
destruction of the temple, loss of the monarchy, and the exile itself, as God's
punishment for the wayward life of the Israelites.

Many of the laws found in the book of Leviticus were composed after the
exile, and regulated the life of the people. They include a significant number
of laws concerning sexuality, especially in the Holiness Code (chs. 17 - 26). It
appears that greater emphasis was placed on the question of purity and
impurity in the postexilic community of Israel. The purity laws and regulations
especially affected the life of women. As they were impure for a great length
of their daily lives, they could not come into contact with anything sacred.
Therefore they were excluded from the cult during the time of their impurity.71
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A greater concern with purity emerged not only regarding the cult but also in
connection with sexual purity. Women who were still minors in their fathers'
house were strictly guarded.72 This change in view had consequences in the
attitude not only toward women but also toward sexuality, and some traces of
this change may be discovered in the book of Ben Sira.

Discussion of Sir 7:23-25; 22:3-5; 42:9-14

We may note regarding Sir 7:23b that the Hebrew version reads
<hyrwunb <y?n <hl a?w ("and take for them wives in their youth"). This comment
may seem out of context in a discussion of disciplining sons. From the teaching on
daughters in the following verses, however, it appears certain that the author is
concerned with marital issues, sexual issues, or issues of chastity. Therefore the
sexuality and marriage of male children were similarly important matters. This
argument may be supported in Sir 26:19-21. In the latter, a person is instructed to
marry a suitable woman, who is chaste, and also fertile. There is not much evidence
regarding the age at marriage for either men or women, and the reality may have been
different from the ideal age at marriage as prescribed in various sources. In Palestine
men may have reached the end of their twenties before their first marriage. Minor
girls' marriages were undoubtedly arranged by their father, but it is not certain how
often it happened.73 Sir 7:23-25 expresses that it was important for male children to
marry early. If a young man marries at an early age there is less of a risk that he will
engage in sexual intercourse with women, especially with women who are not
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appropriate partners as future virtuous wives.74 Sexuality is therefore a concern at
another level. In the light of this, the Hebrew version of 7:23 is not out of context. It
may be understood as a narrower aspect of training, or as preparing the male children
for future life, or keeping them on the right "path". 1QSa/1Q28a 1.9b-11 prohibits
approaching a woman for sexual intercourse until the man is twenty, which can
suggest that twenty is the age at marriage for him.75

The concern regarding the chastity of daughters is clearly expressed in 7:24. If the
daughter was married at an early age, the possibility of becoming promiscuous or
even pregnant in her father's house was less. On the one hand, Ben Sira's concerns
regarding daughters reflect the society in which he lived. On the other hand, his
anxiety seems extreme. No work among the wisdom writings of Second Temple
Judaism, including Proverbs, where the discipline of children is an issue, places so
much emphasis on the chastity of daughters, as we find in Sir 7:24-25; 22:4-5; 26:1012 and 42:9-14. These passages depict a loveless relationship between father and
daughter even to the point that in Sir 7:24b a father is urged not to shine his face upon
her, or as the Greek translates, not to show a "cheerful" face to her. This idea may
mean that if the father is too indulgent with the daughter she may make use of it. For
instance she may use her freedom or the lack of the father's supervision to engage in
sexual intercourse.76 The term "shine" one's "face" upon somebody is used mainly in
the context of God shining his face on a person in the Hebrew Bible. It is unlikely that
this comment is a warning against a father's incestuous intentions since none of the
uses of this term mentioned above has such implications.77
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Sir 7:25a ("Give your daughter [in marriage] and you finish a task [lit. business,
affair]") may refer to the reality that raising a female child placed a financial burden
on the father, since the daughter was not a permanent member of his family and upon
marriage was transferred to the family of her husband. The term employed here (axy),
among others, has the meaning "to depart" probably to suggest that the problem of
finding a suitable husband for a girl will depart upon her marriage. Interestingly the
same verb is used for the act of marriage itself since axy also means to bring
forth/out. The economic value a daughter represented in the institution of the brideprice78 given to the father by the future husband was only temporary, since it was
returned with the daughter as part of her dowry. The term finish a "task" as "business"
perhaps refers to this particular characteristic of the marriage. This comment,
however, is not in the context of other financial transactions, as in 4Q271/4QDf 3.8-10
(CD). Sir 7:25a may also imply that the father's task to guard the daughter's sexuality
in order to keep her chaste until marriage, will also be fulfilled and anxiety will
depart.

In 7:25b ("and unite/join her with a sensible man") the term rbj has the meaning "to
join"/"to unite" and is not usually taken as a reference to marriage. Ben Sira uses it in
this sense. What he means by sensible husband is not clear here. It may be a genuine
concern for the daughter's welfare, even happiness or a warning that the husband,
similarly to the father, should keep a close watch on the woman, whose sexuality now
belongs to him. The idea that a daughter's chastity is the concern of the father even
after the marriage seems to be expressed in Sir 22:3-5 and especially in 42:9-14.
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We turn here to the discussion of Sir 22:3-5. It has been noted above that the
discipline of children by a father is encouraged in the Hebrew Bible, sometimes even
using physical punishment (Prov 13:24; 19:18; 22:15; 23:13-14; 29:15, 17). In the
Greek version of Sir 22:3a (where Hebrew is not extant) the word "son" is not present
and the term ajpaivdeuto" ("unlearned", "undisciplined") could refer to both male and
female. The word deV in 22:3b in connection with a daughter, however, implies that the
unruly child in 22:3a is a son. The father's grief over a foolish son is depicted in Prov
17:21. The law also goes as far as the death penalty in the case of a son who is
rebellious and cannot be disciplined (Deut 21:18-21).

It is not clear in 22:3a what the consequences are of having an undisciplined son. The
issue may be disobedience in several aspects, including sexual promiscuity, rejection
of an arranged marriage with a suitable woman. What is certain from 22:3a is that the
son's behaviour brings shame to his father.

To consider the daughter in general as loss to the father in 22:3-5 goes beyond the
way daughters were perceived in the patriarchal society, as pointed out above, and it
is also in contrast with other pictures of family life and of daughters (Tob 7:16; Jdt
10:12).79 In Sir 22:3b, apart from the financial burden connected to the raising of
daughters, the term ejlavttwsi" ("loss") could convey the idea of difficulties in
finding a suitable husband for the daughter. It could also express the father's anxiety
or loss of sleep over keeping the daughter chaste, as noted above. For 22:4a ("A
sensible daughter will inherit her husband"), Trenchard offers the following variation:
"A sensible daughter will receive her husband", meaning, that the daughter will accept
79
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her husband and will be faithful to him.80 It may also imply that she will accept any
man as husband.81 It seems that 22:4a places the woman's value in the context of her
husband. Also, as 22:4b suggests, it is the father's concern if she causes shame,
possibly by engaging in sexual promiscuity. Sir 22:5 confirms the idea that a father is
still concerned with the behaviour of the daughter even after marriage (42:9-14).
Again, the term shameless is not specified here but misbehaviour could include sexual
immorality. That she is despised by both husband and father suggests the gravity of
her wrongdoing, possibly sexual wrongdoing.

The most extensive passage on daughters, as noted above, is Sir 42:9-14. In these
verses the author deals with both unmarried and married daughters. Obviously if a
daughter was not a virgin (42:10a, MSS B, M)82 or became pregnant in her father's
house (42:10c[10b], MS M = 42:10b in G I), serious difficulties emerged. If she is
barren (42:10d, MS M, G I),83 she might provoke the hatred of her husband. If she
becomes unfaithful to him (42:10b[10c], MS M = 42:10c in G I), she brings shame
primarily to her husband and to any children, and destroys another household if her
lover is married. For Ben Sira, however, the father's shame is also a concern.
According to MS M in 42:10ab, defilement (ljt from llt) is in close context with
unfaithfulness ([h]f?t from hf?). Thus sexual wrongdoing is presented in strong
and broad terms as profanation.84
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If the daughter was divorced and returned to her father's house, perhaps because of
childlessness, she would again be a financial burden on him.85 Her behaviour, if
shameless, reflects not only on herself, but gives a bad reputation to her father, who
can be faulted for failing to fulfil his duty by disciplining his children (Sir 7:23), and
keeping his daughters chaste as instructed in 7:24, and in 42:11a: "keep a close watch
on your daughter". The consequences include the father being an object of scorn, and
shame before other people, including his enemies (42:11bcd). The issue of shame that
is so important for Ben Sira, arises here again.

The solution for some of the problems detailed above is to keep the daughter's
sexuality within the household and under the control of her father (42:11-13),
physically locking her up in the house.

In the house of a family, women's domain could be the living room, where the family
ate and slept, or did indoor work, or the kitchen, or the foyer which looked over the
courtyard. All of them could be the location for spinning and the latter, for women's
socialization.86 Perhaps the father is urged to prevent his daughter from looking on
this courtyard through the window in Sir 42:11ef (MS B). Windows were usually
small and rectangular openings.87 Sometimes they were covered with latticework,
through which a person could look even when closed.88 Looking through a window in
the Hebrew Bible is frequently the activity of women (Judg 5:28; 2 Sam 6:16; 2 Kgs
9:30; 1 Chr 15:29, 7:6).
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In 42:11ef the danger is not only that the daughter sees someone through the window
but also that she is seen by a male. If her beauty is revealed to a man, as suggested in
42:12a, it could lead to seduction or even rape.89 An example of a man being enticed
by a woman's beauty may be David (2 Sam 11:1-5), or the two lecherous elders in the
story of Susanna (Sus 1:5-25, esp. 1:5-8). It seems that Ben Sira leaves no room for a
woman to get into contact with a man and still remain chaste.

According to Sir 42:11-12 a daughter without the supervision of her father equals
danger, which may be illicit sexual behaviour. Hence her father has to take the
necessary precautions to prevent her bringing disgrace on herself, but more
importantly on her father or husband. It is his responsibility to keep his daughter's
sexuality within the household until it is transferred to the future husband. The idea in
42:12b may be that if a virgin daughter spends time among married women she may
become aware of her own sexuality.90 It may also reflect the writer's concern that
women who are living in a segregated world can use various ways including their
sexuality to gain power over men, sometimes to bring shame to them.91 A daughter
may learn this from married women and use it to harm her father's reputation. This
attitude of women as a reaction to their segregation may be seen as wickedness in the
eyes of Ben Sira, and it may be reflected in 42:13 regarding the wickedness of
women.

For Ben Sira, as Berquist argues a daughter "is not the subject of her own sexuality;
she possesses no possibility for self-control … she works by physiological instinct".92
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Her sexuality may create tensions within the household, therefore raising the
possibility of incest with other males in this context, perhaps with her father.93 This is
a problematic issue in the book of Ben Sira. Even if the father depicted in Sir 42:9-14
is tempted by the sexuality of his daughter, there is no explicit evidence that the sage
is concerned with fathers committing incest with their daughters. As stated in the
discussion of 7:23-25,94 there are no traces in the latter to prove that the author
instructs the student to avoid incest either in that passage or in 42:9-12. It is more
likely that the admonition in Sir 42:9-14 to guard the chastity of the daughter is
motivated purely by the fear that she will bring shame to the father.

While the precautions he takes seem extreme and reflect a very negative attitude to
daughters, the sage also admits that men, too, can succumb to temptations and their
sexual desires. A good example is the adulterer (Sir 23:18-21) who succumbs to his
desires by committing adultery. One of the major differences between him and the
daughter in Sir 42:9-14 is that men's own sexuality belonged to themselves. Therefore
they were responsible for their own actions and could not simply be secluded, locked
up like women. While Ben Sira is overtly anxious about sexuality and the ways the
sexuality of men or women brings shame to a person, in one aspect he is not different
from other wisdom writers, such as Proverbs. He admits that men need instructions
especially in connection with adultery and prostitution and because examples existed
of their falling to these temptations.

The negative comments of 42:9-13 are followed by an extremely misogynist
statement in 42:14a ("[Better is the wickedness] of a man, than a woman who does
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good", MS B).95 42:14b ("and a house which disgraces pours forth a woman", MS B)
seems to be corrupt and has been interpreted in various ways.96 In Trenchard's reading
42:14b ("And a daughter causes fear regarding disgrace more than a son") would be
the culmination of the previous line,97 similarly to the Greek translation of 42:14b:
"and a woman brings shame leading to disgrace". The corrected version of MS M
reads: "But better is a God-fearing daughter than a shameless son". This way 42:14b
would have a surprising ending for three reasons: firstly, it has a positive comment on
daughters; secondly, in the book this is the only example of a daughter being
pious/religious; and thirdly, it has the only comment on sons within 42:9-14.
Following the thoughts of Sir 16:1-2 where Ben Sira advises against rejoicing in
godless children, it is possible to say that one can rejoice in pious children, including
daughters. However, taking into account all the teachings on daughters, it appears that
Ben Sira views daughters as women mainly in a sexual context, as if their main
characteristic were their sexuality, and in this context his view is excessively negative.
This, however, is not representative of his view on women, femininity or sexuality in
general.

Sir 26:7-12

26:7-12 is an intriguing passage. Its first verses continue the theme of evil/wicked
wives. The evil is first not specified (26:7). However, the evil wife later becomes a
drunken wife (26:8a) and her drunkenness leads her into indecency (26:8b). In 26:9
she is explicitly described as the subject of sexual wrongdoing. Suddenly the subject
becomes a daughter who indiscriminately engages in sexual encounter. Unfortunately
95
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the text is not extant in Hebrew. In the discussion we will attempt to answer the
question whether the real concern here is indeed the behaviour of daughters, or the
Hebrew original may have had different ideas.

GI
7 boozuvgion saleuovmenon gunhV ponhrav,
oJ kratw'n aujth'" wJ" oJ drassovmeno" skorpivou.
8 ojrghV megavlh gunhV mevquso",
kaiV ajschmosuvnhn aujth'" ouj sugkaluvyei.
9 porneiva gunaikoV" ejn metewrismoi'" ojfqalmw'n
kaiV ejn toi'" blefavroi" aujth'" gnwsqhvsetai.
10 ejpiV qugatriV ajdiatrevptw/ sterevwson fulakhvn,
i{na mhV euJrou'sa a[nesin eJauth'/ crhvshtai:
11 ojpivsw ajnaidou'" ojfqalmou' fuvlaxai
kaiV mhV qaumavsh/" ejaVn eij" seV plhmmelhvsh:/
12 wJ" diyw'n oJdoipovro" toV stovma ajnoivxei
kaiV ajpoV pantoV" u{dato" tou' suvneggu" pivetai,
katevnanti pantoV" passavlou kaqhvsetai
kaiV e[nanti bevlou" ajnoivxei farevtran.
7 An evil wife is (like) a shaking ox yoke,
whoever takes hold of her is like one who grasps a scorpion.
8 A drunken wife is a cause for great anger
and she does not conceal her indecency/shame.
9 A wife's sexual wrongdoing will be known by her haughty eyes (lit. lifting up of
eyes)
and by her eyelids.
10 Keep strict watch over a headstrong daughter,
lest, finding an opportunity (i.e. relaxation of restraint), she make use of it.
11 Follow closely (her) bold eyes,
and do not be surprised if she commits an offence against you/sins against you.
12 As a thirsty traveller opens his mouth
And drinks from any nearby water,
(so) she sits down in front of every peg
and opens (her) quiver for (lit. before) an arrow.98
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Context

The context of the passage, as discussed in chapter III.1. is 26:1-27. Within it 26:1-4,
13-18 have positive comments on wives or marital relationships, over against the
negative comments in 26:5-9. In the midst of these sayings is found 26:10-12
concerning daughters.

Form

There are no distinctive formal characteristics.

Content

After the numerical saying on rivalry between wives in 26:5-6, 26:7-9 continues the
negative comments on marital relationships. In 26:7 the term gunhV ponhrav
(evil/wicked wife) appears. As noted earlier, it is an expression characteristic of the
translator.99 This is one example where the evil or wickedness of the wife is not
specified and seems to be used in a broader sense. It may be that this verse is a
continuation of 26:5-6, this way making it another reference to rivalry between wives.
However it is also possible that 26:7 is completely independent from the preceding
comment. The evil wife is compared to a "shaking ox yoke" and the person who
marries (lit. takes hold of) her is compared to one who grasps a scorpion (26:7b).
While it is virtually impossible to grasp a deadly scorpion, to tolerate a constantly
moving, irritating yoke is possible, but difficult. Loader suggests that "Sirach appears
to envisage the wife's producing instability and thus causing the yoke to rub and
99
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chafe".100 If, as suggested above, the verse is related to 26:5-6, then the evil would be
specified and the constant irritation could be the feuding of one or both rival wives
either with the husband or with each other. It may involve jealousy in matters of
sexuality, similarly to Gen 30:14-15, where Rachel and Leah argue about their rights
to sleep with Jacob. If, however, the situation is not that of rivalry, the author may
simply refer to a nagging wife, whose constant chatter or gossip is difficult to bear.

In 26:8 the wickedness either becomes specified (drunken wife) or the sage refers to a
different wife who is drunken. It is a disgrace in itself if a woman101 (or a man)102 is
drunk. The wife's state can have further implications, as expressed in 26:8b ("and she
does not conceal her indecency/shame"): she may forfeit her sense of responsibility,
or may undress herself literally and engage in sexual wrongdoing.

In Gen 9:21 Noah in his drunken state exposes his nakedness. In Prov 31:4-9 the king
is advised against drinking intoxicants after he is instructed not to spend his vigour on
women (31:3a).103 In T. Jud. 12:3 Judah confesses that he has become drunk "at the
waters of Chozeb" and did not recognize Tamar, with whom he had sexual
intercourse. Wine and sex are also associated in T. Jud. 13. Drunkenness and sexual
desire are combined in Philo Agr. 37 and Ebr. 209.
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Unlike in Sir 9:9 and 19:2, in 26:8 it is explicitly the woman that may become
intoxicated and may willingly expose herself sexually to other persons, for instance,
by way of adultery, or even desire for adultery.

While in 26:8 there is only an allusion to indecency, 26:9 is more definite ("A wife's
sexual wrongdoing will be known by her haughty eyes [lit. lifting up of eyes] and by
her eyelids"). This is the only passage in the LXX that employs the term porneiva
gunaikoV" ("a wife's sexual wrongdoing"). Here porneiva can certainly have a
meaning broader than prostitution. The characteristics of such a woman are her
"haughty eyes" (lit. lifting up of eyes, metewrismoi'" ojfqalmw'n), the same term as
used in Sir 23:4-6, and "her eyelids".

Various comments attest to the connection between eyes or sight, and desire.104 The
eyes may simply be the avenue of desire. Prov 6:25 and 4Q184/4QWiles 1.13 are
especially relevant to Sir 26:9. In all three instances the woman's instrument to
captivate a man is her eyes. In 4Q184/4QWiles the "wicked woman" lifts up her
eyelids wantonly. The eyelids are even more effective in the seduction if they are
decorated (2 Kgs 9:30; Jer 4:30; Ezek 23:40).

The reasons for Ben Sira's condemnation of adultery, in the case of both men and
women, are detailed in chapter IV.1. In summary, his main concerns include
disobeying the law of God regarding both men and women, and in addition wronging
the husband, and possibly bringing illegitimate children into the marriage, in the case
of women. In Sir 26:8b-9 all these issues may lie in the background, but they are not
104
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spelled out. A new concern appears here: the wanton wife is not even ashamed of her
behaviour.

In 26:10 the subject of sexual wrongdoing suddenly becomes a daughter, according to
G I. Skehan considers 26:10a a continuation of sayings concerning wives, and gives
the following translation: "Keep strict watch over an unruly wife".105 He argues that,
although the G I version of 26:10a is identical to the G I version of Sir 42:11a, which
deals with daughters in the context (42:9-14), the idea of daughter comes to 26:10a
from 42:11a, where in turn the term ajdiatrevptw was added to the text. (Its Hebrew
form is not present in the MS M version of 42:11a: "My son, keep a close watch on
your daughter"). 26:10a is not extant in Hebrew, but Skehan conjectures the term <ynp
tzu behind "unruly" (or "impudent", "insolent"), which, he argues, can be understood
with regard to a wife rather than an unmarried person.106 This expression occurs in
Prov 7:13 regarding the adulteress and a similar term describes the wicked man in
Prov 21:19.

Trenchard on the other hand translates "daughters", assuming that the Hebrew
versions behind 26:10a and 42:11a were identical except for ynb that is present in the
latter, and also argues that other examples of using related material can be found in
both ch. 26 and 42, pointing to 26:5c as similar in theme to 42:11c.107

While it is true that G I reads "daughter" in 26:10, the idea of "adulterous wife" is
present in the Syriac text of 26:12d. Further, if "wife" is assumed in 26:10 instead of
"daughter", 26:10-12 would fit into their context not only by content, but this way the
105
106
107

Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, 346.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, 346.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 140, 295, n. 84.
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number of the distichs on bad wives (26:5-12) and on good ones (26:1-4, 13-18)
would be equal (10+10 distichs) in Sir 26:1-18. It is likely then that the Hebrew
original had "wife" in this verse. If so, this would raise the question as to why the
Greek translator has changed the text, which clearly does read "daughter".

The readers are advised in 26:10a to keep a close watch on a "headstrong" (or
"insolent") daughter. Failing to take this advice has its consequences, as introduced in
26:10b: as soon as the daughter finds an opportunity, she will commit an offence
against her father. The sexual nature of the offence is indicated by the use of the term
"follow closely (her) bold eyes" (26:11a). The connection between the eyes of a
woman and her sexual desires is already noted above. A negative bias is reflected in
the allusion itself that an "insolent" or "headstrong" daughter will automatically be
promiscuous when she finds an opportunity.

As was discussed above in this chapter, Berquist suggests that for Ben Sira a daughter
cannot control her own sexuality.108 Strict watch has to be kept over her, especially if
she is headstrong. This seems to be depicted also in Sir 26:12. She is compared to "a
thirsty traveller" who does not care from which water he drinks (26:12ab),109 as if the
daughter does not care where she lies down for the purpose of sexual intercourse. This
is indicated by the symbolic use of the terms "peg" and "arrow" as penis, and "quiver"
as vagina (26:12cd). 26:12 is also similar to Ezek 16:25 where unfaithful Jerusalem is
described as promiscuous with anyone who passes by. To compare the idolatrous
Jerusalem to one's own daughter would betray the author's great anxiety regarding the
chastity of daughters.

108
109

Berquist, Controlling Corporeality, 188.
For the connection between drinking water and adultery see Prov 9:17.
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On the other hand, as noted above, if we assume that the concern of the writer was an
adulterous wife in 26:10-12, the number of distichs on bad and good wives would be
equal in 26:1-18. In this case the language of 26:10-12 is surprising. The anxiety
reflected in it is more characteristic of comments on daughters, as shown in the
discussion of Sir 42:9-14. Even though wives may commit adultery (Sir 23:22-26),
this concern is not expressed in Ben Sira in language as obscene as the description of
Sir 26:10-12 in Greek. This problem may be resolved if we surmise that the translator
not only rendered "daughter" for "wife" but changed other parts of the passage, which
may have originally lacked the obscene terminology completely. In summary, Ben
Sira may have had a condemning but less negative comment on an adulterous wife,
which the translator has changed significantly.

Conclusion

Undoubtedly Ben Sira has particularly negative comments on daughters and their
sexuality. It seems that they represent a danger whether they are unmarried or
married. A daughter is a person who can cause the most damage to the honour of her
father, who is responsible for her sexuality. The passages discussed in this chapter
imply that daughters cannot control their own sexuality. Therefore they need to be
controlled by their father, if necessary by physical restraint. Even after marriage a
daughter causes anxiety to her father, despite the fact that her sexuality belongs to her
husband in the changed situation. Sir 26:10-12, with its extremely misogynous
comment, describes daughters as if their main characteristic was their sexuality,
especially uncontrolled sexuality. Passages concerning daughters reflect an extremely
negative attitude to sexuality, but only the sexuality of daughters and not in general.
While there are no explicit comments on the sexuality of sons, that it may have been a
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concern seems to be certain in 7:23-25 and 22:3-5. If they engaged in sexual
intercourse before marriage, especially with unchaste women, or jeopardized a future,
possibly arranged, marriage with a suitable wife, they could have caused anxiety just
as daughters did. They still do not receive such condemning remarks as daughters do.
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CHAPTER THREE
MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS

This chapter concerns the relation between husband and wife and includes discussion
of comments regarding the issue of rivalry between wives.

III.1. Good Relations between Husband and Wife

Sir 25:1d; 25:8a

GI
1d kaiV gunhV kaiV ajnhVr eJautoi'" sumperiferovmenoi.
1d and a wife and a husband who are adapted to each other, or who are in intercourse1

MS C
tlk?m h?a lub yr?a 8a
8a Happy is/blessed is the husband of a sensible wife
GI
8a makavrio" oJ sunoikw'n gunaikiV suneth'/
8a Happy is whoever dwells with a sensible/intelligent wife.

1

See the content for the problems regarding this word.
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Context of 25:1d; 25:8a

Sir 25:1d and 25:8a are part of the numerical proverbs within the larger context of
25:1-11.2 This section has three numerical proverbs. The first is 25:1 about things that
delight one's heart: good relations within family, between neighbours (25:1c), and
finally harmony between wife and husband (25:1d). The second is 25:2 including
25:2d on people who are despicable. There is a section on the elderly in 25:3-6. The
third numerical saying is in 25:7-10, including beatitudes about various persons. 25:8a
belongs here. 25:11 concludes with Ben Sira's familiar theme on the connection
between wisdom and the fear of the Lord.3

Form of 25:1d; 25:8a

In the Greek text the form of the first and second numerical proverb is as follows: The
introductory line (25:1ab, 2ab) states how many elements will follow in the saying
itself.4 While the first and second elements of the sayings are expressed with a
grammatical structure consisting of nouns, one in genitive case (25:1c) or a structure
of noun and attribute (25:2c), the third element is more extensive, consisting of nouns,
reflexive pronoun and a participle (25:1d), or an attribute, noun, participle and noun
(25:2d). The motif behind it is perhaps to put emphasis on the last element which,
interestingly in the case of Sir 25:1d and 25:2d, deals with marital (25:1d) and
extramarital relationships (25:2d).

2

25:12 (G II) is similar in theme to Sir 1:10cd (G II).
Note that the third numerical proverb has only nine elements in G I, which lacks 25:8b. Syr.
has eleven elements, including 25:8b. The only extant verse within 25:7-11 in MS C is 25:8. Cf. also
Skehan, Ben Sira, 340.
4
A similar form of numerical proverb is also used in Prov 30:7-9, 24-28.

3
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25:8a is part of 25:7-11, which represents another form of numerical proverb used not
only in Ben Sira, but throughout the Hebrew Bible with a concentration in wisdom
literature.5 The components of the x/x+1 numerical proverb are mainly determined by
content. The larger number serves to stimulate suspense and the interest of the
reader.6 The first line of the introduction indicates how many elements will follow
(25:7a). In the second line one more element is provided (25:7b). In Hebrew 25:8a
and 25:8c have the term yr?a ("happy/blessed") characteristic of beatitudes. In
Greek, 25:8a and 25:9a have the introduction makavrio" ("happy").

Content of 25:1d

As has been discussed in the context, 25:1d is the third element of the first numerical
proverb within 25:1-11, with a short comment about the relationship between wife
and husband. The word used to describe their relationship (sumperiferovmenoi from
sumperifevrw), literally means "to carry around along with/together" but it can also
denote "to adapt oneself to circumstances", "to be well acquainted with things", also
"to have intercourse with someone". It is used only three times in the LXX. In two of
the occurrences there is a reference to marital relationship: one is 25:1d itself, and the
other is Prov 5:19, where the reader is encouraged to enjoy only the love of his own
wife (as is clear from the context in 5:15-20), or be captivated by it.7

Skehan's translation ("and the mutual love of husband and wife")8 suggests that the
term sumperiferovmenoi serves to imply the mutuality of love between wife and
5

Other passages in Ben Sira employing this sequence are: Sir 23:16-17; 26:5-6, 28; 50:25-26.
See Skehan, Ben Sira, 25; Gerhard von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (London: SCM, 1972), 35-36;
cf. also Wolfgang M. W. Roth, "The Numerical Sequence x/x+1 in the Old Testament," VT 12 (1962),
300-11.
7
The third occurrence (Prov 11:29) concerns one's household.
8
Skehan, Ben Sira, 339, 341.
6
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husband, or to denote that they are suited to each other. Trenchard offers a slightly
different interpretation: "and a wife and husband who share each other's company",
understanding the word sumperiferovmenoi to describe a state where "wife and
husband maintain communication" "and live in each other's society".9 Snaith goes so
far as to translate the text as "and a man and wife who are inseparable".10
Sumperiferovmenoi however does not seem to carry this meaning. The expression
"to have intercourse with someone" is a fairly broad one. In itself it may convey
communication or some sort of dealings between people, and without the adjective
"sexual" does not necessarily mean a sexual act. The latter certainly cannot be
excluded in the case of a wife and a husband. The translation "a wife and husband
who accommodate each other"11 may also have sexual connotation. If the idea of
sexual intercourse is accepted, the message behind Sir 25:1d may be either that
intercourse between wife and husband, i.e. within a licit relationship, is pleasing to the
Lord and to humans, or that it is only pleasing in the above context. In this case the
comment would be antithetical to Sir 25:2d, where the person who seeks extramarital
relationships in his old age is despised.

Some scholars argue that this element is the climax of the numerical saying and
therefore more important than the other elements.12 If so, this comment on marital
relationship would rise to an even higher level by being not only a positive statement
in itself, but a message whose importance is above that of the previous ones within the
proverb. This is significant, as marital faithfulness and intimacy would be valued
highly. Conversely the same would apply to the second proverb in 25:2, where
prominence is given to sexual behaviour by its placement in the third element,
9
10
11
12

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 31, 208, nn. 219-20, and p. 209, n. 230.
Snaith, Ecclesiasticus, 126.
Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 31-32, also 175-78.
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reflecting the writer's contempt of the adulterous old person. Certainly the author's
concern with marital or sexual matters would support this assertion. In the similar
numerical sayings that are found in Proverbs, however, a progression is difficult to
detect (Prov 30:7-9, 15a, 24-28) and it is possible that the elements are of equal value.
Since Sir 25:1, 2 are the only sayings of this type in the Book of Ben Sira,13 they
cannot be compared with other such sayings. In themselves as isolated examples of
this type of numerical proverb 25:1, 2 are likely to be progressive, with the focus on
issues pertaining to marital relationship (25:1d) and to sexuality (25:2d), since, as has
been noted above, they are of great significance for the author.

Content of 25:8a

Sir 25:8a is followed by the following readings for 25:8b in MS C and Syr.:14 "and
one who is not ploughing as (with) a bull, with an ass" (MS C), and "whoever is not
ploughing with an ox and a donkey combined" (Syr.).15 A similar idea is found in
Deut 22:10. Skehan argues that the prohibition of Deut 22:10 in the context of Sir
25:8 refers to an incompatible marriage, where a man is married to two incompatible
women.16 It may also imply that husband and wife are unequally yoked in marriage.17
The idea of polygyny, if it is indeed present here, would certainly put the comment of
Sir 25:8a in a different perspective. This way the marriage with a sensible wife would
be compared with a marriage with two wives who are each other's rivals. Rivalry
between wives can cause heartache to all parties of the marriage, including the

13

Whether 37:17-18 is a saying of this type is debatable.
G I lacks 25:8b, as noted above.
15
Cf. also Skehan, Ben Sira, 340.
16
Skehan, Ben Sira, 340.
17
Cf. Sir 26:7 where the bad wife is compared to a chafing ox-yoke. William Loader, personal
communication: "being yoked in unequal partnership occurs in 2 Cor 6:14". Unsuitable match is the
theme of 4Q271/4QDf 3 9; see Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 157-59.
14
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husband, as detailed in the discussion of Sir 26:5-6. Ben Sira may be referring to this
bitterness in 25:8b. At least it is one possible interpretation.

Whether 25:8 is about polygynous marriage or not, it does not say why the wife is
sensible. Ben Sira uses the term tlk?m ("sensible") in two other comments (7:19;18
40:23). The latter has the exact term tlk?m h?a. None of them explains from what
point of view the wife is regarded as sensible. It is noteworthy that Prov 19:14 uses
the same term. In the first half of the parallel it is stated that "house and wealth are
inherited from parents". With it is contrasted the "prudent wife" who is "from the
Lord". It seems that while one's wealth is something that, in an ideal case, one may
count on, the selection of a prudent, sensible or discreet wife is not up to humans: it is
a blessing of the Lord. A similar message is found in Sir 26:23b. 25:8a is part of the
list of things and behaviours that the author considers important: joy in children;
justice in this life; avoiding sins of the tongue; wisdom; the fear of the Lord; etc. That
the issue of marriage is included here is almost to be expected considering that it is an
important concern for the sage. Marriage as a union has a sexual side. The author,
however, does not make comment on it. The focus is on the husband having a sensible
wife, whatever her sensibility might mean.

Sir 26:1-27

Sir 26:1-27 is the longest passage on various types of women and on marital
relationships. The discussion of the context and form of the whole section, and the
text, translation and content of 26:1-4, 13-18, are given here. 26:5-6 is discussed later
in this chapter. Since the Greek version of 26:10-12 concerns daughters, the passage
18

See the discussion of translation issues of 7:19 later in this chapter.
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in the context of 26:7-12 is treated in ch. II. 26:19-21 is addressed in chapter IV.1.,
26:22-27, in chapter III.5.

Sir 26:1-4, 13-18

MS C
19

{ ylpk wymy rpsmw
<
[…]m?[…] 20[…] 21[…]wn?w
22
[…]tnt yy ary qljbw

hlub yr?a hbwf h?a 1
hlubl /?dt lyj t?a 2
23
[…] hnm 24hbw[…] h?a 3

{ lk? /?dy 25[…]
h
hlub 26by[…] h?a 27[…]
.hp trwrxl lq?m /yaw
t?yyb h?a 28[…]u /j
30
{rwjb rybdb 29[…]a hpy
lum ymwrmb […] ?m?
./kwt tmwq lu <ynp dwh
?dq trwnm lu [r? rn

13
15
16
17

1 A good wife – happy/blessed is her husband,
and the number of his days is doubled.
2 A worthy wife/wife of worth will fatten her husband,
[…].31
3 A [good]32 wife - […]33 portion,
and [will be given]34 in the portion to him who fears the Lord.35
13 […]36 of a wife […]37 her husband,
19

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 5, reconstructs jm?t ("gladdens").
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 5 has wyyj ("his life").
21
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 5, reconstructs twn?w ("years").
22
Reconstructed by Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 7, as /tnt.
23
Reconstructed text, read hbwf ("good"); see Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 6. G I
supports it.
24
Read hbwf ("good") as reconstructed. See Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, n. 6, and G I.
25
Restored text, read wymxu ("his bones"); see G I and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9, 189, n. 12.
26
Restored, read byfm ("delights"/"pleases"); see also G I and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9,
189, n. 10.
27
Restored text, read /j ("charm"); cf. G I and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9, 189, n. 9.
28
The text is restored, read /j lu ("upon charm"); cf. G I and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9,
189, n. 16.
29
Reconstructed text, read h?a ("woman"/"wife"); see Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9, 189, n.
20.
30
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 189, n. 19, considers the text for this line equivalent with G I
except for MS C having lum ("above") instead of kurivou ("of the Lord"). In this light verse 16a would
read "the sun rising in the heights above" (MS C).
31
Translate as "And the years of his life she will gladden" on the basis of the reconstructed text;
see footnotes on the text. Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, reads: "peaceful and full is his life".
32
See the footnote on the text.
33
Read "good"; see footnote on the text.
34
See the footnotes on the text.
35
Cf. also Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 188, nn. 7-8.
36
"Charm"; see the footnote on the text.
20
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[…]38 her prudence/skill will fatten.
15 Charm […]39 is a modest wife
and there is no price (lit. weight) of a sealed mouth/a sealed mouth is priceless.
16 The sun […]40 in the heights above,
a beautiful […]41 in the chosen shrine.42
17 (Like) a lamp burning on the holy lampstand,
(so is) the splendour43 of a face on the height of measurement.
GI
1 GunaikoV" ajgaqh'" makavrio" oJ ajnhvr,
kaiV ajriqmoV" tw'n hJmerw'n aujtou' diplavsio".
2 gunhV ajndreiva eujfraivnei toVn a[ndra aujth'",
kaiV taV e[th aujtou' plhrwvsei ejn eijrhvnh/.
3 gunhV ajgaqhV meriV" ajgaqhv,
ejn merivdi foboumevnwn kuvrion doqhvsetai:
4 plousivou deV kaiV ptwcou' kardiva ajgaqhv,
ejn pantiV kairw'/ provswpon iJlarovn.
13 Cavri" gunaikoV" tevryei toVn a[ndra aujth'",
kaiV taV ojsta' aujtou' pianei' hJ ejpisthvmh aujth'".
14 dovsi" kurivou gunhV sighrav,
kaiV oujk e[stin ajntavllagma pepaideumevnh" yuch'":
15 cavri" ejpiV cavriti gunhV aijscunthrav,
kaiV oujk e[stin staqmoV" pa'" a[xio" ejgkratou'" yuch'".
16 h{lio" ajnatevllwn ejn uJyivstoi" kurivou
kaiV kavllo" ajgaqh'" gunaikoV" ejn kovsmw/ oijkiva" aujth'":
17 luvcno" ejklavmpwn ejpiV lucniva" aJgiva"
kaiV kavllo" proswvpou ejpiV hJlikiva/ stasivmh:/
18 stu'loi cruvseoi ejpiV bavsew" ajrgura'"
kaiV povde" wJrai'oi ejpiV stevrnoi"44 eujstaqou'".
1 Happy is the husband of a good wife,
and the number of his days is doubled.
2 A worthy wife gladdens her husband,
and he will complete his years in peace.
3 A good wife – a good portion,
(she) will be allotted in the portion to those who fear the Lord;
4 Whether rich or poor, (his) heart is glad,
at all times [his] face is cheerful.
37

Read "delights"/"pleases" on the basis of the restored text; see footnote on the text of 26:13a.
Read "his bones"; see the footnote on the text.
39
Read "upon charm"; see the footnote on the text.
40
The probable reading is: "the sun [rising] in the heights above"; see the note on the text.
41
Read "woman"/"wife"; see the footnote on the text.
42
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 189-90, n. 21, sees it as corrupt together with the other variant:
"in the shrine of a young man".
43
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 190, n. 23, suggests ypy ("beauty") instead of dwh ("splendour").
Skehan, Ben Sira, 345, translates 26:17b as: "are her beauty of face and graceful figure".
44
Literally means "breast", "chest", as "the seat of the affections", also "mood", "spirit". Both
Skehan, Ben Sira, 345, 351, and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 10, 190-91, n. 27, suggest ptevrnai"
("heels" or "feet" from ptevrnh, "heel").
38
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13 A wife’s charm will delight her husband,
and her skill will put fat on his bones.
14 A silent wife is a gift of the Lord
and there is no price for a disciplined person/character.45
15 Charm upon charm is a modest wife,
and priceless is (lit. there is no weight worthy/equal of) her self-controlled
person/character.
16 (Like) the sun rising in the heights of the Lord,
(so is) a good wife's beauty in the order of her house/home.
17 (Like) a shining lamp on the holy lampstand,
(so is) a beautiful face on a firm figure.
18 (Like) pillars of gold on a silver base,
so are shapely feet on the chest46 of the firm/stable (woman).

Context

The wider context of 26:1-27 is 25:13 - 26:27. 25:13-26 has negative sayings on
women and marital relationships. 26:1-4 gives a detailed account of a good marital
relationship. 26:5-6 concerns the rivalry of wives. Within 26:7-12 the comment on a
bad wife (26:7) develops first into the picture of a drunken wife (26:8a) and then into
the description of an unchaste wife (26:8b-9), then suddenly into a saying on a
promiscuous daughter in the Greek text of 26:10-12, where the Hebrew is not extant.
The theme of good wife returns in 26:13-18. 26:19-27 is extant only in G II and Syr.
It advises the young to avoid contact with a strange woman and to establish a family
with a good wife (26:19-21), and has various sayings on wicked and virtuous women
(26:22-27).

45

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9, 189, n. 15, reads "priceless is a restraint voice", rendering /wrg
trsym (lit. disciplined throat). Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, translates: "and her disciplined virtue is of
surpassing worth".
46
"Breast" or "chest" is not a likely word here. Ptevrnai" from ptevrnh ("heel") would be more
in context; see the footnote on the text.
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Form

Although the first three verses of the section in the Hebrew version start with h?a
("wife") and continue with the characteristics of the wife (good in 26:1a, worthy in
26:2a, good in 26:3a), the rest of these verses do not share a common distinctive form.
26:13, 15-17 is also extant in Hebrew, but without a characteristic formal pattern.

Content of 26:1-4, 13-18

26:1-4, 13-18 contain the most extensive descriptions of the good wife or good
marital relationships. Leaving aside 26:19-27, which occurs only in G II and Syr.,
26:1-4 opens, and 26:13-18 closes, the material concerned with wives in 26:1-18 with
positive comments. Between the opening and closing lines the comments are all
negative, as indicated in the context. It is difficult to discern why the author has
included some of the most positive and most negative comments in the book in the
same passage.

The theme of 26:1 was already taken up briefly by Ben Sira in 25:8a. There the author
declares: "Happy is whoever dwells with a sensible wife". Here the attribute of the
wife is "good" in both versions of the text. After the opening statement itself ("A good
wife – happy/blessed is her husband", 26:1a, MS C),47 we find a detailed description
of what effect a good wife has on her husband's life (26:1b-4). The first benefit is that
his life is longer, which is expressed in MS C as "and the number of his days is
doubled" (26:2a). Not only has the good wife an impact on the length of her husband's
life, but also on the quality of his life, as related in the Hebrew version of 26:2a: a
47

G I supports it.
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worthy wife can fatten (/?dy from /?d = become fat, prosperous) her husband.
Since in the Hebrew Bible the fat part of produce or land etc. was frequently the
choicest part, being fat meant being prosperous, an idea present in Prov 11:25; 13:4;
28:25, expressed with the same word (/?d). Prov 15:30 uses the same term
<xu-/?dt (in a different form) as in Sir 26:13b. There is a similar description of the
worthy wife in Prov 31:10-31, who provides everything for her household. The idea
that the worthy wife gladdens the life of her husband is present in both text versions in
Sirach 26, first in 26:2a (G I) and then in 26:2b (MS C). Another characteristic of the
husband's life is that it is completed in peace (26:2b, G I). This seems to suggest that
the benefits listed in 26:2 are the cause for the doubled number of the husband's days
in 26:1b, because the length of one's life might be influenced by its quality: gladness
and peace may extend it, distress and worry may shorten it. Gladness is a general idea
here and it is not specified what the author of MS C or the translator means by it.

After 26:2 it seems that Ben Sira's familiar theme of the fear of the Lord48 in 26:3
interrupts the comments. However, it is combined with the idea of the good wife as
the gift of the Lord. The wife as the gift from the Lord occurs in other passages with
different attributes attached to the woman or wife. There is a concentration in Sir
26:1-27: good wife in 26:3a, silent wife in 26:14a and pious wife in 26:23b. Out of
these passages 26:3a, 23b also assert that such a woman will be given to the Godfearing man. Prov 19:14 has a similar comment, where the "sensible" wife is
compared to inheritance. While material assets such as inheritance are something a
person may count on, a sensible wife is more difficult to obtain. It is not up to humans
who will receive her since she is the gift of the Lord.

48

See also 1:11-30; 6:32-37; 15:1; 19:20; 21:6; 23:27; 26:23b, 25b.
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This idea also has some relevance for discussing Sir 26:4 ("Whether rich or poor, [his]
heart is glad, at all times [his] face is cheerful", G I). It declares that a good wife is
more important than wealth. This idea is articulated in a different way in Sir 25:20
where the message of the author in the context is similar: a good marital relationship
is more important than the wealth of the wife. Conversely a bad but rich wife can
make the husband's life bitter. In 26:4 the message is conveyed in a positive way.
Even if a person lacks wealth, he may still be happy. This is one of the most positive
comments of the author and it may also shed some light on the nature of Israelite
marriage. Whether marriage in ancient Israel was an act of purchase and the wife
became a property or not is discussed in detail later in this subchapter. 26:4 however,
seems, to support the argument against the notion of purchase and property. Since the
wife can make her husband happy even without wealth it implies that she is almost
contrasted with property; she is more than that. She is not one of the properties a man
can purchase.

26:1-4 may be contrasted with Sir 25:20-23 where the negative effects the bad wife
has on her husband's life, including his health, are detailed.

In summary, the wife is considered in connection with her husband rather than in her
own right. However, Sir 26:3 ("A [good] wife – [good] portion, and [will be given] in
the portion to him who fears the Lord")49 is a significant comment, taking into
account how important the fear of the Lord is for the author. It is also noteworthy that
the attributes of the wife and the description of the marital relationship are rather
general. One exception may be the wife who "will fatten" (/?dt) her husband (26:2a,
MS C). It is, however, rather an economic aspect. Neither of the text versions is
49

See notes on text and translation.
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specific about the nature of the relationship and they are silent about the attitude of
both the author and the translator to the sexual character of marriage.

Sir 26:5-9 has comments on negative marital relationships or bad wives and 26:10-12
inserts a short comment on daughters (on the basis of the G I text) in the midst of
sayings on wives or marriage. After 26:10-12 the theme of good wife returns in
26:13-18.50

Verse 13 ("[The charm] of a wife [pleases/delights] her husband"51) echoes the
thoughts of 26:2 in MS C and 26:2a in G I. First the wife is viewed again from the
husband's viewpoint. The words /h and cavri" can denote charm as attractiveness
or as goodwill, favour. In this light it is possible that in 26:13a it is the beauty of the
wife that pleases her husband rather than her kindness, or perhaps both. This would
suggest a sexual aspect. The verbs used here (byfm and tevrfei) can mean
"delights", "pleases". The latter can also be understood as "satisfies". This way 26:13a
could read "the attractiveness of the wife satisfies her husband" (G I).

The second half of the verse returns again to the skill of the wife to make her husband
fat, probably in the sense of prosperous, wealthy, as in 26:2a (MS C). Silence and
discipline (26:14ab: "A silent wife is a gift of the Lord and there is no price of a
disciplined person/character") can have related meanings in some contexts, as a
disciplined person knows when and what to speak and when to be silent. These are
both important if not priceless characteristics of a good wife, as through speech a wife
can put her husband to shame. Ben Sira even advises the student to use a seal on an

50
51

See the discussion of 26:5-6 later in this chapter. 26:7-12 is treated in ch. II.
The text versions do not differ significantly.
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evil wife in 42:6a. On the other hand he speaks of disciplined speech with regard to
himself in 22:27 - 23:1 and to others in 25:8c and 14:1a.

The traits of a good wife in the Hebrew version of 26:15 are modesty (26:15a) and a
"sealed mouth" (26:15b). The latter is translated by the G I version as "self-controlled
person/character" which can refer to various aspects of self-control. In MS C the term
"sealed"/"restricted mouth" or "shut up mouth" (hp trwrxl, from rrx I = "to shut
up", Qal I), need not refer exclusively to a closed mouth. The word, apart from
meaning among other things "to shut up", "to wrap up" is said of women withheld
from marital intercourse as in 2 Sam 20:3, where the concubines of David are
condemned to live in a confinement until the day of their death as widows, without
having sexual relations with David.52 Skehan also argues that the term "restricted/shut
up mouth" is a euphemism for the closed vagina.53 This way 26:15 would be more
than just a reference to being disciplined in a rather general and toned down sense as
the G I version suggests. However, what it means exactly for the author of the
Hebrew version is difficult to determine. It is hard to imagine that the writer describes
a wife who is entirely unavailable for sexual intercourse. It is more probable that she
is unavailable for other men. Her sexuality is reserved only for her husband. In this
sense the word "modest" in the first half of the verse would reflect this concern.
Modesty of the wife here probably means being reserved only for the husband and not
attracting other men's attention, or not exposing her sexuality to them.

26:16 is not unrelated to the previous verse since it has a comparison to describe the
attractiveness of the wife. In the first half of this comparison MS C and G I differ only

52
53

Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 818.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 350.
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slightly ("The sun [rising]54 in the heights above", MS C; "[Like] the sun rising in the
heights of the Lord", G I). However, the second part of the comparison is significantly
different. The mutilated text of MS C only refers to the beauty of the wife ([h?]a
hpy), while G I has kavllo" ajgaqh'" gunaikoV" ("beauty of a good wife"). This is
not the only passage where G I adds the word "good" to a description of a wife, where
the Hebrew original only has "beautiful wife"/"beauty of wife" or "sensible wife". For
the latter Sir 7:19 is an example (tlk?m h?a samt la = "Do not reject/despise a
sensible wife", MS A; mhV ajstovcei gunaikoV" sofh'" kaiV ajgaqh'" = "Do not depart
from a wise and good wife", G I). This way in 26:16b the ethical aspect may call into
question natural beauty. The remaining parts of this verse in MS C seem to be corrupt.
The word rybd, "shrine" or "sanctuary" seems to be out of context whether it reads
"chosen shrine" or "shrine of a young man" (rwjb rybdb). G I reads 26:16b as "(the
beauty of a good wife) in the order of her home". Skehan has a relatively free
rendering reflecting G I ("the beauty of a virtuous wife is the radiance of her
home"),55 and Trenchard also takes the Greek as the basis of his translation: "so is a
beautiful woman in the arrangement of her home". All that is known from the Hebrew
text is that the wife's beauty, which may include sexual beauty, in itself is praised and
compared to the rising sun. In what context she is viewed is not certain. It appears that
the Greek text emphasizes not only beauty but also goodness in her and places her in
the domestic environment, where mainly her husband can delight in her beauty. This
also suggests that only he can enjoy her sexuality. Perhaps this is why she is called
good: her sexuality is only available for her husband. Unlike in the Hebrew, in G I
physical beauty or sexuality appears to be connected with chastity, moral behaviour.

54
55

See the footnote on the text.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 345.
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26:17a also starts with a comparison ("[Like] a lamp burning on the holy lampstand",
MS C; "[Like] a shining lamp on the holy lampstand", G I). The second half in MS C
in its present form seems to be awkward ("[so is] the splendour of a face on the height
of measurement"). The word hmwq can mean height and also figure (Cant 7:8).
Assuming that the word /kwt ("measurement") is an error here, the line could read:
"the splendour of a face on the figure of […]"). This way the radiance of the beautiful
face on a figure (not specified) is in comparison with the radiance of the lamp on the
holy lampstand. G I ("[so is] a beautiful face on a firm figure") may clarify what the
last word of MS C could have been. Both the lamp on the lampstand and a beautiful
face on a firm figure create harmony. The last simile is found in 26:18, only extant in
Greek ("[Like] pillars of gold on a silver base, so are shapely feet on the chest of the
firm/stable [woman]"). The first halves of both lines demonstrate no problem.
However, in the second half of 26:18b "on the chest of the firm/stable (woman)" does
not respond to the "silver base" in 26:18a. Instead, as suggested earlier56 ptevrnai"
eujstavqmoi" ("on firm heels") would fit better into the context.

We may draw a brief conclusion here. The good wife is given to the God-fearing man
(26:3). Her attractiveness is worthy to be praised. It can delight, even satisfy her
husband (26:13a). The comparisons on her beauty (26:17-18) probably refer to the
temple,57 which is worthy of note since the liturgical service was of high importance
for the author (50:1-21). Since sexuality is an aspect of the wife’s attractiveness it
makes 26:16-18 a very positive statement about sexual relations, especially since it is
viewed in the context of sacred space. The wife's sexuality belongs solely to her

56
57

See footnotes on the text.
See also 1 Macc. 1:22, 23; 4:49-50.
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husband. The latter two observations can be discerned especially from the Hebrew
text as indicated throughout the analysis.

Sir 26:13-18 starts with comments that view the wife in the context of her husband,
including 26:15 where the probable reference to the closed vagina means that the
wife's sexuality is reserved for the husband only. The last verses are different,
especially in the Hebrew text. Apart from the Greek version of 26:16b ("the beauty of
a good wife in the order of her home"), where there is already the addition of "good"
compared with MS C, and where the Hebrew does not say anything about the wife's
home, there is nothing in the concluding verses (26:16-18) to suggest that the wife or
her beauty are viewed in the context of her husband. This idea only appears in 26:16b
in G I, which on the one hand seems to confirm the message of 26:15 that the wife's
sexuality is only available for the husband, and implies on the other that (only) such a
wife can be called "good".

In summary, the tendency is that where Ben Sira has a positive evaluation and attitude
to certain aspects of sexuality, the translator has neutral comments that tone down the
meaning of the Hebrew, or additions for similar purpose. One exception, as noted
above, is in 26:13a where in MS C the charm of the wife "delights" or "pleases" her
husband, and in G I it "satisfies" him.

Sir 36:21(26)-26(31)

The figures in brackets represent the verse numeration used generally in English
translations.
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MS B
58

59
.[…] ia
h?a lbqt rkz l[k] 21(26)
60
.rbgy /yu dmjm lk luw
<ynp 61lylhw h?a rawt 22(27)
62
.<da ynbm h?a /ya
/w?l aprm 63?y <a duw 23(28)
64
./u?m dwmuw 65rxbmw rzu
/ynq 66ty?ar h?a 67hnq 24(29)
68
.dnw un h?a /yabw
<rk ruwby rydg /yab 25(30)
69
.ryu la ryum gldmh
abx dwdg /ymay ym 26(31)
70
71
.bruy r?ab uygrmh
/q al r?a ?ya /k

21(26) [Any] man will a woman accept,
yet [].72
22(27) The beauty of a woman []73 the face74
and surpasses every desire of the eye.
23(28) And if there is a healing75 tongue,
her []76 is not like other men (lit. "not of the sons of man").
58

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 19, 198, nn. 100-101, reconstructs
<[unt] [h?am h?a ?y] ia ("yet [one woman is more] [pleasant] [than another]"). Skehan, Ben Sira,
424, reads: "yet some women are better wives than others". Lévi, Hebrew Text, 38, has
hpy h?a ?y ia ("yet there is a beautiful woman").
59
36:21a(26a) is based on Lévi's edition of the text, Hebrew Text, 38. Cf. the corresponding line
in G I.
60
The mutilated text of MS C agrees.
61
MS Bmg reads llhy from llh ("to shine", "to be bright"). Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 198, n.
104, suggests the Hiphil form of the verb. Used together with <ynp the most probable meaning of
36:22a(27a) is: "the beauty of a woman brightens the face". In the place of the verb MS C has lkm
("above all").
62
h?y[…] from MS C suggests h?ya ("her husband").
63
MS Bmg has hb after ?y (together meaning: "there is in her"), similarly to the MS B version in
the synopsis of the extant manuscripts in Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 152. MS C, though mutilated,
is not significantly different from MS B for this line.
64
MS C, though mutilated, suggests /u?m. It is followed by dymuh.
65
The term suggested by MS B (rxbmw rzu) lit. means "helper and fortification". MSS Bmg, C
and D have rxbm ryu ("fortified city", MS D, where extant, agrees for the rest of the verse).
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 19, 199, n. 114, uses the term wdgnk rzu ("a helper suiting him")
employed also in Gen 2:18, 20. It is closer to G I. Skehan, Ben Sira, 424, 427, also supports the Greek
version, and conjectures the term
wmxuk rzu as original. <xu originally means bone/s, but it also expresses identity (Exod
24:10); see Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 728. Thus Skehan translates: "a help like himself".
66
It can mean "best", "first", "beginning".
67
This form may be understood as imperative or a defective form of participle. Therefore the
translation would be: "acquire" in the first case or "whoever acquires" in the second. MS Bmg has the
participle form: hnwq ("whoever acquires").
68
MSS C and D, though mutilated, agree, except they have rdg instead of rydg.
69
The text of MSS C and D, where extant, do not differ significantly.
70
MS D is the same. MS C (bybsy r?ak uygrmh) does not fit here.
71
The text of MS C and MS D do not have significant differences, except MS C has /yq which
does not fit here.
72
Read "[one woman is more] [pleasant] [than another]"; see the footnote on text.
73
See the footnote on the text. The correct reading is: "brightens".
74
Cf. the footnote on text. Skehan, Ben Sira, 424, reads: "A woman's beauty makes her
husband's face light up".
75
Note that the word aprm means both "healing" (I) and "calmness" (II); see KoehlerBaumgartner, Lexicon, 568.
76
Read "husband". See the footnote on the text.
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24(29) Acquire77 a wife: the best/first/beginning of his possession,
a helper and fortification and a pillar of support.
25(30) Without a fence/hedge the vineyard will be destroyed,
and without a woman a homeless wanderer.78
26(31) Who will trust a troop of soldiers
that skips from city to city?
So is the man who has no nest,
who settles where night sets in.
GI
21 pavnta a[rrena ejpidevxetai gunhv,
e[stin deV qugavthr qugatroV" kreivsswn.
22 kavllo" gunaikoV" iJlaruvnei provswpon
kaiV uJpeVr pa'san ejpiqumivan ajnqrwvpou uJperavgei:
23 eij e[stin ejpiV glwvssh" aujth'" e[leo" kaiV prau?th",
oujk e[stin oJ ajnhVr aujth'" kaq= uiJouV" ajnqrwvpwn.
24 oJ ktwvmeno" gunai'ka ejnavrcetai kthvsew",
bohqoVn kat= aujtoVn kaiV stu'lon ajnapauvsew".
25 ou| oujk e[stin fragmov" diarpaghvsetai kth'ma:
kaiV ou| oujk e[stin gunhv stenavxei planwvmeno".
26 tiv" gaVr pisteuvsei eujzwvnw/ lh/sth'/
ajfallomevnw/ ejk povlew" eij" povlin;
27 ou{tw" ajnqrwvpw/ mhV e[conti nossiaVn
kaiV kataluvonti ou| ejaVn ojyivsh./
21 Any man a woman will accept,
but one daughter is better than another.
22 A woman's beauty gladdens the face,
and surpasses every human desire.
23 If on her tongue is kindness and humility,
her husband is not like the sons of human beings.
24 Whoever acquires a wife begins79 a possession,
a helper suiting him and a pillar of support (lit. "rest").
25 Where there is no fence, the property will be plundered,
and where there is no woman/wife, he will sigh as he wanders.
26 For who will trust a swift robber
that skips from city to city?
27 So is the man who has no nest
and who lodges wherever night falls.80

77

The other option is "whoever acquires a wife"; see the footnote on the text.
The subject from the context can be understood: "a man".
79
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 199, n. 112, suggests that the word "begins" may be a
misunderstanding in G I on the basis of the Hebrew term ty?ar which means "first, best" and also
"beginning". See the footnote on the text.
80
Cf. also Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 749.
78
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Context

The wider context is 36:18(23) - 37:15, within which 36:18(23)-20(25) is about
distinguishing between foods of different qualities and discerning a deceitful
character. 36:21(26)-26(31)81 has comments on a suitable wife, including the parable
of a man who does not have a wife in 36:25(30)-26(31).82 37:1-6 is about false and
true friends and 37:7-15 is concerned with the people to whom a person should or
should not turn for advice.

Form

There is no distinctive formal pattern.

Content

There is more than one reference in this unit that concerns some aspects of Israelite
marriage. For this reason it is necessary to look at least briefly, at the Israelite
marriage laws and practices, especially those relevant in Second Temple Judaism. It
should also be noted that, as evidence in the matter is scarce from the time of Ben Sira
and Sirach, some comes from later Rabbinic writings.

81
82

36:21-27 in G I.
36:25-27 in G I.
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Excursus 4: Israelite marriage laws and practices

According to the Hebrew Bible, the first step toward marriage was usually
taken by the man's father (Gen 24:51; 38:6), sometimes at the request of the
son concerned (Gen 34:4; Judg 14:2), or by the woman's father (1 Sam 18:21).
Occasionally the mother might arrange the marriage (Gen 21:21).83 As
Blenkinsopp points out, in the biblical period marriage for the vast majority
was not a matter of individual decision or choice, especially for women. The
choice of husband for an unmarried girl concerned the entire household of her
father and then of her husband.84

In the ideal case at the contraction of marriage, as Satlow argues, a father
would suggest to his son that he betroth a particular woman, and his son would
agree, similarly to Tobit 6:13. However Satlow contends, that while some
marriages were indeed handled mainly or entirely by fathers, most real
marriages were more difficult to contract, and they involved negotiations
between the parents and the children themselves.85 Archer refers to rabbinic
documents which attest that after the age of twelve and a half years, the
betrothal's validity was dependent upon the girl's consent (Kidd. 2b, 44a).86 It
is not certain to what extent this right was exercised.87 In summary, even if the
marrying parties were involved to some extent in the contracting of their
marriages, it is likely that in most of the marriages at the time of Ben Sira and
83

See also David W. Chapman, "Marriage and Family in Second Temple Judaism," in
Marriage and Family in the Biblical World (ed. Ken M. Campbell; Downers Grove: Intervarsity,
2003), 183-239, 204.
84
Joseph Blenkinsopp, "The Family in First Temple Israel," in Families in Ancient Israel (ed.
Leo G. Perdue, Joseph Blenkinsopp, John J. Collins and Carol Meyers; Louisville: Westminster John
Knox, 1997), 48-103, 59.
85
Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 112.
86
Archer, Beyond Rubies, 50-51.
87
Archer, Beyond Rubies, 153-55.
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his translator, the bride had little choice regarding the identity of the groom. It
is also possible that what is expressed in Sir 36:21(26) depicts what is ideal in
the eyes of the author and translator.

An exchange of monies took place at the marriage. There is an allusion to a
certain "bride price" in Gen 34:12; Exod 22:15(16)-16(17); Deut 20:7; 22:29;
Hos 2:19-20; 3:2; 1 Sam 18:25, 27. It is called rhm in Gen 34:12; Exod
22:16[17], and 1 Sam 18:25. It always refers to gifts of bridegroom or his
father to the bride's father or guardian.88 The bride price may have consisted of
service or payment of various kinds (Gen 29:15-30; 1 Sam 18:17-27; Hos 3:2).

In the Elephantine contracts89 however the bride price, formally paid to the
father or guardian of the bride, is then added to the dowry, perhaps to secure
the wife in case of divorce or death of the husband.90 Satlow also concludes
that in these documents the primary purpose of rhm was probably a deterrent
for "hatred" (divorce) and the more important marriage payment was the
dowry. As he argues, it is difficult to determine the actual marriage practices
among Jews at any given time or in any given place.91

The exchange of valuables, including the bride price, constituted the betrothal,
which appears first in Exod 22:15(16). A betrothed woman was legally

88

E. Lipinvski, "rh^m,) " TDOT (ed. G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1997), 8:142-49, 143.
89
5th century B.C.E. Louis M. Epstein, The Jewish Marriage Contract: A Study in the Status of
the Woman in Jewish Law (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1927), 26-28;
Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 84.
90
Collins, "Marriage," 113-14; cf. Lipinvski, "rh^m,) " 145.
91
Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 200-204.
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considered a married one (Deut 28:30; 2 Sam 3:14)92 and, if married for the
first time, probably lived in her father's house under his authority until the
wedding. Adultery with a betrothed woman entails the death penalty just as
adultery with a married woman (Deut 22:23-24). Satlow argues that by the
Second Temple period betrothal has lost its legal significance and became
rather a cultural event.93

While the form and dating of written marriage contracts is beyond the scope
of this work,94 we may briefly note that some scholars point toward the
existence of a marriage deed before the exile. Epstein argues that if there was
a writ for the dissolution of the marriage (Deut 24:1-4), then it is probable that
a writ existed also for the contraction of the marriage.95 For the Second
Temple period an indication of the existence of some sort of a written
marriage instrument comes from the Book of Tobit (7:13), and it can probably
be identified with the hbtk, the marriage settlement whose details and terms
were elaborated in later rabbinic literature, and which developed over a long
period of time.96 Without going into the details of the hbtk, it is suggested
that the transition of the rhm into the hbtk was connected to Simon ben
Shetah, a leading Pharisee in the 1st century B.C.E. In the final form of the
development the hbtk was such a marriage settlement that not only
contained the terms and conditions of the marriage but also had provisions for
92

O. J. Baab, "Marriage," IDB (ed. George Arthur Buttrick; New York: Abingdon, 1962),
3:278-287, 284. Cf. Gen 19:14; Judg 14:15; 15:1.
93
Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 69-73, 163-66.
94
See Epstein, Marriage Contract, 1-77. For a discussion of the development of the marriage
contract, see Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 213-16; Chapman, "Marriage and Family," 197-98.
95
Epstein, Marriage Contract, 28-30.
96
Epstein, Marriage Contract, 1-77; Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 87, 200-204; Mordechai Akiva
Friedman, Jewish Marriage in Palestine: A Cairo Geniza Study, vol. 1, The Ketubba Traditions of
Eretz Israel (Tel Aviv: The Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1980), 239-62; Archer, Beyond
Rubies, 158-68, 171-88.
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divorce.97 Some of the reasons of this transition are as follows: if at the time
of the marriage the bridegroom was not able to pay, but only to promise the
bride price, it was sufficient to pay it in the event of separation. On the other
hand it was a security for the woman against divorce, as the terms of the
hbtk deterred the husband from sending the woman away quickly and easily.

In Sir 36:21a(26a) the author refers to one particular aspect of Israelite marriages.
This line implies that the bride did not have much choice regarding the person of the
groom (Sir 36:21[26]: "[Any] [man] will a [woman] accept"). As noted in the
excursus it is difficult to determine what right the bride had in the selection of the
groom or whether she had the right to refuse the union. 36:21a(26a) may depict either
the real situation where unmarried women in the majority of cases did not have much
choice in the arrangement of their marriage, including the identity of the groom, or the
ideal case in the view of Ben Sira and his translator. It may be the expression of the
sage's negative view that women are not discriminating and will put up with anything.
Sir 22:4a may have a similar view, namely, that a sensible daughter will receive a
husband, i.e. without discrimination. This would be in contrast with 4Q271/4QDf 3 9
where the father could deem someone unfit for his daughter as husband.98

In the second half of 36:21 ("yet [one woman is more] [pleasant] [than another]",
36:21b, MS B) the word <un can denote "to be pleasant"/"delightful"/"beautiful",
which can include sexual beauty. This suggests that (sexual) attractiveness in itself is
a criterion in finding a wife. It is probable from the following verse (36:22a: "The

97

For the contractual view of marriage, see Collins, "Marriage," 108-10; Instone-Brewer,
Divorce and Remarriage, 1-19.
98
Cf. Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 157-58.
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beauty of a woman [brightens]99 the face", MS B), that <un refers to beauty rather
than the more general attribute "pleasant" or "delightful". It is noteworthy that 36:21
in G I has the general kreivsswn ("better") without any specification. The Greek
translation from "woman" to "daughter" is not significant in this case since one was
usually marrying daughters.

Excursus 5: Attitude to beauty, especially to the beauty of women

The Hebrew Bible speaks about beauty naturally: Sarai, Abram's wife is said
to be beautiful (Gen 12:11, 14), and so is Bathsheba (2 Sam 11:2). Beauty is
an attribute of Rebekah, along with virginity (Gen 24:16). The word rat is
used to describe a person in Gen 29:17 (Rachel); 39:6 (Joseph); Deut 21:11-13
(beautification of a captive woman); 1 Sam 16:18 (David); 25:3 (Abigail); 1
Kgs 1:6 (Adonijah); Tob 6:12 (Sarah); Esth 2:7 (Esther); Isa 53:2 (the
Suffering Servant, in negation).

The term rat is found mainly in the preexilic literature and sometimes in
literature close to the time of Ben Sira/Sirach, and none of the occurrences is
from wisdom literature. The natural description of beauty seems to be lacking
in the wisdom writings. It is known that at least some parts of Proverbs date
from after the exile. Even if the dating of Prov 31:10-31 is not certain, it is
noteworthy that even in the long description of the worthy wife, references to
beauty are lacking. Instead the focus is on her work and wisdom. A woman
should be praised for her fear of the Lord (31:30b) and for her works (31:31b).

99

See the notes on text and translation.
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In Canticles the beauty of the bride's various body parts is depicted in detail
(Cant 4:1-7).

In the Book of Judith and Book of Esther the beauty of Judith and Esther is
not a bad thing in itself and it is in the service of their nation. There is no
doubt, however, that their attractiveness and "death-dealing female power" is
dangerous.100

Loader points out that where Gen 6:1-2 simply reports that the daughters of
men were fair, 1 En. 6:1-2 reads "beautiful and comely". It was their beauty
that awakened the desire of the "Watchers", who, by sexual intercourse with
the human women became defiled, entailing catastrophic consequences on the
earth through the offspring of their union (1 En. 7:3-5).101 Loader also notes
that, as 1 En. 8:1-2 suggests, the women played more than a passive role, for
"their beauty and comeliness was in part the fruit of their fathers' producing
cosmetics with the skills they had learned from Asael … Thus the women
contributed to the Watchers' going astray."102

In the Jubilees account of Gen 6:1-8 it is described how the angels of the Lord
married beautiful human women and produced offspring (Jub. 5:1-12).

100

Cf. Leonard J. Swidler, Biblical Affirmations of Woman (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1979),
113-17, 117.
101
Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees, 8-9.
102
Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees, 10.
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In Genesis Apocryphon 20.2-8a Sarai's "physical beauty is highlighted to the
complete neglect of any of her moral characteristics".103 However, the ode to
her beauty is summed up with a praise of her wisdom.104

In rabbinic literature it is explicitly stated that beauty is important and a
beautiful woman will find a husband more easily. Some of the rabbis even
describe ways and means by which the appearance of their daughters may be
improved.105

Beauty represents danger in many comments within the Testaments of the
Twelve Patriarchs: T. Reu. 1:34, 37-41; 2:1 15-20; T. Iss. 1:35; T. Jud. 2:24;
3:6-8, 30.

Within the book of Ben Sira the comments regarding beauty are mixed.106
Beauty is sometimes dangerous (9:8 [ypy and /j t?a]; 25:21a [ypy]; 42:12
[rat]). It is, however, above pearls in 7:19 (/j tbwfw)107 and is also praised
in 26:16-18, especially in 26:16b (hpy).

In Sir 36:22(27) beauty (rawt, kavllo") is not negative at all, as has been noted
above. First it brightens (MS Bmg)108 or gladdens (G I) the face. One possible
understanding of this line is that, even though lacking the reference to the husband, he

103
104

Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 244.
Cf. Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 294-95. In Jub. 13:11-15 the reference to Sarai's beauty is

missing.
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Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 117-18.
The comments on the beauty of wisdom in Sir 24:13-17 and in 51:14 will not be discussed
here, but only the beauty of real persons.
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As has been discussed, the term can denote objective qualities such as charm in the sense of
attractiveness, or subjective ones such as goodwill, favour.
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See the notes on the text and translation.
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is the one whose face is gladdened or brightened by the wife's beauty. This is
supported by verse 36:23(28) where the effect of the wife's kindness on the husband is
described. Another, perhaps less likely interpretation may be that the wife's beauty
has an effect on her own face. A similar idea is found in Sir 25:17 ("The wickedness
of a woman blackens her appearance, and darkens [her face] lit. to that of a bear." MS
C). The latter would imply that if a wicked woman's face is dark, then a good
woman's face would be glad or bright, assuming that the goodness or wickedness is
reflected in the face. However, in Sir 36:22a(27a) the attribute of the wife is not
goodness but beauty. This way its contrast with Sir 25:17 is weak. Finally it may be
noted that MS C lacks the verb "brightens" for 36:22a(27a) and has lkm ("above
all"),109 resulting in a reading such as "the beauty of the wife is above all faces".
While the text of MS Bmg and the slightly different G I seem preferable, MS C in this
line could convey the idea that in the eyes of the husband the wife's beauty surpasses
the beauty of all.

Beauty surpasses everything the eye can desire (MS B). This assertion not only places
the desirable attribute "beauty" at the beginning of the list, but also states that in itself
it can satisfy and even surpass what the human eye desires. The Greek text perhaps
goes even a step further. It lacks the term "eye" and implies that beauty can satisfy not
only the eye's desire, but every human desire. It is an important, however rather
isolated, statement pertaining to sexuality: beauty in itself, as part of the woman's
sexuality, brings pleasure to the husband.

In 36:23(28) the wife's description has characteristics without sexual connotation. If
the wife has a "healing tongue" (/w?l aprm, MS B), the husband is more fortunate
109

MS Bmg. See also notes on the text and translation.
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than any other man. The term aprm may also be translated as "calmness", "peace",
or "tranquillity". The latter translation may be closer to the meaning of the line. The
wife is not quarrelsome with her husband, who can enjoy peace or tranquillity.110 He
also does not have to worry that his wife brings shame on him with the content of her
speech, by gossiping for instance. The terms "kindness and humility" (G I) seem to
include another idea: she will not talk back to her husband; instead she will be
obedient. In conclusion, according to 36:22(27)-23(28) a wife who is beautiful, or
sexually attractive and satisfying, and is also peaceful, makes a husband the happiest
among all men.

In 36:24(29) ("Acquire a wife: the best/first/ beginning of his possession, a helper and
fortification and a pillar of support", MS B; "Whoever acquires a wife begins a
possession, a helper suiting him and a pillar of support [lit. rest]", G I)111 the author
describes the wife as a "possession" of the man, employing the words hnq ("to
acquire", "to buy") and /ynq ("property", "possession", "acquisition"). Therefore it is
necessary at this point to look briefly at the basis of Israelite marriage.

Excursus 6: The term hnq and the basis of Israelite marriage

The primary meaning of the verb hnq is to "take possession of something"112
and primarily it refers to the acquisition of chattels or real estate, being
therefore the antonym for rkm ("to sell").113 It is true that hnq is seldom
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Cf. the "silent wife" in Sir 26:14a (G I) and the "garrulous wife" for a contrast in Sir 26:27a

(G II).
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See the notes on the text and translation.
E. Lipinvski, "hn*q*," TDOT (ed. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2004), 13:58-65, 59.
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used to convey the purchase of a wife (Ruth 4:5, 10), and Trenchard argues
that the unusual usage of the terms hnq and /ynq together in order to describe
the practice of marriage, shows that for Ben Sira, marriage is acquiring or
buying a property.114 As noted above, however, the word for bride price (rhm)
is only used three times in the OT, and it never means an actual purchase
price.115 Burrows presents a detailed discussion of the arguments for and
against the idea that the basis of the Israelite marriage was a purchase.116
While a certain bride price (either in money or in service) had to be paid to the
father or guardian of the bride,117 it does not necessarily mean that she was
purchased in the same way as any other property. The bride price may have
been a compensation for the loss of the girl, or her work power in her
family.118 Some scholars suggest that it may have served as a compensation
for her virginity (Exod 22:16[17]: tlwtbh rhmk). The term hlwtb,
however, does not always denote "virgin".119 Archer also argues on the basis
of a rabbinic comment (Ket. 11a) that women who were non-virgins were
accorded a bride price of a lower amount. She also asserts that marriage was
not a case of outright purchase and that the husband did not own his wife. The
bride price was a compensation payment to the woman's family and not the
purchase price of the woman herself.120

Even though certain parts of the marriage procedure may have been the same
as that of a purchase of property, the result, however, was different. One of the
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Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 22-23.
Lipinvski, "rh^m,) " 143.
Millar Burrows, The Basis of Israelite Marriage (AOS 15; New Haven: AOS, 1938).
See above the excursus on Israelite marriage laws and practices.
Lipinvski, "rh^m,) " 143.
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aspects of this difference is that, while the sexuality of the woman was
transferred from the father to the husband, the latter did not have complete
authority over it: he could not alienate it, as Satlow points out in his argument
regarding the rabbinic interpretation of betrothal.121 Another aspect is that if a
man got tired of his wife, he could not sell or dispose of her in the same way
as he could sell his properties. Especially in later rabbinic times the
complications of the marriage settlement, as pointed out above, served as a
deterrent from divorce.

Even though in Sir 36:24a(29a) both hnq ("take possession of something")122 and
/ynq, which refers to personal property, or wealth in general,123 are employed, it is not
sufficient to conclude that Ben Sira or the translator regarded marriage as an outright
purchase and considered the wife to be owned by the husband. In Sir 26:4 it is implied
that the wife can make her husband happy even without wealth. This suggests that,
since the good wife is almost contrasted with property, she is more than that. She is
not one of the properties a man can purchase. The texts of Sir 26:1-4, 26:23b and also
Prov 19:14 together suggest that a wife cannot be compared to material possessions,
as the good wife is the gift of the Lord. The second half of Sir 36:24(29), as will be
shown below, also implies that the wife was more than mere property.

Before we turn to this line we may note that Trenchard considers the LXX version of
the first half, 36:24a(29a) to be a misunderstanding of MS B ("Acquire a wife: the
121

Satlow, Jewish Marriage, 77-78. Two accounts from the Hebrew Bible demonstrate that this
may have been different regarding daughters and concubines. In the first one, Lot offers the sexuality
of his daughters to the wicked men of Sodom (Gen 19:8). In the second one, first the host of a Levite
offers the sexuality of his own virgin daughter and of the concubine of his guest to the wicked men of
Gibeah, then the Levite himself transfers the sexuality of his concubine to the men, who rape her (Judg
19:25).
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best/first/beginning of his possession", MS B; "whoever acquires a wife begins a
possession", G I).124 The use of the term "begins a possession" in G I may be
explained on the basis that when a woman, through marriage, entered the household
of her husband, she began to build up a family for him by providing him with
children. In this regard she may have been a beginning of possessions, even if not
material possessions.

In the MS B version of the second half of 36:24(29) the wife is called "helper and
fortification" (rxbmw rzu).125 The word "helper" is supported by G I. "Fortification"
seems perhaps out of place here, as it is usually and frequently used regarding cities
(fortified city). It is not completely irrelevant, however, considering that the verses
that follow use images of destroyed properties without fences.126 For the term "helper
and fortification" the Greek provides the following reading: "a helper suiting
him/according to him" (bohqoVn kat= aujtovn). In the creation account of the woman
in Gen 2:18, the LXX uses exactly the same term bohqoVn kat= aujtovn, and in Gen
2:20 the similar bohqoV" o{moio" aujtw'/ ("helper like him", translating the same
Hebrew expression as in 2:18: wdgnk rzu) appears. The term "helper" is applied to
God in many occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. bohqov" itself is used in this sense,
for instance in Exod 15:2; 18:4; Deut 33:7, 26, 29. It does not imply in itself
devaluation or inferiority of the woman.127 She is the helper of the man and she is
made in the likeness of the man. It is noteworthy that she is termed bohqoVn kat=
aujtovn and bohqoV" o{moio" aujtw'/ before committing the transgression by eating
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the fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil (Gen 3:6), after which the
relationship of man and woman is expressed in the following way: the wife's desire
will be for her husband; and he shall rule over her (3:16).

Nevertheless the companionship described in Gen 2:18, 20, 23-24 should also be
understood within a patriarchal framework. The woman may be subordinated to the
man but not necessarily inferior. Loader argues that the LXX version allows a reading
which gives more emphasis to this subordination than the Hebrew. He draws attention
to the way Gen 2:18, 20 were influenced by the language of Gen 1:26-27, with a
result that "the forming of woman is being set more closely in parallel to the creation
of a[nqrwpo" in 1:26".128 It may be suggested that as a[nqrwpo" (understood as the
male) is in the likeness of God but subordinate to him, the woman is in the likeness of
the male, and can be regarded as subordinate in the chain of being. While in the
Hebrew the word rzu may signify a helping companion, bohqov" describes a
woman who, while the helper of the man, is after the likeness of the man in the chain
of being.129

While this assertion may be correct, in Sir 36:24(29) the emphasis of the term
bohqoVn kat= aujtovn is not on the inferiority of the wife. Rather it conveys
something positive. This seems to be supported by the fact that for the author
bohqoVn kat= aujtovn is "a pillar of support"130 in the conclusion of the verse. It may
be a confirmation that for Ben Sira and the translator, a wife, especially a good one,
was more than mere property or possession. In what sense a wife is a helper and pillar
of support is not specified. It may be understood generally in a broad sense, or
128
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Loader, Septuagint, 35-36, 35.
Loader, Septuagint, 35-36.
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specifically such as support in economic matters, or, since marriage includes the
spheres of sexuality, it may imply that the wife is a suitable sexual counterpart to the
husband. This seems to be certain from the last verses of the passage.

In the light of the content of 36:24b(29b) one might argue that 36:25b(30b) should
follow since the insertion of 36:25a(30a) seems somewhat unnatural. 36:24(29)
speaks about a man who has a wife as a "helper" and "pillar of support". 36:25(30)
reads "Without a fence/hedge the vineyard will be destroyed, and without a woman a
homeless wanderer" (MS B);131 and "Where there is no fence, the property will be
plundered, and where there is no woman/wife, he will sigh as he wanders" (G I). At
first it seems difficult to compare a wife (a supporting pillar, 36:24[29]) with the
fence of the vineyard (36:25a[30a], MS B; or "property", G I). These comparisons,
however, are not irrelevant. The man as a wanderer and the destroyed
vineyard/property may be relevant images of ruination, including the ruination of the
life of the man, if he becomes homeless.132 Wright points out that with the term dnw
un (36:25b[30b]) Ben Sira makes a deliberate comparison with Cain (Gen 4:12, 14)
who is doomed to be a restless wanderer.133

The last verse of the passage reads: "Who will trust a troop of soldiers that skips from
city to city? So is the man who has no nest, who settles where night sets in"
(36:26[30], MS B); "For who will trust a swift robber that skips from city to city? So
is the man who has no nest and who lodges wherever night falls" (36:26-27, G I). The
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"troop of soldiers"134 (MS B) and the man without a nest (home)135 are only similar in
that they go from one place to the other and neither of them is reliable. The image of
the soldiers also seems to convey the idea of plundering. Although there is no
reference to women in 36:26(31) it is probable that as she is the "best possession"
(36:24a[29a]) and "suiting helper" (36:24b[29b]) to her husband, thus affecting her
husband's life in a positive way, it affects the man's life in a negative way when her
support is missing (36:26[31]).

Satlow in his analysis of a Talmudic sugya concerning marriage (B. Yev. 62b) points
out that almost every proof text given in the discussions of various aspects of
marriage within the sugya is based on "the appearance of some word for 'house'", thus
identifying a man's house with his wife, suggesting that marriage is not only about
procreation but also about creating a household.136 Wives can be seen as persons who
help to build up a family with their sexuality, thus creating a household for the
husband. In the light of this, the image of the destroyed vineyard (MS B) or property
(G I) fits into the context in Sir 36:21(26)-26(31).137 Without a woman a man is not
able to build up the family, or create a household, of which he is the head. His family
line is not continued.

On the other hand there may be another interpretation of the last two verses of the
comment. It was noted above that the wife may be a matching helper, pillar of
support, or partner in a sexual sense. Her husband will have sex with her rather than
wander around, having sex wherever he settles. As such the wife stands at the border
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of the property as the "strongest defence" against the husband's "shameful
tendencies".138 This way the Hebrew term "fortification" in 36:24(29) would fit the
context. The man himself who has no such "defence" may be the cause of a ruined
property, if he engages in sexual wrongdoing wherever and whenever he can. He may
wander from one household to the other, and by, perhaps, extramarital intercourse
may cross the familial boundaries, this way destroying other households as well. In
this context the man may be interpreted as a potential thief of another man's wife,139
an idea especially relevant to the image of "swift robber" in the Greek text of 36:26a.

In summary, Sir 36:21(26)-26(31)140 gives one of the most extensive descriptions of a
good wife and a good marital relationship. The following observations may be made
about this account. The writers of both text versions consider the beauty of a woman
important in selecting a wife (36:21[26]). Their statement that the wife's beauty, as
part of her sexuality, can bring pleasure to the husband and can satisfy, even surpass
the desire he may have, is noteworthy (36:22[27]). On the one hand it is a positive
expression of the author's and the translator's appreciation for the wife's beauty as part
of her sexuality. On the other hand, however, this comment is fairly isolated. When G
I uses the term bohqoVn kat= aujtovn (36:24[29]) employed in Gen 2:18, the
emphasis is not on the inferiority of the wife. She is a helper and a pillar of support.
Considering that Sir 36:21(26)-24(29) is a positive description of marital relationship,
relatively little is said about the sexual side of marriage. Even though it is likely that
the last verses of the passage (36:25[30]-26[31])141 also refer to the wife as a support
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and defence against straying away in a sexual sense, the emphasis is on the negative
consequences of not having that defence.

In general there is relatively little reflecting positive attitudes to sexuality in relation
to a real feminine person, compared to the detailed, erotic comments that characterize
the poems about wisdom to be considered below in ch. 5. It appears that when it
comes to a real person, both Ben Sira and the translator, especially the latter, only
seldom depict a positive attitude towards sexuality, even in the context of the licit
relationship of marriage.

Sir 40:19, 23

The last passage to be discussed regarding good relations between husband and wife
is Sir 40:19, 23. As isolated comments within a list of joys of life these verses may or
may not have issues pertaining to sexuality, as will be shown below. Some issues on
the different text versions still deserve attention.

MS B
142
143

.hmkj axwm <hyn?mw
.tq?jn h?a <hyn?mw

<? wdymuy ryuw dly 19ab
<? wjyrpy ufnw rg? 19cd

.tlk?m h?a <hyn?mw

wghny

144

t[…] 23

19a A child and a city will establish a name,
19b but better than both is he who finds wisdom.
19c Cattle and plantation make a name145 flourish,
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19d but better than both is a devoted wife.
23 []146 will lead [],147
but better than both is a sensible wife.
GI
19a tevkna kaiV oijkodomhV povlew" sthrivzousin o[noma,148
19d kaiV uJpeVr ajmfovtera gunhV a[mwmo" logivzetai.
23 fivlo" kaiV eJtai'ro" eij" kairoVn ajpantw'nte",
kaiV uJpeVr ajmfovtera gunhV metaV ajndrov".
19a Children and the building of a city establish a name,
19d but better than both is a woman/wife regarded blameless/without blemish or
defect.
23 A friend and a companion meet at the right time,
but better than both is a wife with (her) husband.

Context

The wider context is 40:1 - 41:13. 40:1-27 has teachings on the miseries (40:1-17) and
on the joys of life (40:18-27). The latter is the immediate context of Sir 40:19, 23.
40:28-30 has comments on begging. 41:1-10 deals with death and the fate of the
wicked and their children. 41:11-13 declares that a good name lasts forever.

Form

Sir 40:8-26b (and within it 40:19, 23) share the same formal pattern. Each distich in
the first line has two items that are desirable and are usually related, and the third item
in the second line is better than both the previous two items.
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Content

The idea that children play an important role in perpetuating one's name appears in Sir
16:1-3149 and now recurs in 40:19a as supported by both MS C and G I versions: a
person's name might be known for posterity by the name he leaves to his children, be
it a good or a bad name. This idea is expanded here by the notion indicated in the
second half of 40:19a: a city that is named after a person may serve the same purpose
in this context as the name.150 Placing wisdom above the two items of 40:19a (child
and city) as something more desirable may convey the message that a man can be
remembered the most if he was wise in his life. The line which affirms wisdom
(40:19b) is missing from G I, as is 40:19c, which is the first part of another
comparison ("cattle and plantation make a name flourish"). Together with the second
line (40:19d, "but better than both is a devoted wife") this comparison is similar to the
comment of Prov 19:14, where the author distinguishes between wealth and a sensible
wife. The latter suggests that wealth is something beneficial to one, something one
may count on as an inheritance, but a sensible wife is not so easy to acquire, for she is
the gift of the Lord.

In Sir 40:19d (MS C) the attribute "sensible" is not used; instead the word "devoted"
is found. If, as indicated earlier,151 the word ra? and not <? stands in 40:19c,
then it would read "cattle and plantation make a person flourish". In the light of this
and of Prov 19:14, Sir 40:19cd may relate the idea that the devoted wife surpasses
earthly riches, and makes a person "flourish" as she is from the Lord. The word
"devoted" has its origin in q?j, which means in Qal "to be attached to", or "to love".
149
150
151
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While 40:19d in MS C simply makes a statement about a wife who loves her husband,
or is attached to him, 40:19d in G I, depicts a woman who is "regarded blameless" or
without defect or blemish. The word a[mwmo" ("blameless") is frequently used in the
LXX. Most of the occurrences are references to the sacrificial animals in the
Pentateuch and to persons who are without sin in the wisdom writings. While the
Hebrew text's main concern is the relationship of the wife and the husband, the Greek
shifts the focus to an attribute or virtue of the wife, namely to her blamelessness.
What the Greek translator had in mind is not specified. What transgressions the wife
did not commit is not clear. These transgressions could include a number of things,
including those of sexual nature. From the husband's point of view a wife may be
without blemish if she has not been unfaithful to him. This way Sir 40:19d may be
another example among the passages where a simple statement concerning the beauty
or love of the wife in the Hebrew text, which includes a positive allusion to sexuality,
is changed to a comment pertaining to the virtue or goodness of the wife, by either
introducing an independent rendering or adding to the Hebrew text.152
40:23 has different versions in MS B and G I: "[A friend and a companion] will lead
[at the right time], but better than both is a sensible wife", (MS B); "A friend and a
companion meet at the right time, but better than both is a wife with (her) husband"
(G I). This verse in MS B has the same term as Prov 19:14 (tlk?m h?a). In Sir
40:23 having a sensible wife surpasses the guidance (from ghn, "guide") of friend and
companion. G I employs a different word (ajpantavw), "meet" or "come near" instead
of "guide". It also omits the expression "sensible wife" and only has "a wife with (her)
husband". Whether the translator did not find it conceivable that a sensible wife for
the husband is more valuable than the guidance of friends, can only be conjectured.
The comment "but better than both is a wife with (her) husband" is also puzzling. It
152
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may be either that it values simply the marital relation between woman and man, or
that it emphasises the wife as solely with her husband, not straying and looking for a
(possible sexual) encounter with another man. This may also explain 40:19d: a wife is
blameless as she solely belongs to her husband.

In summary, marriage receives attention and positive evaluation in these sayings,
since their tertiary elements twice concern wives (40:19d, 23b, in both versions), and
in 40:19b (Hebrew) finding wisdom may be paralleled with a devoted wife in 40:19d
(Hebrew). It appears true, as Reymond argues, that the tertiary element is morally
superior to the preceding elements. These comparisons connect moral behaviour "with
a joyous, secure and profitable life".153 G I especially seems to underline this with its
idea of a blameless wife (40:19d). The passage suggests that living with a sensible,
respectable wife, who, and whose sexuality, is only reserved for her husband, is of
surpassing value.

III.2. Bad Relations between Husband and Wife

Sir 7:19, 26

Even though Sir 7:19 has a positive exhortation, it will be shown below that in the
light of 7:26 even the message of 7:19 may not be as positive as it seems. Therefore
these verses will be treated in this subchapter.

MS A
.<ynynpm /j tbwfw

153

tlk?m h?a samt la 19

Eric D. Reymond, "Sirach 40,18-27 as 'T!ôb-Spruch'," Biblica 82 (2001), 84-92, 91-92.
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.hb /mat la hawn?w

hbutt la il h?a 26

19 Do not reject/despise a sensible wife,154
for her grace155 is above pearls.
26 Do you have a wife? Do not abhor her.
But do not trust a wife who is hated.
GI
19 mhV ajstovcei gunaikoV" sofh'" kaiV ajgaqh'":
hJ gaVr cavri" aujth'" uJpeVr toV crusivon.
26 gunhv soiv ejstin kataV yuchvn; mhV ejkbavlh/" aujthvn:
kaiV misoumevnh/ mhV ejmpisteuvsh/" seautovn.
19 Do not depart from a wise and good wife
for her grace156 is above gold.
26 Do you have a wife who pleases you (lit. who is according to your soul)? Do not
cast her out;
but do not trust yourself to one who is hated.

Context

The context of these verses has been discussed in ch. I.1. It should suffice here to note
again that the focus of 7:18-26 is one's responsibility towards one's friend (7:18),
household, including servants (7:20-21), cattle (7:22) and family members: children in
7:23-25 and wife in 7:19, 26.

154

Translation issues regarding this term in the Hebrew original will be discussed in detail in the

content.
155

The term /j tbwf may be a subjective attribute such as "kindness" or "favour", or an
objective one, such as "beauty". This will affect the interpretation of Sir 7:19, and therefore more
detailed discussion will follow in the content.
156
Similarly to the expression /j tbwf, cavri" can also have various interpretations. See the
content.
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Form

While Sir 7:19, 26 is part of the larger context of 7:1-36 (and also of 7:1 - 9:16) in
content, in form these verses have both similarities and differences compared with the
surrounding verses. In 7:1-21 the writer gives negative advice starting each bicolon
with the prohibitive la ("do not") except in 7:2, in the second bicolon of 7:6, and in
7:17a, 21. 7:19 is part of this pattern. 7:22-25 have a distinctive pattern of their own,
listing the members of one's household, followed by il, then by positive advice, and
finally by an additional instruction on treating them. 7:26 starts with the same pattern,
but instead of the expected positive exhortation following il there is a prohibition,
then a negative comment closes the distich.

Content

As noted in the context, 7:19 is part of the sayings on one's responsibility towards
one's household and concerns the attitude towards wives. It is most probable that the
Hiphil fem. participle form (tlk?m) of the verb lk? is used here to denote
"sensible", "wise". It is, however, not specified further as to what being sensible or
wise means. The translation sofh'" in the G I version also supports it. The term
tlk?m h?a is part of Ben Sira's vocabulary. He uses it in 25:8a157 and in 40:23 for
"sensible wife". The expression is also employed in Prov 19:14. Both in Sir 40:23 and
in Prov 19:14 "sensible wife" is part of a comparison, and if the word "sensible" is
accepted in Sir 7:19, the case is similar. In the latter she is compared with "pearls"
(MS A). Even though tlk?m in the Piel fem. participle form of the verb lk? can

157

Reconstructed text; see the text above in this chapter.
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mean "to prove barren",158 the only other explicit reference to a married woman being
barren is in the G I version of Sir 42:10d, among the anxieties of a father for his
daughter, where Skehan restores the text of MS M on the basis of G I to refer to
"barrenness", using the verb rxu. He also offers the same word for "childless" in Sir
42:9d, where both MS B and G I have "hated".159

Nevertheless, nowhere in the book of Ben Sira is the word tlk?m associated with
the idea of "barrenness", therefore the reading "barren" for tlk?m in Sir 7:19 seems
unlikely.

It should also be noted that the G I text adds to the word sofh'" ("wise", "sensible")
another attribute of the wife: ajgaqh'" ("good"). Trenchard sees it as the translator's
failure to understand /j tbwfw as a unit by taking tbwfw as part of a modifier of
h?a (tbwfw tlk?m h?a = "a sensible and good wife").160 This is not impossible.
It would not, however, be the only case where the Greek translator adds the word
ajgaqh'" to the Hebrew original text. The text in Sir 26:16b (MS C, […]a hpy) is
mutilated, where […]a is reconstructed to read h?a ("wife"),161 resulting in the
following translation: "a beautiful wife". G I reads kavllo" ajgaqh'" gunaikoV" (=
"the beauty of a good wife"). We may attempt to find the reason for these additions if
we turn to the interpretation of the terms /j tbwfw in the Hebrew and cavri" in the
Greek text of Sir 7:19b. In both cases their meaning "grace" can denote objective
qualities that add delight or pleasure, such as charm, attractiveness, or subjective

158
159
160
161

In some cases it also means "make childless" in Piel.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 477, 479, 480.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 204, n. 178.
See Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 9, 189, n. 20.
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qualities such as goodwill or favour.162 The addition of the attribute "good" in the G I
versions of both Sir 7:19 and 26:16 may have the purpose of emphasizing that it is the
subjective quality of the wife that is desirable. Especially in the latter the expression
"a beautiful wife" (26:16) would have been sufficient on its own.

In Sir 7:19 the case is more complicated, though similar. In the Hebrew original the
word "grace" may have referred to both objective and subjective qualities. Therefore
it may have conveyed the idea that a sensible wife can be beautiful at the same time,
or that the sensible wife has goodwill or favour. In neither case does it seem to be
necessary to add the attribute "good". The translator, again, felt it necessary to make
this addition. It seems that the Greek translator especially, was very concerned with
the goodness of the wife, even more so than the author of the Hebrew original, as if to
say that beauty should not be praised in its own right, at least in the examples
discussed here. What goodness means exactly can be deduced, if at all, only from the
context of the actual passages.

In the interpretation of the words "reject" or "despise", which render the Hebrew
samt, and "depart from", "reject", which translate the Greek ajstovcei in Sir 7:19,
Sir 7:26 may assist us, since it has a similar concern. The Hebrew and Greek versions
of the text of 7:26 differ at two points. Firstly, MS A reads "Do you have a wife? Do
not abhor her. But do not trust a wife who is hated". G I renders "Do you have a wife
who pleases you (lit. who is according to your soul)? Do not cast her out; but do not
trust yourself to one who is hated". It seems that the exhortation "do not cast her out"

162

/j tbwf in Nah 3:4 is more likely to belong to the first group describing the charms of the
prostitute Nineveh negatively.
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only applies to a wife who pleases her husband, but in other cases casting her out may
be justified. One can only surmise what constitutes a reason for casting out a wife.
Secondly, the Hebrew original uses butt from but, which means "abhor" or "treat
as hbuwt" ("abomination").163 The usual word behind ejkbavllw ("to cast out") in the
Hebrew Bible is ?rg and not but.164 Also the comment "Do you have a wife? Do
not abhor her" seems either incomplete or illogical. Why would a husband abhor a
wife without any obvious reason? Either something regarding the qualities of the wife
is missing here or Ben Sira assumed an exceedingly negative attitude towards wives
on the part of his readers. In any case, the choice of the Hebrew word butt is
puzzling. The Greek text for this line departs from the Hebrew. It employs ejkbavllw
("to cast out"), the word used for divorce in the LXX.165 It seems that in this way
Sirach is closer to the idea of divorce, even if it is expressed in a negation.

Sir 7:26b is ambiguous. The text literally says: "but do not trust a woman who is
hated" (MS A).166 Collins notes that the word "hated" is used to denote "divorce" in
Elephantine documents.167 Instone-Brewer, in his examination of Papyrus S!e=elim 13
from the early second century C.E., cites the Elephantine documents, where the
divorce clause is actually written into the marriage contract, according to which
husband and wife "could divorce each other by publicly stating that they 'hate' their
partner and paying them compensation". Instone-Brewer concludes that this form of
divorce, practised as far back as the fifth century B.C.E., may have influenced the later
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Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 1035.
hl? is the term for divorce in Deut 22:19, 29; 24:1, 3, 4; Isa 50:1.
165
Lev 21:7, 14; 22:13; Num 30:10; Ezek 44:22.
166
G I does not differ significantly.
167
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 66. There are suggestions that the case of the loved and hated
woman in Deut 21:15-18 is the same, i.e. hawn? actually means "divorced woman". See Jacob R.
Rabinowitz, "Marriage Contracts in Ancient Egypt in the Light of Jewish Sources," HTR 46 (1953),
91-97, 92.
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Papyrus S!e=elim 13.168 In connecting Sir 7:26b with the language of the Elephantine
documents Collins renders it: "do not trust a woman who is divorced".169 Hence Ben
Sira's advice could be, according to Collins: "Be slow to divorce, but do not trust a
woman you have sent away".170 While this is only one interpretation of Sir 7:26b, it is
possible. Finally, 7:26b could also mean: "do not marry a divorcee".

If 7:26b is about a woman who is divorced and if she is remarried, which is not stated,
and is only conjectured at best, the concern of the writer may be that such a woman
cannot be trusted anymore. Also if one assumes that, as suggested above, the text of
7:26a is incomplete, and that the complete original would have read "Do you have a
divorced wife? Do not abhor her", the advice of the whole of the verse could be: "If
you have a divorced wife, do not treat her as an abomination, but do not trust her".
The problem with this version is that it is not clear what other option is left for the
husband, since marriage with an untrustworthy woman is difficult, and that it is
merely a conjecture.171

Even if the translation of 7:26b does not explicitly call for divorce, staying with a wife
who is not trusted is problematic in any context. Several other comments describe the
husband's relationship with a wife who for various reasons is bad or wicked. Sir 7:19
advises the reader not to reject (MS A) a sensible wife, or not to depart from a
sensible and good wife (G I). 7:26b may still be interpreted as saying that if she is not
sensible, she may be rejected even if that is not spelled out clearly. In this light
168

David Instone-Brewer, "Jewish Women Divorcing Their Husbands in Early Judaism: The
Background to Papyrus S!e=elim 13," HTR 92 (1999), 349-57, 354.
169
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 66.
170
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 66.
171
It is not the task of this work to interpret what the term "she has been defiled" means in Deut
24:4, in other words whether it is the same pollution as the shameful matter of Deut 24:1 for which the
wife has been sent away, or something that happened after the divorce. A possible interpretation is
provided by Loader, Septuagint, 72-75.
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perhaps even 7:19 could be taken as a reference to the act of divorce even though its
usual terms are not used here. The ones that are employed (samt and ajstovcei)
suggest rejection or turning away. What their exact meaning is, or why Ben Sira and
the translator have chosen them, are not certain.172

Sir 25:13-26

MS C
173

[……]rk alw hur lk
bl 174[……]k alw hkm lk
176
)bwdl 175w[…]p rydqyw
?ya 177harm ryj?y h?a ur
178
)jnaty wmuf albw
hlub b?y <yur /yb
)hylu lwpy afwj lrwg
h?a 179turk hur fum
180
[)…] t?a […] hlumk
181
) d[…] hl ?y luw
h?a 182ypwy la 183lwpt la
185
)hlub 184[…] tlklkm h?a
t?wb […] hdub yk
186
)hlub ta r?at al h?a
<ykrb
/wl?[…] <ydy /wypr
)djy wnuwg hllgbw
/wu tljt h?am

13
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

13 Any wound but not []187 the heart,
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The only other occurrence of ajstocevw in the LXX is in Sir 8:9.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, restores [h?a tu]rk = "like the wickedness of a woman".
174
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, reconstructs [tkm]k = "like a wound of…".
175
It should read hynp ("her face"). Cf. G I and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 237, n. 44.
176
?ya does not fit here. Skehan, Ben Sira, 343, 346, supports the idea on the basis of G I, Syr.
and MS C that it belongs to 25:18a.
177
This word is taken from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 98, has jarm.
178
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58, 238, n. 51, includes rm^ ("bitter") at the end of the line.
179
This word is taken from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 98, has hurk.
180
Reading with the version reconstructed by Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27:
[im ?yal /w?l] t?a [/k /qz lgrb lwj] hlumk. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 98, has
im ?yal /w?l t?a ?y?y ?yal qzj hlumk ("Like a strong ascent to the aged man, a
garrulous woman to a man who is lit. depressed/grows poor").
181
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, restores d[mjt la]. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 98, has rhmt.
182
Read with Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27: [ypyb].
183
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58, 242, n. 66, supports dkl as a parallel to lpn which terms are
used in Sir 9:3 I, II. He reads: "And do not be caught because of her possessions."
184
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, reconstructs [ta].
185
hdub ("through") does not fit here. Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, assumes either hdbu ("work",
"labour", "slavery") or hrbu ("anger") as the correct reading. In the case of the former the line reads:
t?b brw hzu hdbu yk (25:22a, together: "for harsh is the slavery and great the shame").
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58, 242, nn. 68-69, suggests the following reading: "For it is hard slavery",
using the terms h?q and hdbu (cf. Exod 1:14; 6:9; Deut 26:6), correcting hdub ("through") in MS C
and the supposed hrbu ("anger") behind G I. Skehan, Ben Sira, 343, has: "Harsh is the slavery, great
the shame".
186
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 28, restores /wl?[kw].
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any wickedness but not [].188
17 The wickedness of a woman blackens her appearance,189
and darkens []190 lit. to that of a bear.
18 Among neighbours her husband sits
and sighs unawares (lit. without his sensing).
19 Little wickedness can be compared to (lit. is like) the wickedness of a woman,
may the sinner's lot fall upon her.
20 Like an ascent [],
[] wife [].191
21 Do not fall []192 a woman,
and []193 her possessions (lit. what she has/owns).
22 For through [] shame:194
a wife who supports (lit. maintains) her husband.
23 Feeble hands [and stumbling/tottering]195 knees
(is) a wife who does not make her husband happy (lit. does not call her husband
happy).
24 From a woman is the beginning of sin,
and on her account we all die (lit. we die together).
GI
13 pa'san plhghVn kaiV mhV plhghVn kardiva",
kaiV pa'san ponhrivan kaiV mhV ponhrivan gunaikov":
14 pa'san ejpagwghVn kaiV mhV ejpagwghVn misouvntwn,
kaiV pa'san ejkdivkhsin kaiV mhV ejkdivkhsin ejcqrw'n.
15 oujk e[stin kefalhV uJpeVr kefalhVn o[few",
kaiV oujk e[stin qumoV" uJpeVr qumoVn ejcqrou'.196
16 sunoikh'sai levonti kaiV dravkonti eujdokhvsw
h] sunoikh'sai metaV gunaikoV" ponhra'".
17 ponhriva gunaikoV" ajlloioi' thVn o{rasin aujth'"
kaiV skotoi' toV provswpon aujth'" wJ" a[rko":
18 ajnaV mevson tw'n plhsivon aujtou' ajnapesei'tai oJ ajnhVr aujth'"
kaiV ajkousivw" ajnestevnaxen pikrav.
19 mikraV pa'sa kakiva proV" kakivan gunaikov",
klh'ro" aJmartwlou' ejpipevsoi aujth'.
20 ajnavbasi" ajmmwvdh" ejn posiVn presbutevrou,
187

Read: "like a wound of…"; see also notes on the text.
Read: "like the wickedness of a woman"; see the notes on the text.
189
See the note on the text.
190
Read: "her face"; see the note on the text.
191
Read: "Like an ascent of [sand to the foot of the aged, so is] [a garrulous] wife [to a man who
lit. is depressed/grows poor]"; see the note on the text. iwm literally means "be depressed", "grow poor";
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 502. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 241, n. 62, supports ynu ("poor",
"humble") with the latter meaning here, which is used by Ben Sira in 4:1, 3, 8; 10:14 and in 31(34):4.
G I has "quiet" here.
192
Read "through the beauty of"; see the note on the text.
193
Read "do not desire"; see the note on the text.
194
The probable reading is: "for harsh is the slavery and great the shame"; see the note on the
text.
195
See the note on the text.
196
Rahlfs-Hanhart, Septuaginta, 420, has this variant. As will be shown below, the variant of G
795 (gunaikov") perhaps makes more sense. See Ziegler, Sirach, 244; Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58,
236, n. 34; Skehan, Ben Sira, 343.
188
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ou{tw" gunhV glwsswvdh" ajndriV hJsuvcw./
21 mhV prospevsh/" ejpiV kavllo" gunaikoV"
kaiV gunai'ka mhV ejpipoqhvsh/".
22 ojrghV kaiV ajnaivdeia kaiV aijscuvnh megavlh
gunhV ejaVn ejpicorhgh'/ tw'/ ajndriV aujth'".
23 kardiva tapeinhV kaiV provswpon skuqrwpoVn
kaiV plhghV kardiva" gunhV ponhra:
cei're" pareimevnai kaiV govnata paralelumevna
h{ti" ouj makariei' toVn a[ndra aujth'".
24 ajpoV gunaikoV" ajrchV aJmartiva",
kaiV di= aujthVn ajpoqnhv/skomen pavnte".
25 mhV dw'/" u{dati dievxodon
mhdeV gunaikiV ponhra'/ parrhsivan:
26 eij mhV poreuvetai kataV cei'rav" sou,
ajpoV tw'n sarkw'n sou ajpovteme aujthvn.
13 Any wound but not a wound of the heart,
and any wickedness but not the wickedness of a woman/wife.
14 Any affliction but not the affliction from those who hate,
and any vengeance but not the vengeance of enemies.
15 There is no head above the head of a snake
and there is no anger above the anger of an enemy.197
16 I would rather dwell with a lion and a dragon
than dwell with an evil woman.
17 A woman's wickedness changes her appearance
and darkens her face like a bear.
18 Among his neighbours her husband will recline
and involuntarily sighed bitterly.
19 All wickedness is little compared to the wickedness of a woman,
may a sinner's lot befall her.
20 A sandy ascent to the feet of the aged,
so is a garrulous wife to a quiet husband.
21 Do not fall down upon a woman's beauty,
and do not yearn after a woman.
22 (It is) anger and impudence and great disgrace
when a wife supports her husband.
23ab Dejected heart and a saddened face
and a wound of the heart (is) an evil wife;
23cd feeble hands and tottering knees –
who will not make her husband happy/will not call her husband happy.
24 From a woman (is) the beginning of sin
and through her we all die.
25 Do not allow an outlet to water,
197

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58, 235-36, nn. 31-34, offers the following translation: "There is
no head worse than the head of a snake, and there is no wrath worse than the wrath of a wife" (25:15),
where he sees 25:15 (with the image of a snake and the mention of a woman) and 25:24 as references
to Gen 3:1-15. Skehan, Ben Sira, 343, 346, assumes the second meaning of the noun ?ar ("poison",
also ?wr) and not the first one ("head") as Trenchard does in 25:15a behind G I's kefalhV ("head"), and
hmj ("venom") behind G I's qumov" ("anger") in 25:15b. Both Hebrew terms are used in Deut 32:33.
Skehan takes G I as a misunderstanding and gives the following reading: "No poison worse than that of
a serpent, no venom greater than that of a woman."
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nor outspokenness in an evil wife.
26 If she does not go as you direct (or: according to your hands),
cut her off from your flesh.198

Context

The context has been discussed earlier regarding Sir 26:1-4, 13-18, where it was noted
that the wider context is 25:13 - 26:27, within which 25:13-26 has negative comments
on marital relationships/wives.

Form

Even though 25:14 is not extant in Hebrew, from the similarities in content between
25:13 and 25:14, the following pattern can be discovered: the stich starts with "any" +
the negative item + "but not" + the negative item of a certain quality. 25:15 represents
an independent distich but has similarities in pattern to 25:13-14: "There is no" + the
concern of the author + "above" + the negative item of a certain quality. 25:16 in G I
is an independent distich in content and has no distinctive formal characteristics.
25:17, 18 are related in content but do not show similarities in form. 25:19 is an
independent distich on its own, just as 25:20, both in content and form. 25:21, 22 are
related in theme without formal characteristics. 25:23 is independent again both in
form and content, and so is 25:24. 25:25, 26 are related in content, but without a
distinctive formal pattern.

198

G 248 adds: "give and send (her) away"; also see the extended Syriac version of it: "give to
her and send her from your house": Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 245, n. 87. Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, 346,
also includes the following idea: "cut her away from your flesh with a bill of divorce".
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Content

The most extensive comments that Ben Sira devoted to wicked women/wives can be
found in 25:13-26. In the present form of 25:13-14 the theme and also the tone of the
whole section is set in 25:13b ("any wickedness but not [like the wickedness of a
woman]", MS C).199 The writer makes it very clear right in the beginning that it is a
wife's wickedness that can cause the greatest wound to the heart of the husband, so
much so that he uses the term wickedness of a wife/woman three times throughout the
passage ([h?a tu]r, 200 25:13; h?a ur, 25:17; h?a tur, 25:19), a construction
not used anywhere in the Hebrew Bible.201 It is usually not specified what wickedness
denotes; it seems to be used in a fairly broad sense. Only sometimes can we gather
some ideas from the context, as will be seen. 25:14 is not extant in Hebrew. Trenchard
considers the terms "those who hate" (25:14a) and "enemies" (25:14b) as another set
of references to wicked wives. He also argues that 25:15, along with 25:24, was
influenced by Gen 3:1-15, without specifying what he means by the "wrath of a
wife".202

It is not certain however that 25:15 is a reference to Eve's transgression in Gen 3:15.
Skehan's interpretation may be more likely. He takes 25:14-15 as a unit that describes
the negative consequences of polygyny.203 The basis for this is probably the fact that
in 25:15b G 795 has gunaikov" ("of a woman") instead of ejcqrou' ("of an
enemy"). A situation of polygyny is not inconceivable. In this case the "affliction"
(25:14a) and "vengeance" of the wives who cannot get along and become each other's

199
200
201
202
203

G I is not significantly different.
See the notes on the text and translation.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 67-71, 234-35, nn. 23, 26.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 58, 236, n. 34; and also 71, 250, n. 154.
See the notes on Sir 25:8b; cf. also Sir 26:6a; 28:15; 37:11a.
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enemies affects not only them but also the husband. Skehan's reading ("No poison
worse than that of a serpent, no venom greater than that of a woman") for 25:15
would make more sense in this context, than the literal translation of the G I text
("There is no head above the head of a snake and there is no anger above the anger of
an enemy").204 The rivalry and jealousy between the wives is worse than the poison of
the serpent.205 The issue of polygyny is addressed in detail later in this chapter. It
should suffice here to note that if 25:14-15 really depicts a polygynous marriage, then
they may relate to matters pertaining to sexuality. Rivalry may have included rivalry
about sexual issues, similar to the situation in Gen 29:31 - 30:24, especially in 30:1416.

25:16 speaks for itself using an animal comparison.206 A similar idea is also expressed
in Prov 21:9, 19; 25:24. In the latter cases the alternatives of living in a desert (Prov
21:19) or on a corner of the roof (Prov 21:9; 25:24) seem to be easier, or at least
possible, compared with the alternative of dwelling with a lion and a dragon (Sir
25:16a), which is practically impossible. This way Ben Sira goes even beyond the
Proverbs idea. To dwell with an evil woman/wife (Sir 25:16b) is just as much
impossible and so to be avoided at any cost. The term evil woman/wife (gunaikoV"
ponhra'") is, similarly to the "wickedness of wife/woman", characteristic of Ben Sira
who, apart from the present context (25:16), employs it in 25:25 (gunaikiV ponhra')/ ,
26:7 (gunhV ponhrav) and in 42:6a (gunaikiV ponhra'/, or hur h?a in MS B, the
only extant Hebrew version for the term). It is not used in the Hebrew Bible.207

204
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207

It is not extant in Hebrew.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 347.
For the image of lion see Ps 91:13.
The only similar form (ur t?a) is found in Prov 6:24.
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In this verse the writer speaks of the wickedness of the wife in relation to himself in
the first person, while in 25:17, wickedness is seen in relation to the husband in the
third person. This way 25:16 emphasises even more how difficult it is to live with a
wicked wife. The meaning of wickedness itself seems broad in most of the
occurrences. In the present context (25:16) there is no specification of the evil. The
same can be said about the wickedness in 25:17 ("The wickedness of a woman
blackens her appearance, and darkens [her face]208 lit. to that of a bear", MS C).209 It
is not certain what the connection is between the woman and the looks of a bear. The
emphasis is probably not on the colour, but on the seriousness of the look of the
woman, when she is angry. This way, Skehan’s version ("makes her sullen") is closer
to the point.210 The wickedness of the woman has affected her husband so much that
even other people can see it: he sighs unawares (25:18b, also bitterly in G I) among
his neighbours (25:18a).

25:19 returns to the theme of the whole section ("Little wickedness can be compared
to [lit. is like] the wickedness of a woman, may the sinner's lot fall upon her", MS
C).211 While 25:13 only asserts that women are capable of doing evils, 25:19b goes
even further by stating that there is little evil like that of a woman. What "wickedness"
means here is not specified. Whatever it may mean, Collins is correct in asserting that
the statement is exceptional and its extreme quality "cannot be dismissed as simply
part of the culture of the time".212 He suggests that the meaning of 25:19b is that a
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See the notes on the text and translation.
G I does not differ significantly.
See also Sir 47:3; 1 Sam 17:34, 36-37; 2 Sam 17:8; Hos 13:8 (bear appears in a different

context).
211
212

G I does not differ significantly.
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 67.
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sinner should marry a wicked woman, and he compares this idea to Eccl 7:26, where
the sinner is taken by a woman who is a trap.213

To climb a sandy ascent for an aged man is just as trying and frustrating (if not
impossible) as for a depressed (im, MS C) or quiet (hJsuvcw/, G I) man to live with a
garrulous wife (25:20). It is not only annoying when a wife is constantly talking, but
also there is a danger that with the content or the way of her talking she brings shame
to her husband. She may not be trustworthy. In Sir 42:6a the wicked wife is
untrustworthy, and the reader is advised to use a seal to avoid any trouble caused by
such a woman.214 It is noteworthy, however, that the word /w?l is used twice with
?ya, in Sir 8:3 and 9:18. In Ben Sira's view men can also be garrulous or they too can
cause problems through their speech. Therefore while this verse is a negative
comment on a woman in this context, it merely conveys a truth that can be asserted in
connection with men as well.

While in Sir 36:22(27) beauty is a desirable attribute in the selection of the suitable
wife, here in Sir 25:21a it is something dangerous ("Do not [fall through the beauty
of] a woman", MS C).215 The term fall lpn ("fall") is used in a negative context in
Sir 9:3 I.216 The idea in the line under discussion is probably that if a wife is beautiful,
but wicked, her wickedness can make her husband's life bitter. Therefore one should
be cautious in selecting a wife, and beauty should not be decisive in the matter.
In 25:21b there is a significant difference between MS C and G I: "and [do not desire]
her possessions (lit. what she has/owns)", MS C; "and do not yearn after a woman", G

213
214
215
216

Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 67.
See the discussion later in this chapter.
The two text versions convey the same idea in 25:21a.
See its discussion in ch. IV. 1.
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I. The Hebrew may convey the message that just like beauty, wealth should also not
be the decisive reason in selecting a wife. One should not marry someone for greed.
Even if a wicked wife is rich, it will not compensate for the heartache she may cause
to her husband. Another interpretation may be that the wife's wealth might prevent the
husband from seeking divorce, if the woman could take her possessions back with
her.217 If the situation in Ben Sira's time was similar to that of Rabbinic times, where
the husband's property was a lien and guarantee for the payment of the marriage
settlement for the woman in case of divorce,218 it made divorce more difficult for the
husband. If the woman was a wicked one, and the bride price paid for her was large,
resulting in an expensive marriage settlement, the husband may have been trapped in
an unbearable marriage.

The text of G I, as indicated above, is different and the reference to the possessions of
the woman is lacking. One interpretation may be that, while the Hebrew refers merely
to a financial technicality, and a universal truth that a rich but wicked woman can
make the husband's life bitter, the Greek advises against desiring a woman in general.
While similar advice is found regarding women belonging to someone else (Sir 9:8;
41:21c[23b]), the context in 25:21 is most probably the selection of a wife. This line
may mean that a man's desire for a woman should not take control of him, so as to
ensnare him in a bad marriage. Another possibility is that the financial aspect is
missing somehow, perhaps by mistake, or maybe the writer did not consider it
necessary to include, since it follows in both versions of 25:22.
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Ps.-Phoc. 199-200; Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 67; Collins, "Marriage," 115.
See comments on marriage technicalities earlier in this chapter.
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For 25:22 the most probable reading is: "For harsh is the slavery and great the shame:
a wife who supports [lit. maintains] her husband".219 Its theme is closely connected
with the previous verse, describing a bad relationship with a wealthy but wicked wife.
The image of slavery (hdbu, 25:22a) refers to the Israelites' oppression by the
Egyptians (Exod 1:14; 6:9; Deut 26:6). While it is understandable that in the time of
Ben Sira it was a shame to be supported by a woman, the comparison to the "harsh
slavery" Israel had to endure at the hands of the Egyptians would be unreasonable.

25:23 has only one distich in Hebrew and introduces another aspect: the impact a
marriage with a wicked wife can have on the health of the husband ("feeble hands and
[stumbling/tottering] knees", MS C). The term "wicked wife" is not used in MS C.
The woman is described as a wife who does not make her husband happy. However,
G I employs the expression (gunhV ponhrav) and the impact on the husband's health is
more detailed ("Dejected heart and a saddened face and a wound of the heart …
feeble hands and tottering knees"). Total deterioration is the result of such a marriage.
This may be contrasted with the long, peaceful life in Sir 26:1-4, 13.

25:24 seems to be a reference to Gen 3:1-15,220 (especially Gen 3:6) where the
woman is described as the one who, on the encouragement of the serpent, ate the
forbidden fruit first and then gave it to the man. In this way sin and death came into
the world. However, even though we may conclude that the author indeed refers to
Eve here, and considers woman in general to be the cause of death in the world, it is
necessary to look at other interpretations as well.
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See notes on text and translation. G I, though having the notion of "anger" instead of
"slavery", is not significantly different.
220
See also the notes on the translation.
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Levison attempts to address the question of sin and death and its influence on Sir
25:24 from a different angle. His argument is based partially on the fact that
attribution of death to Eve conflicts with Ben Sira's view of the origin of death (41:3b,
4a; 40:11). Mortality is God's will for creation since the beginning (17:1-2a). Ben Sira
does not associate either sin or death with Adam's and Eve's disobedience (14:17;
17:2a).

Also, Sir 25:24 in Levison's view interrupts the comments on wicked wives, because
it has nothing to do with marital relations. He proposes the following interpretation:
"From the [evil] wife is the beginning of sin, / and because of her we [husbands] all
die." The term ajpoV gunaikoV" refers to the evil wife, and should be translated "from
the wife", as the interest lies with women only in relation to men in this context. The
evil wife is the beginning of sin because she causes her righteous husband to sin. The
main issue is that a husband controls his wife (25:21-26). A husband should not be
ensnared by the woman's wealth or beauty. A progression in the description of the
husband who does not control his wife may be discovered in 25:22-24. Therefore the
conclusion is: an uncontrollable wife should be divorced. Two general thoughts of
Ben Sira lie behind this according to Levison. Firstly, women are the worst of all the
sinners; they are "snares to men, for they have the ability to control them and to lead
them to destruction (9:2-6, 9)". Secondly, one may be led to sin if one is in the
company of sinners. In the passage under discussion an evil wife can lead a righteous
husband to sin. Ben Sira speaks from the viewpoint of an experienced husband to
other husbands; therefore the word "we" refers to husbands and not to humanity.
Death is a "hyperbolic expression" to describe the effects an evil wife has on her
husband. Thus Sir 25:24 fits into its context, since these negative effects start to
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appear from 25:22 with the weakness and deterioration of the health of the husband.
An uncontrollable wife cuts short the husband's days by grief.221

It is true that Ben Sira does not have a consistent theological system on the origin of
sin.222 We should also note that in the whole of 25:13-26 he speaks as someone who
either had a wicked wife himself, or has known someone who was married to one.
That he may be speaking from experience could be assumed from 25:16 where the
author of G I talks about the wickedness of the wife in the first person.

Neither of the interpretations can be excluded. Sir 25:24 may indeed be a reference to
Eve, and it may also be practical advice from one husband, who had a lot to do with
wicked wives in real life, to other husbands or young men.

In the immediate context of 25:24 the following verses (25:25, 26, not extant in
Hebrew) are both references to the control of women by their husbands, using a
parallel in 25:25. When the water finds an outlet from its place it will run away freely
and very quickly. If an evil woman is not controlled by her husband, she will find the
confidence (parrhsiva, also "outspokenness") in speech and use it against her
husband by being proud, arrogant with him, in this way questioning his authority.
What the "outlet to water" means is not specified. It may be something other than
outspokenness. A similar idea is found in Sir 26:10, where a daughter who is not
watched over finds an opportunity and engages in sexual intercourse. In the latter
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Jack Levison, "Is Eve to Blame? A Contextual Analysis of Sirach 25:24," CBQ 47 (1985),
617-23, 619, 620, 621.
222
Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 81.
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passage the concern about sexual wrongdoing is explicit.223 However, in Sir 25:25 one
can only surmise that the husband has a similar concern regarding his wife.

The theme of the husband controlling the wife is continued in 25:26 but in more
general terms, and it has advice regarding the wife who does not obey her husband.
The stich "cut her off from your flesh" has been understood as a reference to divorce,
especially in the light of G 248 which adds the following line: "give and send (her)
away".224 Thus Skehan gives the following reading: "cut her away from your flesh
with a bill of divorce." 225 The image "cut her off from your flesh" might be a
reference to Gen 2:24, where a man and his wife "become one flesh". This way the
argument for divorce would be founded.226 Even though G I does not employ227 the
usual word for divorce (ejkbavllw), it is still possible that the reader was encouraged to
divorce his wife in this case. On the other hand in Sir 7:26, if the translation "the one
who is divorced", as suggested above, is accepted, the entire situation is different
from that of Sir 25:26. However, the former (7:26) would be a support for the idea of
divorce here in 25:26, for this way there would be two references referring to divorce
in two separate comments.

If the term "cut her off from your flesh" does not mean divorce, it is very difficult to
determine what it might have meant for the author. Sir 7:19 should also be considered.
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In Prov 5:15-16 (in the context of 5:15-20), scattered water in the streets implies that a
husband starts an extramarital sexual relationship, instead of enjoying his own wife's sexuality;
William Loader, personal communication.
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See the note on the translation.
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Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, 346.
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Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 65, argues that divorce appears to have been widespread in Second
Temple Judaism. The Temple Scroll appears to assume the normality of divorce (54.4-5); CD 13.16-17
also attests that divorce was an accepted part of life in the Qumran community. However, both the
Damascus Document for all, and the Temple Scroll regarding only the king, were critical of polygyny
(CD 4.20-21; 5.1b-2a; Temple Scroll 56.18-19); Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 29-30, 37-46, 38, 110-19,
168-70.
227
See also Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 83-84, 255, n. 239.
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It uses ejkbavllw, however, in a prohibition. The comment that a sensible wife should
not be cast out, may imply that for Ben Sira it is conceivable to divorce a woman who
is not regarded as sensible. This way, even if using a prohibition, 7:19 could be a third
reference implying that it is possible for Ben Sira to advise his readers to divorce their
wives. One can only surmise what the behaviour of an uncontrollable or insensible
woman might include.

In the most extensive passage on bad marital relationship there is relatively little
pertaining to issues of sexuality. Numerous aspects of such a relationship are
examined. Surprisingly, only traces of comments concerning the sexual side of
marriage appear. If 25:14-15 are understood as a reference to a polygynous marriage,
then issues of sexuality in the rivalry and jealousy of the wives may arise. In 25:21 a
woman's beauty receives a negative evaluation. While in the context of a good
marriage beauty is a desirable criterion in selecting a wife (36:21[26]), and can be
satisfying in itself (36:22[27]), in the context of a bad marriage it is negative. No
beauty, (sexual) attractiveness, is worth the heartache an evil wife can cause. Sir
25:21 seems to confirm that Ben Sira does not have a negative attitude toward beauty
or sexuality in themselves. His instructions depend on the context and may even stem
from personal experience.

As indicated, in 25:25a the term "outlet to water" may refer to a wife who, if not
controlled may go astray, and engage in sexual wrongdoing. However, it is merely a
conjecture, as the comment is not specified.

While both the author of the Hebrew original and the Greek translation have much to
say about the heartache of having a wicked wife and a bad marriage, the anxiety that
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usually characterizes the comments on daughters is not as explicit in sayings about
wives.

Sir 42:6a
MS B
<kj . <twj

228

hur h?a lu 6a

6a Upon an evil/wicked wife a seal is wise.
GI
6a ejpiV gunaikiV ponhra'/ kaloVn sfragiv"
6a Upon an evil/wicked wife a seal (is) good.

Context

The context of Sir 42:6a has already been discussed regarding 41:17a, where it was
pointed out that within the wider context of 41:14 - 42:14 there is a list of things of
which one should be ashamed (41:17 - 42:1ab), and another list of things of which
one should not be ashamed (42:2-8ab). The second list is the immediate context of
42:6a.

Form

Within 42:2-8 the formal pattern is as follows: in 42:2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a,
each stich starts with lu229 to introduce the things of which one should not be
MS Bmg1 has h?pf ("foolish") instead of hur ("wicked"). MS M is mutilated: <twj t[...].
From it the following text may be restored: <twj t[?pfm h?a lu]: "Upon a woman who plays the
fool a seal", which is understood together with 42:1e: "But of these things be not ashamed". See also
Skehan, Ben Sira, 479.
229
MS Bmg has la in 42:2a.
228
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ashamed. This pattern changes in the following distichs: 42:5b-5c, 6a-6b, 7a-7b, 8a8b, since the introductory lu is found only in the beginning of the distichs and not
in the stichs within.230 42:6a belongs to the second group.

Content

It is not specified what the author means by t?pfm h?a231 ("wife/woman who
plays the fool") in 42:6a. The term comes from ?pf, a word that has the meaning "to
be stupid"232 and occurs only once in the Hebrew Bible, in Ps 119:70 as
"unfeeling".233 t?pfm is not used in the Hebrew Bible. According to Trenchard it is
possible that the meaning of t?pfm h?a is equivalent to that of twlysk t?a
("foolish woman") in Prov 9:13, where it means, within its context, "prostitute".234
Whatever the exact meaning of t?pfm h?a in MS B, such a woman should be
placed under a seal according to the sage. Perhaps the concern is possible sexual
wrongdoing.

It is also noteworthy that the Greek translator retained the meaning evil/wicked (hur)
from Btxt by using ponhra'/ rather than translating some form of hpf ("foolish").
As has been noted before, the term evil or wicked wife235 is very much part of the
vocabulary of the book and is used in a rather broad sense, usually depending on the
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Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 93, 263, n. 322, includes 42:8ab in the first group of stichs,
noting that 42:8b is an exception.
231
Restored word; see the footnote on the text.
232
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 356.
233
?pfr occurs in Job 33:25 with the meaning "grow fresh", but the original form of the word is
controversial. See also Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 888.
234
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 264, n. 325.
235
Its Hebrew version is only used in the construct form in Prov 6:24 (ur t?a).
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context. It is employed in 25:16 (gunaikoV" ponhra'"), in 25:25 (gunaikiV ponhra')/ ,
and in 26:7 (gunhV ponhrav).236

The usual word for seal in the Hebrew Bible is <tj (or <twj as in the text,
translated with sfragiv"). Apart from closing (or securing) and making a document
legally valid it had several other uses, among them the closing of various other items
such as vessels. The seal therefore made the contents of the vessel inaccessible or
concealed.237 Thus the use of the seal in the case of the woman in Sir 42:6a may be
interpreted in two ways. Firstly, if such a woman is considered foolish or irrational,238
she should be kept at home so she cannot do harm to her husband by talking foolishly
in public. It may be the case especially if the word "evil/wicked" and not "foolish" is
accepted, for an evil wife may try to bring shame to her husband deliberately. Also
she could be compared to the loud and scolding wife in 26:27ab (G II and Syr.), who,
like a battle trumpet can turn married life into a "war" (26:27d). For Ben Sira,
however, it is not only women who should be careful with their speech. He also has
the same concern regarding himself, for example in his prayer in 22:27 - 23:1 where
sfragi'da is also used (22:27b).239

Secondly, if she is not only foolish but, as suggested by Trenchard's comparison to the
prostitute in Prov 9:13, also unchaste, therefore unreliable, sexually unfaithful, that is
another reason to keep her at home: she should be concealed so that she cannot go out
in search of illicit sexual liaisons. Her concealment would prevent her even from
being seen by others, namely men other than her husband. This way her
236

The only Hebrew extant text in Ben Sira for this expression is Sir 42:6a.
Gottfried Fitzer, "sfragiv", sfragivzw, katasfragivzw," TDNT (ed. Gerhard Kittel; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1971), 7:939-53, 944-46.
238
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 93.
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For other similar comments see 25:8c and 14:1a where there is no allusion to women.
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inaccessibility to other men would be emphasized, together with the fact that she and
her sexuality solely belong to her husband. A daughter should be similarly kept away
in her room, under the close watch of her father in Sir 42:11ef. 42:12a in the same
passage even advises the reader not to let the daughter reveal her beauty to any
male.240

Sir 42:6a may reflect anxiety regarding an untrustworthy wife, who should be
secluded and prevented from engaging in sexual misconduct.

III.3. Women Who Have Influence/Power over Men

Sir 9:1, 2
MS A
.hur iylu dmlt /p
.iytwmb lu hkyrdhl

241

iqyj h?a ta anqt la 1
i?pn h?al 242anqt la 2

1 Do not be jealous of the wife of your bosom,
lest you teach (her) evil against you.243
2 Do not be jealous yourself to a woman,244
to cause her to tread upon your heights.245
GI
1 mhV zhvlou gunai'ka tou' kovlpou sou
mhdeV didavxh/" ejpiV seautoVn paideivan ponhravn.
240

For the translation issues of this line, see the discussion of Sir 42:9-14 in ch. II.
?pn can mean "soul", "breath = life", "person", "self".
242
The word anqt from anq ("to be jealous") does not fit here; it is probably the repetition of the
verb in Sir 9:1. dw'/" from didw'mi ("to give") in G I makes more sense. Also Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12,
supports it with /tt. This way 9:2a should read: "Do not give yourself to a woman". See also Skehan,
Ben Sira, 215-16, 218.
243
This translation requires the Piel, 2d person, masc. form of the verb dml which means "to
learn" in Qal, but "to teach" in Piel. If it is read as Qal, 3d person, fem., then the meaning would be:
"lest she learn evil against you". In the context, either version seems acceptable.
244
Read "Do not give yourself to a woman"; see the note on the text.
245
MS A reads "heights", "high places". Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View, 259, n. 265, refers to Deut
32:13a where the Hebrew hmb ("height", "high place") is translated in LXX with ijscuv"
("strength/power"). LXX also employs ijscuv" in 9:2b for hmb. Skehan, Ben Sira, 215-16, 218,
translates "dignity", and argues that similar imagery is used in Deut 33:29.
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2 mhV dw'/" gunaikiV thVn yuchvn sou
ejpibh'nai aujthVn ejpiV thVn ijscuvn sou.
1 Do not be jealous of the wife of your bosom,
lest you teach (her) an evil lesson against yourself.
2 Do not give yourself246 to a woman
to cause her to tread upon your strength/power.

Context

The wider setting is Sir 7:1 - 9:16 on social relations. 9:1-9 has various sayings on
women, treating wives (9:1 and probably 9:2), the "strange woman" (9:3 I in MS A,
9:3 in G I), prostitutes (9:3 II,247 9:6 and probably 9:7),248 female musicians (9:4),
virgins (9:5) and other men's wives (9:8-9).

Form

9:1 is similar in form to 9:3 I, 4, 5, 6 and to the extra bicolon (9:3 II) of MS A
between 9:3 and 9:4. The first cola of 9:1, 3 I, 6 start with the prohibitive la ("do
not") + verb; the second colon in each begins with /p (lest) + verb. In 9:3 II, 4, 5 the
pattern is slightly different, with their second cola still starting with the construction
of /p and the verb, but the prohibitive la + verb found at the end of the first cola
and not at the beginning. 9:2 also starts with la ("do not") + verb but its second
colon has -l (constructed with the verb that follows = "to …") instead of /p. 9:7, 8,
9 do not have a distinctive pattern.

246
247
248

The meanings of yuchv include "soul", "life", "breath", "self", among other things.
Only extant in MS A.
The translation of 9:7 is mainly based on G I.
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Content of 9:1, 2

The author begins the admonitions on women with advice concerning the assumed
reader's own wife. The first half of 9:1 does not say anything about either positive or
negative qualities of the woman in question; only that she is the wife of the person
addressed by Ben Sira. The root anq is frequently used in various forms in the
Hebrew Bible to convey the notion "to be jealous", sometimes "to excite one's
jealousy". There is a concentration of the occurrences of this word in the prophets,
where, with one exception, the subject is always God. In contrast, wisdom literature
describes human jealousy in 19 occurrences.249

Jealousy may be a violent emotion that is caused by the fear of losing a person or an
object.250 However in Sir 9:1 it is not clear whether the husband has any reason to be
jealous or not. In other words, whether he is in danger of losing, even if temporarily,
authority over his wife and over her sexuality that belongs solely to him. That the
concern of jealousy here is rather theoretical and not real seems to be suggested by
three facts. Firstly, if there was a real danger of adultery on the part of the wife, the
negative advice in 9:1a ("Do not be jealous of the wife of your bosom")251 would be
in tension with the attitude of the author, who elsewhere so vehemently advises the
readers to keep an eye on their women, wives as well as daughters, lest they be
sexually promiscuous. Secondly, there is no rival party referred to in 9:1, who, with
the jealous individual and his partner, might constitute the triangle that in a real case
of adultery, even if suspected, represents the "fundamental constellation of
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E. Reuter, "anq," TDOT (ed. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2004), 13:47-58, 48-49.
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Reuter, "anq," 49.
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MS A and G I agree in this line.
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jealousy".252 Thirdly, the second part of the verse ("lest you teach [her] evil against
you", MS A)253 suggests that the concern lies somewhere else.

It might be that the writer, who is aware that marriages can turn bitter because of
jealousy, is simply trying to avoid behaviour that would produce a scorning, garrulous
wife. Theoretically a woman should not be jealous of her husband who has a sexual
relationship with another woman, for his actions do not constitute adultery unless the
woman, i.e. the third party is married or betrothed.254 However, the fact that legally
speaking the husband did not commit adultery and is not subject to punishment does
not mean that what he has done is not considered infidelity in the eyes of his wife. In
practice it is very much possible that the husband's actions raise jealousy in the wife,
even if that is not the concern of the texts that deal with the issue of extramarital
intercourse in the Hebrew Bible.

The concern of jealousy on the wife's part, however, is found in other contexts,
namely in stories about polygynous situations (Rachel and Leah, Gen 29:31 -30:22),
or in situations where the handmaid became the wife of the master (Sarah and Hagar,
Gen 21:9-10). Also if the issue of regulating the fair treatment of the offspring of the
unloved wife is dealt with (Deut 21:15-18), then it is easy to imagine that the wife
who considered herself to be secondary or "less-loved" felt jealous fury. Nevertheless
in the comment "Do not be jealous of the wife of your bosom" the main concern is the
husband's jealousy. Therefore the idea of polygyny or rivalry between wives seems
unlikely.255
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Reuter, "anq," 50.
The meaning of G I is the same with minor variations in the wording.
See more on adultery in ch. IV.
See more on rivalry between wives later in the chapter.
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Another interpretation of Sir 9:1 suggested by Trenchard is that the husband himself
has something to hide, and through his own jealousy he might be the one to give his
wife some ideas regarding adultery; in other words she might find out if her husband
was, in turn, being unfaithful to her.256 Camp takes this argument a step further by
saying that, in the light of the context, Sir 9:1-9, which has instructions regarding
various kinds of women, including loose women, the problem is perhaps not that the
husband might teach his wife jealousy, but rather that he might teach her infidelity.257
A woman may be more inclined to going astray, especially if her attention is brought
in any form to the issue.

In addition we may note the argument of Reuter, who understands anq in Prov
14:30 and in Cant 8:6 as passion rather than jealousy, pointing out that jealousy is the
actualization of passion if it is confronted by a threat.258 Perhaps the author's concern
is the actualization of the wife's passion regardless of whether a real or imagined
threat is involved: the husband should not be an accessory in any way in the wife's
becoming aware of her own sexuality or passion, because he may not be able to
control what the wife may use her sexuality for.

As noted above, the verb anqt does not seem to fit the sentence if translated "do not
be jealous" (9:2). If however it is understood as the expression of sexual passion, as
suggested above, it could convey the following idea: do not get over-passionate about
a woman because it will cause you to lose control and she will tread upon your
heights (iytwmb, Hebrew) or strength (thVn ijscuvn sou, Greek). This way the
meaning is not far from the corrected reading: do not give yourself to a woman.
256
257
258

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 30.
Camp, "Wife," 372.
Reuter, "anq," 50.
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The woman in 9:2 is not specified; thus several interpretations may arise concerning
her person. She may be the wife of the person being instructed, or a woman other than
a wife. Both possibilities are supported by the immediate context, as various types of
women are concerned in Sir 9:1-9.

Both the terms "to tread upon heights" (MS A) and "to tread upon your
strength/power" (G I) convey the notion of being in firm control. This idea is in
contrast with what the author imagines as the ideal relation between a man and a
woman. As ch. IV. 3. will show, Ben Sira's attitude to desire was probably influenced
by the Hellenistic, especially Stoic and Cynic ideal of self-contentment, selfsufficiency (aujtavrkeia) to a certain degree and it may have bearings on his view on
women and sexuality.

It is also pointed out in the next chapter that a significant issue for the author was to
avoid falling into the "hand" of desires, including sexual ones, gluttony, drunkenness,
and committing sin as a consequence. Eron's argument is probably correct in the
author's case, that, in order to lead a virtuous life a man needs to be autonomous, free
from being controlled by any power other than the fear and love of God, both in mind
and body.259 In Sir 9:2 the controlling power or danger is a woman, either one's own
wife or someone else, as noted above. The situation of 9:2 may be compared to Sir
47:19-21, where Solomon through sexuality came under the control of his wives and
let them rule over him.
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Another interpretation of 9:2 may be that the woman in question is a person with
whom one should not have relations, for example a prostitute. Similar concern is
found in Sir 26:19-21 where the young men are instructed to find a woman who is
both fertile and virtuous. Therefore the offspring born into the marriage will be the
rightful heirs of the father. This situation is contrasted with someone who does not
heed the advice and spends his strength or vigour on unchaste women, for example
prostitutes. The possible consequences of consorting with prostitutes are detailed in
ch. IV.1. One of them may be briefly referred to here. If a person frequently visits
prostitutes he may lose his inheritance to them. This lifestyle may also ruin his health
or even result in an early death.

In conclusion, the threat of being controlled and losing control may be a concern in
9:2. If it is in the context of marriage the passage reflects a negative attitude towards
passions, which suggests that one should not get overly passionate even with one's
own wife.

Sir 33:20ab

MS E
iyyjb ly?mt la

urw

260

bha h?aw /b 20ab

20ab A son and a wife, a friend and a neighbour,261
do not let rule/have power262 in your life.
GI
20ab uiJw'/ kaiV gunaikiv, ajdelfw'/ kaiV fivlw/
mhV dw'/" ejxousivan ejpiV seV ejn zwh'/ sou
260

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 88, 259, n. 273, has ja ("brother") here. G I also has "brother" in
this place.
261
Also has the meaning "friend", "the other".
262
The term in G I ("over you" = ib) is missing from MS E.
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20ab To a son and a wife, a brother and a friend
do not give power over you in your life.

Context

The wider context is 33:19-33 which has comments on attitudes towards one's
property and servants. 33:19-24 calls the hearers to be independent and advises them
not to give control over their lives to others. (The call itself is found in 33:19.)
33:20ab is found in this section as it contains the people to whom one should not give
power over one's life. 33:25-33 conclude with teachings on the treatment of slaves.

Form

There are no distinctive formal characteristics.

Content

As pointed out in the context, Sir 33:20ab is part of the sayings in which the author
advises the hearers not to give authority over their lives to others. The "others" are
specified as "son", "wife", "friend"263 or "neighbour" (in MS E), people who are either
close family members or important individuals in one's social environment. In Sir 9:2
a situation is depicted where a wife may have control over her husband, perhaps using
her sexuality, perhaps in other ways. Whether or not this is the case in 33:20ab
regarding the wife is uncertain. However, the immediate context may give some clues
regarding "son", "friend" and "neighbour" in 33:20ab.

263

"Brother" in G I.
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It seems that the author's concern is a well known issue in wisdom writings in general.
Natural orders should not be reversed by the rule of an inferior (wife or son) over the
husband and father who is the head of the family. Also one should be entitled to enjoy
the fruit of one's labour, as opposed to a situation where the man by losing or
distributing his wealth too early, is left at the mercy of others, including neighbours
and children. 264

There is no implication that the wife's control is of a sexual nature. Therefore Sir
33:20ab does not betray much about the sage's attitudes toward sexuality.

III.4. Rivalry between Wives

Sir 26:5-6

GI
5 AjpoV triw'n eujlabhvqh hJ kardiva mou,
kaiV ejpiV tw'/ tetavrtw/ proswvpw/ ejdehvqhn.265
diabolhVn povlew", kaiV ejkklhsivan o[clou,
kaiV katayeusmovn, uJpeVr qavnaton pavnta mocqhrav.
6 a[lgo" kardiva" kaiV pevnqo" gunhV ajntivzhlo" ejpiV gunaikiV
kaiV mavstix glwvssh" pa'sin ejpikoinwnou'sa.
5 With three things my heart is concerned
and of the fourth face I need:266
slander in the city, and the assembly of the people,
and a false testimony are all worse than death.
6 A woman jealous (lit. rival) of another woman is heartache and grief
and a scourging tongue is like all (the others).267

264

For similar concerns see Sir 14:15; Pss 109:11b; 128:2; Eccl 2:17-23; 3:13; 5:19.
Literally means "I need" from devw II; Györkösy-Kapitánffy-Tegyei, Ógörög-Magyar
Nagyszótár, 228-29. Ziegler, Sirach, 246 has ejfobhvqhn from fobevw meaning in the perfect "to be
afraid"; cf. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 57, 231, n. 3; also, he considers proswvpw/ unnecessary (231, n.
2).
266
Read "and of the fourth I am afraid"; see the footnote on the text.
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The context and form of the passage have been discussed earlier in this chapter
regarding Sir 26:1-27. We may note here that 26:5-6 is in the midst of sayings on
positive marital relationships (26:1-4, 13-18) and negative ones (26:7-9).

Content

In the context of Sir 26:1-27 following the positive exaltation of a good wife (26:1-4)
the numerical proverb of 26:5-6268 is one of the three passages that refer to a situation
where a man is either married to more than one wife, or married to one and is about to
take another wife. Sir 26:5-6, like Sir 28:15, probably belongs to the first group.269

Excursus 7: Polygyny

Polygyny is well attested in the Hebrew Bible. The earliest reference is the
marriage of Lamech to Adah and Zillah (Gen 4:19). In the stories about the
patriarchs the most well-known occurrence is the marriage of Jacob to Rachel
and Leah (Gen 29:16-30), and later to their handmaids, Bilhah und Zilpah
(Gen 30:3, 9-13). Sarah also gave her handmaid Hagar to Abraham as his wife
(Gen 16:3). One of the reasons behind taking more than one wife was to
produce offspring in the case where the first wife proved to be barren.270

267

Skehan, Ben Sira, 344, understands 26:6b to be a reference to all the three elements of 26:5,
this way comparing the fourth element in 26:6 to the three elements in 26:5. Trenchard, Ben Sira's
View, 57, 233, nn. 11-12, gives a different translation for 26:6b: "And a tongue-lashing shares it with
everyone".
268
Similar type of numerical proverb is found in Sir 23:16-17; 26:28; 50:25-26.
269
As discussed earlier in the chapter, Sir 25:8 may be another reference to such a situation,
however, it is not necessarily so. Skehan, Ben Sira, 347, takes Sir 25:14-15 also as a reference to a
polygynous marriage, where the rival wives are each other's "foes" (25:14a) and "enemies" (25:14b).
270
R. K. Harrison, "Polygamy," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1986), 3:901-902, 901.
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According to Deut 21:15-18 polygyny was legislated for in the Mosaic
period.271 The passage prescribed that the sons of both the favoured and nonfavoured wife had to be treated equally by their father. One form of polygamy,
namely polyandry, was the levirate marriage (Deut 25:5-10),272 where the
main purposes of the union were to raise a family for the deceased man to
perpetuate his name, and to keep the inherited land in the family. However, it
also kept the widows in the family, where their sexuality and work capacity
were used, and on the other hand they belonged to a family where they were
provided with a livelihood.273

Polygyny in the history of the Davidic dynasty is attested by the marriages of
David himself (1 Sam 25:43; 2 Sam 5:13-16) and by the famous harem
Solomon kept (1 Kgs 11:3). The latter cases especially, indicate that there
were other motivations behind a polygynous marriage than procreation: love,
sexual desire (especially between David and Bathsheba, 2 Samuel 11) and the
need for political alliances.

It seems that the custom of taking more than one wife was still existent as a
norm in Ben Sira's time; otherwise his comments on the issue would not be
necessary.

The first three elements of the proverb in Sir 26:5-6 (26:5cd) do not contain any
reference to women at all. Only the fourth element (26:6a) speaks of wives, who are
rivals of each other. The term "rival" is expressed with ajntivzhlo". Even though the
271
272
273

Harrison, "Polygamy," 901.
Cf. Harrison, "Polygamy," 90; Baab, "Marriage," 280, 282-83.
See also Harrison, "Polygamy," 901.
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Hebrew version of 26:6 is not extant, the same term is found in the LXX version of
Sir 37:11a ("[Do not consult] with a woman with regard to her rival"), another
passage taken as a reference to rivalry between wives or between an existing and a
prospective wife. Behind it the Hebrew uses the word hrx ("rival wife", "other
wife", "wife of a man who has another wife") in 37:11a, the root of which means
"show hostility toward" (from rrx II).274 It is also used in 1 Sam 1:6. If the word
ejpikoinwnou'sa (used together with pa'sin) is understood in 26:6b as "is like all",
i.e. "the others", then it expresses a comparison between the fourth element of the
proverb ("a wife jealous [lit. rival] of another wife", 26:6a) and the three elements
found in 26:5cd ("slander in the city, and the assembly of the people, and a false
testimony").

The result of rivalry between wives in a polygynous marriage is not only "heartache
and grief"; the activity of the wives ("scourging tongue", 26:6b) would be harder to
bear than death for the husband. It is not specified what the "scourging tongue"
means, or how the situation caused grief and heartache. Several assumptions may be
made. It may have been that the husband loved one wife more than the other as in Gen
29:30 or in 1 Sam 1:5. Also one of them may have been barren, resulting in jealousy
toward the other wife (Gen 30:1). The barren wife may have even been mocked by the
other one (1 Sam 1:6). If both the wives had children who were not treated equally by
their father, it may well have caused jealousy between their mothers. This may be
reflected in the legislation in Deut 21:15-18. Rivalry could have also included sexual
issues.

274

Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 818.
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It is not certain what exactly caused the heartache for the husband in Sir 26:5-6.
However, the story of Sarah and Hagar may be cited, where Sarah's intention to send
Hagar away caused grief to Abraham (Gen 21:11). "Grief and heartache" are not
restricted to the husband only in 26:5-6; it may be assumed that in such a marriage
everyone suffered equally. The same applies to the "scourging tongue". Trenchard,
however, on the basis of the translation of pa'sin ejpikoinwnou'sa as "shares it with
everyone",275 suggests that the rival wife does not hide her quarrel with the other wife.
On the contrary, she may openly criticize her husband, probably because her rival is
favoured more than she. In this case it is the husband who suffers most from the
"scourging tongue". The marriage depicted in 26:5-6 is compared with situations
which are significant concerns for the author in the context of honour and shame. The
honour of a person before others is a significant issue for the author.
In summary, even if not explicitly stated, rivalry could have included rivalry
regarding issues of sexuality between the wives.

Sir 28:15

As will be discussed below, the subject of the following verse is not certain. However,
as the term glw'ssa trivth may denote a rival wife, Sir 28:15 is included in this
subchapter.

GI
15 glw'ssa trivth gunai'ka" ajndreiva" ejxevbalen
kaiV ejstevresen aujtaV" tw'n povnwn aujtw'n.
15 The third tongue has cast out courageous women
and deprived them of the fruit of their labour.
275

Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 57, 61-62.
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Context

The wider context of 28:15 is 27:22 - 28:26, where comments can be found on the
following topics: 27:22- 28:1 concerns attitudes such as malice, hypocrisy, anger and
vengeance; 28:2-7 calls for forgiveness; 28:8-26 reflects on the hurts one's tongue can
cause. 28:15 is found here; its immediate context is 28:14-15, where 28:14 also has a
comment on the "third tongue".

Form

There are no formal characteristics.

Content

In Sir 28:15 the term glw'ssa trivth ("third tongue") refers to someone who is a
slanderer, whose actions can lead to virtuous or courageous women being divorced by
their husbands (cast out/driven out of their own home) as the verb ejxevbalen suggests.
The reason for divorce may be false accusation regarding perhaps the virtuous
women's chastity, this way depriving them from what they have the right to enjoy:
appreciation from their husband, financial security or even wealth and the pleasure
they have through their children.

It is not clear who the slanderer is in 28:15. One of the situations that might be
supposed behind this verse is a polygynous marriage, where one wife is rival of the
other, and she is the slanderer. As was noted above, marrying more than one wife may
still have been the norm in the time of Ben Sira and the translator, and the word
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behind "rival wife" originates in a term denoting "show hostility toward" (rrx II).276
This term in itself betrays a lot about the nature of relationships that may have existed
between rival wives in practice. The problems arising from such unions have also
been detailed above. Sir 28:15 seems to affirm that there were cases in which one of
the wives was actually sent away, probably by the husband, on the grounds of false
accusation. It is not clear whether the wife in 28:15 had any children and whether they
were cast out as well. In fact, there is hardly any comment on the circumstances; one
can only conjecture what they might have been. The main concern in this comment is
the wife who is sent away. In this aspect it is different from Sir 26:6a and 37:11a
where all parties of the polygynous relationship are affected and concerned. However,
the slanderer is not necessarily a rival wife in this situation.

Sir 28:15 belongs to those comments that view a good wife in a context other than her
husband. Why she is considered courageous or good is not specified.

Although the author has much to say about bad wives, here we see him speaking of
good ones and even of their rights. In 28:15 the implication is that she has rights to the
fruit of her labour. The tone of the verse suggests that an injustice has been done to
somebody, and this injustice is condemned by the writer. While the text is isolated
and too general to reveal anything about the author's attitude to sexuality, it is still
remarkable for the following reasons. It implies that the good wife should enjoy some
sort of protection. This way the sage condemns an injustice that has been done to a
wife.
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Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 818.
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Sir 37:11a

Sir 37:11a may have only an allusion to matters pertaining directly to sexuality.
Therefore its discussion here is brief.

MS D
277

htrx la h?a <u 11a

11a (Do not consult)278 with a woman with regard to her rival
GI
11a metaV gunaikoV" periV th'" ajntizhvlou aujth'"
11a (Do not consult)279 with a woman about her rival

Context

As noted regarding 36:21(26)-26(31), the wider context is Sir 36:18(23) - 37:15. The
immediate setting is 37:7-15, concerning people whom one should or should not
consult for advice.

Form

37:11a is the first among nine sentences which give instructions on persons from
whom one should not seek advice. The introduction "Do not consult" is found only in
37:10. In Hebrew only eight sentences are found; G I and Syr. have a ninth and tenth

277

The Hebrew text of MS B is the same except that it has lu ("concerning") instead of la; Bmg
also has la.
278
Supplied from 37:10.
279
Supplied from 37:10.
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sentence. Among the four distichs, three start with <u ("with"), followed by the
person with whom one should not consult. 37:11a fits into this pattern.

Content

37:11a in both texts depicts a situation where the husband either already has two
wives, or being married to one woman, is going to marry another one, resulting in a
polygynous marriage, where one woman is the rival (hrx)280 of the other. The
problems that may arise from such a marriage have already been detailed regarding
Sir 26:6a. There is another aspect added to these issues in 37:11a: the issue of seeking
advice from one woman about her rival. The immediate context (37:11) already
suggests that the persons listed as potential advisers should not be consulted because
for some reason they are not in the position to give advice. Either they are not
capable, or have no interest or, on the contrary, have too much interest in the matter to
be discussed. 37:11a belongs to the last group. The woman not to be consulted is
involved too much, especially emotionally, in the situation which would usually
include sexual rivalry. Also, as pointed out above the word used for rival wife (hrx)
comes from rrx II, which means "to show hostility toward". If a relationship
between the two women is characterized by hostility on one part, namely on the part
of the hrx, it can hardly be expected from the other wife to give an objective opinion
about her. In conclusion, jealousy, rivalry could include rivalry regarding sexual
issues.

280

Lit. rival wife, other wife (wife of a man who has another wife).
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III.5. Various Parallels on Good and Bad Wives/Women or Marital
Relationships

Sir 26:22-27

G II
22 gunhV misqiva i[sh siavlw/ logisqhvsetai,
u{pandro" deV puvrgo" qanavtou toi'" crwmevnoi" logisqhvsetai.
23 gunhV ajsebhV" ajnovmw/ meriV" doqhvsetai,
eujsebhV" deV divdotai tw'/ foboumevnw/ toVn kuvrion.
24 gunhV ajschvmwn ajtimivan katatrivyei,
qugavthr deV eujschvmwn kaiV toVn a[ndra ejntrathvsetai.
25 gunhV ajdiavtrepto" wJ" kuvwn logisqhvsetai,
hJ deV e[cousa aijscuvnhn toVn kuvrion fobhqhvsetai.
26 gunhV a[ndra i[dion timw'sa sofhV pa'si fanhvsetai,
ajtimavzousa deV ejn uJperhfaniva/ ajsebhV" pa'si gnwsqhvsetai.
gunaikoV" ajgaqh'" makavrio" oJ ajnhvr:
oJ gaVr ajriqmoV" tw'n ejtw'n aujtou' diplavsio" e[stai.
27 gunhV megalovfwno" kaiV glwsswvdh"
wJ" savlpigx polevmwn eij" trophVn qewrhqhvsetai.
Ajnqrwvpou deV pantoV" yuchV oJmoiovtropo" touvtoi",
polevmou ajkatastasivai" thVn yuchVn diaithqhvsetai.
22 A woman for hire/a prostitute is regarded as spittle,
but a married woman as a tower of death to those who embrace her.
23 A godless wife will be given as a portion to a lawless man,
but a pious wife is given to whoever fears the Lord.
24 A shameless woman wears out reproach,
but an exemplary ("appropriate") daughter will be embarrassed even before her
husband.
25 A headstrong wife will be regarded as a dog,
but one who has a sense of shame will fear the Lord.
26 A wife who honours her husband will seem wise to all,
but the one who dishonours him in her pride will be known to all as impious.
Happy (is) the husband of a good wife,
For the number of his years will be doubled.
27 A loud-voiced and garrulous wife will be regarded
as a battle trumpet signalling attack,
and every person like this
will spend (his) life amid the turbulence of war.

The context and form of this passage, as part of Sir 26:1-27, have been discussed
above in this chapter. It follows a combination of comments on good and bad marital
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relationships in 26:1-18, including teachings on daughters (26:10-12), and 26:19-21
on selecting a suitable wife.

Form

There is no distinctive formal pattern.

Content

26:22-27 (together with 26:19-21) continues the section on wives, with loosely
connected comments on various types of women, some of them repeating ideas
already touched upon earlier within 26:1-18. 26:22 has a parallel of a prostitute (lit.
woman for hire) and a married woman, who is, as the context implies, an adulteress.
The word "spittle" in connection with the former suggests the contempt with which a
prostitute was usually viewed in Ben Sira's time.281 As chapter IV.1. will explain, the
consequences of associating with prostitutes were different from those of a sexual
relationship with a married woman. In the former case the consequences may have
included loss of money, loss of reputation, and deterioration of health. The lifestyle
that accompanied this activity may even have led to the physical destruction of one's
own life.

As the parallel in 26:22 implies, using the term "tower of death", the situation was
different in the case of consorting with another man's wife. Skehan suggests, that the
term puvrgo" qanavtou should be translated "deadly snare" instead of "tower of

281

See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 351.
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death", since, he argues, in Eccl 7:26 women and snares are also associated.282 In the
latter passage <ydwxm is used for "snares", the same term that is employed in Sir 9:3
in the singular (dwxm), and similar images of "snare"/"net" are frequently used in
various forms throughout the wisdom writings of the Hebrew Bible. Also in the
Damascus Document the three nets/snares of Belial, who is sent to Israel to lead the
people to apostasy, are sexual wrongdoing, riches, and the defiling of the temple
(4.14-18). According to 4.20a-21a the builders of the wall will be caught in two of the
snares: sexual wrongdoing and taking two wives during their (masc.) lifetimes. These
builders may be false prophets or teachers (Ezek 13:10).283

According to Sir 23:23a, a woman who committed adultery has disobeyed the law of
the Most High, which is the greatest offence. The second greatest offence concerning
adultery is against the husband of the adulteress (23:23b). Thirdly, the woman has
brought children into the marriage which were not the rightful heirs of her husband.

In Sir 26:22 there are no details about the circumstances of the adultery itself. Even
though there is no reference to illicit children, the act itself was still an offence against
both the law of God and the wronged husband. The death penalty was probably not in
force in Ben Sira's time anymore. Nevertheless both parties of the adulterous
relationship may have had to face some consequences: public shaming by stripping,
perhaps even scourging, and divorce in the woman's case, and public apprehension
(Sir 23:21b), and the revenge of the offended husband who may demand
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Patrick W. Skehan, “Tower of Death or Deadly Snare? (Sir 26:22),” CBQ 16 (1954), 154.
For the problems CD 4.20a-21a presents see Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 107-25, 110-18.
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compensation. Goodfriend even suggests premature death at the hands of God, or
spiritual ruin.284

In 26:23, in contrast to the good wife in Sir 26:3 who is a "good portion" or a gift to
the man who fears the Lord, the lawless man's portion is a "godless wife", someone
suiting him in wickedness.285 The thought of 26:3 returns in the second half of 26:23
as a promise to the man who fears the Lord, since he will receive a blessing in the
form of a pious wife. The term "pious wife" implies that the woman herself is Godfearing. Similar is the thought in Prov 19:14 that a sensible wife is from the Lord. The
parallel between riches and a sensible wife here implies that while financial assets are
things one can count on, a sensible wife can only be allotted by God. This may also be
true in Sir 26:23b, especially because the devout wife is only allotted to a God-fearing
husband. With this comment Ben Sira acknowledges that there are both devout men
and women, by setting the same standard for them.

26:24-25 does not have very tight parallels on bad and good women. A woman
without shame (26:24a) cannot be helped, for the sense of shame she once might have
had is gone; but a daughter who behaves appropriately (26:24b) does not lose her
sense of shame even before her own husband. The term "headstrong" appears in
26:25a as, again, a characteristic of a woman. It is not specified why she is regarded
as "headstrong", but the fact that she is compared to a dog (kuvwn) indicates that she is
despicable in the eyes of the author, since the word "dog" (kuvwn in LXX and blk
in BHS) is identified with a male prostitute in Deut 23:18. The theme of the fear of
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Goodfriend, "Adultery," 85.
Cf. also Skehan, Ben Sira, 351.
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the Lord returns in 26:25b in a different context, implying that a woman with a sense
of shame, in contrast with the headstrong wife, will also have the fear of the Lord.

Another aspect of the wife's relationship to her husband is found in 26:26, comparing
a wife who honours (26:26a) and a wife who dishonours (26:26b) her husband: a
respectful wife will seem wise to everyone, but a proud one is termed "impious".
Even though 26:26 is a positive comment on the wife, she is viewed in context of her
husband: whether she is wise or impious depends on the way she behaves regarding
her husband. On the other hand, as Skehan points out, the author again sets the same
standard for both husband and wife regarding wisdom and the fear of God: the wise
woman (26:26a) fears the Lord (26:25b).286 The thoughts of 26:26cd merely repeat
the message of 26:1ab.

26:27 gives the picture of a woman whose traits are in contrast with those of the
woman in 26:14a. The former is not only loud as a "battle trumpet" but also chatters
and maybe even gossips. The image of the battle from the first half of the verse
returns in the second half, comparing the life of the husband married to such a woman
to the "turbulence of war". 287

In summary, while Sir 26:22-27 concerns good and bad marital relationships, it also
has teachings on sexual wrongdoing. To some extent the themes of 26:1-18 (and
26:19-21) are repeated in loose parallels. While a negative attitude toward prostitution
and adultery (26:22) is not a new topic in the book,288 it is placed in the context of the
fear of the Lord. In the light of this, women may be called godless (26:23a),
286
287
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Skehan, Ben Sira, 352.
Cf. Josh 6:4-20; Job 39:24-25; Amos 2:2; Zeph 1:16; Zech 9:14.
See the following chapter.
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shameless (26:24a), and headstrong (26:25a), because they are unchaste or their
sexuality cannot be controlled. Conversely, the pious (26:23b), "appropriate" (26:24b)
women and those who have a sense of shame (26:25b) may be exemplary, for they are
chaste and sexually moral women. Their behaviour is viewed with regard to their
husbands (26:24b, 26). This suggests that sexuality is viewed negatively if it is illicit,
and sexual misconduct is connected with godlessness. To place the comments about
chaste/unchaste women, or shame/shamelessness in the context of the fear of the Lord
is remarkable in the G II text of Sir 26:22-27.

III.6. Conclusion

The author has both negative and positive comments on marital relationships. Some
of them are isolated and do not betray much about sexual attitudes. The idea of "evil
wife" or "wickedness of wife" frequently appears in the book (esp. 25:13-26). It is not
always specified what these "wickedness" or "evil" means in these contexts. As noted
above, wives may be called wicked because they bring shame on their husbands or,
perhaps through sexuality, try to gain control over them. This certainly seems to be
one of the fears of the writer. This may be suggested in Sir 9:1-2 as well.

It is important to see that the wife's beauty as part of sexual attractiveness is not
negative in itself. It can delight the husband. It is especially demonstrated in both
Hebrew and Greek texts in 26:13, and in the Hebrew text of 26:16, while the
translator of the latter views beauty in the context of the husband perhaps to confirm
the message of the previous verse (26:15) that the wife's sexuality is reserved only for
the husband. Remarkably, the wife's beauty is compared to sacred space in 26:17-18.
According to 36:21(26) attractiveness appears to be a criterion in selecting a wife.
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While 25:21 suggests that beauty is not worth the heartache a bad wife causes, and
one should not choose a wife only for her beauty, the positive evaluation of beauty as
part of sexuality shown in the above passages suggests that the sage views it in the
context of good and bad marriages and does not consider it bad in itself.

On the other hand, while good marital relationships exist in the view of the sage, such
as those where the wife can make her husband happy even without wealth (26:4), and
by implication good marriages include good sexual relationships, it appears that
sexuality that is dangerous for some reason receives more attention than sexuality that
is safe, i.e. which does not cause anxiety. We may note here that a husband's sexuality
may also be dangerous: first, if he teaches infidelity to his wife by being promiscuous
himself (9:1); and second, in a case where he does not have a wife, if he wanders
around and sleeps with other women, perhaps stealing other men's wives (36:25[30]26[31], MS B; 36:25-27, G I). In this situation it is the wife's sexuality that can keep
him at home, preventing him from straying away.

Nevertheless, the author's attitude toward sexuality is not negative in general. It seems
to depend always on the context: it is dangerous, and worthy to be condemned, in bad
marriages, especially if the wife is not chaste, such as in 26:9, where, in the term
"wife's sexual wrongdoing", the word porneiva is employed in a broad sense. In a
good marriage attitudes toward sexuality are positive.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR THAT IS EITHER ILLICIT AND/OR DISCOURAGED,
INCLUDING APPROACHING PROSTITUTES, VIRGINS, MAIDSERVANTS, AND
THE ACT OF ADULTERY

Ben Sira has numerous comments regarding sexual wrongdoing. Some of them also fall
into the category of sayings concerning the "strange woman" (hrz h?a), a phenomenon
that needs to be discussed in detail. In the light of this the passages of this chapter are
divided into the following groups:

•

warning against consorting prostitutes and/or against adultery, with special
attention to the problem of the "strange woman" (9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9; 23:1821, 22-27; 25:2d; 26:19-21 [concerning the selection of a suitable wife];
41:21c[23b], 20b[22a]; 42:8b); the idea of "strangeness" of Solomon's wives
(47:19-21)

•

attitude towards virgins and maidservants (9:5; 20:4; 30:[19-]20;
41:22ab[24ab])

•

unruly/unruled passions (Sir 6:1[2]-3[4]; 18:30 - 19:3; 23:4-6
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IV.1. Prostitution, Adultery, and the Idea of "Strangeness" with Special Attention
to the Problem of the "Strange Woman"

Sir 9:3 addresses the issue of the so-called "strange woman". It is found amid sayings
concerning women of various standings and statuses in Sir 9:1-9. 9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9
will be discussed in this subchapter. 9:1, 2 are part of chapter III.3 regarding marital
relationships. 9:5 is treated in chapter IV.2., concerning the attitude to virgins and
maidservants.

Sir 9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9
MS A
.hytdwxmb lwpt-/p

hrz h?a-la brqt la 3 I

.hytwqlb dklt-/p
dyytst-la hnwz 1<[…] 3 II
.<typypb ipr?y /p
iwmdt la tnygnm <u 4
.itljn ta bwst /p
.htyb rja <mw?lw

i?pn hnwzl /tt la 6
iynyu harmb lbnthl 7

.il al ypy la fybt law
/j t?am /yu <yluh 8
.fhlt 2?ab 3hybha /kw
<ybr 4wtj?[…] 5h?a dub
8
.rwk? 6wmu 7b[…]w
<uft la 9hlub <u 9
10
. th? la hft <ymdbw
bl 11hy[…] hft /p
1

Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12, restores <u.
?ab should be corrected to ?ak ("like fire"), as in G I. Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12, agrees.
3
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 108, 273, n. 118, suggests the correction to hbha ("love") instead of
hybha ("her lovers") in MS A. G I supports it.
4
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12, restores wtj?[h].
5
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12, has h?a rawtb ("through a woman's beauty"). G I supports it, as do
Skehan, Ben Sira, 218, and Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 273, n. 116.
6
Read hmu, cf. Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13.
7
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13, restores bs[t] law.
8
lxa ft la ("do not stretch elbow") is suggested by Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13; Skehan, Ben Sira,
218; Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 109, 273-74, n. 121. A similar expression is found in Sir 41:19c.
9
Read hlwub ("married woman") with Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13; Skehan, Ben Sira, 215, 218.
10
Read tj? with Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13.
2
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3 I Do not approach a strange woman,
lest you fall into her snares.
3 II Do not associate/consort []12 a prostitute,
The first half of this colon is clear:
lest you get ensnared/caught;
the second half does not make sense in its current form. For the argument about the
translation "in her flattering/smooth speech" see the discussion on content.
4 Do not sleep with female musicians,
lest they burn you with their mouths.13
6 Do not give yourself to a prostitute,
lest you surrender (lit. "turn over") your inheritance.
7 This verse is corrupt; its translation is based on G I:
Do not look around in the streets of a city,14
nor wander about in its deserted places.15
8 Avert (lit. "hide") your eyes from a lovely woman (lit. "woman of beauty/charm"),
and do not look intently at beauty that is not for you.
Through a woman16 many []17
and thus her lovers kindles in fire.18
9 With a mistress19 do not taste/eat/enjoy,20
[]21 with him22 at the table drunken,
lest (your) heart incline/turn []23
and in blood you decline to the []24.
GI
3 mhV uJpavnta gunaikiV eJtairizomevnh,/
mhvpote ejmpevsh/" eij" taV" pagivda" aujth'".
11

Lévi, Hebrew Text, 13, has hyla.
"with"; see the note on the text.
13
This translation is based on the use of the Aramaic verb behind iwmdt ("to sleep"). Note that the
term tnygnm is in the plural ("female musicians"). G I has singular. <typypb ipr?y is a plural masculine.
For the correct translation see the detailed argument on the content.
14
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12, has a similar idea: ryu yawbmb ("in the entryways of the city").
15
This idea in 9:7b is supported by the correction of Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12: hytwbjrb ffw?l
("wandering in its wide places").
16
The probable reading is: "through a woman's beauty"; see the note on the text.
17
"have been ruined"; see the note on the text.
18
The corrected reading is: "thus love kindles like fire"; see the notes on the text.
19
Read "married woman"; see the note on the text.
20
"do not stretch elbow" is also acceptable; see the note on the text.
21
"and do not sit down"; see the note on the text.
22
Read "with her"; see the note on the text.
23
Read "toward her"; see the note on the text.
24
Read "pit"; see the note on the text.
12
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4 metaV yallouvsh" mhV ejndelevcize,
mhvpote aJlw'/" ejn toi'" ejpiceirhvm asin aujth'".
6 mhV dw'/" povrnai" thVn yuchvn sou,
i{na mhV ajpolevsh/" thVn klhronomivan sou.
7 mhV periblevpou ejn rJuvmai" povlew"
kaiV ejn tai'" ejrhvmoi" aujth'" mhV planw'.
8 ajpovstreyon ojfqalmoVn ajpoV gunaikoV" eujm ovrfou
kaiV mhV katamavnqane kavllo" ajllovtrion:
ejn kavllei gunaikoV" polloiV ejplanhvqhsan,
kaiV ejk touvtou filiva wJ" pu'r ajn akaivetai.
9 metaV uJpavndrou gunaikoV" mhV kavqou toV suvnolon
kaiV mhV sumbolokophvsh/" met= aujth'" ejn oi[nw/,
mhvpote ejkklivnh/ hJ yuchv sou ejp= aujthVn
kaiV tw'/ pneuvmativ sou ojlivsqh/" eij" ajpwvleian.
3 Do not meet a woman who is a prostitute,
lest you fall into her traps/snares.
4 With a female musician (lit. someone who plays the harp or stringed instrument)
The second half of 9:4a seems corrupt: do not (do something) constantly, regularly,
lest you become caught in her endeavours.
6 Do not give yourself to prostitutes,
lest you lose your inheritance.
7 Do not look around in the streets of a city,
nor wander about in its deserted places.
8 Turn an eye away from a shapely woman,
and do not gaze upon beauty belonging to another.
By a woman's beauty many have gone astray,
and from it love lights up like fire.
9 With a married woman do not sit together,
nor revel with her at wine,
lest your soul incline toward her
and in your spirit you slip into destruction.

Context

We have noted in the discussion of 7:27-28 that the wider context is Sir 7:1 - 9:16 on
social and religious relations. Among the various sayings on women (9:1-9), 9: 3 I (MS
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A, or 9:3 in G I) treats the "strange woman", 9:3 II,25 6-7 concern prostitutes, 9:4, female
musicians and 9:8-9, other men's wives.

Form

Among 9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6 the first cola of 3 I and 6 start with the prohibitive la ("do not")
+ verb, the second cola begin with /p (lest) + verb. In 9:3 II, and 4 the pattern is slightly
different. Their second cola start with the construction of /p and the verb, but the
prohibitive la + verb is found at the end of the first cola, not at the beginning. 9:7, 8-9
do not have a distinctive pattern.

Content

In Sir 9:3 I (9:3 in G I) the sage advises his hearers against approaching a "strange
woman" for the purpose of sexual intercourse. The verb used in MS A is brqt from
brq ("to draw near", "to approach")26 and is translated with uJpantavw, where the
construction of u&po + a[nta has the meaning of an act when a person goes out in order
to greet somebody, to meet face to face. The Hebrew term brq + la is used in
various forms in connection with women in the meaning "come near a woman for sexual

25
26

Extant only in MS A.
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 851-52.
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intercourse" in Gen 20:4; Lev 18:6, 14, 19; 20:16; Deut 22:14; Isa 8:3; Ezek 18:627 and
functions as a euphemism for sexual intercourse.

Excursus 8: The phenomenon of the "strange woman"

The figure of the "strange woman" is used in Prov 2:16; 5:3, 20; 7:5 and 22:14.
Among them Prov 2:16; 7:5 have hrz h?a. In Prov 5:3, 20 hrz stands alone.
Prov 22:14 has the plural twrz, which Murphy suggests is to be amended to its
singular form compared with the similarly singular paranovmou ("the
transgressor", "the treacherous", in the Genitive case) from the LXX. In Prov
23:27a he also offers the word hrz (translated as ajllovtrio" oi\ko", lit. house,
household belonging to another, or foreign household in the LXX) in place of
hnwz ("prostitute"), to create a parallel with hyrkn in 23:27b, rendered as
ajllovtrion (lit. belonging to another or foreign) in the LXX.28 In Prov 6:24b
hyrkn stands without hrz as a parallel to ur t?a ("a woman of evil",
"evil/bad woman") in 6:24a, understood also as an immoral woman, found in the
context of a warning against adultery in 6:20-35.

The epithet that creates a parallel with rz ("strange", "different", "heterogenous"
or "illicit"29) is yrkn ("foreign, alien").30 hyrkn appears in Prov 2:16b; 5:20b;

27

Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 852; Skehan, Ben Sira, 216. It is also used in Sir 6:19, where the
student is encouraged to "draw near" wisdom. Here the sexual connotation is clear from the context (6:1831).
28
Roland E. Murphy, "Wisdom and Eros in Proverbs 1-9," CBQ 50 (1988), 600-603, 600.
29
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 265.
30
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 618.
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7:5b; 23:27b. These epithets are used in various contexts and can have several
connotations.

There are various attempts to determine in what sense the "strange woman" is
strange and what her "strangeness" means. Some proposals are of potential
relevance for our discussion. Streete argues that the "strange" or "foreign" women
are non-Israelite women whom exilic and post-exilic writers blamed for turning
Israelite and Judahite to "other" deities, angering Yahweh who eventually
punished the nation with the exile. These foreign women, if they were adulterous,
were a threat to community stability, providing Israelite males with not only
illegitimate but non-Israelite children.31 The "strange woman" may be "strange" in
another sense. The terms hrz and hyrkn describe her as an outsider, since, even
if she is married, she "will never be completely mastered, and never belong
completely within the boundary of the family and patriarchal community … She
herself may however possess many men … and her sexual 'looseness' or lack of
restriction is conveyed by the term hnwz … Men who accept the invitation of this
woman are merely her 'victims,' her 'prey,' and if she has a husband, he has no
control over her, becoming himself her victim as she unmans him through public
dishonour" (Prov 6:24-35; 7:6-27).32

On the basis of the words of the hrz h?a herself in Prov 7:14 some scholars
have concluded that her sexual act is in connection with the cult, not in terms of

31
32

Streete, Strange Woman, 6-7.
Streete, Strange Woman, 118-19.
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worshipping foreign gods, but fulfilling religious vows. It is assumed that the
woman in Proverbs 7 turned to occasional prostitution in order to fulfil her vow,
an offering, which she would not be able to complete without the money of her
husband.33 While it cannot be denied that there is an allusion to offerings and
vows in the passage, and even if it is a reference to occasional prostitution in
order to pay for a vow that needs to be fulfilled, it seems unlikely that the woman
in question has something to do with cultic prostitution.34

With regard to Proverbs LXX Cook argues that the women in Prov 2:16-19; 5:111, 15-23; 6:20-35; chs. 7 and 9 are all metaphors for foreign wisdom, namely
Hellenistic Greek philosophy. He supports his argument with an analysis of the
deviations of the LXX text from the MT text in Prov 2:16-19; 5:1-11, 15-23;
6:20-35; 7:1-5; 9:7-12, 13-18.35

33

For the discussion of the matter see van der Toorn, "Female Prostitution," 193-205; Claudia V.
Camp, Wise, Strange and Holy: The Strange Woman and the Making of the Bible (JSOTSupp 320;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2000), 43-48; Mieke Heijerman, "Who Would Blame Her? The 'Strange'
Woman of Proverbs 7," in A Feminist Companion to Wisdom Literature (ed. Athalya Brenner; Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 1995), 100-109, 107; Claudia V. Camp, "What's So Strange About the Strange
Woman?" in The Bible and the Politics of Exegesis: Essays in Honour of Norman K. Gottwald on His
Sixty-Fifth Birthday (ed. D. Jobling, P. Day and G. Sheppard; Cleveland: Pilgrim, 1991), 19-31, 20-23.
34
On the matter and the question of existence of cultic prostitution in Israel, see van der Toorn,
"Female Prostitution," 193-205; van der Toorn, "Cultic Prostitution," 510-13; Erlandsson, "hn`z,` " 101;
Hauck-Schulz, "povrnh," 586; Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 507-509; Athalya Brenner, The Israelite Woman:
Social Role and Literary Type in Biblical Narrative (Sheffield: JSOT, 1985), 112 and Brian S. Rosner,
"Temple Prostitution in 1 Corinthians 6:12-20," NovT 40 (1998), 336-51, 341-51.
35
Johann Cook, "hr`z` hV*a! (Proverbs 1-9 Septuagint): A Metaphor for Foreign Wisdom?," ZAW
106 (1994), 458-76, 474; Johann Cook, The Septuagint of Proverbs: Jewish and/or Hellenistic Proverbs?
Concerning the Hellenistic Colouring of LXX Proverbs (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 131-43, 134-38, 179-93, 27592, 285. See especially: the addition found in the LXX version of Prov 2:17a: mhv se katalavbh/ kakhV
boulhV ("do not let bad counsel overcome you") in connection with the adulteress (within 2:16-19), as
opposed to boulhV kalhV ("good counsel") in 2:11 (within 2:1-12) in reference to sofiva (134-35); the LXX
additions to 9:18 (in the context of folly's invitation to a banquet [9:13-18], as opposed to wisdom's
invitation 9:1-6]), and their references to u{dwr ajllovtrion ("foreign water", 9:18b, u{dato" ajllotrivou,
9:18c), potamoVn ajllovtrion ("foreign river", 9:18b), phgh'" ajllotriva" ("foreign fountain", 9:18c), (27886).
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While it cannot be excluded that the epithets rz and yrkn in connection with
the women in Proverbs 1 – 9 refer to foreign nationality, it seems that the main
concern of the relevant passages is the woman's status as an outsider to the
prescribed familial or social boundaries. This appears true both in the Hebrew and
the LXX Proverbs 1 – 9 and especially in Ben Sira.36

In Prov 2:16-19 a father warns his son about the "strange woman", who has left
the husband of her youth, therefore has broken one familial boundary and might
be a danger with her seductive words, to the man instructed in the passage. Prov
2:16-19 is found in the context of admonitions delivered by the father to the son
to encourage him to embrace wisdom in 2:1-22, following the speech of wisdom
herself in Prov 1:22-33. If the son listens and embraces wisdom she will protect
him from the hrz h?a (2:16).

In Prov 5:1-11, 15-23 another speech is passed from father to his married son
advising him against the "strange woman". The danger here is that the man may
leave the wife of his youth for the "strange woman". Prov 5:15 confirms this idea:

36

Even in LXX Proverbs 1 – 9, despite the additions and changes in the translation, some of which
tone down the erotic content of the Hebrew original, the personifications of the strange or foolish woman,
apart from serving as metaphors for folly, still concern real issues of sexual immorality, especially those of
prostitution and adultery. Such warnings remain elaborated and concrete especially in chs. 5, 6, 7 and 9.
For changes in the translation that tone down the erotic, see for instance 5:19, where in the MT the
emphasis is on enjoying one's own wife's sexuality itself ("…May her breasts satisfy you at all times; may
you be intoxicated always by her love"), while the translation reads: "…let her be considered your very
own and be with you on every occasion, for while indulging in her love you will be increased
immeasurably"; see Johann Cook, "Proverbs: Introduction and Translation," in A New English Translation
of the Septuagint (ed. Albert Pietersma and Benjamin G. Wright; Oxford University Press, 2007), 621-647,
627. This way the focus is shifted from passion and sexual enjoyment (in a licit relationship) possibly to
offspring. William Loader, "The Strange Woman in Proverbs, LXX Proverbs, and Aseneth," in title and
date forthcoming (VTSup; Leiden: Brill), aptly observes that in the translation of the relevant passages
"positive descriptions of sexual intimacy are more demure", while detailed references to passion that is
dangerous remain.
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"Drink water from your own cistern, flowing water from your own well", where
the running, fresh water symbolizes the sexual satisfaction the wife is capable of
supplying.37 Yee in her analysis of the speeches of various persons or figures
within Proverbs 1 - 9 makes the point that in Prov 5:20b the son is advised against
embracing the bosom of another man's wife, as he is encouraged to embrace
wisdom in Prov 4:8b.38

As pointed out above in this subchapter, in Prov 6:24 the term hrz h?a does
not appear. ur t?a is used here, which literally means "woman of evil", in this
context an adulteress, against whom the father's commands and the mother's
teaching (6:20) are said to protect the son (6: 24). The advice in the introductory
lines of ch. 7 is very similar. The father39 "commands" his son to call wisdom his
"sister" and insight his "intimate friend" (7:1-4), since they will keep him from the
hrz h?a, who is an adulteress, as is clear from 7:19-20.

Finally, we may note that the mouth of the twrz is compared with a deep pit
(Prov 22:14), similarly to the hnwz in Prov 23:27a, and hyrkn is said to be a
narrow well (Prov 23:27b).

37

Cf. Robert B. Chisholm Jr, "'Drink Water from Your Own Cistern': A Literary Study of Proverbs
5:15-23," BS 157 (2000), 397-409, 399. Cook, Septuagint of Proverbs, 284, and Cook, "hr`z` hv*a,! " 465-67,
argue, that the water imagery in Prov 5:15-20 (5:15-17), usually understood to symbolize male sperm, is
also metaphorical and that the translator's concern in the context of Prov 5:1-6, 15-20 is the dangers of
folly, things foreign, or foreign wisdom.
38
Gale A. Yee, "'I Have Perfumed My Bed with Myrrh': The Foreign Woman (hr`z` hV*a)! in
Proverbs 1 - 9," in A Feminist Companion to Wisdom Literature (A Feminist Companion to the Bible 9; ed.
Athalya Brenner; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1995), 112-25.
39
Heijerman, "Who Would Blame Her," 104-107, in the first paragraph of her threefold portrait of
the "strange woman" of Proverbs 7, identifies her as a mother's rival, therefore assuming that the person
admonishing the son in 7:1-4 may be his mother. This way the woman is "strange" from the viewpoint of
the mother.
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In Ben Sira the comment about the strange woman is found among sayings on
diverse types of women. The latter fact also helps in affirming that "strangeness"
describes a woman who is outside of the prescribed familial or social boundaries.
Sir 9:3 I (9:3) is closely related to the following bicolon (9:3 II) and 9:4. 9:3 II
and the Greek version (9:3) of 9:3 I clearly identify the woman in question as a
"prostitute", or a sexually immoral woman (hnwz and gunaikiV eJtairizomevnh,
respectively), with whom one should not "consort/dally" (dyytst).40 In 9:4 the
"female musician" can also be understood as a prostitute, as will be discussed
below. These comments lack any reference to the "strange woman". 9:6-7 also
concerns prostitutes, followed by the warning regarding married women in 9:8-9.
In short, Sir 9:3 I (9:3) is surrounded by references concerning prostitution and in
the wider context by comments on adultery. Even though there are suggestions
that the prostitution of the "strange woman" of Proverbs 7 has something to do
with the cult on the basis of 7:14, no similar allusion is found either in Sir 9:3 I
(9:3) or in Sir 9:3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9. The theme of intermarriage that is an important
issue in the work of Ezra and Nehemiah does not seem to be a concern for Ben
Sira, so the concern seems also to have nothing to do with foreignness. In fact, in
Sir 47:19-21, where an account of Solomon's sin is given, the author does not
refer to intermarriage, or wives of Solomon as foreign. His main accusation is that
Solomon gave dominion over his body to women in general.41

40

The verb has the meaning "be confiding", "to confide a secret to someone", to gossip". The noun
dws also means "secret", "confidential speech"; cf. also Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 651. The verb used
here appears with medieval double y and Aramaizing * at the end; cf. Skehan, Ben Sira, 217.
41
See the discussion later in this chapter.
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Therefore it can be stated with a fair degree of certainty that Ben Sira's warning in
9:3 I (9:3) concerns either an ordinary prostitute, or a married woman, whose
nationality or ethnicity is not clear, and does not seem to be his concern.
It appears that unlike in Proverbs 1 – 9, where the personifications of the strange
or foolish woman serve both as symbols of folly and concrete warnings against
extramarital sexual liaisons, in Ben Sira they only serve the latter purpose. In these
warnings if the "strange woman" is a prostitute but not a married woman, she may
be regarded strange as her way of life places her outside the prescribed social
boundaries. If she is also a married woman, then her extramarital sexual activity
makes her an outsider in relation to the prescribed familial boundaries, both in
terms of her family and of the family of the man she consorts with, since
compared with one's lawful wife she is an outsider, strange, different, the
"other".42

Excursus 9: Prostitution and adultery43

Professional prostitutes in the literal sense were not only known in Israel but to a
certain extent tolerated.44 However, Lev 19:29 prohibits prostituting one's

42

Cf. Heijerman, "Who Would Blame Her," 105.
The terminology of hnwz has been discussed in ch. I.1. regarding Sir 41:17a. For the figurative
meaning of sexual wrongdoing, where it can also mean adultery, see Erlandsson, "hn`z,` " 101-104; HauckSchulz, "povrnh," 587; Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 509; Mary Joan Winn Leith, "Verse and Reverse: The
Transformation of the Woman, Israel, in Hosea 1-3," in Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel (ed. Peggy
L. Day; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 95-108; Phyllis A. Bird, "'To Play the Harlot': An Inquiry into an Old
Testament Metaphor," in Gender and Difference in Ancient Israel (ed. Peggy L. Day; Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1989), 75-94; and Phyllis A. Bird, "Prostitution in the Social World and Religious Rhetoric of
Ancient Israel," in Prostitutes and Courtesans in the Ancient World (ed. Christopher A. Faraone and Laura
K. McClure; Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 2006), 40-58, 45-46, 49-55.
44
Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 505; Hauck-Schulz, "povrnh," 585; Erlandsson, "hn`z,` " 100; Baab,
"Prostitution," 932.
43
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daughter.45 Tamar achieved her goal by acting like a prostitute (Genesis 38),46 and
Rahab (Josh 2:4-16) is an especially ambivalent example of the toleration of a
prostitute. If a prostitute had children and their paternity was unknown they would
not have proper inheritance, as property and status were normally inherited
patrilineally. Streete argues that a female prostitute's sexuality under the biblical
law is not owned by any one man and is not dedicated to reproduce heirs within a
patrilineal family. This explains the limited number of laws in the biblical codes
concerning the behaviour of female prostitutes.47 This assumption of course could
only be applied to professional prostitutes and not to persons in general who
simply have had sexual intercourse before marriage. The sexuality of a daughter
still living in her father's house belongs to her father until it is transferred to her
future husband.

When a girl is neither betrothed nor married and an unmarried man initiates
sexual intercourse with her he must pay fifty shekels of silver to the girl's father;
he must also marry the girl and may never divorce her (Deut 22:28-29).48 When a
married woman is found to have been promiscuous while living in her father's
house she must be stoned to death by the men of her town at the door of her
father's house (Deut 22:20-21). A strict standard applies to priests who must not
marry a prostitute (Lev 21:7, 14) and also if the daughter of a priest is found to be
licentious she must be burned, alive since she has desecrated the sacred person of
45

Cf. also the prohibition in Deut 23:17-18 concerning temple prostitution.
See also Carol Smith, "The Story of Tamar: A Power-filled challenge to the Structures of Power,"
in Women in the Biblical Tradition (ed. George J. Brooke; Lewiston: Mellen, 1992), 16-28; Susan Niditch,
"The Wronged Woman Righted: An Analysis of Genesis 38," HTR 72 (1979), 143-49; Brenner, Israelite
Woman, 82-83, 106-11.
47
Streete, Strange Woman, 43.
48
Also cf. Erlandsson, "hn`z,` " 100.
46
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her father (Lev 21:9).49 The sons of Jacob killed Hamor and Shechem for treating
their sister as a prostitute (Gen 34:31).

If a woman is within a formal union, that is, married or betrothed, and she has
sexual intercourse with any man other than her husband, she is guilty of adultery
([an).50 The marital status of a person committing adultery is only consequential
in the case of the woman, as only a married or betrothed woman is bound to
fidelity. She offends her husband and their mutual relationship. A married man,
however, is only condemned if he commits infidelity with a married woman. He
commits adultery against the woman's husband, not against the woman herself or
against his own wife.51 At one level adultery is viewed as a transgression against
religious boundaries,52 a capital crime according to Lev 20:10 and Deut 22:22
which entails the death of both parties. In Prov 2:17 it is noted that the adulteress
has forgotten the "covenant" of her God, which may be a reference to the
Decalogue or her marriage vows.53

Adultery, however, is a transgression against communal boundaries as well, when
it violates the rights of one or more members of the community, threatening the
bonds that hold the community together.54 In this context the reason behind the
graveness of the punishment may be found in the patrilineal nature of the society
49

Hauck-Schulz, "povrnh," 585; Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 505,
See Erlandsson, "hn`z,` " 100; Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 505; Goodfriend, "Adultery," 82.
51
Goodfriend, "Adultery," 82; Hauck-Schulz, "povrnh," 585; D. N. Freedman and B. E.
Willoughby, "[a^n`," TDOT (ed. G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1998), 9:113-18, 114.
52
For the categorizations of adultery as a transgression see Lipka, Transgression, 42-240, 45-47,
168.
53
Goodfriend, "Adultery," 85.
54
Lipka, Transgression, 165, 169-99, 169; Freedman-Willoughby, "[a^n`," 113-18, 114.
50
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in Israel, where the continuity of the family was dependent on acquiring
legitimate heirs; therefore it was essential that a mistaken paternity did not
occur.55 Streete argues that female sexual desire was only regarded as
"appropriate" when it served to build up the patriarchal household and ultimately
the community.56 Keeping the inheritance within the familial boundaries and not
surrendering it to strangers was also an important issue. The latter idea might be
behind the father's words in Prov 5:8-14, where the victim of the strange woman
may suffer the loss of his sexual vigour and family wealth. Another aspect of the
crime of adultery stemmed from the fact that a woman became her husband's
property even before entering his household, at the time of her betrothal. From
then on any violation of her was a form of adultery. The prohibition of adultery is
in proximity to that of theft in Exod 20:14-15 and to the prohibition of coveting
the neighbour's properties, including his wife (Exod 20:17). Adultery for a man
did not mean the breaking of his own vows of sexual fidelity, but rather the
violation of another man's property rights in his wife.57 Also, a woman who had
received another man's semen was no longer of any use to her husband in
producing legitimate offspring.58

The offended husband could also ask for compensation. According to Prov 6:3335 not only will the offender suffer beating, loss of honour and disgrace in the
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L. William Countryman, Dirt, Greed, and Sex: Sexual Ethics in the New Testament and Their
Implications for Today (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2007), 152; Goodfriend, "Adultery," 82.
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community,59 but the wronged husband will seek revenge and will not be satisfied
with compensation or bribe. The latter passage may imply that the treatment of
the adulterers was at the offended husband's discretion,60 and perhaps also
emphasizes that the husband turned against the adulterer instead of his own wife
because he was powerless to control her.61

There are also suggestions, that instead of the capital punishment for adultery,
divorce was the established practice (Deut 24:1-4). Public stripping of the
adulteress is mentioned in Hos 2:5, 12; Jer 13:22-26; Ezek 16:37, 39; 23:26, 29,
but in these cases the faithless wife is the symbol of faithless Israel.62 In Prov
2:18-19; 5:5; 7:26-27 the reference to death or Sheol may be the revenge of the
offended husband (although only in Prov 6:35 do we find an allusion to it),
permanent disgrace or dishonour,63 execution, premature death at the hands of
God, or utter spiritual ruin.64 It is not certain, however, whether physical death is
meant here.

In Sir 9:3 I (9:3) the meaning of the expression "her snares" is not specified. The word
comes from the imagery of hunting. The verb form is dwx. The noun without the suffix
can be both dw{xm* and dWxm*

("hunting net", "trap" or "snare") and the term with this

meaning is popular in wisdom literature in various forms (Job 19:6; Ps 116:3; Prov 12:12;
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Goodfriend, "Adultery," 83.
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Eccl 7:26; 9:12; but also found in Ezek 12:13; 19:8).65 In Sir 9:3 I the feminine hdwxm
is used. Similarly in Eccl 7:26 it also appears in connection with a woman but in the
plural. The images of snares, traps, bonds or restraints are used in a positive sense in Sir
6:24-25, 29-30 regarding the snares of personified wisdom. Even though in Sir 26:22b
the term pagiv" that renders snare in Sir 9:3, does not appear, and the term puvrgo"
qanavtou ("tower of death") is employed, Skehan translates it as "deadly snare" instead
of "tower of death", since, he argues, in Eccl 7:26 "woman" and "snares" are also
associated.66

Ben Sira does not specify the consequences of being caught by the snare of the strange
woman in Sir 9:3 I (9:3). Skehan suggests that the death penalty might not have been in
force anymore in Ben Sira's time.67 If the woman is only a prostitute, then the
consequence of the relationship can be for example loss of money, loss of one's
inheritance through "the practice of purchasing sexual favours".68 If she is a married
woman, the consequences appear to have been those referred to above, namely revenge
of the husband, and again, loss of wealth. The sage may also be concerned that by being
seduced and ensnared by a woman, a man may come under the woman's dominion
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Cf. Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 555-56.
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through sexuality. From the viewpoint of the man consorting with a prostitute, or
committing adultery with the married woman, the shame is that he was captivated by her,
succumbing to her seduction and to his own sexual desires, therefore letting the woman,
even if temporarily, gain control over him through sexuality.
The verses that follow Sir 9:3 I (9:3), namely MS A's insertion of 9:3 II, 4 (in both
versions), are most likely to be concerned with attitudes towards immoral women, as
noted above.

In Sir 9:3 II ("Do not associate/consort69 [with] a prostitute, lest you get
ensnared/caught…") the word hytwqlb is problematic. Skehan sees it as a "jumble of
consonants patterned after"70 hytdwxmb used in 9:3 I for "net", "noose", "snare" (hdwxm
from dwx, to hunt). The verb qlj means "be smooth, slippery",71 while twqlj is used
as "flattering, smooth speech" in Isa 30:10. Various forms of qlj are used in the
warnings against adultery/adulteress in Prov 2:16; 5:3; 6:24 and 7:5, 21. In all these
references one of the instruments of the seductress is her smooth speech with which she
may captivate her unsuspecting victim. It is not unlikely that the danger represented by
the prostitute in Sir 9:3 II is that she catches her victim with her "smooth speech". Lévi
also corrects the jumbled word found in MS A to hytwqljb.72 Thus the following
reading of 9:3 II would make sense: "Do not associate/consort with a prostitute, lest you
get ensnared/caught in her flattering/smooth speech". This way it would certainly fit well
with the previous line, creating a pattern: "Do not approach a strange woman" (9:3 Ia) //
"Do not associate/consort with a prostitute" (9:3 IIa); "lest you fall into her snares" (9:3
69
70
71
72

See the note on the text.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 217.
Cf. Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 305.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 12.
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Ib) // "lest you get ensnared/caught in her flattering/smooth speech" (9:3 IIb), where one
aspect of the snares of the woman in 9:3 I may be her speech.

In 9:4 the woman to be avoided by a person is designated as someone (in feminine) who
plays on a harp or stringed instrument, translated as a "female musician", which would be
the preferred version over the plural form of the word in MS A (tnygnm). The female
musician here is probably a prostitute. In Isa 23:15-16 Tyre is compared to a forgotten
prostitute (hnwz) playing a harp.73 The expression iwmdt la is translated as "do not
sleep". However, the word dyytst, used in Sir 9:3 II, is also supported by Skehan, who
argues that the verb dws in the sense "make oneself familiar/associate" was part of Ben
Sira's vocabulary (Sir 8:17; 9:14b; 42:12b).74

In 9:4b, to burn with a double-edged sword (if hypyp, "double edge", "double edged" is
read) seems to be out of place. Also as noted in the translation, the term "lest they burn
you with their mouths" is not likely, especially as the subject is in plural masculine form.
ypy ("beauty", "charm") is suggested by Skehan.75 It would fit well with the images used
in the immediate context, especially if the verb of this line is read with Skehan, who uses
dklt ("get ensnared", "caught") from 9:3 IIb.76 Trenchard also translates "lest you be
caught"77 and aJlw'/" in G I (from aJlivskomai = "to get caught", "to fall into snare") also
supports it. Thus the probable reading of the verse is: "Do not associate with a female
musician, lest you be caught/captivated by her beauty/charm". This way after introducing
73
74
75
76
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Cf. also Baab, "Prostitution," 934; Goodfriend, "Prostitution," 509.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 217. Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 651, also cites Sir 9:4.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 218.
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another kind of "dangerous" woman as "female musician" after the ones already
discussed in 9:3 I, II, another aspect of her snares, her beauty, would be listed here. Also
the theme of a "woman's beauty" returns in 9:8abc as something that represents danger.

In 9:6 we find an allusion to the consequences of associating with a hnwz: "lest you
surrender78 your inheritance" (MS A). As discussed above in this chapter, losing one's
inheritance may convey the idea of paying money to a prostitute for her sexual favours.79
Also if the woman in question was married, even though there is no reference to it,
keeping one's property within the familial boundaries, as suggested above, and not
surrendering it to strangers, may be another notion behind Ben Sira's comment, as may be
the case in Sir 26:19-21.80 Regarding the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26 the uncertain
paternity of the children may cause similar concerns.81 As in Prov 6:35, the offending
party may be asked to pay compensation to the wronged husband.

Sir 9:7 confirms that the danger lurking behind the author's comment might be an
encounter with a prostitute, since prostitutes were known to frequent public places, such
as crossroads (Gen 38:14; Jer 3:2; Ezek 16:25). Prov 7:12 also attests that the streets and
squares of the city were the domain of a prostitute, here also an adulteress, where she
looked for the "simple" and unsuspecting men.

Sir 9:8 is identifying the woman with whom one should not associate as beautiful, and
belonging to another man. While in some contexts a woman's beauty is positive, and can
78
79
80
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G I has "lose".
Cf. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 121.
Cf. again Prov 5:8-14, esp. 5:9-11.
See the discussion in this chapter below.
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even satisfy/delight a husband in a good marriage,82 it can also be a source of danger or
anxiety. The key in interpreting its role may be to analyse in individual cases what effect
it has on other people, namely on the instructed men in Sir 9:8. It may contribute to
awakening passion or love, which "burns like fire" (Sir 9:8d). Apart from the fact that the
woman in Sir 9:8 is "lovely"/"shapely", her behaviour is not detailed. The emphasis is on
the acts of the students advised by Ben Sira.

Another factor that may cause a man to forfeit his sense of shame is the consumption of
wine. The probable reading of 9:9, as noted in the translation is: "With a married woman
do not stretch elbow and do not sit down with her at the table drunken, lest (your) heart
incline/turn toward her and in blood you decline to the pit" (MS A).83

Wine is both praised and condemned in the Hebrew Bible.84 Ben Sira attests that wine is
a "delight" in moderation85 and at the proper time (31:28). However, it "destroyed many"
(31:25). In the larger context of the latter passage the sage gives an extensive account of
behaviour at banquets (Sir 31:12 - 32:13) where he touches the theme of sitting with
guests at a dinner table. Feasts and banquets were customary in Israel, and while women
and men ate together at ordinary meals, only men were invited to banquets, where the
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guests usually sat on the ground (Gen 18:8; Judg 6:19). Exceptions, however, can also be
found (1 Sam 20:5, 25).86

Reclining at banquets in the Greco-Roman period had its dangers to Jews as these
banquets were marked by hedonism and probably also by idolatry.87 Booth provides an
account of the perils of reclining in antiquity, especially if the attendants of the banquets
described were young men. He points out that eating, drinking and sexual indulgence
were connected.88 The dangers of attending these banquets were not only excessive
consumption of wine, but the practice of homosexuality.89 Ben Sira writes about the
combination of wine and women in Sir 19:2a: "Wine and women make the heart/mind
reckless". The text under discussion may also be cited here: "lest your heart incline/turn
toward her" (9:9c), indicating that just as a woman does not know shame when drunken
(Sir 26:8), and may incline toward initiating an illicit relationship, a man under the
influence of alcohol may do the same. It is not known if the hedonist nature of GrecoRoman banquets lies behind Ben Sira's advice in Sir 9:9 or not, neither is it clear whether
the exclusion of women from reclining at table with men was an absolute rule for him. If
it was, then it may be questioned in what circumstances men could drink intoxicants with
a woman, a conduct that is condemned in 9:9b.

The comment about the pit in MS A and destruction in G I is not specified further. It can
only be surmised that the consequences of consorting with a married woman are the same
86
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as discussed earlier in this chapter. Premature death at the hands of God, or spiritual ruin
may be alluded to here.90 The idea of the revenge of the offended husband, as noted
above in this chapter, cannot be excluded. It may be stated, similarly to the comments on
Sir 9:3 I, that through sexuality, in the case of both prostitution and adultery, a man may
come under the influence and also dominion of a woman.

Yee describes how women within their sexually segregated world could use various
ways, including their sexuality, to gain power over men, sometimes in order to put them
to shame.91 Even though in Sir 9:3 I (9:3), 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9 the emphasis is on the
husband's behaviour and on his approach to women with questionable virtues, it might be
that Ben Sira, knowing how women can use their sexuality to dominate men, cautioned
his students against succumbing to women's control in any circumstances, even when it
was the man who initiated the sexual intercourse either with an ordinary prostitute or with
a married woman. The fear of being controlled by a woman seems to be reflected not
only in the verses discussed but also in Sir 9:2 and indirectly in 9:1.

It seems that Sir 9:3 I (9:3), 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9 are connected to Sir 9:1, 2 at yet another
level. Seemingly 9:1, 2 have different concerns since they treat one's own wife.92 We may
then ask why the comments on wives (one's own wife in 9:1, 2 and another man's wife in
9:8, 9) appear in a pericope that treats the strange woman and the issues of prostitution
and adultery. Strotmann argues that the theme of the wife (9:1, 9) can create an inclusio.
She also suggests that these verses may have been attached by Ben Sira to the poem that
90
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was already available to him in order to draw attention to another consequence of visiting
strange women. Such conduct will raise jealousy in the wives (9:1), which in turn results
in the same evil: they will get involved with a strange man at a public banquet. Therefore
it seems that the list of women who present a danger for men is carefully composed by
the author. Even in verses seemingly concerning merely marital relationships (9:1) the
fear of extramarital liaison seems to surface: the husband is concerned that his wife will
initiate a sexual encounter with a strange man. On the other hand men are also advised
not to consort with strange women or married women. The mode of persuasion and
especially the reasons behind it are more or less the same as in Proverbs: the fear of
divine and/or communal punishment, including loss of social status and honour, public
disgrace, loss of wealth and even sexual vigour, or fear of vengeance on the offended
husband's part. It appears, however, that in Ben Sira there is more emphasis on the man's
own responsibility than in Proverbs, especially contrasted with Proverbs 7, where the
man seduced by the strange woman is naïve and unsuspecting. It seems confirmed in Sir
23:2-6, 18-21 that the author is aware that the men themselves are responsible for their
deeds. This also explains the warnings to avoid contact with diverse types of women (Sir
9:1-9) as the best way of self-control.93

Sir 9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9 seem to exhibit a negative attitude toward all kinds of
extramarital sexual intercourse. This negativity probably stems from fear of losing selfcontrol when in proximity to women94 by succumbing to one's own sexual desires and
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women's allurements, probably fear of public disgrace and the fear that one's own sexual
wrongdoing may teach one's own wife the same conduct.

We may also conclude that nothing in these verses suggests that in either the Hebrew
original or the translation the "strange woman" is viewed symbolically.

Sir 23:16-21, 22-27

GI
16 duvo ei[dh plhquvnousin aJmartiva",
kaiV toV trivton ejpavxei ojrghvn:
yuchV qermhV wJ" pu'r kaiovmenon,
ouj mhV sbesqh'/ e{w" a]n katapoqh'/:
a[nqrwpo" povrno" ejn swvmati sarkoV" aujtou',
ouj mhV pauvshtai e{w" a]n ejkkauvsh/ pu'r:
17 ajnqrwvpw/ povrnw/ pa'" a[rto" hJduv",
ouj mhV kopavsh/ e{w" a]n teleuthvsh/.
18 a[nqrwpo" parabaivnwn ajpoV th'" klivnh" aujtou'
levgwn ejn th'/ yuch'/ aujtou' tiv" me oJra'/;
skovto" kuvklw/ mou, kaiV oiJ toi'coiv me kaluvptousin,
kaiV oujqeiv" me oJra:'/ tiv eujlabou'mai;
tw'n aJmartiw'n mou ouj mhV mnhsqhvsetai oJ u{yisto".
19 kaiV ojfqalmoiV ajnqrwvpwn oJ fovbo" aujtou',
kaiV oujk e[gnw o{ti ojfqalmoiV kurivou
murioplasivw" hJlivou fwteinovteroi
ejpiblevponte" pavsa" oJdouV" ajnqrwvpwn
kaiV katanoou'nte" eij" ajpovkrufa mevrh.
20 priVn h] ktisqh'nai taV pavnta e[gnwstai aujtw'/,
ou{tw" kaiV metaV toV suntelesqh'nai.
21 ou|to" ejn plateivai" povlew" ejkdikhqhvsetai,
kaiV ou| oujc uJpenovhsen, piasqhvsetai.
22 ou{tw" kaiV gunhV katalipou'sa toVn a[ndra
kaiV paristw'sa klhronovmon ejx ajllotrivou.
23 prw'ton meVn gaVr ejn novmw/ uJyivstou hjpeivqhsen,
kaiV deuvteron eij" a[ndra aujth'" ejplhmmevlhsen,
kaiV toV trivton ejn porneiva/ ejmoiceuvqh
kaiV ejx ajllotrivou ajndroV" tevkna parevsthsen.
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24 au{th eij" ejkklhsivan ejxacqhvsetai,
kaiV ejpiV taV tevkna aujth'" ejpiskophV e[stai.
25 ouj diadwvsousin taV tevkna aujth'" eij" rJivzan,
kaiV oiJ klavdoi aujth'" oujk oi[sousin karpovn.
26 kataleivyei eij" katavran toV mnhmovsunon aujth'",
kaiV toV o[neido" aujth'" oujk ejxaleifqhvsetai,
27 kaiV ejpignwvsontai oiJ kataleifqevnte"
o{ti oujqeVn krei'tton fovbou kurivou
kaiV oujqeVn glukuvteron tou' prosevcein ejntolai'" kurivou.
16 Two types of people multiply sins,
and the third causes anger:
Burning passion is like blazing fire,
(it is) not quenched until it burns itself out/is consumed;
The man who commits sexual wrongdoing lit. in the body of his flesh,95
never ceases until the fire breaks forth;
17 To a sexual wrongdoer all bread is sweet,
(he) never rests until he dies.
18 The man who leaves his (marriage) bed/strays from his bed
says to himself: "Who can see me?
Darkness surrounds me and the walls hide me,
And no one sees me: why should I be afraid?
The Most High will not be mindful of my sins."96
19 And he fears the eyes of humans,
and does not understand that the eyes of the Lord
are ten thousand times brighter than the sun,
looking at every way of men/humans
and observing hidden parts.
20 Before all things were created (they were) known to him
and so it is after they cease to be.
21 This man will pay the penalty in the public streets of the city,
and when (he) does not expect it, will be apprehended.
22 Such is also the woman, who leaves (her) husband
and provides (lit. brings into existence) an heir by someone else.
23 For first (she) has disobeyed the law of the Most High,
and second, (she) has offended her husband,
and third, (she) has committed adultery
and brought forth (lit. brought into existence) children by another man.
24 She will be dragged before the assembly,
and punishment will be upon her children.
25 Her children will not take root,
and her branches will not bring forth fruit.
95
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26 (She) will leave an accursed memory,
and her disgrace will not be blotted out.
27 and those who remain shall know
that nothing is better than fear of the Lord
and nothing is sweeter than obeying the Lord's commandments.97

Context

The wider setting (22:27 – 23:27) has been discussed in ch. I.1. where we have noted that
this section has instructions regarding self-control and various kinds of sins. 23:16-21 is
concerned with uncontrolled sexual desire resulting in sin. It includes the story of the
adulterer (23:18-21) and the adulteress (23:22-26), concluding with one of the sage's
main themes, the fear of the Lord (23:27).

Form

Only Sir 23:16-18 has a particular pattern determined by content. It is the x/x+1
numerical sequence. Both this type of numerical proverb and other various forms are
found frequently in the OT,98 including other writings of wisdom literature.99

Content

In Sir 23:16-17 the author sums up the persons or activities that are despicable and cause
anger. The first comment on the burning passion that consumes everything is not further
97

G II has 23:28: "It is a great glory to follow after God, and for you to be received by him is length
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99
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specified. Nothing indicates whether the person is married nor what is the object of his
passion.100 In the second comment, as noted above, behind ejn swvmati sarkoV" aujtou'
the Hebrew term wr?b ra? is assumed to mean "blood relation", employed in Lev
18:6 and 25:49. The former is part of the incest laws in Lev 18:6-18 and similar
instructions are found also in Lev 20:11-12, 14, 17, 19-21.101 In none of these instances
does the LXX use the Greek term of Sir 23:16e. All these instructions deal with a
punishable act of a sexual nature and assume that the transgressors are in kinship,
whether they live in the same household or not. Lev 18:6 and 25:49 translate wr?b ra?
by oijkei'a sarkoV" (Lev 18:6) and tw'n oijkeivwn tw'n sarkw'n (Lev 25:49) to express
the idea of blood relation. Sirach uses ejn swvmati sarkoV" aujtou', which is found only
in Sir 23:16e in the LXX. Since the author is nowhere else concerned with incest, it is not
likely that he refers to it here in 23:16e. The form of sexual immorality is not specified,
only that the consequences involve fire according to 23:16f. In Sir 23:16 the image of fire
is employed a number of times.102 While in 23:16c it describes passion, in 23:16d it is the
very same fire that can destroy the person. It is, however, not clear in what way. It is also
not certain whether the term "fire breaks forth" (23:16f) refers to a form of punishment
for sexual misconduct, or simply to the burning passion that kindles in the person
committing sexual wrongdoing in 23:16e.
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The third element of the numerical saying is concerned with a "sexual wrongdoer"
(23:17: "To a sexual wrongdoer all bread is sweet, [he] never rests until he dies").103
Whether he or the person with whom he commits sexual wrongdoing is married or not is
not specified. It may be suspected from the term "all bread is sweet" that he frequently
commits sin. In Prov 9:16 Woman Folly invites men to her banquet. In the following
verse (9:17) the statements, that "stolen water is sweet" and "bread eaten in secret is
pleasant",104 refer to illicit sexual relations for which the punishment according to Prov
9:18 is death. For the sexual wrongdoer in Sir 23:17 the illicit sexual relation is sweet
only until the bitter end, when he is finished or destroyed. The term "all bread is sweet"
also seems to imply that he is not selective in his liaisons and is always looking for
opportunities.105 In Prov 7:11-12 it is the adulteress who never stays at home and "at
every corner she lies in wait", and in Sir 26:10-12 the woman is also not selective and is
ready for a sexual relation with whomever she may encounter.

It is not clear what the consequences are in the first and third element of the numerical
saying. The fire that consumes everything probably consumes the life of the person in
23:16cd. If it is not divine punishment or death at the hands of an angry offended
husband should the woman be married, one can only surmise impoverishment resulting
from licentious lifestyle, perhaps combined with spiritual ruin, and the same can be
asserted regarding the man in 23:17.
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Randal A. Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach: A Comparative Literary and Conceptual Analysis of the
Themes of Revelation, Creation and Judgment (Atlanta: Scholars, 1995), 233, suggests that the third type of
person is the adulterous man in Sir 23:17 who violates his marriage bed (23:18a).
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The lips of the adulteress drip with honey in Prov 5:3.
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Unlike in Prov 9:17, where the "stolen water" and "bread eaten in secret" are both parts of the
symbolism of folly within 9:13-18 and representations of real illicit sexual liaisons, Sir 23:17 only concern
the latter.
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After the numerical saying Sirach gives a lengthy description of the adulterer. Unlike in
23:16-17, in 23:18-21 there is no doubt that the person is married. Here the man is
criticized for being unfaithful to his own marriage. "Adultery as sinning against one's
marriage bed", as Loader argues, "must carry some sense of betrayal of one's female
spouse" (23:18).106 Usually an adulterous man commits an offence against the woman's
husband, not against the woman or his own wife, if he is married.107 Although it is not
stated that he transgresses with a married woman, it seems to be the case. It is noteworthy
that there is no word about wronging the other man by violating his exclusive right to the
woman's sexuality which was reserved for him before and during marriage.108

In Sir 23:18c the adulterer claims that darkness and walls will hide his acts. As Argall
puts it, he enlists the created elements as accomplices in his sinful act of adultery. In Sir
16:17 (within 16:17-22) it is the multitude of people and the immeasurable creation that
hide the sinner.109 The latter text has another similar comment to Sir 23:18d ("and no one
sees me: why should I be afraid"): "If I sin, no eye will see me" (Sir 16:21a).110 While the
adulterer in Sir 23:18-21 contemplates "The Most High will not be mindful of my sins"
(23:18e), with this statement he acknowledges at the same time that what he is about to
do is wrong in the eyes of the Lord. It was noted earlier in this chapter that adultery at
one level is a transgression against the divine pronouncements, against religious
boundaries (Decalogue: Exod 20:14 in the context of 20:2-17; Deut 5:18 in the context of
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Loader, Sexuality and the Jesus Tradition, 34.
Freedman-Willoughby, "[a^n`," 114.
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Cf. Bird, "Prostitution," 42; Goodfriend, "Adultery," 82; O. J. Baab, "Adultery," IDB (ed. George
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5:6-21; within the Holiness Code: Lev 18:20 in the context of 18:6-23).111 This is
reflected in Sir 23:18a in a negation. While in Lev 18:20 a man who has sexual relations
with his kinsman's wife will defile himself, this motif is missing from Sir 23:18-21.

23:19a implies that the adulterer is aware that with his deeds he is about to cross
communal boundaries (23:19a: "and he fears the eyes of humans").112 This, however, still
does not keep him from sinning. It is likely that adultery was not always detected either
in pre- or in postexilic times, including the time of Ben Sira. It seems, however, that the
author anticipates a divine intervention when he points out that even if the man is foolish
enough to think that his actions will not be discovered, the Lord, who created everything
and therefore knows everything, will see his actions (23:19b-20b). God not only sees the
sinful deed but knows it beforehand and long after it ceases to be (23:20). Therefore the
adulterer should be afraid of his sins.113 Somehow or other the man is apprehended at the
end. God's judgment is perhaps not immediate but operates according to its own
timetable.114 23:21 does not disclose anything about the penalty. It was noted earlier in
the chapter that the death penalty was probably not in force anymore. Even though there
is no reference to the revenge of an offended husband or compensation for the offence
against him, they cannot be excluded, accompanied maybe by public shaming, permanent
disgrace, or loss of status.

111
112
113
114

Lipka, Transgression, 46-47.
Lipka, Transgression, 165, 169-99, 169.
Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 234.
Argall, 1 Enoch and Sirach, 234.
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The sin of the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26 is described in more detail, for her trespass is
threefold: most importantly she transgressed the law of the Most High (23:23a, religious
boundaries) that is laid down regarding adultery in Exod 20:14 and Deut 5:18.115

Lipka argues that within the laws on marriage violations Deut 22:22, with its term
lub-tlub ("under the authority of [her] husband"), emphasizes the exclusive claim of
the husband over his wife.116 While in the story about the adulterer (Sir 23:18-21) there is
no word about the offended husband, in Sir 23:22-26 that is exactly the second aspect of
the sin of the adulteress (23:23b): she, by initiating a sexual relation, violated her
husband's exclusive right to her sexuality.117 Also she has exposed her sexuality which, in
the case of a woman, is an act that comes under condemnation in Ben Sira's eyes (26:89), especially if the woman is not ashamed of behaviour that brings shame not only to
herself but also to the man to whom her sexuality belongs (i.e. the father in Sir 26:10-12).

Thirdly, the woman, through her adulterous activity, brought forth illegitimate heirs
(23:23cd),118 which, as discussed earlier in the chapter, was both socially and
economically an important aspect of adultery.119 With an heir from someone else the
family line would be defiled, the boundaries of the household as body would be
crossed,120 and as a consequence the inheritance, name and status of the offended party,
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Cf. again Prov 2:17.
Lipka, Transgression, 64.
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The analogy between adultery and theft has been made earlier in the discussion.
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Cf. Goodfriend, "Adultery," 82; Anthony Phillips, Essays on Biblical Law (JSOTSup 344; ed.
David J. A. Clines and Philip R. Davies; London: Sheffield Academic, 2002), 74-95, 79.
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would go to the children from an illegitimate union.121 The latter two components of her
sin reflect a transgression against communal boundaries: the woman wronged the
husband's rights and profaned her relationship with him, and with the illegitimate heirs,
threatened the identity and purity of her family as the smallest unit of the community. As
noted above in this chapter, adultery is perceived by some scholars as a danger in another
context as well. If an Israelite married woman commits adultery with a non-Israelite man
she may bring non-Israelite heirs into the family. Also an Israelite man may produce
offspring with a non-Israelite married woman. In this case the children are not only
illegitimate but also non-Israelite.122 There is no indication, however, in Sir 23:23d that
intermarriage with Gentiles is the concern of the author.

The activities of the adulteress are also discovered, and similarly to her sin, her
punishment is also more detailed than that of the adulterer in 23:18-21. Some elements in
it remain the same, as she too will pay the penalty in public. Behind the word ejkklhsiva
probably lies the Hebrew lhq, a judicial body, composed of elders,123 who were
probably the senior males or heads of each household.124 It is not stated what the
punishment may be in her case, but it was probably not the death penalty. Skehan offers
scourging as an option,125 but divorce by the offended husband cannot be excluded either.
Deut 24:1 allows a husband to divorce his wife. It does not explain, however, what the
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See the comment in Ps.-Phoc. 177-178: "Do not prostitute your wife, defiling your children; for
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Cf. M. H. Pope, "Congregation, Assembly," IDB (ed. George Arthur Buttrick; New York:
Abingdon, 1962), 1:669-70.
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Wright, "Family," 764; G. Henton Davies, "Elder in the OT," IDB (ed. George Arthur Buttrick;
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"indecent" or "displeasing" thing means. Ben Sira advises his students in 25:26 to divorce
a wife who does not go according to the husband's direction. There is no allusion,
however, to marital infidelity in this case.

In Sir 23:24b-25 the act of the adulteress has an effect on her children, who "will not take
root" (23:25a). A similar image is used in Isa 37:31; Hos 2:4; Mal 4:1 and Wis 4:3-6.
Wisdom claims in her self-praise in Sir 24:12a that she "took root among a glorified
people": she is part of the community of Israel. As Deut 23:3 attests, a child born from a
prohibited union, termed a rzmm ("bastard"), cannot enter the assembly of the Lord.
Lipka points out that in the context of the Decalogue (Exod 20:2-17; Deut 5:6-21) it may
be argued that God will visit the sin of those who violate his commandments, including
the commandment that prohibits adultery, upon several generations of their descendents
(Exod 20:5; Deut 5:9).126 Similarly in Sir 23:24b-25 the punishment of the adulteress will
go beyond her to affect future generations.127 DeSilva notes, that since the author does
not seem to have a belief in life after death, one's name is continued in one's good
reputation and family.128 This hope is also destroyed through adultery.

Another element of the punishment that is not found in the case of the adulterer is that the
woman leaves an accursed memory. A similar idea is conveyed in a different context in
Ps 9:6 where the memory of Israel's enemies has perished.129 Again, wisdom, in contrast
to the adulteress, leaves a memory sweeter than honey. Finally a further parallel may be
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drawn between the poem in ch. 24 and Sir 23:16-21. Forever desiring wisdom with
hunger and thirst is legitimate in Sir 24:21. The unquenchable sexual desire of the sexual
wrongdoer in 23:16-21 is condemned and eventually consumes the person in fire.

It is not clear from 23:22-26 why the woman committed adultery. One interpretation may
be that she wanted to have children on her own.130 Camp offers the idea that women from
poor families engage in sexual relations with wealthy men in order to support their own
families.131 It cannot be excluded, however, that the adulteress had a forbidden sexual
union and when she discovered her pregnancy tried to conceal the fact that the children
were not from her husband.

The conclusion of Sir 23:16-27 returns to one of the recurring main themes of Ben Sira:
"nothing is better than fear of the Lord, and nothing is sweeter than obeying the Lord's
commandments" (23:27). This comment closes the first 23 chapters of the book
preceding the wisdom hymn in ch. 24, and perhaps also echoes the hopes of Ben Sira that
whoever fears the Lord and keeps his commandments will be kept from sinning in the
way described in 23:16-21, 22-26. 23:27cd may also be interpreted as an answer to the
questions and prayers of 23:2-6 about self-control in the wider context of 23:16-27.
While a sexual encounter in secret may temporarily be sweet for the adulterer/adulteress,
the consequences will be bitter. What is really beneficial for a person is obeying God's
commandments, which, in the present context, means to refrain from illicit sexual
intercourse.
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Cf. Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 99.
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In the passage discussed above, Ben Sira, both in the numerical sayings and the accounts
of the adulterer and adulteress that follow, draws a picture of sexual activities that are
condemned by him. This picture becomes more detailed when it comes to the description
of the adulterer, and especially regarding the adulteress. What is noteworthy here is that
he condemns all forms of illegitimate sexual liaison. It is not certain whom he depicts in
23:16cdef, 17, but passion that is uncontrolled and desire that is not selective are equally
condemned.

It is also important in 23:18-21 that adultery, regardless of whether it is committed by a
man or a woman, is condemned. The sage gives more attention, however, to the
adulteress. The descriptions in 23:18-21, 22-26 have something else in common. As
pointed out above, the sin of adultery is an offence against the Lord even if expressed in
an indirect way in 23:18-21. Apart from the sin of crossing the familial boundaries by
bringing illegitimate heirs into the household, the transgression of the woman is that she
initiates a sexual relation, therefore taking an active, instead of a passive, sexual role. In a
society where women's sexuality belonged to a man, in this case to the husband, such
conduct was highly criticized. A woman's sexual freedom was not something to be
approved in a patriarchal society. We have noted in the discussion of Sir 9:3 I (9:3) that
in the eyes of Ben Sira a woman's sexual initiative may have been an act of gaining
temporary independence from the husband, and at the same time gaining control over
both him, by bringing shame to him, and the man with whom she has a sexual encounter.
In the case of the adulterer the shame is brought about probably by public shaming.
Again, it appears that Ben Sira takes a pragmatic approach to the issue of extramarital
intercourse, where transgression against the divine law is an important factor, but
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transgression at communal level resulting in shame, and including the reversal of the
normal order of things (female sexual initiative instead of male), seem to be equally
important factors, if not more important in the practical everyday life of an individual.

Sir 25:2d

GI
2d gevronta moicoVn ejlattouvmenon sunevsei.
2d an adulterous old man who lacks sense.

Context

As discussed regarding Sir 25:1d and 25:8a, 25:2d is part of the numerical proverbs
within the larger context of 25:1-11. 25:2d is the second proverb and it concerns people
who are despicable. Among the despised are the poor proud, the rich liar, followed by the
adulterous old man.

Form

The form of Sir 25:2d has been discussed in ch. III.1. We may summarize that similarly
to 25:1d the third elements of both proverbs have a more complex grammatical structure
than the first two elements, perhaps to put emphasis on the last element, which deals with
marital (25:1d) and extramarital relationships (25:2d).
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Content

As noted in the analysis of Sir 23:18-21, Ben Sira condemns adultery in men, not only in
women. However, unlike the account of the adulterer in 23:18-21, Sir 25:2d is silent on
the aspect of breaking the law of the Most High. 25:2d does not refer to the other party
involved either. It seems that the main motivation to avoid adultery is the fact that it
brings shame on whoever commits it. It is especially the case if the adulterer is an elderly
man, who by his age and experience should be an example, a model to the young, both in
virtue and in being sensible, as expressed in detail in Sir 25:3-6 (especially 25:4-6).

The usual terminology presbuvtero" (translating /kz) for elder is not employed in Sir
25:2d. Sirach uses gevronta to indicate the age of the person. Normally in Israelite
society the senior males or heads of their household, who had status and substance, such
as land and family, had a judicial role in the local assembly.132 This assembly sometimes
had to deal with issues like the prosecution of adultery. If a member of this assembly was
leading a shameful life himself it was problematic to expect him to be the judge of similar
individuals. Another passage which condemns the adulterous intentions of old men is
found in the story of Susanna (Sus 1:5-25, esp. 1:5-8). There, however, the elders were
punished not only because of their desire for sexual intercourse with a married woman,
but because they were ready to corrupt her and expose her to the capital punishment for
adultery. In Sir 25:2d the case seems more simple and, as stated before, the person in it is
probably criticized because his licentious intentions made him forget his age and standing
in society.
132
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Sir 26:19-21

G II
19 tevknon, ajkmhVn hJlikiva" sou sunthvrhson uJgih',
kaiV mhV dw'/" ajllotrivoi" thVn ijscuvn sou.
20 ajnazhthvsa" pantoV" pedivou eu[gewn klh'ron,
spei're taV i[dia spevrmata pepoiqwV" th'/ eujgeneiva/ sou.
21 ou{tw" taV genhvmatav sou periovnta,
kaiV parrhsivan eujgeneiva" e[conta megalunou'si.
19 My child, keep intact (lit. healthy) the prime of your life,
and do not give your strength to strangers/others.
20 Seek from all the land a fertile field
and sow your own seed confident in your fine stock.
21 So shall you have your offspring around you
growing up/great confident in their good breeding.

Context

The wider context has been discussed regarding 26:1-27 in ch. III.1. Sir 26:19-21 is part
of it and has teaching on the selection of a suitable wife.

Form

There are no distinctive formal characteristics.

Content

Although there is no mention of women with questionable virtues in 26:19, the following
verses (26:20-21) make it probable that the student is advised to select carefully a
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virtuous wife for himself. The beginning of the stanza with "my son" resembles the
counsel in Prov 5:1-23 where the father warns his son (5:1) against consorting with an
adulteress. The image of fertile field and seed has sexual connotations and symbolizes the
begetting of children with a wife who is a fertile woman.133 This woman has to be not
only fertile but virtuous. Whether the reference to "others"/"strangers" denotes the
strangeness of a woman in terms of ethnicity is not specified. This is one possibility.
Since the author is not greatly concerned with the issues of intermarriage, the woman in
question may be "other" because of her marital status as married or betrothed, therefore
belonging to another family, or, as a prostitute, her way of life may have placed her
outside the familial boundaries.134

If the advice in 26:19-21 is not taken, and the young man associates himself with
prostitutes or married/betrothed women, it may have certain financial consequences as
detailed earlier in reference to Sir 9:3 I (9:3). A man may lose his inheritance in the
former case by purchasing sexual favours. He may also lose his sexual vigour to
prostitutes. In Greek and Roman antiquity there existed the belief that through a sexual
act, by expelling their semen, living creatures deprived themselves of elements that were
valuable for their own existence, the growth or renewal of their organisms. This has
eventually led to the assumption that too much intercourse causes the loss of vigour or
that in certain instances the misuse of sexual pleasure might even lead to death.135
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If the woman is married, then the case also constitutes adultery and is especially similar
to that of Prov 5:1-23 (esp. 5:9-20). In the latter, the father encourages his son to enjoy
the sexuality of the wife of his youth (5:15-19). In Sir 26:19-21, while the emphasis is not
on the woman's sexuality itself, the sage advises the student to enjoy its fruits, the
offspring. In both instances giving one's strength136 to others may convey the idea of
giving one's sexual vigour to another woman's family instead of building up one's own, or
surrendering the family wealth for instance by way of compensating the offended
husband (as in Prov 6:35).137

In Sir 26:19-21 marriage with a woman who is not virtuous and not faithful may result in
the husband bringing up as legitimate heirs, children from an illegitimate relationship.
Again, the certainty of the paternity, and keeping the inheritance within the family, were
great concerns for the Jews.138 If a person heeds the admonishments and finds a virtuous
wife, he may be confident that his heirs are his own children: his fine stock. The terms
"offspring" and "their good breeding" confirm this idea in 26:21. The father can be
certain that through these children his assets will remain in the family. He can also be
proud of them instead of being shamed. The image of 26:20-21 is in sharp contrast to the
comment on the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26 who provides heirs to her husband by another
man.

Sir 26:19-21 confirms that for Ben Sira sex is safe within a licit relationship, especially if
it is channelled into the right direction, towards building up one's legitimate family. It
136
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becomes a source of danger if, as a result of illicit relations (including consorting with
prostitutes), it entails financial loss, loss of sexual vigour and shame. It appears that sex is
only encouraged with one's own spouse. 26:19-21 suggests that even in this context the
emphasis is not on the sexual satisfaction itself, as in Prov 5:15-19, but on the fruits of
sexual relations: legitimate offspring. It probably does not represent a general idea within
the book. 26:13a and 36:22(27) imply that a wife's sexuality can be enjoyed, and these
passages do not have references to offspring.

Sir 41:21c(23b), 20b(22a), 22ab(24ab)

The translation, context and form of Sir 41:21c(23b), 20b(22a), 22ab(24ab) is given here,
while the discussion on the content of 22ab(24ab) will follow later in the chapter among
the comments on virgins and maidservants.

MS M
139

140

[…] fybhm 21c
hrz la /nwbthmw 20b

il 141h[…] q?uthm 22a
hyuxy lu <mwqthmw 22b

142

21c (Be ashamed)143 of looking [],144
139

MS B is the same. According to Skehan, Ben Sira, 476, 479, the rest of 41:21c on the basis of the
Greek may be restored: [?ya t?a l]a, "at a man's wife". Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 125, 287, nn. 26061, takes this stich to be 41:20b, and behind the mutilated text of MS B conjectures hr[z] [l]a. Although
the word h?a is only included in Bmg, it is fairly certain that the term means "strange woman". As
discussed above hrz (taken as "strange woman") can mean a prostitute or adulteress.
140
MS B is mutilated here, but in Bmg hr[…] is found, probably from hrz.
141
Skehan, Ben Sira, 479, reconstructs the text: hj[p? <]u ("with a maidservant").
142
MS B only has two lines in 41:22. Parts of their mutilated text correspond to 41:22cd in MS M.
143
Supplied from 41:19b.
144
Read: "at a man's wife"; see the note on the text.
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20b and of turning your attention to a strange;145
22a Of meddling []146 of yours,
22b and of violating her bed.
GI
22a
23b
24a
24b

ajpoV oJravsew" gunaikoV" eJtaivra"
kaiV ajpoV katanohvsew" gunaikoV" uJpavndrou
ajpoV periergiva" paidivskh" aujtou'
kaiV mhV ejpisth'/" ejpiV thVn koivthn aujth'"

22a (Be ashamed of)147 looking at another woman148
23b and of gazing at another man's wife,
24a of meddling with his maidservant,
24b and do not approach her bed.

Context

The wider context is 41:14 - 42:14 with lengthy comments on true and false shame, and
on the father's concern for his daughter. As discussed regarding 41:17a, in 41:17-42:1ab
we find the list of all things of which one should be ashamed. This is the immediate
context of 41:21c(23b), 20b(22a), 22ab(24ab).

Form

The passage has a distinctive formal pattern as part of a larger section (41:19b-42:1b). All
the stichs149 of the larger unit start with -m ("of") to introduce the things of which one
145

Again, hrz, understood as "strange woman", can mean a prostitute or adulteress. See the
discussion of Sir 9:3. In the light of this the translation for 41:20b is: "and of turning your attention to a
strange woman". Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 125, 286, 287, nn. 259, 263, takes this stich to be 41:21c, and
rejects MS M's suggestion for hrz. Instead he assumes the term hlwub ("married woman"). This way his
translation is: "And of gazing intently at a married woman".
146
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should be ashamed. In addition 41:19c, 21a, 20a, 20b, 22b, 22d and 42:1b have -w
before -m, which is followed by the verb that expresses in each stich the action of which
one should be ashamed. All the stichs conclude with the person or context regarding
which the shameful act can have consequences. 42:1cd is also part of this section by
content, but breaks the formal pattern of the previous lines (41:19b - 42:1b).

Content of 41:21c(23b)-20b(22a)

Skehan's restoration and translation of the first stich seems to be convincing in
41:21c(23b), since the term "strange woman" (from hrz) returns in 41:20b in Hebrew,
supported by Greek with the term gunaikoV" eJtaivra" (41:22a) which may be
understood as prostitute.150 If the idea of "another" or "strange woman" appears in the
latter stich, then there is no need for its use twice, i.e. in 41:21c(23b), which makes
?ya t?a ("a man's wife", 41:21c) or gunaikoV" uJpavndrou ("another man's wife",
41:23b) probable for this line.

The advice against looking at a man's wife or (somebody else's wife) is not unique to this
passage. The sage has already dealt with the same topic in Sir 9:8, 9. Adultery, or the
desire for a relationship which constitutes adultery, is also the concern in Sir 23:18-21,
22-26; 25:2d; 26:8-9 and 42:8b. It may also be the idea behind the comment in 23:17.
Desiring another woman and the issue of the "strange woman" now reappears in the
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Shame', Sirach 41,14 - 42,8," ZAW 115 (2003), 388-400, 393, terms her simply as "foreign woman".
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context of various shameful behaviours in a long poem. It is, however, not only an
accidental repetition of the topics.

Excursus 10: Honour and shame in the ancient Mediterranean world, in the Bible
and in the book of Ben Sira

Honour as a core value (along with shame) in the Mediterranean world and also in
the Bible is on the one hand the value of a person in his/her own eyes, his/her own
claim to honour or worth. It is on the other hand corroborated by society, in other
words publicly acknowledged. To have honour is to have publicly acknowledged
worth, and to be honoured is to be credited with such worth.151 Social estimates
shape the individual's claims to honour.152 Biblical references sometimes view
honour as an object which is given to a person and therefore they emphasize those
aspects or actions of a person that deserve such honour. In Proverbs, for instance,
wisdom, graciousness, humility, righteousness, kindness, lowliness of spirit and
fear of the Lord are all characteristics of the honourable person.153

Shame as the opposite of honour, on the one hand, is positive if it means
sensitivity to communal norms and social reputation, both of which are ignored
by the shameless person. To have shame is to be concerned about a person's own
151
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Mediterranean Society (ed. J. G. Peristiany; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), 19-77, 21-22;
Joseph Plevnik, "Honor/Shame," in Biblical Social Values and Their Meaning: A Handbook (ed. John J.
Pilch and Bruce J. Malina; Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1993), 95-104, 95-96.
152
Marilyn McCord Adams, "Symbolic Value and the Problem of Evil: Honor and Shame," in
Interpretation in Religion (Philosophy and Religion: A Comparative Yearbook 2; ed. Shlomo Biderman
and Ben-Ami Scharfstein; Leiden: Brill, 1992), 259-82, 261.
153
D. F. Morgan, "Honor," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982),
2:750-751, 750.
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honour. On the other hand, to be shamed is always negative. It means that a
person is denied or diminished in honour by public rejection of his or her claim to
worth. The person is put to shame, humiliated or degraded and loses status.154
Plevnik writes that within the framework of kinship group and gender-based
society, honour is a value embodied by adult males, while positive shame is a
value embodied by adult females. Honour is associated with values such as
strength, courage, daring, valour, generosity, wisdom, etc. Shame, which is
embodied by females, is a concern for honour. Such shame cannot be won or
claimed. It is presupposed and then maintained through sexual integrity. Shame in
this context is associated with privacy, reserve and purity.155 Brayford argues that
to have positive female shame means to control female sexuality.156 Camp goes a
step further in arguing that in a man-woman relationship the woman is more
responsible for causing shame for her husband and therefore she is the "weak
link".157

For Ben Sira, living sagely, maintaining honour and avoiding shame, means living
cautiously. His book is characterized by a complex system of cautions that
reflects a rather eudaemonistic desire for a good life, whether this desire is
manifest in a good name (41:13), health and cheerful spirit (30:15) or in a concern
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See Adams, "Symbolic Value," 262; Pitt-Rivers, "Honour," 23-24; Plevnik, "Honor/Shame," 96.
Plevnik, "Honor/Shame," 96; Dianne Bergant, "'My beloved is Mine and I am His' (Song 2:16):
The Song of Songs and Honor and Shame," Semeia 68 (1996), 23-40, 33-34, also argues that honour and
shame are gender-based and have different meanings for men and women.
156
Susan Brayford, "To Shame or Not to Shame: Sexuality in the Mediterranean Diaspora," in The
Social World of the Hebrew Bible: Twenty-Five Years of the Social Sciences in the Academy (Semeia 87;
ed. Ronald A. Simkins and Stephen L. Cook; Atlanta: SBL, 1999), 163-76, 165.
157
Camp, "Honor and Shame," 173.
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with avoidance of shame.158 The latter, taken in the context of matters of
sexuality, is our main interest here.
On the one hand the fear of the Lord, keeping his commandments and wisdom
can prevent a person from sinning (18:27; 23:27; 45:5). On the other hand one is
responsible for one's own actions. The context in which one is to feel shame is
also ambivalent. It is either God (and/or his law, 1:27; 2:15-17; 3:18, 20; 17:15;
23:18e, 19b-20; 42:2a),159 or humans/ congregation (1:30; 15:5; 23:14, 19a,160
24a; 26:5; 41:17-18; 42:11cd), which may include one's enemies (6:3[4]; 18:31;
23:3cd; 42:11ab), before whom one has to live one's life.161

Some of the observations above, that honour and shame are gender-based and
have different meanings for men, and that women seem to be the weak link in a
man's intention to maintain honour, are supported in the work of Ben Sira. The
description of good wives suggests that they are reserved, confined to the home
and their goodness is mainly reflected in the benefits to their husbands (26:1-4,
13-18; 36:21[26]-26[31]).162 The comments on adulterous women assume that
their conduct can put to shame their husband (23:22-26) or father (26:10-12).
While their honour does not seem to be claimed or won, as pointed out above, it
certainly can be lost. This situation, or in other words the lack of positive shame,
is depicted in Sir 26:7-9, 24a. Also while the writer's anxiety regarding the
158

Sanders, "Ben Sira's Ethics," 73-106.
DeSilva, "Wisdom," 447, argues that the LXX translator of 41:19 ("be ashamed before the truth
of God and his covenant") under the influence of 42:1-2a ("Do not be ashamed… of the law and covenant
of the Most High"), may have misunderstood and refashioned the Hebrew original of 41:19 ("be ashamed
of breaking an oath or agreement"), to point back to God and the Torah as those whose approval is of sole
importance.
160
Probably also 23:21.
161
DeSilva, "Wisdom," 447-49.
162
36:27 in G I.
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chastity of daughters and the need to control them and their sexuality (7:24-25;
22:4-5; 26:10-12; 42:9-14) may support the idea that women are the weak link
that may jeopardize men's honour, this appears explicit only in the case of
daughters, bad wives, prostitutes/adulteresses, and not regarding women in
general. A good wife may even be a husband's strongest defence against straying
away (36:25[30]-26 [31]).163

Finally, a man himself is also responsible for his own actions and may also lose
his honour on his own account. This is shown in the advice against sexual
relations with prostitutes (9:3 I, 3 II, 4, 6-7; 19:2-3; 41:20b[22a]), with virgins or
maidservants (9:5; 41:22ab[24ab]) and with another man's wife (9:8-9;
41:21c[23b]), in the story of the sexual wrongdoer and the adulterer (23:16-17;
18-21), in the comments on the adulterer (25:2d; 42:8b), and in warnings against
being controlled by one's own sexual desire (6:1[2]-3[4]; 18:30 – 19:3; 23:4-6).
While both the author of Proverbs 1 – 9 and Ben Sira know that men are not
immune to temptations, it seems that in Proverbs 1 – 9 it is mainly wisdom, or the
instruction of one's parents that keeps one from sexual wrongdoing, while in Ben
Sira there appears to be more emphasis on a person's own responsibility.

When it comes to a lengthy discussion of negative and positive shame in 41:14 – 42:8,
which is the wider context of our passage under discussion, and which also represents
Ben Sira's complex, particular ethics of caution, it is almost expected that attitudes
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36:27 in G I.
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towards another man's wife, a strange woman, or maidservants164 would receive attention
again. These attitudes betray a negative attitude toward sexuality, not in general but in
certain contexts, i.e. when the consequences are negative too. These consequences are
detailed in the discussion of Sir 9:3 and may include loss of wealth, early death resulting
from self-destructive lifestyle in the case of consorting with prostitutes, and loss of status
and honour in society, public shaming or revenge of the offended husband in the case of
adultery.

Sir 42:8b

MS M
165

twnzb

166

hnu l?wk

167

b[…] 8b

8b and (be not ashamed…)168 (of) … the tottering []169
who is occupied with sexual wrongdoing
GI
8b kaiV ejscatoghvrw" krinomevnou proV" nevou" 170
8b and (be not ashamed…)171 of the very old man who contends with the young

164

See the discussion below in this chapter.
MS B has: twnzb hxu {law?w} lfwnw ?y?yw b?w ("and the grey haired and old man who
weighs [asks] advice concerning sexual wrongdoing").
166
Bmg has hnwuw, but from the same word.
167
Read with Bmg b?w ("and an old man").
168
Supplied from 42:1e.
169
On the basis of Bmg read "old man".
170
Ziegler, Sirach, 322, has kaiV ejscatoghvrw" krinomevnou periV porneiva" ("and of the very old
man guilty of sexual wrongdoing").
171
Supplied from 42:1e.
165
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Context

As noted in the discussion of Sir 41:17a, Sir 42:8b is part of the list within 42:2-8b of
things of which one should not be ashamed.

Form

Within 42:2-8 the following formal pattern appears: 42:2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 5a start
with lu172 to introduce things of which one should not be ashamed. This pattern changes
in the following distichs: 42:5b-5c, 6a-6b, 7a-7b, 8a-8b, as the introductory lu is found
only in the beginning of the distich and not in the stich within.173 42:8b belongs to the
second group.

Content

Sir 42:8b is the last item on the list of conduct of which one should not be ashamed. A
similar idea is found in the numerical saying of Sir 25:2, where the adulterous old man
(25:2d) is criticized. In Sir 42:8b both MS M and B use the term twnz174 ("sexual
wrongdoing") which does not necessarily include adultery. twnz (from hnz) means
"sexual wrongdoing". It is noteworthy that Rahlf's edition of the LXX text completely
lacks the idea of sexual wrongdoing and depicts the old man as someone contending (or
going to law) with the young. The textual witnesses to the term periV porneiva" in
172

42:2a should read la; see Bmg.
Trenchard, Ben Sira’s View, 93, 263, n. 322, includes 42:8ab in the first group of stichs, noting
that 42:8b is an exception.
174
However, in MS B the translation of the whole sentence is different.
173
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Ziegler's edition are the Origenistic and Lucianic recensions (O-V, L -248). These later
revisions bring the LXX translation into line with the original Hebrew text, which has the
idea of sexual wrongdoing.175

As noted in the discussion of Sir 41:17a, the terminology twnz (and porneiva) may be
used in the narrow meaning "prostitution".176 It is difficult to conclude what the sage
means here. One interpretation that can probably be excluded here is that the activity of a
professional male prostitute is described. No such concern appears anywhere else in the
book. It is possible that the old man is consorting with prostitutes. However, in Sir 26:9
the term porneiva gunaikoV" (wife's sexual wrongdoing) can be used in a sense broader
than prostitution. It is conceivable that twnz and porneiva have broader meanings in
42:8b as well. In the latter case this passage would be a remarkable example that both
men and women are condemned for any illicit sexual activity, whether it is prostitution in
the narrow meaning, adultery, or something else.177

The fact that the persons described in Sir 25:2d and 42:8b are old makes the cases even
more serious. They by their age and status in society should be examples for the young,
as potential elders in the community.

It is also noteworthy that the long section on shame (41:14 – 42:8), which, as noted above
in the chapter is a good example of the writer's ethics of caution necessary to live wisely,

175

Cf. also Antonino Minissale, La Versione Greca del Siracide: Confronto con il Testo Ebraico alla
Luce dell' AttivitaV Midrascica e del Metodo Targumico (AnBib 133; Roma: Editrice Pontificio Istituto
Biblico, 1995), 106.
176
See chapter I.1.
177
Cf. Sir 23:16-21.
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includes a comment to chastise a man who is a sexual wrongdoer. Moreover, it seems to
encourage men, probably the young students of the sage, to chastise an elder, who by his
age and status should be wiser than them.

Sir 47:19-21

MS B
.itywgb <ly?mtw
iylsk <y?nl /ttw 19
.iyuwxy ta lljtw
idwbkb <wm 178/t[…]w 20
.ibk?m lu hjnaw
iyaxax lu [a 179[…]
.smj tklmm <yrpamw
<yfb? yn?l 180[…] 21
19 But you gave your loins to women
and let them rule over your body.
20 []181 stain upon your honour
and defiled your bed,
[…]182 anger upon your descendants
and groaning/sighing upon your bed.
21 […]183 in two governments,
and a violent/disobedient kingdom (arose) out of Ephraim.
GI
19 paranevklina" taV" lagovna" sou gunaixiVn
kaiV ejnexousiavsqh" ejn tw'/ swvmativ sou:
20 e[dwka" mw'mon ejn th'/ dovxh/ sou
kaiV ejbebhvlwsa" toV spevrma sou
ejpagagei'n ojrghVn ejpiV taV tevkna sou
kaiV katanugh'n ai ejpiV th'/ ajfrosuvnh/ sou
21 genevsqai divca turannivda
kaiV ejx Efraim a[rxai basileivan ajpeiqh'.
19 You laid your loins (beside) women,

178
179
180
181
182
183

Lévi, Hebrew Text, 66, reconstructs /t[t]w.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 66, restores [aybhl].
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 66, restores [<uh twyh]l.
Read "and put" (lit. gave); see the note on the text.
Read "you brought"; see the note on the text.
"A nation came into being"; see the note on the text.
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and you became subjected through (lit. "in") your body/you were brought into subjection
through your body.
20 You have put (lit. have given) a stain upon your glory
and defiled your seed,
to bring anger upon your children
and to cause distress over your folly,
21 thus the sovereignty became divided
and a disobedient kingdom arose out of Ephraim.

Context

Sir 47:19-21 is found in the wider setting of Sirach 44 - 47 which contains the praise of
Israel's ancestors. Within it 47:1-22 has the praise of Nathan (47:1), David (47:2-11) and
Solomon (47:12-22), which is the immediate context of 47:19-21. The structure of 47:1222 is as follows: 47:12 is an introduction that links 47:12-22 about Solomon to 47:2-11
on the praise of his father, David; 47:13 recalls the peace and tranquility that
characterized Solomon's reign (47:13ab) and his building of the temple (47:13cd); 47:1417 describes his wisdom and 47:18 his wealth;184 47:19-21 details Solomon's great folly
(to give power to women over himself) and the consequences; finally in 47:22 the
assurance is found that the Davidic kingship will remain forever despite what Solomon
has done.

Form

Sir 47:19-21 does not have distinctive formal characteristics in Hebrew, and the structure
of these lines is more determined by content than form.
184

Pancratius C. Beentjes, "'The Countries Marvelled at You': King Solomon in Ben Sira 47:12-22,"
in "Happy the One who Meditates on Wisdom" (Sir. 14,20): Collected Essays on the Book of Ben Sira
(CBET 43; ed. Pancratius C. Beentjes; Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 135-44, 138-41, argues that the accusation
of Solomon starts in 47:18c. See the discussion below.
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Content

Despite the praise of Solomon in the beginning of 47:12-22, it is noted in 47:12a that all
the king's success can be attributed to the merits of his father David and to God who
made it possible for Solomon to reign in peace (47:13b). It seems that the depiction of
Solomon's great fault starts in 47:19 ("But you gave your loins to women and let them
rule over your body", MS B; "You laid your loins [beside] women, and you became
subjected through [lit. "in"] your body/you were brought into subjection through your
body", G I). However, it is likely, as Beentjes suggests, that the comment on amassing
gold in the Hebrew of 47:18c is already the beginning of the criticism.185 It may well be
that Solomon's accumulation of wealth could be understood as the beginning of his
misfortune, a path leading to sin and not something to be praised.186 In the Law of the
King (Deut 17:14-17) this activity is also considered dangerous for the kingship.

In Ben Sira's text Solomon's sin concerning women is elaborated in 47:19-21. The terms
used in 47:19a allude to the sexual nature of Solomon's act. A related idea is reflected in
the Hebrew of Prov 31:3a ("Do not give your strength [ilyj] to women") and in Sir
26:19-21.

185

Beentjes, "Countries," 138-41.
Beentjes, "Countries," 139. He even compares Solomon to the adulterous old man lacking sense
in Sir 25:2d (138).
186
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In 1 Kgs 11:1-10 Solomon's most significant fault is in turning to foreign women, whom
God has told the Israelites not to marry, as they represented the danger of turning the
heart of the Israelites to their gods,187 which later happened to Solomon himself (1 Kgs
11:4). In 1 Kgs 11:1-10 it is not purely the sexual nature of Solomon's act that is
condemned, but the fact that for the love of his foreign wives he also followed their way
of worship, this way committing idolatry and failing to worship the Most High
exclusively.188 In the comment of Ben Sira, Solomon's main failure is that through
sexuality, he became subjugated to women, came under the control of women in
general.189 There is no specification of the women as foreign as in 1 Kgs 11:1-10;
intermarriage does not appear to be an issue for the sage. If it were an important issue, Sir
47:19-21 would certainly be the place to discuss it.

In 1 Kgs 11:1-10 the king's sin was that he did not keep the Lord's command. In Sir
47:19-21, however, there is no allusion to disobedience to God on Solomon's part. This
aspect is lacking in the comment. Also idolatry is not a concern in Sir 47:19-21 at all.

It seems that according to the present passage, Solomon committed a shameful act against
his own honour (47:20a in MS B);190 the author is silent on offending God. Sir 47:19-21
is another example showing that men are subject to temptation as much as women and
can bring shame upon themselves. In this regard the scribe blames Solomon perhaps even

187

Exod 34:16; 1 Kgs 11:2.
Regarding the problem of intermarriage, see 1 Kgs 11:2; Exod 34:16; Ezra 9:2, 12; 10:44; Neh
13:25; Ps 106:35; also cf. Deut 7:3-4, 4QMMT B 39-48; 75-82; C 4-32); Jub. 20.4; 22.20; 30.11; Aramaic
Levi Document 6:3-4 / 16-17; cf. also Loader, Dead Sea Scrolls, 60-64, 65-75, 76-89; Loader, Enoch, Levi,
and Jubilees, 95-103, 157, 160, 170. Regarding children from intermarriage see Mal 2:15; Wis 3:16-19.
189
Cf. also 1 Esdras (3 Ezra) 3 - 4 on the relationship between the Persian emperor Darius and his
concubine Apame, and T. Jud. 11 – 15 on the dangers of succumbing to women, sexual desire and wine.
190
G I is not significantly different.
188
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more than the women with whom he committed his sin. Through the sexual nature of his
acts he has defiled himself by having numerous relations. He has let women control his
life through sex, which appears to be for Ben Sira a sign of weakness, a loss of selfrestraint. Eron asserts that negative attitudes towards woman originate in negative
attitudes towards sexuality.191 This would explain to a certain extent why the sage writes
about women in general in Sir 47:19-21 and emphasizes the sexual nature of Solomon's
subjugation to women. To lead a virtuous life a man should "remain autonomous"192 and
should not let his mind or body be subject to any controlling power, especially that of
women and especially through sex. The concern of women controlling men, even though
temporarily, seems to recur throughout the book, as also seen earlier in this chapter. It
does not necessarily mean, however, that Ben Sira had a negative attitude to sexuality in
itself.

It seems that Solomon as the representative of the Davidic kingship has failed and despite
the optimistic ending of the passage (47:22), it appears that, as Pomykala argues, Ben
Sira expects the fulfilment of the Davidic covenant from the Second Temple high
priesthood.193 In any case Solomon's kingship is described in very negative terms when it
comes to his descendants.

Even though children born from multiple marriages may not be considered illicit heirs
from a legal perspective, Ben Sira may have seen them as people squandering the
inheritance of their father, just like children who are born from illegal relationships from
191

Eron, "Women," 45.
Eron, "Women," 45.
193
Kenneth E. Pomykala, The Davidic Dynasty Tradition in Early Judaism: Its History and
Significance for Messianism (SBLEJL 7; ed. William Adler; Atlanta: Scholars, 1995), 144.
192
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persons who break the appropriate familial boundaries. These "heirs" similarly squander
their ancestors' property. This may be an interpretation of the "anger" ([a, 47:20c)194 that
has consequences for the children as well.195 In 1 Kgs 11:12 the expression of God's
anger may be that the kingdom Solomon has built would be taken from the hands of his
son.

The difference between 47:20b in MS B and G I is noteworthy. While the former reads
"(you) defiled (lljt) your bed", the latter renders "(you) defiled (ejbebhvlwsa") your
seed", introducing the theme of descendants earlier than MS B (in 47:20c). It appears
significant for Ben Sira to express that the cause of disgrace is Solomon's excessive
desire for many women and the fact that he lost his autonomy to these women. If a
woman controls a man it can result in the reversal of the natural domestic order that is
reflected in Gen 3:16.196 In addition, even if the writer of the original text intended to
imply that Solomon's deed may have also meant the defilement of his own marriage,197
the translator has completely silenced it.

The groaning (or sighing) on Solomon's bed198 (MS B, 47:20d) is also a consequence that
affects people other than himself, namely the Israelites, since it is most probably a
reference to the way the people reacted after hearing the reply of the new king,
Rehoboam, to their plea for lightening the "hard service" and "heavy yoke" which

194

MS B and G I are not significantly different.
According to Skehan, Ben Sira, 528, the "anger" regarding the descendants of Solomon may be
God's anger upon them because they were offspring from intermarriage. As noted above, however, Ben
Sira does not seem to be concerned with the issue of intermarriage.
196
Cf. Eron, "Women," 52.
197
Cf. Sir 23:18-21 and its discussion earlier in the chapter.
198
Skehan, Ben Sira, 523, reads "deathbed".
195
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Solomon had imposed on them (1 Kgs 12:3-15). The divided nation, or two governments
in 47:21a199 seem to be the consequences of the harsh answer of Solomon's son
Rehoboam in 1 Kgs 12:14, since only Judah remained faithful to him, while Jeroboam
became the king of the "disobedient" kingdom Israel, here called Ephraim (47:21b).200

We may conclude that the author in Sir 47:19-21 shifts the emphasis regarding the sins of
Solomon from sexual relationships with foreign women to sexual relationships with
women in general. The idolatry that resulted from Solomon's marriages in 1 Kgs 11:4
does not receive attention in Sir 47:19-21. It appears that Ben Sira was not concerned
with these issues.201 Instead he focuses upon the shame that was brought upon Solomon
himself and on the sexual nature of that shame. This passage suggests that sexuality is
evaluated negatively if it results in a man succumbing to women, losing authority over
them, even becoming controlled by them, in other words a man is being "unmanned" by
women.

199
200
201

MS B and G I do not differ significantly.
Cf. 1 Kgs 11:26-39; 12:20.
Cf. also the discussion of Sir 9:3 I (9:3).
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IV.2. The Issue of Virgins/Young Women and Maidservants

Sir 9:5

MS A
.hy?nwub ?qwt /p

/nwbtt la hlwtbb 5

5 Do not turn your attention to a virgin
lest you be ensnared/trapped in fines because of her.
GI
5 parqevnon mhV katamavnqane,
mhvpote skandalisqh'/" ejn toi'" ejpitimivoi" aujth'".
5 Do not look intently at/turn your attention to a virgin
lest you stumble/fall in her fines.

The context and form of Sir 9:5 has been discussed in ch. III.3. regarding Sir 9:1, 2.
Within Sir 9:1-9, a section concerning various types of women, one distich is dedicated to
the issue of virgins in 9:5. It is noteworthy that this verse is preceded and followed by
comments on prostitutes.

Sir 9:5 is similar in form to Sir 9:1, 3 I, II, 4, 6. The first cola of 9:1, 3 I and 6 start with
the prohibitive la ("do not") + verb; the second cola begin with /p (lest) + verb. In 9:3
II, 4, 5 the pattern is slightly different, with their second cola starting with the
construction of /p and the verb, but the prohibitive la + verb is found at the end of
the first cola and not at the beginning.
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Content

In the midst of sayings on wives, prostitutes, and other men's wives, Sir 9:5 concerns
another category of women. To describe this category the author uses the term hlwtb,
which is then translated as parqevno" in the LXX.202 Neither of these words functions
as a technical term to denote exclusively "virgin"203 or "virgo intacta" in the Hebrew
Bible or the LXX. The hlwtb, parqevno" terminology is frequently used for "girl", or
for a "girl" or "woman" who is of marriageable age,204 who, unless otherwise indicated,
would have been presumed to be a virgin.205 Whether the term is intended to denote
virginity therefore depends on the context.

Excursus 11: Virginity

Several texts in the Hebrew Bible are of particular interest here. Exod 22:15(16)16(17) and Deut 22:28-29 describe two similar situations. A girl who is not
betrothed is seduced in Exod 22:15(16), raped in Deut 22:28-29. In both instances
the man who has violated her must marry her and pay a fine to her father.206 This

202

The latter is used to translate the former in most of the occurrences, while it translates other terms

as well.
203

Cf. M. Tsevat, "hl*WtB=: Meaning, Summation", TDOT (ed. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer
Ringgren; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 2:341-43, 342; Gerhard Delling, "parqevno"," TDNT (ed.
Gerhard Kittel; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967), 5:826-37, 832-33.
204
Delling, "parqevno"," 832-33; also cf. Gordon J. Wenham, "hl*WtB=: 'A Girl of Marriageable
Age'," VT 22 (1972), 326-48, who, before reaching the above conclusion presents several possible
interpretations for Deut 22:13-21 that one should view cautiously.
205
Cf. also Lipka, Transgression, 77-80; Tikva Frymer-Kensky, "Virginity in the Bible," in Gender
and Law in the Hebrew Bible and the Ancient Near East (JSOTSup 262; ed. Victor H. Matthews, Bernard
M. Levinson and Tikva Frymer-Kensky; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998), 79-96, 79-80.
206
The perpetrator was, similarly to the adulterer, a thief, taking an unbetrothed girl's virginity in this
case; see Countryman, Dirt, 154.
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fine is specified in the latter as fifty shekels of silver. According to Exod
22:16(17) the father may refuse to give the girl to the man.

In Deut 22:28-29 there is no reference to the father's right of refusal. The fine is
relatively small, because the girl in question was not pledged to marry, compared
with the situation in Deut 22:23-24 and 25-27, where the girl who was violated
was pledged in marriage. The punishment is death for both parties in the former
and only for the men in the latter. The reason behind this harshness is that the case
is similar to adultery where a man violates another man's right to the sexuality of
his wife, thus in these cases his future wife.207

Another passage which deals with similar issues is the case of the slandered bride
in Deut 22:13-21. While the word hlwtb (parqevno") is found only in 22:19
and in the rest of the material other words are employed (hrun), from the context
it can be established that it concerns the virginity or chastity of the girl.208 The
punishment for the man in case of false charges is double the amount found in
Deut 22:28-29, and the man may never divorce the woman. If the charge is true,
the punishment for the girl is much greater as she was "promiscuous" in her
father's house, by violating the father's authority over her sexuality.

Finally the passages where the word hlwtb (parqevno") is explicitly used to
denote virginity are Lev 21:13-14 and Ezek 44:22. The former prescribes that the

207
208

Also cf. Streete, Strange Woman, 39-40.
Tsevat, "hl*WtB=," 341-42, takes it as a reference to "virgin".
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high priest may only marry a virgin of his own tribe, the latter, that the priest may
marry only a virgin, or a widow of a priest.

In 9:5 nothing indicates whether or not the woman in question is pledged in marriage,
whether the focus is on her chastity, or the word hlwtb (parqevno") merely refers to a
woman of marriageable age. The reference to a fine, however, relates Sir 9:5 to either
Exod 22:15(16)-16(17) or Deut 22:28-29. Therefore the fine probably refers to the
payment of money and marriage. The terminology "be ensnared/trapped" (?qwt) implies
that the punishment is long term, i.e., a marriage, where the man is not allowed to divorce
the girl. It is noteworthy that Sir 9:5 appears between comments on prostitution/adultery.
The whole of Sir 9:1-9 reflects the viewpoint of a man, who details all the possible
dangers posed by various types of women: wife (9:1-2), prostitutes (9:3 I, [9:3], 3 II, 4, 67), virgin (9:5), married women (9:8-9). One might not expect to see virgins in the list. It
is, however, very telling that in the view of the sage in 9:1-9, looking at women, whether
prostitutes, married women or virgins, inevitably results in sexual relations and negative
consequences for the man.

Sir 20:4 and 30:(19-)20

As in Sir 30:20 parts of Sir 20:4 are repeated, the two passages will be discussed together.

20:4

GI
4 ejpiqumiva eujnouvcou ajpoparqenw'sai neavnida,
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ou{tw" oJ poiw'n ejn biva/ krivmata.
4 a eunuch's desire to violate a virgin;
so is the one who executes judgments by force.
30:(19-)20
MS B
[…] wnyub 20a
jnatmw hrun qbjy
<yrys r?ak 20b
.fp?m 211snwab h?wu /k 20c
209

210

20a With his eyes []212
20b like a []213 who embraces a young woman and sighs/groans.
20c So is the one who does judgment under compulsion.
GI
(19a tiv sumfevrei kavrpwsi" eijdwvlw/;
19b ou[te gaVr e[detai ou[te mhV ojsfranqh':/
19c ou{tw" oJ ejkdiwkovmeno" uJpoV kurivou.)

20a blevpwn ejn ojfqalmoi'" kaiV stenavzwn
20b w{sper eujnou'co" perilambavnwn parqevnon kaiV stenavzwn,
G II
20c ou{tw" oJ poiw'n ejn biva/ krivmata.
GI
(19a Of what use is an offering to an idol?
19b For it will neither eat nor smell:
19c So is the one being punished by the Lord;)
20a seeing with his eyes and groaning
20b like a eunuch embracing a virgin and groaning;
G II
20c so is the one who executes judgments by force.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 29, restores [jnatmw hawr] wnyub.
Read syrs; Lévi, Hebrew Text, 29.
211
Bmg has lzgb (by "robbery", "violent taking away"); Lévi, Hebrew Text, 29, agrees. sna also
means "rob".
212
"he sees and groans"; see the note on text.
213
Read "eunuch"; see the note on the text.
209
210
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Context of 20:4

The wider context is 19:20 - 20:31 concerning wisdom and folly in word and deed. The
immediate context of 20:4 is 20:1-8 where it does not seem to fit, since it appears to
interrupt the sayings concerning timely and untimely speech and silence. Skehan suggests
that it should be read before 19:28.214

Form of 20:4

No formal characteristics can be found.

Context of 30:(19)-20

The wider context is 30:14 - 31:11, which contains loose sayings on false and true riches
and things that cheer or sadden a person's heart, therefore life. The immediate context
includes 30:19 which has a parallel of an idol who cannot enjoy the offering brought
before it.

Form of 30:(19-)20

The passage has no distinctive formal pattern.

214

Skehan, Ben Sira, 298.
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Content of 20:4 and 30:(19)-20

Excursus 12: syrs and eujnou'co"

The word eujnou'co" in the LXX usually translates syrs. The etymology of
both terms is complicated and a matter of debate. While they can describe
officials at royal courts (1 Chr 28:1) or other officials who may also have been
foreign (Esth 1:10-11), they do not always refer to a person who is "castrated".215
While the word eujnou'co" can also have the latter meaning, its traditional
etymology, eujnhv + e[cw ("bedkeeper"), allows for more possibilities.216 The
only OT text where syrs and eujnou'co" explicitly refer to a physical condition
is Isa 56:3-5.217

The eunuchs' incapability of procreation may be caused by developmental defect,
or damage to the testicles. Because of their condition society may have considered
them as inferior.218 One of their functions was to guard the harem of a ruler as in
Esth 2:3, 14-15; 4:4-5. While their sexual desire may have diminished, it did not
necessarily disappear entirely.219

215

Robert North, "Palestine, Administration of (Postexilic Judean Officials)," ABD (ed. David Noel
Freedman; New York: Doubleday, 1992), 5:86-90, 87; B. Kedar-Kopfstein, "syr]s,* " TDOT (ed. Johannes
Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 10:345-50, 346.
216
Kedar-Kopfstein, "syr]s,* " 346.
217
Cf. Matt 19:11-12.
218
Kedar-Kopfstein, "syr!s,* " 346-47.
219
Kedar-Kopfstein, "syr!s,* " 346-47.
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In Sir 20:4 it is probable that the eunuch, while emasculated, was still capable of sexual
intercourse, and has violated a virgin. Even though the usual word for virgin is not used
here, and we do not know anything about the woman's chastity, the deed of the eunuch is
similar to rape, an abuse, and the betrayal of trust, considering the role of eunuchs as
guardians of harems, where the women were necessarily not virgins. Judges also had
responsibility towards others. If they executed judgment by force it was also an abuse.

The situation in Sir 30:20 is different. It describes a eunuch embracing a young woman,
but probably not able to have sexual intercourse. Otherwise the analogy with the idol
(30:19b) could not be played out. An idol who cannot enjoy the food offering (30:19a)
that is brought before it (G I)220 is compared to the person who is "punished by the Lord"
(30:19c, G I). It is not said why or how he is punished. Skehan suggests that he is ill. As a
consequence, even though he sees the good things before him, he cannot touch them.221
This is the reason for his groaning (30:20a in both Greek and Hebrew). It seems that the
focus in all three parts of the parallel is on incapability. This way, however, the analogy
does not fit so well in 30:20c since even though executing judgment under compulsion in
30:20c (Hebrew) results in injustice it is not impossible to do. It suggests incapacity to
resist and exercise justice properly.222 The Greek term "executes judgment by force"
possibly means under forceful pressure223 and also implies the abuse of judgment that
results in injustice.

220

A reference to drink and grain offerings for idols is found in Isa 57:6; cf. Dan 14:1-22 and Eccl
6:2. References to the condemnation of idols (and their makers) are found in Deut 4:28; Ps 115:47; Isa
44:9-11.
221
Skehan, Ben Sira, 382.
222
William Loader, personal communication.
223
William Loader, personal communication.
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If the eunuch in 20:4 is capable of doing what he desires, i.e. intimacy with a young girl,
and the eunuch in 30:20 is not, it is not clear why the author used two separate parallels.
They certainly both refer to injustice and it is interesting that the sage chose a parallel in
which a sexual abuse, possibly rape in 20:4, is the concern. On the other hand it is only a
parallel and does not betray anything about what Ben Sira/Sirach thinks about sexual
abuse in real situations. This is the only such comment. Nevertheless, even if only in a
parallel, such an act is condemned by him.

Sir 41:22a(24a)-22b(24b)

MS M
il 224h[…] q?uthm 22a
hyuxy lu <mwqthmw 22b
22a (Be ashamed of) 225 meddling []226 of yours,
22b and of violating her bed.
GI
24a ajpoV periergiva" paidivskh" aujtou'
24b kaiV mhV ejpisth'"/ ejpiV thVn koivthn aujth'"
24a of meddling with his maidservant,
24b and do not approach her bed.

224

As noted in the discussion of 41:21c(23b)-20b(22a), Skehan, Ben Sira, 479, restores hj[p? <]u
("with a maidservant"). His translation of the whole distich: "Of trifling with a servant girl of yours" (476).
225
Supplied from 41:19b.
226
Read "with a maidservant" on the basis of the restored text; see the note on the text of 41:22a (MS
M) above.
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Context

The wider context is 41:14 - 42:14 with comments on true and false shame and on the
father's concern for his daughter. In 41:17 - 42:1ab we find the list of all the things of
which one should be ashamed. This is the immediate context of 41:22a(24a)-22b(24b).

Form

Sir 41:22a(24a)-22b(24b) has a distinctive formal pattern as part of a larger section
(41:19b - 42:1b) in the Hebrew, while the Greek version of 41:22b (= 41:24b) is
somewhat different. All the stichs of the larger unit start with -m ("of") to introduce the
things of which one should be ashamed,227 followed by the verb to express the action of
which one should be ashamed. All the stichs conclude by referring to the person or
context for whom or for which the shameful act can have consequences. While the MS A
version of 41:22ab ("[Be ashamed of] meddling []228 of yours, and of violating her bed"),
and the G I version in 41:24a fit into this pattern, the G I version in 41:24b has a
prohibition ("and do not approach her bed").

Content

In Sir 41:22a (MS M) the restored text employs the term hjp? for "maidservant".

227
228

41:19c, 21a, 20a, 20b, 22b, 22d and 42:1b have -w before -m.
On the basis of the restored text: "with a maidservant"; see the note on the text.
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Excursus 13: Maidservants

Out of the 60 occurrences of hjp? in the OT the only instance found in a legal
text is in Lev 19:20. Otherwise legal texts primarily use hma. The LXX translates
the former as paidivskh and the latter as douvlh. hjp? is a bondswoman with
of comparable status. She can be a surrogate independent mother when the
matriarch is childless, and always belongs to her mistress, even if she is owned by
the patriarch to outsiders. At the time of marriage the daughter's dowry may
include a hjp? who is also transferred to the groom's family (Gen 29:24).229

In Sir 41:22a(24a)-22b(24b) "meddling" or "trifling" with one's own maidservant
is condemned. There are examples in the Hebrew Bible where a person was not
forbidden to approach his maidservant for the purpose of sexual230 intercourse.231
Lev 19:20-22 deals with a situation where a man sleeps with his unfreed
maidservant (hjp?). From a strictly legal point of view sexual intercourse with a
betrothed female slave is not considered adultery or rape. However, a guilt
offering for the wrong that has been done is still required.232 The text also implies
that if she were freed, it would be considered adultery.

In Sir 22a(24a)-22b(24b) there are two possible scenarios. In the first, the maidservant is
a betrothed but unfreed woman, with whom a sexual relationship would be considered
229

E. Reuter, "hj`p=v!" TDOT (ed. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2006), 15:405-10, 406-407.
230
The word used for "bed" is the same as in Gen 49:4, a passage that implies that the term is used
here in a sexual context. It is also employed in 1 Chr 5:1. Cf. also Ezek 23:17; Cant 3:1.
231
See Gen 30:4-5, 9-10.
232
Reuter, "hj`p=v!," 409.
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wrong by Ben Sira similar to Lev 19:20-22, because the future husband's sole right over
the maidservant's sexuality has been offended and a certain punishment would be
required. In the second, the sage applies stricter ethical standards, where a man is
forbidden to approach a maidservant for sexual intercourse in any context. We may note
here the differences between the text versions. MS M suggests that even one's own
maidservant should not be approached for sexual intercourse. It would be expressed with
the strong terminology "violation". In G I it is another man's maidservant who should not
be approached. It is not clear why the translator has changed the original wording "yours"
to "his". Perhaps it could mean that the translator is more lenient, condemning only sex
with someone else’s maidservant – in line with popular values of the time and values
reflected in the law.

The passage is part of the sayings on proper and improper shame, where all the comments
concern proper sexual conduct. This may indicate that they reflect a stricter ethical
standard, where even if a sexual act does not entail severe punishment, it may result in
unpleasant consequences, such as shame.

IV.3. Unruly/Unruled Passions

Sir 6:1(2)-3(4)

MS A
.233iylu ilyj
233

234

hbutw

235

i?pn dyb lwpt la 1

This word is taken from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 6. It is a dittography from 6:2.

235
.?by Juk itjynhw
.?r?t iyrpw lkat 236iylu 2
.<gy?t anw? tjm?w
hylub tj?t hzu ?pn yk 3
1 Do not fall into the grip (lit. hand) of your desire,
[…] your strength.237
2 Your leaves it will eat and your fruit it will destroy,
and you will be left like a dry tree.
3 For fierce/strong desire destroys its owner
and an enemy's joy overtakes them.
GI
2 MhV ejpavrh/" seautoVn ejn boulh'/ yuch'" sou,
i{na mhV diarpagh'/ wJ" tau'ro" hJ yuchv sou:
3 taV fuvlla sou katafavgesai kaiV touV" karpouv" sou ajpolevsei"
kaiV ajfhvsei" seautoVn wJ" xuvlon xhrovn.
4 yuchV ponhraV ajpolei' toVn kthsavmenon aujthVn
kaiV ejpivcarma ejcqrw'n poihvsei aujtovn.
2 Do not rouse yourself by the will of your soul,
lest like a bull it spoil/plunder your life.
3 Your leaves you will eat and your fruit you will destroy,
and you will leave yourself like a dry tree.
4 An evil soul will destroy whoever owns her
and will make him the laughingstock of enemies.

Context

The wider setting of 6:1(2)-3(4) is 5:1 - 6:3(4) within which 5:1-8 has warnings against
being overconfident in one's own wealth and power, committing sins and forgetting the

234

This word seems out of place here. Read rubt (from rub: "to burn with fire", "to consume"); see
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 6; and Skehan, Ben Sira, 180-81, who suggests the reading "lest (/p) like fire (?ak) it
consume (rubt) your strength (ilyj)".
235
Other meanings of ?pn also include: "a living being" (Gen 2:7); "life" (Exod 21:23); "the inner
being of a person" (Ps 42:6, 7) etc.
236
This word is from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 6.
237
It should read: "lest like fire it consume "; see the note on the text.
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day of retribution; Sir 5:9-15d (G I)238 calls for practising self-restraint and avoiding
duplicity in speech; and 6:(3)-2(4) has teachings on unruly/unruled passions.

Form

There are no distinctive characteristics.

Content

The three significant passages devoted to the issues of a person's own desire are Sir
6:1(2)-3(4); Sir 18:30 - 19:3 and the prayer of the author in Sir 23:4-6 (in the context of
22:27 - 23:27). While the latter two are more detailed in terms of describing the type of
desires one should not follow, Sir 6:1(2)-3(4) is not so specific.

Sir 6:1a(2a) warns against following one's own desires. It reads: "do not fall into the grip
(lit. hand) of your desire" (MS A). While the verb lwpt (from lpn) is used by Ben Sira
in different contexts, it conveys similar ideas. In Sir 9:3 I lpn depicts a man who draws
near a strange woman and falls into her "snares". In Sir 25:21a another warning is found:
"do not fall (lwpt la) through the beauty of a woman)".239 Both examples reflect the
idea of a man succumbing to a form of temptation (strange woman or prostitute in 9:3 I, a
woman's beauty in 25:21a) that represents a source of danger for the wise.

238
239

Rahlfs, Septuaginta, 385-86. 5:15cd = 5:16 in MS A.
See discussion of Sir 25:13-26.
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Excursus 14: The Relationship between Self-control, Women and Desire

In his analysis of the attitude towards women and sexuality in 1 Esdras (3 Ezra) 34, the book of Ben Sira and the Testament of Judah, Eron argues that in order to
lead a virtuous life, a man needs be autonomous. His mind and body should
remain free of any controlling power other then the fear and love of God.240 That
the fear of God was to be the governing principle in the life of the wise according
to Ben Sira is expressed in countless references throughout his book. Not long
before the time of Ben Sira, one of the most important virtues of Stoic and Cynic
philosophy appeared as the combination of the ideal of aujtavrkeia (selfsufficiency, self-contentment) and freedom from passions. The motivation behind
the latter was probably the fact that the ancient meaning of passion is "suffering"
or "anguish". In addition, Schüngel-Straumann suggests that in Greek popular
philosophy, the woman is equated with corporeality and the man with the spirit;
therefore sexual desire is identified with the woman who thus represents a danger
to the man, because this desire is the doorway for evil into the world.241 Some
researchers argue that the idea that woman can be the source of danger found its
way into the Israelite attitude towards women mainly after the exile. This
development was due to a greater significance that was attached to the question of
purity and impurity in the community of Israel after the exile. Women in their
state of impurity during childbirth and menstruation, were restricted in their

240

Eron, "Women," 45-46.
Helen Schüngel-Straumann, "'From a Woman Sin Had Its Beginning, and Because of Her We All
Die.' (Sir 25:24)," TD 45 (1998), 203-12, 204.
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participation in the cult and therefore also represented an obstacle for men in their
participation in the cult.242 Perhaps this is the sentiment that Job 14:1-4 expresses.
While Ben Sira does not have comments regarding women in the context of the
cult, it is demonstrated in his book that certain women can be a source of danger
or temptation (9:3 I,243 II, 4, 6-7, 8-9; 19:2; 25:21a; among these women and wine
are combined in 9:9; 19:2). This is also implied in 41:21c(23b)-22b(24b) and in
42:12-13. Even though the term aujtavrkeia is not employed, the advice given in
the passage under discussion (Sir 6:1[2]-3[4]) and the other two relevant passages
(18:30 - 19:3; 23:4-6) suggest that Ben Sira too was influenced by the Hellenistic
ideal described above, to the extent that passions are dangerous when they are
excessive. They are, however, not negative in themselves.

Sir 6:1b implies that the desire mentioned in 6:1a is the source of danger, as the
consequence is depicted with a forceful image: "[lest like fire it consume] your
strength".244 For the word "desire" ?pn is used in the MS A, rendered with yuchv in
the LXX. The most common term ejpiqumiva is not employed here. It is, however, part
of the translator's vocabulary, as 18:30-31 and 23:4-6 show.245 In the latter it is also
established that "desire" can express various human wants, wishes or cravings, which are
neutral, negative or positive depending on their context. This is true not only about Sir
23:4-6, but seems also reflected in 6:1-3 in Hebrew. The comment in Greek ("Do not
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Archer, Beyond Rubies, 103-104; Archer, "Virgin," 1-16; Léonie J. Archer, "Bound by Blood:
Circumcision and Menstrual Taboo in Post-Exilic Judaism," in After Eve: Women, Theology and the
Christian Tradition (ed. Janet Martin Soskice; London: Marshall Pickering, 1990), 38-61; Jonathan
Klawans, "The Impurity of Immorality in Ancient Judaism," JJS 48 (1997), 1-16.
243
9:3 in G I.
244
See the note on the text.
245
The discussion of both passages will follow later in the chapter.
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rouse yourself by the will of your soul, lest like a bull it spoil/plunder your life", 6:2) also
suggests that the writer calls for self-control or controlling passions. The term "do not
rouse yourself" perhaps emphasizes a more active role one plays in letting
passions/desires control one's life.

The verb rub ("to burn with fire") in Sir 6:1b is used elsewhere by Ben Sira (8:10;
40:30; 48:1). Especially in wisdom literature fire itself is known to express a variety of
intense human emotions and desires such as anger (Sir 28:10-11), wickedness, sorrow,
agony, sin (Sir 3:30; 8:10), love and lust (Sir 9:8; 23:16; Cant 8:6). It is also connected
with adultery in Job 31:12; Prov 6:27-29.246 At the same time the fire that expresses these
emotions/passions may be the symbol of destruction because of its consuming power.
Sometimes it can punish the same desire/action it symbolizes.247 This idea might be
behind Sir 6:1b-2ab in the Hebrew version of the text. One's own blazing passion is so
intense that it can destroy one's own strength, as it can similarly destroy a living tree by
eating its leaves and fruit, and the end result is a dry tree (?by Ju, 6:2b, MS A; xuvlon
xhrovn, 6:3b, G I). The references to strength and dry tree may also depict a man who
wasted his life – including his sexual potential – through sexual wrongdoing, and is
unable to produce (legitimate) children anymore. It is not certain why the translator in
6:3a (G I)248 changes the subject from the 3d person singular to the 2d person singular.
As in 6:2 (G I) here it may also show a stronger sense of bearing responsibility.

246

Helmer Ringgren, "rub," TDOT (ed. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1975), 2:201-205, 202; Friedrich Lang, "pu'r, purovw, puvrwsi", puvrino", purrov"," TDNT
(ed. Gerhard Kittel; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968), 6:928-52, 935. Cf. Prov 6:32-35.
247
Lang, "pu'r," 935.
248
6:2a in MS A.
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The expression in G I ("lest like a bull [tau'ro"] it spoil/plunder your life", 6:2b) is not as
strong as the image of fire. This line, however, also suggests that the whole life (yuchv) of
a person can be destroyed.

Sir 6:3a is the same, almost verbatim, as Sir 19:3b (in Hebrew)249 and may also be
translated as "a fierce/strong/mighty desire (hzu ?pn) destroys its owner". In 6:4 the
Greek version uses again the term yuchv and not ejpiqumiva where the Hebrew has ?pn for
"desire" ("An evil soul will destroy whoever owns her and will make him the
laughingstock of enemies"). This sentence implies that one’s own soul, the seat of
emotions, including desires, can cause one’s own ruination. Interestingly that soul is
termed as evil. It seems that the translator has included a moral evaluation, where the
Hebrew regards one’s desires "fierce/strong/mighty".

What the author might mean by destruction in 6:3a(4a) is not certain. 18:30 - 19:3,
however, may provide more clues. If a person pursues desires that are not illicit, such as
gluttony, drunkenness, association with prostitutes, they still can damage a person's
health, lead to financial ruin or even early death by destructive lifestyle, if one considers
that relationships with prostitutes may result in venereal diseases. If the object of desire is
also illicit, for example as in the case of adultery, the consequences may include, as
detailed earlier in the chapter, the revenge of the offended party, compensation etc.
Finally, if the dry tree indeed symbolizes the person's loss of sexual potential in general,
or loss of sexual potential (maybe through venereal disease) to beget legitimate children,
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Except for the form of the verb tj?. While 19:3b has ?pnw, 6:3a has ?pn yk as the beginning.
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destruction may also mean the destruction of a family line.250 The terms ?by Ju and
xuvlon xhrovn ("dry tree") are used by the eunuch to describe himself in Isa 56:3.

While Sir 18:30 - 19:3 is completed with the line almost identical to Sir 6:3a, the latter
has one more stich as a final comment within the unit. 6:3b(4b) is an idea that has been
used by Ben Sira in other contexts. The Hebrew version, however, is slightly different
from the Greek. While Hebrew has: "an enemy's joy overtakes them", Greek reads: "and
will make him the laughingstock of enemies". These comments are stated about one's
own desire (hzu ?pn, "fierce"/"strong" "desire", MS A) and soul (yuchV ponhraV, "evil
soul", G I). Also the idea occurs in Sir 18:31b ("she will make you the laughingstock of
your enemies" in Greek),251 where again the subject is one's own desire in 18:31a, and in
Sir 42:11b ("lest she make you a laughingstock to enemies", in Greek),252 where the
subject is one's own daughter. It is a great concern for Ben Sira to become the
laughingstock of others, especially his enemies, whether it is one's own daughter or one's
own desire that makes him the sport of his enemies.

While in Sir 6:1(2)-3(4) the desires or temptations are not specified, unlike in Sir 18:30 –
19:3 and 23:4-6, the latter comments and the intertextuality with Prov 6:27-29 imply that
in Sir 6:1(2)-3(4) sexual desires are meant here. Other reasons include the concern of not
having offspring if the comment "dry tree" can be taken to mean the loss of sexual
potential. It also seems probable that desires in themselves are not negative. The danger is
when they take control of a person or when they are not controlled.
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Cf. Proverbs 5 and the discussion of Sir 23:19-21 above in the chapter.
Hebrew is not extant.
Hebrew is not extant.
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Sir 18:30 - 19:3

MS C
.anw? […] 31
.w?yr <yn? yp r?a
gwnut Jm? la jm?t la 32
.sykb /ya 253[…]mwamw
abwsw llwz yht la 33
254
.ruruty <yfwum hzwbw
ry?u[…] al taz luwp 19:1
bl wzyjpy <y?nw /yy 2a
255
256
.hylub
tyj?[…] hzu ?pnw 3b
31 […] enemy
32 Have no joy in the pleasure of the moment (lit. little pleasure),
which doubles poverty.
33 Do not become a glutton and a drunkard
and there is []257 in your purse.
19:1 Whoever does so [] not [],258
and whoever despises the little will be ruined.
2a Wine and women cause the heart/mind to be loose,
3b and a fierce/strong desire []259 its owner.
GI
30 jOpivsw tw'n ejpiqumiw'n sou mhV poreuvou
kaiV ajpoV tw'n ojrevxewvn sou kwluvou:
31 ejaVn corhghvsh/" th'/ yuch'/ sou eujdokivan ejpiqumiva",
poihvsei se ejpivcarma tw'n ejcqrw'n sou.
32 mhV eujfraivnou ejpiV pollh'/ trufh'/,
mhV prosdeqh'/" sumbolh'/ aujth'".
33 mhV givnou ptwcoV" sumbolokopw'n ejk daneismou',
kaiV oujdevn soiv ejstin ejn marsippivw/.
19:1 ejrgavth" mevquso" ouj ploutisqhvsetai,
oJ ejxouqenw'n taV ojlivga kataV mikroVn pesei'tai.
2 oi\no" kaiV gunai'ke" ajposthvsousin sunetouv",
kaiV oJ kollwvmeno" povrnai" tolmhrovtero" e[stai:
3 shvph kaiV skwvlhke" klhronomhvsousin aujtovn,
kaiV yuchV tolmhraV ejxarqhvsetai.
30 Do not go after your desires,
253
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256
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Lévi, Hebrew Text, 26, reconstructs [h]mwamw.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, restores ry?u[y].
19:2b, 3a are missing.
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 27, restores tyj?[t].
Read "nothing"; see the note on text.
Read ry?u[y] as "will not become rich".
Read "will destroy"; see the note on text.
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and restrain your cravings.
31 If you give your soul the desire that pleases her,
she will make you the laughingstock of your enemies.
32 Do not revel in great luxury,
do not become impoverished by its expense.
33 Do not become a beggar by feasting (lit. taking part in the feast) from borrowed
money,
and there is nothing in your purse.260
19:1 A workman who is a drunkard will not become rich,
whoever despises small things will fall little by little.
2 Wine and women will lead intelligent men astray,
and who joins/clings to prostitutes will become more reckless:
3 Decay and worms will inherit him,
and a reckless soul/life will be carried off.

Context

The wider context of 18:30 - 19:3 is 18:15 - 19:17. 18:15-18 has teachings on the correct
way of charity; 18:19-29 calls for consideration and self-examination; 18:30 - 19:3 warns
against following one's desires; 19:4-17 calls for examining the truth in what one hears,
and warns against gossipping.

Form

There are no formal characteristics.

260

G II adds e[sh/ gaVr ejpivboulo" th'" ijdiva" zwh'" ("for you will be plotting against your own
life"), an idea also reflected in 19:4b: oJ aJmartavnwn eij" yuchVn aujtou' plhmmelhvsei ("whoever sins will
do wrong to his soul/life").
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Content

Sir 18:30 ("Do not go after your desires [tw'n ejpiqumiw'n sou], and restrain your
cravings [tw'n ojrevxewvn sou]") serves as an introduction of this short section on self
control, which consists of two subsections: 18:30-33 and 19:1-3. It has been established
in the discussion of the previous passage that the issue of desires and self-control is
significant for the author, and his thoughts on the subject were probably influenced by
Hellenistic ideals, at least to a certain extent.261 After the exhortation in 18:30, similarly
to Sir 6:1(2)-3(4), the sage jumps immediately to some of the consequences of failing to
take the advice given in the introduction. The Hebrew version only has the word "enemy"
(anw?) behind 18:31b in the LXX ("she will make you the laughingstock of your
enemies" [ejcqrw'n]).262 It is a concern familiar to Ben Sira as seen in the previous
discussion of Sir 6:1(2)-3(4), and it is noteworthy that in all three passages which concern
desires and their control most extensively, one of the writer's fears is that others will also
observe his failures or sins.

18:32-33 gives a detailed description of the dangers. The MS C version of 18:32 even
more clearly expresses the contrast between the first and second half of the verse. While
G I uses the terms "great luxury" (18:32a) and "impoverished" (18:32b), MS C also
reflects on the temporary nature of the "pleasure" (18:32a) one enjoys, this way making
the consequences in 18:32b ("doubles poverty") seem even more severe: a little luxury is
not worth the great expense it involves, which is financial ruin. 18:33 continues the theme
and adds another aspect to it: self control in eating and drinking (MS C) is always wise,
261
262

See the discussion of Sir 6:1(2)-3(4) and 23:4-6.
Cf. again Sir 42:11b.
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because gluttony and drunkenness can lead to poverty as seen in the previous verse,263
especially when someone does not have the means to take part in feasting. G I also inserts
at the end of 18:33a: ejk daneismou' (from borrowing/borrowed money) to intensify the
idea of taking part in a feast with borrowed money that has to be paid back.

The image of a "workman who is a drunkard" in G I is missing from the Hebrew version
of 19:1a, which simply refers to the behaviour already depicted in 18:32-33 by
confirming what is evident. The point of 19:1b is perhaps that if someone has been in a
position when he had riches, he will have difficulty in appreciating small things, and it is
emphasized again, that the result is poverty.264

From 19:2 the author draws attention to another category of dangers of which one should
be aware: women, especially the combination of women and wine (19:2a).265
Consumption of wine itself is not necessarily dangerous. On the contrary, Ben Sira
considers wine life-giving, if drunk in moderation, and it was created to make people
happy (31:27-28). Feasts that include drinking and music have a similar place in the
thinking of the author (32:5-6).266 The key is always moderation. This is also clear from
Sir 40:20, where the love of wisdom is placed above wine and music. What makes the
drinking of wine dangerous in Sir 18:30 - 19:3 is the company of women, especially
married women, as attested in Sir 9:9. Drinking, women and probable sexual wrongdoing
are associated in Sir 9:8-9; 26:8-9. While G I in Sir 19:2a simply states that wine and

263

Also cf. Deut 21:20; Prov 23:20.
Similar idea is reflected in Prov 21:17 and 23:21.
265
Cf. the call for self control in drinking wine in Sir 31:25-30; see also Prov 20:1, and for a warning
regarding wine and women see Prov 31:3-5; Hos 4:10-12a.
266
Cf. also Sir 49:1.
264
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women lead (intelligent) men astray, MS C seems to reveal more about how and why
men can be led astray: wine and women (together) can cause one's heart/mind "to be
loose". The term used here is from zjp which can mean "to be insolent, loose, reckless,
wanton", "to gush over". The uses of this term in sexual contexts have been detailed in
the discussion of Sir 41:17a, where it was noted that zjp can also mean sexual
wrongdoing.267 In 19:2 it is wine and women also who can cause the heart to be
reckless/loose. They as sources of temptation can arouse the desire of a man. In the
present context the best way perhaps to interpret the term bl wzyjpy is that the man's
heart is stirred up by the woman. This effect is increased by the consumption of wine,
which is capable of making a person forfeit his sense of responsibility, and he may get
into contact with a woman more easily, especially if that woman has questionable virtues.

Only G I refers to the qualities of the woman in question, defining her as a prostitute
(povrnai", 19:2b).268 The second half of 19:2 in G I ("… will become more reckless")
seems to intensify (tolmhrovtero") the idea related in the MS C version of 19:2a, but in
the context of prostitutes. Trenchard suggests a reading for 19:2b that focuses on the
consequences of consorting with prostitutes ("And he who clings to prostitutes perishes"),
since it is more relevant to the following verse (19:3).269 19:3a is extant only in G I, and
MS C follows the train of thought with 19:3b ("and a fierce/strong desire [will destroy]
its owner"; 19:3b, MS C; "Decay and worms will inherit him, and a reckless soul/life will
be carried off", 19:3, G I). As observed earlier in the discussion, 19:3b with its term

267
268
269

See chapter I.1.
It is not extant in Hebrew.
Trenchard, Ben Sira's View, 122 and 283, n. 228.
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hzu ?pn270 is almost the same as Sir 6:3a, where the result of following one's desires is
depicted with the image of a dry tree (destroyed by fire) in 6:1(2)-3(4).

One can only surmise what the consequences described in 19:3 can imply. 19:3a together
with a related comment in Sir 10:11, reveals the final and inevitable nature of death. As
discussed in ch. I.1. it is difficult to determine whether Ben Sira believed in any sort of
existence after death, or what he thought about retribution after death. Sir 19:3 with its
imagery is rather ambiguous. First it states that life is final, and one inherits decay. In the
second line, however, it has a mysterious comment: the reckless soul/life will be carried
off. How and where one's soul or life will be carried is left unexplained.

If the woman referred to here is not married, the consequences may be loss of one's
inheritance, a thought also expressed in Sir 9:6, especially if the person indeed attends
prostitutes regularly as the Greek verb kollavw suggests. Although the text does not
allude to venereal disease, it cannot be precluded as a very plausible result of the
behaviour condemned in 19:2b. This, together with regular drinking, can be destructive
enough even to shorten one's life. This could be the most likely consequence the author
refers to in 19:3.

Another possibility is that the woman in question is married. While there are various
references to the consequences of consorting with an adulteress in Proverbs and Ben Sira,
and most of these specify the consequences as death,271 its literal meaning is not certain,

270

In Isa 56:11 ?pn-yzu refers to dogs with mighty appetite who are compared to Israel's blind
watchmen.
271
Sir 26:22 (the married woman is "a tower of death"); Prov 2:16-19; 5:5, 11-12; 7:27.
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as has been discussed earlier in this chapter. With a fair degree of certainty, the death
penalty can be precluded, as it was probably not in effect in Ben Sira's time.272 In the
story about the adulterer and adulteress in Sir 23:16-27 there is no allusion to it. In the
case of the adulteress there the penalty was probably public scourging.273 The only
reference that may allude to death is found in Prov 6:34-35 where the offended husband
may seek revenge instead of compensation.

Sir 18:30 – 19:3 again does not state explicitly that passions or cravings are bad in
themselves. They are dangerous if they are excessive and lead to negative consequences.
It is noteworthy, however, that for the author of both text versions, passions can easily
become excessive and have negative consequences.

Sir 23:4-6 in the context of 22:27 - 23:27

GI
4 kuvrie pavter kaiV qeeV zwh'" mou,
metewrismoVn ojfqalmw'n mhV dw'/" moi
5 kaiV ejpiqumivan ajpovstreyon ajp= ejmou':
6 koiliva" o[rexi" kaiV sunousiasmoV" mhV katalabevtwsavn me,
kaiV yuch'/ ajnaidei' mhV paradw'/" me.
4 O Lord, Father and God of my life,
do not give me haughty eyes (lit. lifting up of eyes)
5 and turn desire/passion away from me,
6 let neither gluttony (lit. longing of the belly) nor sexual intercourse take hold of me,
and do not surrender me to a shameless soul/life.

272
273

Skehan, Ben Sira, 325.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 325.
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Context

The wider context is 22:27 – 23:27, within which 22:27 - 23:6 consists of two prayers: to
avoid the sins of the tongue (22:27 - 23:1) and the sins of passion (23:2-6). The latter is
the immediate context of Sir 23:4-6. 23:7-15 is again concerned with the trespasses one's
lips can cause. In 23:16-21, 22-26 we find the parallels of the adulterer and adulteress.
The chapter concludes with 23:27 on the fear of the Lord. Beentjes also identifies these
sections and points out that 23:7-15 and 23:16-26 are the more detailed elaborations of
22:27 - 23:1 and 23:2-6 respectively.274

Form

The text is extant only in G I. However, some distinctive characteristics in the structure
of this version may be discovered if it is viewed in the context of 22:27 - 23:6. Beentjes
regards the two prayers (22:17 - 23:1 and 23:2-6) as parallels, and he creates a diagram
on the basis of particular expressions used in both parts.275 Both 22:27a and 23:2a start
with tiv". Their second halves continue with kaiV (22:27b and 23:2b). The term i{na mhV
is used in both 22:27cd and 23:2c-3. kuvrie pavter is the beginning of both 23:1a and
23:4a. Finally mhV introduces both 23:1bc and 23:4b-6.

274
275

Pancratius C. Beentjes, "Sirach 22:27 - 23:6 in zijn Context," Bijdragen 39 (1978), 144-51.
Beentjes, "Sirach 22:27 - 23:6," 145.
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Content

As noted above in the context, 23:4-6 is a prayer to avoid the sins of passion. As a prayer
it is also a solution that the author finds to the distressing questions of 23:2-4, similar to
the way 23:1 is the solution to the question of 22:27. These questions are great concerns
for Ben Sira. The intensity of desire in general is described in Sir 6:3 as "fierce" (hzu),
and the whole of Sir 6:1(2)-3(4) and Sir 18:30 - 19:3,276 together with 23:4-6, attests that
desires and especially controlling them were serious issues for the author. 23:2-6 implies
that the only way to avoid committing sin by pursuing these desires is with the help of
God: it is beyond the ability and control of the person. This explains why Ben Sira
addresses the Lord as Father both in 23:1a and 23:4a as an expression of confidence and
trust.277 Also, the terms "Master of my life" (23:1a) and "God of my life" (23:4a) seem to
confirm this idea: only God really knows the life and concerns of the author; only He can
help.

As Eron observes, the detailed list of various human desires and their symptoms (23:4b6) and the wish to be independent from them, resemble the Cynic and Stoic ideal.278 The
list includes:

276

•

4b: haughty eyes (lit. lifting up of eyes)

•

5: passion (desire),

•

6a: gluttony and sexual intercourse,

•

6b: shameless soul.

They are both discussed earlier in this subchapter.
God appears as Father in other references: Sir 51:10; 32:6; Prov 3:12; Wis 2:13, 16; 14:3; Isa
63:16; 64:8; Jer 3:19; 31:9; Hos 11:1; Mal 1:6; 2:10.
278
Eron, "Women," 53.
277
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The haughty eyes (metewrismoVn ojfqalmw'n ) in 23:4b is used not with the meaning
"arrogant" as in Isa 2:11; 5:15; Ps 130:1 and Prov 21:4.279 In the light of the context of
23:4-6 the term "haughty eyes" should be interpreted as the look of a person who has
(illegitimate) sexual passion in his heart, as in Sir 26:9; Gen 39:7 and Prov 6:25. This
look may be the first step in alluring someone, or being allured by someone. The
connection between eyes or sight and desire is widely attested, as noted in ch. II.280

Excursus 15: ejpiqumevw/ejpiqumiva

ejpiqumiva is frequently used for "desire" or "passion" in the LXX,281 including
wisdom writings. It denotes a variety of human wants, wishes, or cravings without
intrinsic moral valuation. Whether it is used in a neutral, positive or negative
sense depends usually on the contexts.282 Human desires are God-given, and their
pursuit becomes sinful when God's will is ignored and the desire is
uncontrolled.283 Ignoring God's will in the sexual context can also mean that the
object of desire is forbidden. ejpiqumiva (23:5) is most probably used in a sexual
context here. It is employed also in Sir 3:29; 5:2 (in a sexual sense); 6:37;284
14:14; 16:1; 18:30-31 (in a sexual sense among others); 20:4 (in a sexual sense);

279

Isa 5:15 and Ps 130:1 employ different forms of the same term as in Sir 23:4b.
See the discussion of 26:7-12.
281
In the Decalogue in Exod 20:17 ("you shall not covet your neighbor's wife"), Deut 5:21 ("neither
shall you covet your neighbor's wife"), oujk ejpiqumhvsei" translates dmjt al in both cases; cf. Loader,
Septuagint, 10.
282
John J. Herzog, "Desire," ISBE (ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979),
1:929-30, 929.
283
Herzog, "Desire," 929.
284
It is about desiring wisdom. However, in the context of 6:18-37, which has numerous references
of sexual nature, "desire" may also be used in a sexual sense here.
280
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24:19285 and 36:22(27). As the last-mentioned refers to a good wife, in particular
to her beauty that surpasses all desire, it may be taken as a sexual reference.

The term koiliva" o[rexi" (23:6a) literally means the longing of the belly, and if used
in a negative context as here refers to another sin: gluttony or eating beyond control, or
the desire to do so.

The word sunousiasmoV" (23:6a) denotes "sexual intercourse". Apart from Sir 23:6a
another occurrence is in the later 4 Macc. 2:3, a work that is dated between probably the
1 st century B.C.E. and 1st century C.E. Some of the thoughts of Stoic philosophy are
reflected in 4 Maccabees, a work which is very much concerned with desires. The
passage in which sunousiasmoV" appears praises Joseph because he controlled his
sexual desire (4 Macc. 2:3). Later in the chapter we read that reason is able to control not
only sexual but all desires (4 Macc. 2:4-6). As noted in ch. I.1., the Aramaic Levi
Document, 6:3 / 16 mentions sunousiasmou' in relation to "impurity" (hamwf,
ajkaqarsiva") and "sexual immorality"/"wrongdoing" (twnz, porneiva").286

It would be difficult to imagine that the author rejects sexual intercourse as such. It is
probable that he prays that sexual intercourse and the desire for it does not take him over
or become an obsession.

285

Similarly to Sir 6:37, in the context of the author's wisdom poems, it can be taken as a sexual
reference.
286
Loader, Enoch, Levi, and Jubilees, 96-97.
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The word ajnaidhv" means "shameless" and it is closely related to ajnaivdeia: lack of
sensitivity to what is proper: shamelessness. It is noteworthy that it is widely used in
wisdom writings. In two out of the four occurrences in Sirach (23:6; 25:22; 26:11; 40:30)
it is in a sexual context. Apart from Sir 23:6 it describes the behaviour (in particular the
eyes) of the adulterous woman (26:11). Prov 7:13 uses it of the adulteress ("impudent
face").287 The term yuch'/ ajnaidei may mean "a shameless soul". In this sense the
"haughty eyes" of 23:4b may also reflect to the outside what is inside of one's heart. It
may also be interpreted in a broader sense: the term "shameless life" describes the life of
the person who constantly pursues illicit desires.

The first and greatest concern in the prayer (23:4-6) and in its context is the fear of falling
into the control of desires, to be given over to them.288 However another aspect may be
added: the sins that are the consequences of the uncontrolled desires may be observed by
others as well (23:3). This thought is characteristic of the writer. Becoming a byword or
laughingstock to others (especially to the enemies) is also one of the sage's recurring
fears.289 Even though the author seems to have found the answer to his concerns in the
form of a prayer in 23:6, in the following verses he calls the readers to be cautious in
order to avoid the sins of the lips (Sir 23:7-15) and again the danger of desires (23:1626). Beentjes290 argues that the closing line (23:27) which functions as the conclusion of
22:27 - 23:27, is prepared by the formula paideivan sofiva" in Sir 23:2b. This confirms
the idea that wisdom and the fear of the Lord are necessary to avoid falling into the

287

In Prov 21:29; 25:23 and Eccl 8:1 the context is not sexual.
J. Edward Ellis, Paul and Ancient Views of Sexual Desire: Paul's Sexual Ethics in 1
Thessalonians 4, 1 Corinthians 7 and Romans 1 (London: T&T Clark, 2007), 50.
289
See also Sir 6:4; 42:11bcd.
290
Beentjes, "Sirach 22:27 - 23:6," 150.
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control of desires, and also that wisdom and the fear of the Lord should be the only
controlling powers in the life of the wise. Again, this passage does not condemn sexual
desires per se, only implies that they should not control one's life.

IV.4. Conclusion

In the passages regarding adultery and prostitution the students are discouraged from
associating themselves both with ordinary prostitutes and married women. The comments
on the "strange woman" probably refer to ordinary prostitutes and it is likely that the
author's concern is not intermarriage. This seems to be confirmed in the passage dealing
with King Solomon (Sir 47:19-21).

It is noteworthy that Ben Sira has sayings on adulterers, not only on adulteresses (23:1821, 22-27). The consequences of adultery committed by a woman, however, seem to be
more severe and their description receives more attention. One of the reasons behind it
may be that an unfaithful woman may bring children into the family which are not
rightful heirs of the husband (23:22-26, and possibly 26:19-21). The latter passage places
an emphasis not on the sexual satisfaction itself within a licit relationship, but on
legitimate offspring. This view, however, does not appear to be general in the book, since
descriptions of good marriages which do not refer to procreation demonstrate that sex is
not negative and can be enjoyed in itself (esp. 26:13a and 36:22[27]).

The warnings against consorting with prostitutes, virgins/young women, or one's own
maid seem to represent a new development compared with what Mosaic law requires.
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The motivation behind these instructions may either imply that the author applies higher
ethical standards according to which sexual intercourse is only permitted or approved
within marriage, or reflects the sage's eudaemonistic view. In the latter case the focus is
on the avoidance of consequences, such as fines, punishments, financial ruination, and
self-destructive life-style. The fear of some of these consequences may play a role in the
sayings on adultery as well.

Finally through sexuality (in the case of prostitution) a man may come under the control
of a woman, who otherwise in society is considered "inferior". Adulterous women with
their illicit sexual conduct not only bring shame to the men responsible for their sexuality
but may also appear to be in control. In many cases perhaps this is why they are called
wicked when the author does not specify what he means by the wickedness/evil of
women. Sometimes the motivation behind the teachings against prostitution and/or
adultery may be to remain autonomous, in control and not let women gain control over
men.

Self-control is also the concern of passages regarding unruled/unruly passions (Sir 6:1[2]3[4]; 18:30 – 19:3; 23:4-6). These imply that desire in itself is not something wrong. It is
the source of danger only when it is excessive and controls the life of a person.

In conclusion it appears that sexuality is only positive within the context of marriage. In
every other context it is discouraged or condemned. Sexual desire is only dangerous
when it is excessive and/or uncontrolled.
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CHAPTER FIVE
WISDOM POEMS

It is necessary for more than one reason to turn our attention to the wisdom poems
found in the book. Firstly, because despite some fairly obvious differences, they are
related to other wisdom poems of Second Temple Judaism, and analysis of such
poems will tell us what contribution Ben Sira/Sirach made to the existing tradition of
feminine personification of wisdom, including sexual elements. Secondly, as will be
demonstrated, the author's view on sexuality in these poems, at least in some aspects,
seems to be very different from other comments pertaining to sexuality within the
book.

As our main interest here lies in the phenomenon of personified wisdom, the basic
texts to be discussed are Sir 1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-31; 14:20 - 15:10; 24:1-22; 51:1330, in relation to especially Job 28; Proverbs 8; Wisdom 7 - 9 and Bar 3:9 - 4:4. Sir
1:1-10 has only one possible sexual allusion. However, since it serves as an
introduction to three of the main themes of the whole book, i.e. the fear of the Lord is
wisdom, the origin of wisdom is from God, and wisdom is with God forever, it is
necessary to address it at least briefly.

Personification is a known literary device in the Hebrew Bible.1 The same is true of
the personification of wisdom. While discussion of the origin of a personified female
wisdom figure in other Near-Eastern wisdom traditions lies beyond the scope of this

1

See e.g. Pss 85:11; 89:14; 97:2b; Prov 20:1a; 23:31; cf. also Roland E. Murphy, The Tree of
Life: An Exploration of Biblical Wisdom Literature (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 133.
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thesis, it is widely agreed that the phenomenon is not unique to Israelite wisdom
tradition.2 Sinnott observes that regardless of the background she now appears
"indigenous to her biblical settings",3 and that a speaking figure of personified
wisdom seems to be a uniquely Israelite characteristic.4 Similarly, the more general
issue of whether Lady Wisdom is a form of hypostasis, a myth or simply a literary
device5 used in order to captivate the readers' attention with a vivid poetic language
using symbols, metaphors, similes, rhymes, parallels and repetition, is not our focus
here.6

The questions that cannot be overlooked here are: (1) what relation the authors of the
wisdom poems have with Lady Wisdom; (2) what images they use to describe this
relationship; and (3) in particular, what they tell us about attitudes towards sexuality.
In the discussion wisdom is designated "she" or "her" when the focus is on
personification within the poems. In every other case wisdom is designated "it".

Sir 1:1-10

GI
1 Pa'sa sofiva paraV kurivou
kaiV met= aujtou' ejstin eij" toVn aijw'na.
2

For the origin of personified female wisdom figure, see R. N. Whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs:
The Concept of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9 (SBT 45; London: SCM, 1965), 7, 15-32, 53-107; Silvia
Schroer, Wisdom has Built Her House: Studies on the Figure of Sophia in the Bible (Collegeville:
Liturgical, 2000), 1-7; Bernhard Lang, Wisdom and the Book of Proverbs: A Hebrew Goddess
Redefined (New York: Pilgrim, 1986), 126-36; Murphy, Tree of Life, 137, 152-75; Hans Conzelmann,
"The Mother of Wisdom," in The Future of our Religious Past: Essays in Honour of Rudolf Bultmann
(ed. James M. Robinson; New York: Harper & Row, 1971), 230-43; John S. Kloppenborg, "Isis and
Sophia in the Book of Wisdom," HTR 75 (1982), 57-84, 57-84. Sinnott, Personification, 6-7, 52-87.
3
Sinnott, Personification, 16.
4
Sinnott, Personification, 17.
5
For various opinions on the question see Murphy, Tree of Life, 133-49; Lang, Wisdom, 13646; Schroer, Wisdom has Built, 16-18; Conzelmann, "Mother of Wisdom," 230-43; Sinnott,
Personification, 13-24.
6
Sinnott, Personification, 21.
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2 a[mmon qalassw'n kaiV stagovna" uJetou'
kaiV hJmevra" aijw'no" tiv" ejxariqmhvsei;
3 u{yo" oujranou' kaiV plavto" gh'"
kaiV a[busson kaiV sofivan tiv" ejxicniavsei;
4 protevra pavntwn e[ktistai sofiva
kaiV suvnesi" fronhvsew" ejx aijw'no".
G II
5 phghV sofiva" lovgo" qeou' ejn uJyivstoi",
kaiV aiJ porei'ai aujth'" ejntolaiV aijwvnioi.
GI
6 rJivza sofiva" tivni ajpekaluvfqh;
kaiV taV panourgeuvmata aujth'" tiv" e[gnw;
G II
7 ejpisthvmh sofiva" tivni ejfanerwVqh;
kaiV thVn polupeirivan aujth'" tiv" sunh'ken;
GI
8 ei|" ejstin sofov", foberoV" sfovdra,
kaqhvmeno" ejpiV tou' qrovnou aujtou'.
9 kuvrio" aujtoV" e[ktisen aujthVn
kaiV ei\den kaiV ejxhrivqmhsen aujthVn
kaiV ejxevceen aujthVn ejpiV pavnta taV e[rga aujtou',
10 metaV pavsh" sarkoV" kataV thVn dovsin aujtou',
kaiV ejcorhvghsen aujthVn toi'" ajgapw'sin aujtovn.
G II
10cd ajgavphsi" kurivou e[ndoxo" sofiva,
oi%" d= a]n ojptavnhtai, merivzei aujthVn eij" o{rasin aujtou'.
1 All wisdom is from the Lord,
and is with him forever.
2 The sand of the sea and the drops of rain,
and the days of eternity who can number?
3 The height of heaven and the breadth of the earth,
and the abyss and wisdom who can explore?
4 Before all things wisdom has been created
and understanding of prudence is from eternity.7
G II
5 The fountain of wisdom is God's word in the highest,
7

For 1:4 cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 720.
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and her ways are everlasting commandments.
GI
6 To whom has wisdom's root been revealed
and who knew her great deeds?8
G II
7 Wisdom's knowledge – to whom was it manifested?
and her great experience – who has understood it?9
GI
8 There is one wise, greatly formidable,
seated on his throne.
9 The Lord, he created her,
and he saw and enumerated her,10
and poured her forth on all his works,
10 among all flesh according to his giving,11
and gave (lit. provided) her abundantly to those who love him.
G II
10cd Love of the Lord is esteemed wisdom
but to whomever he appears, he apportions her that they may see him.

Context

As pointed out above, Sir 1:1-10 is the first among the wisdom poems and introduces
three key themes: the origin of wisdom is from God; wisdom is with God forever; the
fear of the Lord is wisdom. The last of these is discussed in 1:11-30.

8

Skehan, Ben Sira, 136-37, suggests "her subtleties" (hymrum) in 1:6b, since behind the word
panourgeuvmata in the only other occurrence in Sir 42:18, stands <hymwrum (MS B, or <hymrum in
MS M); cf. also Sir 51:20d (19f) in 11Q5/11QPsa.
9
For 1:7b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 720.
10
For 1:9ab cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 720.
11
For 1:10a cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 720.
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Form

The first and last verses have the words pa'sa ("all", regarding "wisdom", 1:1a) and
pavsh" ("all", regarding "flesh", 1:10a), which together with the terms met= aujtou
("with him", 1:1b) and metaV pavsh" sarkoV" ("among all flesh", 1:10a) create an
inclusio for the poem.12
Content

As pointed out above, Sir 1:1-10 introduces the issue of the origin of wisdom, before
taking up the other main theme of the whole of the book in Sir 1:11-30, the fear of the
Lord is wisdom. The opening verse immediately, though partially, answers the
question that is raised in Job 28:12 ("But where shall wisdom be found? And where is
the place of understanding?"). The answer is straightforward: "All wisdom is from the
Lord, and is with him forever" (1:1). A similar idea appears also in Wis 8:3 and in
9:9a. Although Baruch is similar to Job 28 in that they both declare that only God
knows where wisdom is, the former has an interesting development compared with
the latter regarding the whereabouts of wisdom, when it states: wisdom has been
given to Jacob/Israel (Bar 3:37 - 4:2).13 In this Bar 3:37 – 4:2 is similar to Sirach 24.

As it is impossible to number the sand of the sea and the drops of the rain and to
fathom the abyss (1:2-3), it is equally impossible to know and possess wisdom, unless
she is the gift of God, especially because she was created before all things (1:4a) from
eternity (1:4b). Similarly she claims to be the first of God's work in Prov 8:22 and has

12
13

See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 137.
See also Murphy, Tree of Life, 141.
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her origins in eternity (Prov 8:23). Wisdom in the G II text of Sir 1:5 is linked with
the word of God and the everlasting commandments, i.e. in reference to the Torah.14

1:6 reads: "To whom has wisdom's root been revealed and who knew her great
deeds?". Skehan suggests that it is possible that behind panourgeuvmata ("great
deeds") the Hebrew may have read the term hymrum.15 The latter is also used in 2
Chr 28:15 to denote "nakedness". The mutilated text of Sir 51:20d (11Q5/11QPsa)
employs hymru[…], which probably comes from <wru, <ru ("naked",
"undressed")16 and in the context denotes "nakedness" ("and I came to know her
[nakedness]"). The latter statement, similarly to Sir 1:6b, concerns the relationship
between the author and wisdom personified, and has sexual connotations as will be
shown later in this chapter. If we assume that the Hebrew of Sir 1:6b read "and who
knew her nakedness", then this comment, however isolated, would already exhibit
some of the characteristics of the description of the author's relationship with wisdom,
which is frequently depicted as a love affair in the poems.

Another root that deserves attention is <ru17 which means among others "to be
crafty", "to be shrewd", "to be prudent" (<r#u) = "craftiness", hm*r+u* = "prudence") and
its various forms are frequently translated with
panourgeuvomai/panou'rgo"/panourgiva, "to be cunning"/"clever",
"crafty"/"capability for every work", "craftiness", "trickery" (Josh 9:4; 1 Sam 23:22;
Prov 1:4; 8:5; 12:16; 13:16; 14:8, 15, 18; 15:5; 19:25; 22:3; 27:12; Job 5:12; Sir
14

Also see Pancratius C. Beentjes, "'Full Wisdom is from the Lord': Sir 1,1-10 and Its Place in
Israel's Wisdom Literature," in "Happy the One who Meditates on Wisdom" (Sir. 14,20): Collected
Essays on the Book of Ben Sira (CBET 43; ed. Pancratius C. Beentjes; Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 19-34,
25-26.
15
See the footnotes on the translation. panourgeuvmata is used in Jdt 11:8.
16
See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 575.
17
I am grateful to Prof Benjamin Wright for drawing my attention to this root in his examiner's
report.
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6:32). In Sir 42:18 interestingly panourgeuvmasin (from panouvrgeuma) translates
<hymwrum (MS B; <hymrum in MS M) from <wru, <ru ("naked", "undressed")
which complicates even more the reconstruction of the word behind panourgeuvmata
in 1:6. 42:18 does not seem to have any sexual connotation, but it connects the idea of
"great deeds" with the term <wru, <ru ("naked", "undressed"). <hymwrum (MS B;
<hymrum in MS M) in 42:18 is usually translated as "their secrets" and this would be
the only passage in Ben Sira to support the idea of "nakedness" in Sir 1:6. Even if the
latter does not have any sexual connotation, the reading "secrets" still can be assumed
behind panourgeuvmata perhaps more so than "craftiness" since the latter (<ru) is
mainly translated with panourgeuvomai/panou'rgo"/panourgiva and not with
panouvrgeuma in the passages listed above.

In this poem, however, the emphasis is on the fact that only God can understand
wisdom and grant her to humanity (1:7 [G II], 8-10ab, 10cd, [G II]). Beentjes argues
that in 1:7a the term ejpisthvmh sofiva" should be understood as "an understanding
of wisdom" rather than in the sense of "all that wisdom knows", since in 1:7 the
subject is God.18 1:8 confirms this: the Lord as subject is the only wise One; only he
can understand and possess wisdom fully. Wisdom's essence as created being is
highlighted again in 1:9, where the use of ejxhrivqmhsen creates an inclusio with
ejxariqmhvsei in 1:2b, emphasizing that wisdom exclusively belongs to God's
domain.19

In Job 28, where wisdom seems to be distinct from the created world (28:14),20 the
search finishes on a rather negative note. Although it says that God saw and declared
18
19
20

Beentjes, "Full Wisdom," 26-27.
Beentjes, "Full Wisdom," 24.
Murphy, Tree of Life, 134-35.
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wisdom (28:27), the ending of Sir 1:1-10 is more positive, since wisdom is not
distinct from the creation, but poured upon all God's works (1:9c), she is among all
flesh (1:10a), and given abundantly to those who love God (1:10b). 1:10cd in G II
virtually repeats 1:10ab with the addition that it is through wisdom that humans may
see God. 1:9b-10ab (and also 1:10cd) complete the answer to the question in Job
28:12.

Compared with other wisdom poems that are discussed later in the chapter, Sir 1:1-10
does not betray much about the attitude of the author towards sexuality. Even if, as
suggested above, we assume the word hymrum ("her nakedness") behind
panourgeuvmata in 1:6b, it would be only an isolated reference to the relationship,
reminiscent of a love-affair between wisdom and her follower, that is depicted in the
rest of the wisdom poems. If there is a sexual allusion in 1:1-10, it is positive about
sexuality. It is also significant that the writer established that all wisdom is from the
Lord and that only the Lord can fully possess wisdom. In the light of this Sir 1:1-10
may be an introduction in the sense that it declares: wisdom is from the Lord, who
gives it to those who love him. That humans have to take the initiative is expressed in
the other poems, where the depiction of this initiative in the image of searching,
finding, and seizing wisdom is developed.

Sir 4:11-19

MS A
.hb <ynybm lkl dyutw
hynb hdml twmkj
.yyym /wxr wqypy hy?qbmw
<yyj wbha hybha
21
.yyy tkrbb wnjyw
yyym dwbk waxmy hykmtw
22
ahyw amb whlaw
hytr?m ?dq ytr?m
21

Skehan, Ben Sira, 169, 170, suggests the omission of yyym from 4:13a.

11
12
13
14
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.tybm yrdjb 23/jyy yl /yzamw
.twnwysnb 25wnrjby <ynplw

24

tma fp?y yl umw? 15
wmu ila rknthb yk 17
yb wbl almy tu duw
.yrtsm wl ytylgw
wnr?aa bw?a 18
.<yrwsab whytrsyw
whytwfnw rwsy <a 19
.<ydd?l wnrygsaw
wnkyl?a yrjam rwsy <a

11 Wisdom teaches her children
and admonishes all who can understand her.
12 Those who love her love life,
and those who seek her out will win (lit. get) the Lord's favour.
13 Those who hold her will find glory from the Lord
and wherever they dwell (lit. settle) the Lord's blessing (is upon them).
14 Those who serve her serve the Holy One,
[].26
15 Whoever obeys me (lit. hears/listens to me) will judge truly/safely,
and whoever listens to me will dwell in my inmost chambers.
17 For I will walk with him in disguise
and first he27 will try/examine him with trials,
until his heart is fully with me.
18 I will return the straight path to him
and reveal to him my secrets (lit. secret place).
19 If he turns away, I will turn aside from him28
and admonish him in fetters.
If he turns away from me I will cast him away
and deliver him over to the robbers.
GI
11 hJ sofiva uiJouV" aujth'" ajnuvywsen
kaiV ejpilambavnetai tw'n zhtou'ntwn aujthvn.
12 oJ ajgapw'n aujthVn ajgapa'/ zwhvn,
kaiV oiJ ojrqrivzonte" proV" aujthVn ejmplhsqhvsontai eujfrosuvnh".
13 oJ kratw'n aujth'" klhronomhvsei dovxan,
kaiV ou| eijsporeuvetai, eujlogei' kuvrio".
14 oiJ latreuvonte" aujth'/ leitourghvsousin aJgivw/,
kaiV touV" ajgapw'nta" aujthVn ajgapa'/ oJ kuvrio".
15 oJ uJpakouvwn aujth'" krinei' e[qnh,
22

MS A is jumbled here. The probable reading according to Lévi, Hebrew Text, 3, is: yyy bhay
hybhaw ("Those who love her the Lord loves"). G I supports it.
23
This word is taken from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 3. Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 25, has /hyy.
24
The word used here is tma ("truly"). Both G I and Skehan, Ben Sira, 169, 170, have twma
("nations").
25
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 3, corrects wnrjby ("examine") to another verb meaning "examine, try". It
fits the context better in the first person (whnjba).
26
Read "Those who love her, the Lord loves". See the note on the text.
27
The correct reading would be in the first person: "…I will try/examine him…". See the note
on the text.
28
The word whytwfnw used in Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 25, from the verb hfn, can have the
meaning of "turn aside from" among others. The verb nf? ("abandon") is more probable. See also Lévi,
Hebrew Text, 3.
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kaiV oJ prosevcwn aujth'/ kataskhnwvsei pepoiqwv".
16 ejaVn ejmpisteuvsh,/ kataklhronomhvsei aujthvn,
kaiV ejn katascevsei e[sontai aiJ geneaiV aujtou':
17 o{ti diestrammevnw" poreuvsetai met= aujtou' ejn prwvtoi",
fovbon kaiV deilivan ejpavxei ejp= aujtoVn
kaiV basanivsei aujtoVn ejn paideiva/ aujth'",
e{w" ou| ejmpisteuvsh/ th'/ yuch'/ aujtou',
kaiV peiravsei aujtoVn ejn toi'" dikaiwvmasin aujth'":
18 kaiV pavlin ejpanhvxei kat= eujqei'an proV" aujtoVn kaiV eujfranei' aujtoVn
kaiV ajpokaluvyei aujtw'/ taV kruptaV aujth'".
19 ejaVn ajpoplanhqh',/ ejgkataleivyei aujtoVn
kaiV paradwvsei aujtoVn eij" cei'ra" ptwvsew" aujtou'.
11 Wisdom raises/exalts her sons
and takes hold of whoever seeks her.
12 Whoever loves her loves life,
and whoever rises early for her will be filled with joy.
13 Whoever holds her fast will inherit glory
and wherever he enters, the Lord blesses.
14 Those who serve her will minister to the Holy One,
and those who love her, the Lord loves.
15 Whoever obeys her will judge nations,
and whoever gives heed to her will dwell in confidence.
16 If he trusts her he will inherit her,
and his descendants will be in possession (of her).
17 For at first she will walk with him by devious ways,
she will bring upon him fear and faintheartedness,
and she will test him with her discipline,
until he trusts her with his heart, or: until she can trust him,
and she will try/test him with her regulations/requirements/ordinances;
18 Then again she will return straight back to him and will gladden him,
and will reveal to him her secrets.
19 If he goes astray, she will abandon him
and hand him over to the grip of his fall.29

Context

Chapter 4 may be divided into 3 parts. The first belongs to Sir 3:25 - 4:10. The second
is Sir 4:11-19, as the beginning of a larger section on sayings concerning wisdom in
everyday life (Sir 4:11 – 6:17), and the third is Sir 4:20-31. Sir 4:11-19 has the
following structure: 4:11-14 refers to wisdom in the third person in MS A and

29

For 4:19 cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 722.
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describes the rewards enjoyed by a person who holds wisdom fast. In 4:15, 17-19 it is
wisdom who speaks in the first person in MS A30 about promises/rewards (4:15, 18 in
MS A; 4:15-16, 18 in G I) and warnings (4:17abc in MS A; 4:17abcde in G I, then
4:19abcd in MS A and 4:19ab in G I) for the person who remains faithfully with
wisdom.

Form

Apart from the wordplay on hynb ("her sons") and <ynybm ("who can understand")
in 4:11, and the repetition of the formula rwsy <a ("if he turns away") in 4:19 there
are no significant formal characteristics. Certain patterns can be discovered in parts of
the section in terms of content.

Content

Sir 4:11-19, compared with other wisdom poems (Sir 6:18-37; 14:20 - 15:10; 24:1-22
and 51:13-30), has both similarities and differences. The motif of search for wisdom
that is an important characteristic of both 6:18-37 and 14:20 - 15:10 is not as
significant in the passage. In an introductory verse (4:11) wisdom is already teaching
and admonishing people in MS A. The ones she is teaching are termed "her children".
While /b is not exclusively a reference to a male offspring and sometimes can
denote "children" in general, hynb in Sir 4:11a can be translated as "her sons" with a
fair degree of certainty, especially in the light of the fact that the sage seems to be
giving instruction primarily to men throughout the book.

30

G I retains the third person in the whole of Sir 4:11-19.
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In 4:11 wisdom is pictured as a mother similarly to Sir 15:2a. While in the latter it is
simply stated about wisdom that "she will come out to meet him like a mother", in Sir
4:11 one of the motherly qualities is specified: she gives instruction. Comments about
real women who teach are lacking in Ben Sira's work. Even in the passages
concerning mothers it is only implied, and not expressed, that by their experience and
age they are able to give instruction. The author appears to attribute this role only to a
woman who is not real: wisdom. Wisdom as a teacher is a recurring theme in other
wisdom poems: Prov 1:20-33; 8:1-35; 9:1-12; Sir 13:5; 51:16, 20cd, 23-28. The
people who are admonished in Sir 4:11b are those who "can understand her" (hb
<ynybm).

Wisdom is hidden; she manifests herself only to "deserving subjects".31 This verse is
not the only one in Ben Sira to imply that not everyone can benefit from wisdom's
teaching. Only people who have intelligence can either understand or possess
wisdom. Sir 6:20 has a similar idea: "Jolting is she to the foolish and cannot hold her
who lacks intelligence" (MS A). The terms "fool" or "foolish" (lywa) not only
describe a person who lacks intelligence but in some cases can also denote
"wickedness", "immorality" or "impropriety". Conversely, those who are not fools,
not only have intelligence but behave morally or appropriately. It is certainly attested
frequently throughout the wisdom literature that one who heeds wisdom's instruction
will avoid dangers such as sexual wrongdoing. Also, the parallel of the first and
second half of Sir 4:11 suggests that only people who understand wisdom may be
called her children.32

31

James L. Crenshaw, Defending God: Biblical Responses to the Problem of Evil (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2005), 103.
32
See similar interpretation in Skehan, Ben Sira, 171.
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The G I version of 4:11 reads differently ("Wisdom raises/exalts her sons and takes
hold of whoever seeks her"). The root word for ajnuvywsen (ajnuyovw), is used 26
times in the LXX, of which 24 occurrences are found in Sirach. The idea that wisdom
exalts those who follow her faithfully above others is also found in Sir 15:5, using the
related word uJyovw. In the second half of Sir 4:11, ejpilambavnw appears. The same
term describes the actions of the adulteress in Prov 7:13a who takes hold of the
unsuspecting man. It is employed in a positive context in Sir 4:11 and seems to
describe a close, if not intimate relationship of wisdom with those seeking her. We
may even assume that the ones wisdom takes hold of will remain in her grasp forever.
This may be confirmed in the remaining parts of the poem.

Certain patterns may be discovered in the rest of the first stanza (4:12-14) in both text
versions. 4:12b, 13a, 14b in the first half start with the description of the action or
intent which a person has towards wisdom ("seek her out", 4:12b, "hold her", 4:13a,
"love her", 4:14b, MS A).33 Only the G I version of the first part of 4:12b is
significantly different, where we read: "who rises early for her". The idea of seeking
is not present here. Rising early for wisdom, however, can also mean an earnest intent
to attain her. In all these comments the emphasis is on the human initiative in the
search for wisdom, a search that uses similar imagery and language to that found in
Cant 3:1-3 of the beloved's search for her lover (?qb and bha). 4:13, 14 also
emphasize that constancy is necessary in the relationship with wisdom ("hold her",
"love her"). The verbs imt and kratevw ("to hold", "to grasp" or "to

33

The idea of seeking wisdom present here, in Sir 6:18-31; 14:20-27; 51:1-22 and throughout
Proverbs is found also in 4Q185, a sapiential work whose language and imagery is closely connected
with that of Ben Sira/Sirach and Proverbs. See also Thomas H. Tobin, "4Q185 and Jewish Wisdom
Literature," in Of Scribes and Scrolls: Studies on the Hebrew Bible, Intertestamental Judaism, and
Christian Origins, Presented to John Strugnell on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday (ed. Harold W.
Attridge, John J. Collins and Thomas H. Tobin; Lanham: University Press of America, 1990), 145-52,
145-52.
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rule"/"command", "to hold fast") in 4:13 probably symbolize the close bond between
wisdom and her seeker.

The second half of the lines above conclude with the rewards of the person's action
for wisdom: "win the Lord's favour", 4:12b, "will find glory from the Lord", 4:13a,
"the Lord loves", 4:14b, MS A. The word "favour" (/wxr) is frequently used in
wisdom literature. It is in the context of God (God's favour, pleasure or goodwill) in
Pss 5:13; 30:6, 8; 51:20; 89:18; 106:4; Prov 12:2; 18:22 as it is in Sir 4:12b. Together
with glory (Sir 4:13a), the latter understood in the context of honour, the rewards
probably include long life, prosperity, offspring, or status in society. Regarding the
divine love in Sir 4:14b Crenshaw notes that the verb bha is not often used with
God being the subject and individuals or a people as objects.34 Ben Sira, however,
boldly attests that those who love wisdom will be loved by the Lord. It may be noted
that these rewards (4:12b,35 13a, 14b, MS A) all come from the Lord. Only the G I
version of 4:12b ("who rises early for her will be filled with joy") is broader: joy is
not specified by Sirach, and may come from the Lord, from wisdom, or from
humans.36 The word eujfrosuvnh ("joy") in itself need not have a sexual
connotation; it is difficult to conclude what is really meant here. It is rather unlikely
that when the Hebrew version of the text does not pertain to matters of sexuality ("win
the Lord's favour", 4:12b MS A), the Greek would change it to the contrary.

4:12a, 14a have a pattern on their own. The former in the first half starts with an
action towards Wisdom but the second half is not a reward in the sense of the above

34
35
36

Crenshaw, Defending God, 105.
Also see Prov 8:35b and 12:2a.
Cf. also Crenshaw, Defending God, 103.
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examples. Rather the stich as a whole ("Those who love her love life", 4:12a, MS A)37
means that wisdom is as dear to one as one's own life. This would be in line with the
thought that wisdom can prevent a person from consorting with an adulteress, an act
the consequences of which are said to be fatal in some comments in wisdom
literature, even if death is not meant literally.38

4:14a ("Those who serve her serve the Holy One", MS A)39 is similar to 4:12b, 13a,
14b, 12a in that it starts with the particular action towards wisdom, but the end of the
stich is both an action toward God and a reward: the service of the Holy One is a great
honour. The term for the Lord used in 4:14 is "Holy One" (?dq). It is frequently used
in the Hebrew Bible. Ben Sira himself uses it in the following way in 39:35: "bless his
holy name" (MS Bmg). The Greek a{gio"40 ("holy") also appears describing God in
Sir 23:9; 43:10; 47:8; 48:20; Bar 4:22, 37 and 5:5. Sir 24:10a shows that one of the
most significant parts of wisdom's activities is ministering in the holy tent. In Sir
4:14a serving wisdom is equated with serving God himself. Wisdom is endowed with
a similar importance in Sir 1:11-30 ("wisdom's beginning is to fear the Lord", 1:14).
Sir 1:26 is a significant addition in declaring that attaining wisdom has a condition: to
keep the commandments. Whoever loves wisdom must fear the Lord, and also only
those can attain wisdom who keep the commandments; therefore they are rewarded
with the Lord's love ("those who love her, the Lord loves", Sir 4:14b).41

37

G I is not significantly different.
For wisdom as "life-giver" see Prov 3:16a, 18a; 8:35a. Similar idea appears in a negation in
Prov 8:36. Cf. also Wis 3:11; 10:3-6.
39
G I does not differ significantly.
40
In various forms.
41
Both versions agree if the corrected version of MS A is accepted as suggested above. See also
Skehan, Ben Sira, 171-72; Deut 7:12-13; 28:1-14.
38
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4:13b differs most from the rest of Sir 4:12a-14b. The whole stich is a promise or
reward. We read in MS A: "wherever they dwell (lit. settle) the Lord's blessing (is
upon them)". G I uses an even broader term: "wherever he enters, the Lord blesses".
Blessing, similarly to the glory in the sense of honour in the first half of the verse,
probably refers to long life, prosperity, offspring, or status in society.

The second stanza of the passage (4:15-16) continues with the list of rewards and
blessing, but the speaker is wisdom herself.42 The verbs "obeys" (umw?) and "listens"
(/yzam) have very similar connotations. As noted above 4:15a is different in MS A
and G I. MS A reads: "whoever obeys me (lit. hears/listens to me) will judge
truly/safely", which is rendered by G I as "whoever obeys her will judge nations". The
idea of judging the nations43 is not the concern of Ben Sira anywhere in the book and
probably merely refers to integrity in judicial matters. Apart from Sir 4:15a the Greek
translation does not deal with the issue either. It is not likely that eschatological
judgment is meant here. A cosmopolitan character of wisdom, however, cannot be
excluded on the basis of G I.44 It would also be supported by the comment of wisdom
herself in Sir 24:6a: "in every people and nation I held sway". Wisdom claims to rule
over nations, therefore those who walk with her will judge nations in this international
sense (4:15a, G I).

The second half of 4:15 also differs in the two text versions ("and whoever listens to
me will dwell in my inmost chambers", MS A; "and whoever gives heed to her will
dwell in confidence", G I). According to MS A the listeners seem to be rewarded as
lovers living in an intimate relationship with wisdom. Those who consort with folly in
42
43
44

As was noted above G I retains the third person throughout the poem.
Also cf. the Greek version of Prov 29:9a; Wis 3:8; 1 Cor 6:2 and Rev 20:4.
Also see Crenshaw, Defending God, 105.
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Prov 9:13-18 are doomed, but attending the house of wisdom means life and
understanding (Prov 9:1-6). Ben Sira describes wisdom's house similarly in Sir 1:17,
but none of these comments is as erotically charged as Sir 4:15b. The G I version of
the stich, however, seems to tone down the meaning by leaving out the reference to
"my inmost chambers". Crenshaw points out that, since the idea of judging nations is
foreign to Ben Sira, some scholars read /k?y for fp?y in 4:15a which would result
in the following translation: "whoever obeys me will dwell truly/safely". This way
4:15 would have a chiastic pattern: whoever obeys me will dwell truly/safely :: will
dwell in my inmost chambers whoever listens to me. This would indicate that living
in wisdom's chamber as a lover means safe dwelling, or we could even assume that
only living with wisdom is true living.45

4:16 assures the reader that if his obedience is continuous, his descendants will also
possess wisdom as their heritage.46 A similar idea appears in Sir 1:15.

The thought from Sir 6:18-37, that it is not an easy task to acquire and hold wisdom,
is reflected in the first verse of the final stanza (4:17-19). According to the Hebrew
text wisdom in the first person claims to test the faithfulness of her seeker, whether
his heart is fully with her. This includes walking with him in disguise (4:17a). As the
strangeness of the strange woman may appear alluring,47 wisdom uses strangeness
(disguise) to enhance her seductive charm to allure students into her company.48 The
trials in 4:17b are not detailed.

45
46
47
48

Crenshaw, Defending God, 105.
The verse is only extant in G I.
See the discussion on the "strange woman" in chapter IV.1.
See also Crenshaw, Defending God, 106.
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The G I version depicts the relation of wisdom and the student as something
characterized by "devious ways" (4:17a), "fear and faintheartedness" (4:17b),
"discipline" and "regulations"/"requirements" (4:17c,e). Wisdom is identified with
discipline in Sir 6:22. The word paideiva occurs in the meaning "discipline" or
"learning" in Sir 1:27; 21:19; 21:21; 22:6; 31:17a; 32:14a (MS B has rswm in
32:14c); 33:25; 42:5b, 8a (MS B has rswm, probably also MS M, but the text is
mutilated); 50:27a (MS B has rswm); 51:23b.49 The verb used together with paideiva
is basanivsei (from basanivzw), which means to test whether something is genuine
by rubbing it with a stone.50 The meaning of dikaivwma can be a regulation or
requirement concerning a just or right action, or the action itself which sets the wrong
right, possibly including punishment or penalty. Perhaps it refers to wisdom trying to
test whether her follower is righteous, or simply means a punishment for those who
are unfaithful.

The tests last until the listener's heart is with wisdom. Here again there is a slight
difference between MS A and G I. MS A reads in 4:17c: "until his heart is fully with
me", while G I renders in 4:17d: "until he trusts her with his heart", or "until she can
trust him". The statement of the Hebrew text seems to describe a more personal
relationship than the Greek text.

When the trials are finished and wisdom's follower has passed the tests, wisdom will
lead him upon the straight path (4:18a, MS A). It may mean that she is not disguised
or strange anymore but revealed. She made herself known to her seeker. This notion
finds confirmation in the following line: "reveal to him my secrets" (4:18b, MS A).
49

Discipline (or lack of it) is the theme of Sir 37:31a without using the word paideiva, but using

rswm.
50

See Skehan, Ben Sira, 172.
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Another interpretation, which does not exclude the previous one, is that wisdom leads
the person on the path of righteousness.51 The word behind "my secrets" in Sir 4:18b
is yrtsm. Various forms of the word rtsm are found in Isa 45:3 ("secret places");
Jer 49:10 ("hiding places") and Prov 27:5 ("hidden love"). In Sir 51:20d(19f)
(11Q5/11QPsa) the author himself claims to have come to know wisdom's secrets.
The term used in the latter is hymru[m]52 from <rum denoting nakedness. While
this word and the verse in which it appears have sexual connotations, yrtsm itself in
Sir 4:18b need not have. Nevertheless together with the comment about revealing
wisdom’s secret place (inmost chambers, 4:15) it may refer to intimacy between
wisdom and student.

The Greek version of 4:18 places the emphasis on wisdom herself returning to her
follower. It also includes the notion of gladdening him before revealing her secrets to
him.

The punishment for the unfaithful lover is the theme of 4:19 (MS A). There is a
repetition of the expression "if he turns away". The idea behind it is perhaps that if the
lover leaves wisdom first, there is still a chance to return to her. Punishment will
nevertheless follow. Like a jealous partner wisdom will hold her lover in a close bond
(<yrwsa, "fetters", 4:19b). If he proves unfaithful again, there is no return. He will be
delivered to the "robbers" (4:19d). The word dd?, in various forms, is used
frequently in the prophetic books. In Jer 49:7-10 the prophecy about Edom includes
its ruination (lit. his seed's ruination, dd?) because of its lack of wisdom. Skehan
suggests that the idea of robbers in Sir 4:19 may come from Jer 49:10, but, even

51
52

See also Sir 51:18a and Prov 8:20.
Reconstructed text; see the translation of Sir 51:13-30.
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though the word "thieves" is used in the prophecy (Jer 49:9c), it is not expressed with
the otherwise frequently used term dd?.53 Another interpretation comes from
Saracino who suggests that the use of the term <ydd?l in pluralis excellentiae may
be a reference to Death.54 The image in the G I version of this verse is not far from
this: "If he goes astray, she will abandon him and hand him over to the grip of his
fall". Wisdom can be life-giver. The end of the poem implies, however, that rejecting
her can lead to ruination, as in Prov 8:36b, even if death is not meant literally here.

While Sir 4:11-19 may contain traces of a depiction of a love relationship between the
author and wisdom especially in the Hebrew text (4:15, 18), it is not as erotically
charged as Ben Sira’s other wisdom poems that follow it in the book.

Sir 6:18-31

MS A
1855
.htawbt 56brl hwqw
hyla brq 57rxwqkw ?rwjk 19
58
59
.hyrp lkat rjmlw
dwbut fum 60htdbub yk
61
.bl rsj hnlklky alw
lywal ayh hbwqu 20
.hkyl?hl rjay alw
wyla hyht a?m /bak 21
62
63
.hjwkn ayh <ybrl alw
awh /k 64h?mk rswmh yk 22
53

Skehan, Ben Sira, 172-73.
Francesco Saracino, "La Sapienza e la Vita: Sir 4,11-19," RB 29 (1981), 257-72, 267.
55
Missing from MS A. MS C has only hmkj gy?t ("reach""/attain wisdom"), the last two
words of 6:18b.
56
MS C has bwrl.
57
"and like reaping", also in MS C. Skehan, Ben Sira, 190-91, suggests urwzkw ("and like
sowing").
58
Lit. "on next day". Lévi, Hebrew Text, 7, suggests rhm ("soon", "hastily") with G I (and Syr.).
59
MS C is the same, except it has htdwbub. For the word "labour" Skehan, Ben Sira, 191,
suggests lwmut.
60
Note that in the synopsis of the Hebrew extant manuscripts in Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew,
133, htdwbub appears in both MS A and MS C.
61
2Q18/2QSir only has b[…].
62
2Q18/2QSir only has hk[…].
63
Read ayh; cf. also Skehan, Ben Sira, 191.
64
Read hm?k ("like her name"); Lévi, Hebrew Text, 7.
54
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.65hytlwbjtb Jqt law
ha?w imk? fh
66
67
.hprt law htqzjhw
axmw ?qb rqjw ?rd
68
69
.gwnutl il iphnw
htjwnm axmt rwjal yk
70
.<tk ydgb htlbjw
zu /ykm ht?r il htyhw
71
72
.tlkt lytp hytrswmw
hlwu bhz ylu
73
.hnrfut trapt trfuw
hn?blt dwbk ydgb

25
27
28
29
30
31

19 Like ploughing and reaping74 draw near her
and wait for her plentiful yield/crops,
for in cultivating her you will labour little,
and on the next day75 you will eat her fruits.
20 Jolting is she to the foolish
and cannot hold her who lacks intelligence.
21 She will be like a stone of burden to him
and he will not hesitate in throwing her away.
22 For discipline, like [],76 so is he,77
and to many she is not straightforward.
25 Stoop your shoulders and carry her
and do not be irked at her steering.78
27 Search her, discover her; seek her and find her,
and when you hold her strongly, do not let her go.
28 For afterwards you will find rest in her
and she will be transformed/changed for you into delight/comfort.
29 Her net will become your strong foundation
and her noose/snare: a garment of gold.
30 Her yoke will be a gold adornment
and her bonds: a purple cord.
31 (As) a glorious garment you will wear her,
bear her (as) a beautiful crown.
GI
18 Tevknon, ejk neovthtov" sou ejpivlexai79 paideivan,
65

"Steering", "skillful direction". htlbjb ("at her snares"/"noose"/"cords") offered by Lévi,
Hebrew Text, 8, fits the context better. Skehan, Ben Sira, 190, 192, suggests that it is behind the G I
text of 6:24b and reads hytrswmb ("at her bonds") in 6:25b, a term used also in 6:30b. 2Q18/2QSir
only has h[…] for 6:25.
66
2Q18/2QSir has hp[…] for 6:27.
67
On the basis of G I (and Syr.) Lévi, Hebrew Text, 8, suggests axmtw.
68
2Q18/2QSir has gnu[…] for 6:28.
69
MS C has iphtw here, the rest of the verse is the same.
70
2Q18/2QSir has only <tk ydgb […].
71
2Q18/2QSir has only tl[…].
72
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 8, suggests hlu ("her yoke"), as does Skehan, Ben Sira, 192. In this form
it is used only in Sir 6:30a.
73
2Q18/2QSir has: hnrfut trapt t[…].
74
The correct reading is probably "sowing"; see the note on the text.
75
"soon" is also acceptable; see the note on the text.
76
Read: "her name"; see the note on the text.
77
Read "she". See the note on the text.
78
Read "bonds"; see the note on the text.
79
"Select", "choose". Skehan, Ben Sira, 190, suggests ejpivdexai ("embrace").
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kaiV e{w" poliw'n euJrhvsei" sofivan.
19 wJ" oJ ajrotriw'n kaiV oJ speivrwn provselqe aujth'/
kaiV ajnavmene touV" ajgaqouV" karpouV" aujth'":
ejn gaVr th'/ ejrgasiva/ aujth'" ojlivgon kopiavsei"
kaiV tacuV favgesai tw'n genhmavtwn aujth'".
20 wJ" tracei'av ejstin sfovdra toi'" ajpaideuvtoi",
kaiV oujk ejmmenei' ejn aujth'/ ajkavrdio":
21 wJ" livqo" dokimasiva" ijscuroV" e[stai ejp= aujtw'/,
kaiV ouj croniei' ajporri'yai aujthvn.
22 Sofiva gaVr kataV toV o[noma aujth'" ejstin
kaiV ouj polloi'" ejstin fanerav.
23 a[kouson, tevknon, kaiV e[kdexai gnwvmhn mou
kaiV mhV ajpanaivnou thVn sumboulivan mou:
24 kaiV eijsevnegkon touV" povda" sou eij" taV" pevda" aujth'"
kaiV eij" toVn kloioVn aujth'" toVn travchlovn sou:
25 uJpovqe" toVn w\movn sou kaiV bavstaxon aujthVn
kaiV mhV prosocqivsh/" toi'" desmoi'" aujth'":
26 ejn pavsh/ yuch'/ sou provselqe aujth'/
kaiV ejn o{lh/ dunavmei sou sunthvrhson taV" oJdouV" aujth'":
27 ejxivcneuson kaiV zhvthson, kaiV gnwsqhvsetaiv soi,
kaiV ejgkrathV" genovmeno" mhV ajfh'/" aujthvn:
28 ejp= ejscavtwn gaVr euJrhvsei" thVn ajnavpausin aujth'",
kaiV strafhvsetaiv soi eij" eujfrosuvnhn:
29 kaiV e[sontaiv soi aiJ pevdai eij" skevphn ijscuvo"
kaiV oiJ kloioiV aujth'" eij" stolhVn dovxh".
30 kovsmo" gaVr cruvseov" ejstin ejp= aujth'",
kaiV oiJ desmoiV aujth'" klw'sma uJakivnqinon:
31 stolhVn dovxh" ejnduvsh/ aujthVn
kaiV stevfanon ajgalliavmato" periqhvsei" seautw/'/.
18 My son, from your youth choose80 discipline,
and you will find wisdom with greying hair.
19 Like ploughing and sowing, draw near her
and await her good yield/crops,
for in cultivating her you will labour little
and soon (lit. quickly) you will eat her fruits/crops.
20 (She) is like great/harsh jolting to the undisciplined
and the fool cannot abide her.
21 (She) will be like the stone of great testing to him
and he will not delay to cast her away.
22 For wisdom is like her name
and she is not visible to many.
23 Listen, my son, and take my advice
and do not refuse my teaching.
24 Put your feet into her fetters81
and your neck into her yoke.82
25 Stoop your shoulders and carry her
80
81
82

Read: "embrace"; see the note on the text.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 190, 192, suggests "net".
Skehan, Ben Sira, 190, 192, offers "noose".
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and do not be irked at her bonds/straps.
26 With all your soul draw near her
and with all your strength keep her ways.
27 Search and seek her and she will be known to you,
and once you have grasped her do not let her go;
28 For in the end you will find rest in her
and she will be transformed for you into delight.
29 And her fetters will become your strong shelter
and her yoke a glorious garment.
30 For a golden ornament is upon her83
and her bonds/straps a purple cord.
31 You will wear her (as) a glorious garment
and you will put (her) on as a joyful crown/wreath.

Context

Sir 6:18-31 is found among sayings that call the readers to seek wisdom in their life
(Sir 6:18-37, eight stanzas). The five stanzas of Sir 6:18-31 are as follows: 6:18-19
calls for striving for wisdom from a young age; 6:20-22 states that wisdom is not
revealed to everyone; in 6:23-25 a person is captivated by wisdom's yoke and bonds;
6:26-27 has more admonitions to seek wisdom; and 6:28-31 finishes by listing the
rewards for those who find her.
Form

Sir 6:18-31 is extant only in parts in Hebrew. The address "my son" (tevknon) is
found in 6:18a, 23a and 32a (ynb in the Hebrew version of 6:32a, which is not part of
Sir 6:18-31). These lines all represent the beginning of a new stanza. The five stanzas
have the following number of distichs: 3+3+3+3+3 (+2+3+2 of 6:32-37). The whole
section has a total of 22 distichs, as do Ben Sira's two other poems: Sir 1:11-30 and
the speech of wisdom in Sir 24:3-22.

83

It seems that G I (with ejp= aujth'") has mistranslated the Hebrew word for "her yoke" (hlu);
the correct translation would be: "a golden ornament is her yoke". See the note on the text.
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Content

Similarly to a father's instruction to his son, the student is encouraged to embrace
discipline in order to find wisdom in 6:18 (extant only in G I). This is another
example where humans have to take the initiative in the search for wisdom. The term
"greying hair" is an allusion to the fact that it is usually the aged, who have wisdom,
knowledge and experience, as in Sir 25:3-6. Also, gaining wisdom and knowledge
does not come easily or quickly; one needs patience and time. The process itself in
6:18-19 is described using images from agriculture and is compared with the hard
work of ploughing (?rwj) and the necessary sowing (urwz) (6:19a).84 The waiting is
also necessary until the crop is ripe enough for harvest (6:19b). This also refers to the
time factor of the effort one has to make to attain wisdom. If the harvest is plentiful, it
is easier for one to forget about the hardness of the labour invested and the time that
has passed waiting for the crops ("you will labour little, and on the next day you will
eat her fruits", 6:19cd, MS A).85

Behind these images, however, one may detect the efforts and desires of a person
getting close to wisdom for the purpose of sexual activity. Drawing near wisdom
(6:19a) may express the beginning of this sexual relationship which is concretized in
the terms "ploughing" and "sowing" if the G I version of the latter word and Skehan's
suggestion are accepted.86 Together these words can have the connotation of
fertility,87 in the present case wisdom being the fertile field, the ploughing and
cultivation (6:19c) being the acts of sexual penetration by the person who embraces

84
85
86
87

See the notes on the text and translation.
G I is not significantly different.
As suggested above.
See Webster, "Sophia," 63-79; Rogers, "'Ploughing'," 372-73.
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her (6:18a)88 and sows his seeds in her fertile soil. The fertility of the soil ensures that
with little labour (6:19c) the fruit/crop, the offspring, will be plentiful (6:19b) and will
be available soon (6:19d). The idea of a good field and sowing associated with the
feminine is also used in Sir 26:19-21.

In 6:20 the imagery changes and a warning is found: one also has to be aware that
wisdom is not for everyone, not everyone can hold her (6:20).89 For the foolish or for
one who "lacks intelligence" she is like jolting, hbwqu,90 a "knobby ground" or
"difficult ascent" on which a person can stumble. Another simile is used to convey the
same message: a foolish person does not see her as treasure or value but as a "stone of
burden" (a?m /bak),91 which he will therefore cast away (6:21).92 We have noted
earlier in this chapter that foolishness may also denote wickedness, immorality,
impropriety. This implies that one who strives to attain wisdom not only has to be
intelligent but has to behave morally or appropriately. The final verse of the warning
declares that, like the foolish person of 6:20-21, many people will not see her value,
namely that she is identified with discipline, as the literal translation of 6:22 suggests:
"For discipline, like [her name], so is she,93 and to many she is not straightforward."94
Casting her away also means casting away the possible intimate relationship with her.

6:2395 with the term tevknon and its repeated emphasis on taking the author's advice
opens a new stanza. The search for wisdom is expressed in forceful images of

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

These images resemble courtship language; Rogers, "'Ploughing'," 372.
There is no significant difference in the text versions.
Cf. Isa 40:4.
ha?m is used in Sir 51:26b in the sense "her utterance"/"oracle".
There is no significant difference in the text versions.
See the notes on the corrected text and translation.
Cf. Wisdom claims in Prov 8:8-9 that her words are straight using the same word (jkn).
Extant only in G I.
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"fetters" (pevda", 6:24a, only in G I) and "yoke" (kloioVn, 6:24b, only in G I),96 which
in this context should not be seen as burdens, but as expressions of the way a person
abides with wisdom, holding on to her despite the difficulties it might mean for him.
Fetters and yoke may also be the symbols of bonds between lovers. In this case
wisdom is the dominating party. 6:25 further expands the idea of 6:24: wisdom and
her lover journey together, the latter carrying the former.97 According to Rogers these
images suggest that even though it is the person who pursues wisdom, he can never
dominate her.98 On the contrary, he has to submit to her by serving her. htlbjb ("at
her snares"/"noose"/"cords") in 6:25b also suggests this.

6:26-2799 is a good example of the motif of seeking and finding wisdom so
characteristic of the wisdom poems (esp. 4:11-19; 14:20 - 15:10; 51:1-22). The search
must be done "with all your soul" and "with all your strength" (Deut 6:5). When one
has achieved one's goal and found wisdom, one is urged to hold on to her "strongly",
not to let her go, similarly to Prov 4:13a. In Cant 3:4a it is the beloved, who, after
finding her lover, says with satisfaction, "I held him, and would not let him go", using
the same verbs (qzj and hpr) as in Sir 6:27.100

Some rewards of the relationship were already introduced in 6:19 (plentiful crops, or,
figuratively, offspring). More rewards appear in 6:28: "rest" and "delight".101 The
search for wisdom is over and the one searching can enjoy the well deserved rest. Rest
and delight may be another expression for love that is fulfilled. In this love while

96
97
98
99
100
101

See again the notes on text and translation.
The corrected reading of MS A and G I agree.
Rogers, "'Ploughing'," 373.
6:26 is not extant in Hebrew.
See Rogers, "'Ploughing'," 372.
Both texts agree.
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wisdom is the one who is being sought and found, eventually it is she who holds her
lover in her bonds (6:25).

In contrast to the fool who only sees in wisdom a burden (6:20-21), the one who is
worthy for her will see her net (ht?r), as "strong foundation" (zu /ykm, 6:29a, MS
A; "fetters" [pevdai] as "strong shelter" [skevphn ijscuvo"] in G I), and will feel as if he
is clothed in "gold" (6:29b).102 This verse is also in contrast to the snares of the
strange woman in Sir 9:3 and to the married woman of Sir 26:22 who is a deadly
snare to "her lovers". The "strong shelter" may be the protection itself against women
such as the hrz h?a: the bonds of a legitimate relationship with wisdom will protect
the man from straying away. The images of "gold adornment", "purple cord" (6:30),
"glorious garment"103 and "beautiful crown"104 indicate that whoever wears them will
be like a king or a high priest or someone wealthy.105 Skehan also suggests, that as the
"purple cord" with the tassel on the corner of the Israelites' garment in Num 15:38-39
served as a reminder of the commands of the Lord, it may be understood in Sir 6:30b
as a warning against forsaking the law of Moses for the more appealing Hellenistic
culture, so that those who remain faithful to the law of Moses will have a reward that
is only for royalty and priests (6:31).106

In summary, some of the images used in Sir 6:18-31 potentially have erotic overtones
and describe a love affair between wisdom and her lover. The translation does not
differ significantly from the parent text.

102
103
104
105
106

Both versions refer to gold.
Cf. Sir 50:11.
Cf. Sir 1:11; 15:6; Prov 4:9; 16:31.
Cf. Exod 39:1-31; Dan 5:7, 16, 29. The text versions do not differ significantly in 6:30-31.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 194-95. For the purple cord see Exod 28:28, 37; 39:21, 31.
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Sir 14:20 - 15:10

MS A
.hu?y hnwbtbw
hghy hmkjb ?wna yr?a 20
107
./nwbty
hytnwbtbw
wbl hykrd lu <?h 21
108
109
.dxry hyawbm lkw
rqjb hyrja taxl 22
.ttwxy hyjtp luw
hnwljh dub [yq?mh 23
.hryqb 110wyrty aybhw
htyb twbybs hnwjh 24
.bwf /k? /k?w
hdy lu wlha hfwnw 25
./nwlty hypnubw
hypwub wnq <y?yw 26
./k?y hytwnumbw
brjm hlxb hswjw 27
.hnkyrdy hrwt ?pwtw
taz h?uy yyy ary yk 15:1
.wnlbqt <yrwun t?akw
<ak whtmdqw 2
.wnq?t 111hawbt ymw
lk? <jl 112whtlkahw 3
.?wby alw jfby hbw
fwmy alw hylu /u?nw 4
.wyp jtpt lhq iwtbw
whurm whtmmwrw 5
113
.wn?yrwt <lwu <?w
axmy hjm?w /w?? 6
.hwary al /wdz y?naw
aw? ytm hwkyrdy al 7
.hwrkzy al bzk y?naw
<yxlm ayh hqwjr 8
.wl hqljn lam al yk
u?r ypb hlht htan al 9
115
.hndmly hb 114l?mw
hlht rmat <kj 116hpb 10
20 Happy is the man who meditates (lit. mutters) on wisdom
and gazes at understanding,
21 who sets his heart on her ways
and []117 understands,
22 going after her []118
and watches with hostility119 all her entryways,
23 who looks behind her window
and listens at her doors,
24 who encamps near her house
and drives []120 into her wall,
107

The word does not fit here and seems to be influenced by the multiple uses of the verb /yb
("understand") in 14:20-21. Lévi, Hebrew Text, 23, suggests hytwbytn from hbytn ("path", "way").
108
The verb means "watch with hostility". Lévi, Hebrew Text, 23, offers bray ("lies in wait for")
from bra.
109
Lévi, Hebrew Text, 23, corrects it to rqjk ("like a scout") from rqj ("search").
110
The word does not fit here. Lévi, Hebrew Text, 23, suggests wdty ("his tent peg") from dty
("peg", "tent pin").
111
Read hnwbt with MS B.
112
This word is taken from Lévi, Hebrew Text, 23.
113
MS B reads axmt.
114
MS B has l?wmw.
115
MS B has hljt.
116
MS B corrects it to ypb.
117
On the basis of the corrected text the reading would be "her paths". See the note on the text.
118
Read "like a scout"; see the note on the text.
119
The corrected version reads: "lies in wait for"; see the note on the text.
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25 who puts up his tent by her side
and dwells where it is good to dwell,
26 who builds his nest in her foliage
and in her branches spends the night,
27 who seeks refuge in her shadow from the heat
and dwells in her home.121
15:1 Thus he who fears the Lord will do this
and who deals with the law/lays hold of the law will come to her.
2 She will come out to meet him like a mother,
and like a young bride she will receive him,
3 and feed him with the bread of knowledge (lit. insight, comprehension)
and give him the water of []122 to drink.
4 He will lean upon her and will make no missteps (lit. will not totter),
he will trust in her and will not be put to shame.
5 She will exalt him above his fellows
and in the midst of an assembly she will open his mouth.
6 He will find joy and gladness
and she will endow him with an everlasting name.
7 Worthless men will not attain to her
and insolent men (lit. men of insolence) will not see her.
8 She is far from the mockers
and liars (lit. men of lie) will not remember her.
9 Unseemly is praise on the lips of the impious,
for it is not apportioned to him from God.
10 Praise is offered by (lit. in) the lips (lit. mouth) of the wise
and the one who has dominion/rule over it will teach it.
GI
20 Makavrio" ajnhvr, o}" ejn sofiva/ melethvsei
kaiV o}" ejn sunevsei aujtou' dialecqhvsetai,
21 oJ dianoouvmeno" taV" oJdouV" aujth'" ejn kardiva/ aujtou'
kaiV ejn toi'" ajpokruvfoi" aujth'" ejnnohqhvsetai.
22 e[xelqe ojpivsw aujth'" wJ" ijcneuthV"
kaiV ejn tai'" oJdoi'" aujth'" ejnevdreue.
23 oJ parakuvptwn diaV tw'n qurivdwn aujth'"
kaiV ejpiV tw'n qurwmavtwn aujth'" ajkroavsetai,
24 oJ kataluvwn suvneggu" tou' oi[kou aujth'"
kaiV phvxei pavssalon ejn toi'" toivcoi" aujth'",
25 sthvsei thVn skhnhVn aujtou' kataV cei'ra" aujth'"
kaiV kataluvsei ejn kataluvmati ajgaqw'n,
26 qhvsei taV tevkna aujtou' ejn th'/ skevph/ aujth'"
kaiV uJpoV touV" klavdou" aujth'" aujlisqhvsetai,
27 skepasqhvsetai uJp= aujth'" ajpoV kauvmato"
kaiV ejn th'/ dovxh/ aujth'" kataluvsei.
15:1 oJ fobouvmeno" kuvrion poihvsei aujtov,
120

Read "his tent peg" on the basis of the corrected text.
Skehan, Ben Sira, 263, suggests hytwnk?mbw ("and in her home") from /k?m ("dwelling
place"), rather than hytwnumbw from hnum. The latter, however, also has the meaning "hiding place",
"dwelling".
122
Read "understanding" on the basis of the corrected text. See the note on the text.
121
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kaiV oJ ejgkrathV" tou' novmou katalhvmyetai aujthvn:
2 kaiV uJpanthvsetai aujtw'/ wJ" mhvthr
kaiV wJ" gunhV parqeniva" prosdevxetai aujtovn:
3 ywmiei' aujtoVn a[rton sunevsew"
kaiV u{dwr sofiva" potivsei aujtovn:
4 sthricqhvsetai ejp= aujthVn kaiV ouj mhV kliqh',/
kaiV ejp= aujth'" ejfevxei kaiV ouj mhV kataiscunqh'/:
5 kaiV uJywvsei aujtoVn paraV touV" plhsivon aujtou'
kaiV ejn mevsw/ ejkklhsiva" ajnoivxei toV stovma aujtou':
6 eujfrosuvnhn kaiV stevfanon ajgalliavmato" euJrhvsei
kaiV o[noma aijw'no" kataklhronomhvsei.
7 ouj mhV katalhvmyontai aujthVn a[nqrwpoi ajsuvnetoi,
kaiV a[ndre" aJmartwloiV ouj mhV i[dwsin aujthvn:
8 makravn ejstin uJperhfaniva",
kaiV a[ndre" yeu'stai ouj mhV mnhsqhvsontai aujth'".
9 oujc wJrai'o" ai\no" ejn stovmati aJmartwlou',
o{ti ouj paraV kurivou ajpestavlh:
10 ejn gaVr sofiva/ rJhqhvsetai ai\no",
kaiV oJ kuvrio" eujodwvsei aujtovn.
20 Happy is the man who will meditate on (lit. be occupied with) wisdom,
and will reason with his understanding,
21 who ponders her ways in his heart
and will contemplate her secrets.
22 Pursue her like a hunter (or tracker)
and lie in wait in her paths.
23 He who peeps through her window
will also listen at her door
24 who encamps near her house,
and will drive (his) tent peg into her walls,
25 will pitch his tent according to her hands
and will live where it is good to live,
26 will put his children in her shade
and will lodge beneath her branches,
27 who will take refuge by her from the heat
and will dwell in her glory.
15:1 He who fears the Lord will do this,
and who masters the law will come to wisdom.
2 Like a mother she will meet him,
like a young bride she will receive him.
3 She will feed him bread of understanding
and give him the water of wisdom to drink.
4 He will lean upon her and will not fall,
and he will rely upon her and is not put to shame.
5 She will exalt him above his neighbours
and in an assembly she will open his mouth.
6 He will find joy and the crown of exultation
and he will inherit an everlasting name.
7 Fools shall not attain to her,
and sinners shall not behold her.
8 She is far from arrogance,
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and lying men will not remember her.
9 Unseemly is praise on the lips of the sinner
for it has not been apportioned by the Lord.
10 For in wisdom praise will be uttered
and the Lord will guide it.

Context

Sir 14:20 - 15:10 marks the beginning of a large section within the book (Sir 14:20 –
23:27). Van Peursen suggests that Sir 14:20 – 15:10 is one of the eight poems that
structure the book. Another one of the eight wisdom poems is ch. 24 which follows
14:20 – 23:27.123

Form

14:20 - 15:10 consists of 18 distichs divided into two large units of 8 + 10 distichs.
Certain patterns that can be discovered within the hymn are determined rather by
content, as will be briefly shown here. The poem, like a number of other poems in the
book, has the tendency to divide into two major parts, usually on the basis of
content.124 The present poem divides into 14:20-27 and 15:1-10. 14:20-27 describes
the search for wisdom. 15:1 has a theme similar to that of 1:11-30, expanding it with a
comment that those who master the law will come to wisdom. 15:2-6 treats the
benefits of the search. 15:7-9 attests that wisdom is not the lot of the unworthy, while
15:10 closes the poem with the idea of the wise who praise God.

123

Wido Th. van Peursen, "Clause Hierarchy and Discourse Structure in the Syriac Text of
Sirach 14:20-27," in Text, Translation, and Tradition: Studies on the Peshitta and its Use in the Syriac
Tradition Presented to Konrad D. Jenner on the Occasion of his Sixty Fifth Birthday (MPIL 14; ed. W.
Th. van Peursen and R. B. Ter Haar Romeny; Leiden: Brill, 2006), 135-48, 137. The other poems in his
view are 1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-37; 24:1-34; 32:14 - 33:6; 38:24 - 39:11; 51:13-30.
124
Eric D. Reymond, Innovations in Hebrew Poetry: Parallelism and the Poems of Sirach (SBL
9; ed. Dennis T. Olson and Sharon H. Ringe; Atlanta: SBL, 2004), 132.
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Content

The first stanza (14:20-27) starts with a beatitude about a person who "meditates" (lit.
mutters, MS A)125 on wisdom (14:20a) and "gazes at understanding"126 (14:20b). As
becomes clear from the following verses, the person's "occupation" with wisdom
means a series of persevering acts in the quest for finding and possessing her. This
marks another example in the series of wisdom poems of human initiative taken to
attain wisdom, similar to Sir 6:18-31, but using different metaphors. As in Sir 4:11-19
and 6:18-31 it is certain from the majority of expressions that the person who seeks
wisdom is a male.

The two terms in 14:20, hmkj ("wisdom") and hnbt ("understanding"), are used
together in a similar context in Prov 3:13. "Understanding" is also in parallel with
"wisdom" that cries out to the people, inviting them to listen to her in Prov 8:1. Ben
Sira himself connects understanding with wisdom in Sir 50:27-28, where
understanding refers to himself, and wisdom to those who take his teachings to their
hearts.127 14:21 (MS A) with its terms "sets his heart" and "understands" could be
thematically linked with the previous verse. In van Peursen's view 14:21-25 represent
a unit, which uses metaphors to depict that wisdom is dwelling in a house. In the light
of this, 14:21 can also belong to 14:22-25, as it has references to wisdom's ways and
paths.128 The G I version of 14:21, while referring to wisdom's ways, is not as explicit
on the theme of wisdom's house, when it reads "secrets" in the second half. This way
it has a stronger connection with 14:20.

125

G I is not significantly different here: "meditates", "ponders", "gives serious attention".
Dialecqhvsetai in G I originates from dialevgomai, which can mean "dispute", "discuss", but
also "ponder".
127
The text in MS B is partially jumbled.
128
Van Peursen, "Clause Hierarchy," 145.
126
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14:22-23129 depicts the person who draws near wisdom's house like a scout (from
rqj = "search", "explore", "examine").130 In Sir 14:22a searching, or exploring
wisdom is encouraged. The next image is that of a man who lies in wait131 at
wisdom's entryway in order to see her (14:22b). In Prov 8:34 such a person is
considered blessed.132 References are found to wisdom's house in Sir 1:17; 4:15b
(only in MS A), 18b (only in MS A), always in a positive context and with a possible
sexual connotation in the latter two passages.133 In contrast to Prov 8:1-36 (esp. 8:34)
and 9:1-6, the lover in Sir 14:22-27 pursues wisdom without an invitation. Wisdom is
so desirable that "she is virtually to be besieged".134 The series of motions such as
looking behind wisdom's window (Sir 21:22-24), listening at her doors, is familiar
from Sir 6:26-27a: "With all your soul draw near her and with all your strength keep
her ways" (only in G I); "Search her, discover her; seek her and find her (MS A).135
These images may describe a lover desperately seeking his beloved, getting closer and
closer to her until he finds the place where she dwells. The lover in Cant 2:9136 is
gazing through the windows of his beloved and is peering through her lattice (Cant
2:9cd). While in Sir 42:11ef (MS B) a "lattice" in the room of a daughter is a source
of danger since through the window she can cast her eye on a man and get tempted to
start an illicit sexual relation, it is implied in Sir 14:23 that a person who peers
through wisdom's window is happy.

129

Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 328. Cf. Judg 18:2; 2 Sam 10:3. G I, while using slightly
different images, is not significantly different.
130
In Bar 3:31 no one knows the way to wisdom.
131
See the notes on the text and translation.
132
Another reference to wisdom's house is Prov 9:1.
133
While Sir 1:17 is not explicit, there is a connection between food and sex within biblical
literature and elsewhere, so a sexual connotation is not excluded. See also the discussion below.
134
McKinlay, Gendering Wisdom, 145.
135
As noted above, 4Q185 also employs the language and imagery of seeking and finding.
136
See also Webster, "Sophia," 71.
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Someone who has found wisdom should not leave her but should make his dwelling
as close to her as possible. Sir 6:27b reads: "and when you hold her strongly, do not
let her go".137 According to Sir 14:24-25138 the person who has found wisdom's
dwelling will not leave it. He will encamp near it, and "and drives his tent peg into
her wall" (14:24b). According to Niditch the tent peg (dty and pavssalo", as in Sir
14:24b) in the story of Jael killing Sisera in Judg 4:17-22 (esp. 4:21, also in the
account of the story in the Song of Deborah, Judg 5:26) has sexual connotations.139
pavssalo" is known to have the figurative meaning, phallus.140 It appears in Sir
26:12, where the Hebrew word is not extant, regarding the woman who sits down
before every tent peg and opens her quiver for the arrow. Even though the phallus is
mainly represented by the word arrow (bevlo") in this passage, the term pavssalo"
also has a sexual connotation, since the woman sits down before it for the purpose of
sexual intercourse. It can be said with a fair degree of certainty that Sir 14:24 is
understood in a sexual context as well. 14:25 attests that joy emanates from living
near wisdom.141

The metaphors change in 14:26-27 and wisdom is pictured as a tree142 and her
follower is a bird, who "builds his nest in her foliage, and in her branches spends the
night, who seeks refuge in her shadow from the heat and dwells in her home" (MS
137

The beloved says about her lover in Cant 3:4: "… when I found him whom my soul loves. I
held him, and would not let him go…".
138
G I agrees.
139
Susan Niditch, "Eroticism and Death in the Tale of Jael," in Gender and Difference (ed. P. L.
Day; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 43-57; also see Nicole Duran, "Having Men for Dinner: Deadly
Banquets and Biblical Women," BTB 35 (2005), 117-24; Elie Assis, "The Choice to Serve God and
Assist His People: Rahab and Yael," Biblica 85 (2004), 82-90; Elie Assis, "The Hand of a Woman:
Deborah and Yael (Judges 4)," JHS 5 (2005), 1-12. In the latter Assis argues that part of Yael's
seduction towards Sisera were her words with which she invited him into her tent winning his
confidence and trust: yla hrws, "turn into me" (or "turn [in] to me"). The same verb form (rsy) is
used in Prov 9:16 in the invitation of Woman Folly: "You who are simple, turn in here". Wisdom's
invitation in Prov 9:4 is the same verbatim (in Hebrew).
140
Györkösy-Kapitánffy-Tegyei, Ógörög-Magyar Nagyszótár, 807.
141
See Wis 8:2-16 and also Sir 15:6 below.
142
As in Sir 24:13-17.
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A).143 The tree can be the site of cultic infidelity and idolatry as in Isa 1:29; 57:5 and
Jer 2:20-21, but it can also represent beauty as in Cant 7:6-9, where the beloved is
compared to a palm tree, her breasts to clusters of fruit (7:7). 7:8 is undoubtedly
speaking of the lover's desire for sexual relations with his beloved: "I say I will climb
the palm tree and lay hold of its branches", 7:8ab. Similarly in Sir 14:26-27a the
branches not only provide protection but spending the night among them conveys the
idea of a man penetrating wisdom's space in order to have a sexual relationship with
her. Sir 14:27b further confirms that the person no longer lives just close to wisdom
but in her home as her lover or spouse.144

The first verse (15:1) of the second stanza (15:1-10) is almost a summary of Ben
Sira's main theme: "Thus he who fears the Lord will do this and who deals with the
law/lays hold of the law will come to her", MS A).145 There appeared already an
association between wisdom and the word of God in the G II version of Sir 1:5. In Sir
6:32-37 the person who desires wisdom is advised to follow the commandments of
the Most High. In Sir 15:1 this association seems to be taken for granted.146

15:2-6147 lists the rewards which the lover of wisdom receives. The first one is a
parallel of two images employing women: a mother in 15:2a and a young bride in
15:2b. Both are the personification of wisdom, but in these verses she is not the one
who is sought but someone who goes out to receive the person, first as a mother
(15:2a) and then (15:2b) as a bride. The motherly care and the bride's eager and
143

G I is the same except at two points. It reads "will put his children in her shade" in 14:26a.
The idea of children does not appear anywhere else in the poem and is not attested in the Syriac version
either ("he reaches/grasps after their branches with his hands"). It also changes the term "in her home"
(14:27b) to "in her glory". In the context of 14:26-27 there seem to be no need to make this change.
144
See also Webster, "Sophia," 71.
145
G I does not differ significantly.
146
McKinlay, Gendering Wisdom, 145.
147
G I does not differ significantly, except for the inclusion of the term of "crown of exultation",
which, Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 49, considers to be the symbol of a blessed afterlife.
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"passionate"148 awaiting are the comfort the person can enjoy. The nourishments
offered by wisdom are food and drink ("bread of knowledge"/"insight", 15:3a,
lk? <jl) and "the water of [understanding]" (15:3b, [hnwbt] ym). As noted above,
wisdom's house is full of choicest fruits in Sir 1:17, where a sexual connotation
cannot be excluded. In 24:16-22 wisdom, again, offers food and drink.149 51:24 also
refers to wisdom's food150 and the thirst of the "foolish" (Sir 51:23a) for her.151 Even
though the motif of feeding is missing from Sir 6:19d, it is another reference to
receiving wisdom's fruits, as in Sir 24:19b. As indicated above, in Proverbs the house
of wisdom is also a place where one finds nourishment and security (Prov 9:1-6, esp.
9:2, 5).152 The contrast with the stolen water and the bread that is eaten in secret in
folly's house is noteworthy (Prov 9:17). In Cant 2:3-5 food images symbolize the
pleasure the man's body holds for the woman.153 In Canticles the fruit and vineyard
symbolism draws on the Ancient Near Eastern tradition of "using agricultural images
as metaphors for sexual activity while avoiding the seed/field imagery" common
elsewhere in the Bible. "Seed and procreation give way to ripening, engorgement and
taste".154 Sexuality is not just something useful for goals beyond itself, but it
celebrates itself.155 It seems to be the case in Sir 14:20 – 15:10 as well, in contrast to
Sir 6:18-31, where the field/seed image appears in relation to sexuality. There is no
reference to producing offspring.156

148

Skehan, Ben Sira, 265.
See the discussion later in this chapter.
150
See the corrected text of Sir 51:24.
151
Cf. Prov 9:5. Also, thirst and hunger are quenched by God in Isa 55:1.
152
See Peter Nickels, "Wisdom's table – daily bread," Bible Today 19 (1981), 168-72, 171.
153
Ken Stone, Practicing Safer Texts: Food, Sex and Bible in Queer Perspective (London: T. &
T. Clark, 2005), 100.
154
Carey Ellen Walsh, Exquisite Desire: Religion, the Erotic, and the Song of Songs
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 2000), 85.
155
Berquist, Controlling Corporeality, 84.
156
Also cf. David Carr, "Gender and the Shaping of Desire in the Song of Songs and Its
Interpretation," JBL 119 (2000), 233-48, 241-42.
149
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15:4 introduces wisdom as a firm support (Ps 22:5, 8; 25:2) for her followers. The
term "will not totter" (fwmy) can be understood figuratively as a parallel to "will not be
put to shame" (?wby): whoever puts his trust in wisdom will not commit mistakes,
shameful acts, which may include sexual wrongdoing. Another dimension of support
is added in 15:5: wisdom's disciple will stand out among other people and will be able
to talk in an assembly. Not only that, he will not have reason to be ashamed, but will
be the speaker of wise things among others.157 The "joy and gladness" (hjm?w /w??)
can be the result of the above: a person who is wise and does not have to worry about
shame, but, on the contrary, is able to teach others,158 surely has reason for joy and
will also be remembered for his wisdom (15:6).159 Joy and gladness are also
characteristics of a relationship between lover and beloved, and they may include
sexual joy.

As is clear in Sir 4:11-19 (esp. 4:11b, 19) and 6:20-22 (esp. 6:20-21) not everybody is
worthy of wisdom. The list of those who are unworthy is included in 15:7-8.160 The
term "worthless men" (aw? ytm, 15:7a),161 is in parallel with "insolent men" (lit. men
of insolence, /wdz y?naw, 15:7b). The distich begins and ends with the verbs that also
create a parallel: "will not attain to her" (hwkyrdy al, 15:7a); "will not see her"
(hwary al, 15:7b). The next category of people unworthy of wisdom includes the
"mockers" (or "haughty") in 15:8a and "liars" (lit. men of lie) in 15:8b.162 The term
hwrkzy (from rkz = "remember", "call to mind", "name")163 suggests that even

157
158
159
160

Cf. Sir 21:17.
Cf. with Ben Sira's own claim in Sir 24:30-33 (esp. 24:32-33) as a wisdom teacher.
For the idea of "everlasting name" see Isa 56:5.
G I does not differ significantly except that it uses the broad term "sinners" for "insolent" in

15:7b.
161
162
163

For the use of the term see Job 11:11 and Ps 26:4.
Cf. Sir 3:28a; 8:11a; 11:30a; 13:1b; 31:26b; 32:18b; Prov 14:6; Wis 1:4-5.
Koehler-Baumgartner, Lexicon, 255-57.
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calling wisdom's name is not allotted to people who lie. The persons depicted in the
above verses in a series of negations in relation to wisdom are the opposite of the
person described in Sir 15:1. Even though there is a positive formula in 15:8a, it
emphasizes the distance between wisdom and the "mockers".

The thought that liars are not allowed to call wisdom's name can be seen as a
preparation for the theme of 15:9a ("Unseemly is praise on the lips of the impious",
MS A),164 and the reason for it immediately follows: it is not apportioned to him
(15:9b). The word hqljn from qlj (lit. to divide, apportion, have one's share)
indicates that the wicked cannot have a share in the praise of the Lord. In Psalm 148
the whole universe is urged to praise the Lord, as Skehan aptly points out. It is its
purpose in creation.165 Therefore the comment in Sir 15:9b about the exclusion of the
wicked is in sharp contrast. Another contrast follows in Sir 15:10, where the praise of
the wise is paralleled with the praise of the impious in 15:9. Marböck argues that
15:10 is the high point and conclusion of Sir 15:7-10.166 While it is not allotted for the
impious to praise the Lord, for the wise it is the highest task that can be given by the
Lord.167 Only the wise can pass the instruction they received, on to others as
"teachers" or "masters". The Hebrew text of 15:10b ("and the one who has
dominion/rule over it will teach it") is somewhat puzzling. It may refer to a wisdom
teacher who can master (rule) the instruction of others and is able to teach praise. It
may also point to God himself, who is the ultimate teacher of praise. 15:10b in Greek
("and the Lord will guide it") could confirm this.

164

See Johannes Marböck, "Sir 15,9f. – Ansätze zu einer Theologie des Gotteslobes bei Jesus
Sirach," in Meqor Hajjim. Festschrift für Georg Molin zu seinem 75. Geburtstag (ed. I. Seybold; Graz:
Akademische Druck und Verlagsanstalt, 1983), 267-76, 268-69.
165
Skehan, Ben Sira, 265-66.
166
Skehan, Ben Sira, 268.
167
Marböck, "Sir 15,9f," 271-76.
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Sir 14:20 – 15:10 is another wisdom poem that describes a person's search for and
love-relationship with wisdom. The description has images with erotic overtones in
both text versions. The G I version did not make significant changes to these
comments. However, as noted above, it changed the reference to wisdom's house. It is
also noteworthy that here sex does not have any goal beyond itself. There are no
references to procreation or offspring as in Sir 6:18-31. In different ways both poems
exhibit a positive attitude towards sexuality.

Sir 24:1-22

GI
1 JH sofiva aijnevsei yuchVn aujth'"
kaiV ejn mevsw/ laou' aujth'" kauchvsetai:
2 ejn ejkklhsiva/ uJyivstou stovma aujth'" ajnoivxei
kaiV e[nanti dunavmew" aujtou' kauchvsetai
3 ejgwV ajpoV stovmato" uJyivstou ejxh'lqon
kaiV wJ" oJmivclh katekavluya gh'n:
4 ejgwV ejn uJyhloi'" kateskhvnwsa,
kaiV oJ qrovno" mou ejn stuvlw/ nefevlh":
5 gu'ron oujranou' ejkuvklwsa movnh
kaiV ejn bavqei ajbuvsswn periepavthsa:
6 ejn kuvmasin qalavssh" kaiV ejn pavsh/ th'/ gh'/
kaiV ejn pantiV law'/ kaiV e[qnei ejkthsavmhn.168
7 metaV touvtwn pavntwn ajnavpausin ejzhvthsa
kaiV ejn klhronomiva/ tivno" aujlisqhvsomai.
8 tovte ejneteivlatov moi oJ ktivsth" aJpavntwn,
kaiV oJ ktivsa" me katevpausen thVn skhnhvn mou
kaiV ei\pen ejn Iakwb kataskhvnwson
kaiV ejn Israhl kataklhronomhvqhti.
9 proV tou' aijw'no" ajp= ajrch'" e[ktisevn me,
kaiV e{w" aijw'no" ouj mhV ejklivpw.
10 ejn skhnh'/ aJgiva/ ejnwvpion aujtou' ejleitouvrghsa
kaiV ou{tw" ejn Siwn ejsthrivcqhn:
11 ejn povlei hjgaphmevnh/ oJmoivw" me katevpausen,
kaiV ejn Ierousalhm hJ ejxousiva mou:
12 kaiV ejrrivzwsa ejn law'/ dedoxasmevnw,/
ejn merivdi kurivou, klhronomiva" aujtou'.
13 wJ" kevdro" ajnuywvqhn ejn tw'/ Libavnw/
168

Ziegler, Sirach, 237, reads hJghsavmhn ("I led").
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kaiV wJ" kupavrisso" ejn o[resin Aermwn:
14 wJ" foi'nix ajnuywvqhn ejn Aiggadoi"
kaiV wJ" futaV rJovdou ejn Iericw,
wJ" ejlaiva eujprephV" ejn pedivw,/
kaiV ajnuywvqhn wJ" plavtano".
15 wJ" kinnavmwmon kaiV ajspavlaqo" ajrwmavtwn devdwka ojsmhVn169
kaiV wJ" smuvrna ejklekthV dievdwka eujwdivan,
wJ" calbavnh kaiV o[nux kaiV stakthV
kaiV wJ" libavnou ajtmiV" ejn skhnh'./
16 ejgwV wJ" terevminqo"170 ejxevteina klavdou" mou,
kaiV oiJ klavdoi mou klavdoi dovxh" kaiV cavrito".
17 ejgwV wJ" a[mpelo" ejblavsthsa cavrin,
kaiV taV a[nqh mou karpoV" dovxh" kaiV plouvtou.
G II
18 ejgwV mhvthr th'" ajgaphvsew" th'" kalh'" kaiV fovbou
kaiV gnwvsew" kaiV th'" oJsiva" ejlpivdo",
divdwmi deV suVn pa'si toi'" tevknoi" mou
ajeigenei'" toi'" legomevnoi" uJp= aujtou'.
GI
19 prosevlqete prov" me, oiJ ejpiqumou'ntev" mou,
kaiV ajpoV tw'n genhmavtwn mou ejmplhvsqhte:
20 toV gaVr mnhmovsunovn mou uJpeVr toV mevli glukuv,
kaiV hJ klhronomiva mou uJpeVr mevlito" khrivon.
21 oiJ ejsqivontev"171 me e[ti peinavsousin,
kaiV oiJ pivnontev" me e[ti diyhvsousin.
22 oJ uJpakouvwn mou oujk aijscunqhvsetai,
kaiV oiJ ejrgazovmenoi ejn ejmoiV oujc aJmarthvsousin.
GI
1 Wisdom will praise herself,
and among her own people she will boast.
2 In an assembly of the Most High she will open her mouth
and before his power she will boast.172
3 "From the mouth of the Most High I came forth,
and like mist covered the earth.
4 In the heights of heaven I dwelt,
and my throne (was) in a pillar of cloud.
5 A circle of the sky I encircled alone
and in the deep abysses I walked (around).
6 In the waves of the sea and in all the earth,
and in every people and nation I held sway.
7 Among them all I sought a resting place,
169
170
171
172

Ziegler, Sirach, 238, does not include devdwka ojsmhVn.
Or terevbinqo": Ziegler, Sirach, 239.
Ziegler, Sirach, 239, has e[sqontev".
For 24:2 cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 738.
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and in whose inheritance shall I find a lodging?
8 Then the creator of all commanded me
and he who created me put down my tent173
and said: 'Make your dwelling in Jacob
and in Israel let your inheritance be.'
9 Before the age, from the beginning, he created me,174
and until the age I shall not cease to be.
10 In the holy tent I ministered before him,
and thus in Zion I came to be established.
11 In the beloved city in the same way he brought me to rest
and my authority (was) in Jerusalem.
12 And I took root among a glorified people,
in the portion of the Lord, (of) his inheritance.175
13 Like a cedar I was raised up in Lebanon,
like a cypress on Mount Hermon.
14 Like a palm tree I was raised
and like rosebushes in Jericho,
like a fair olive tree in a plain,
and I was raised up like a plane-tree.
15 Like cinnamon, or fragrant thorn-bush I gave forth perfume
and like choice myrrh I gave forth a fragrance.
Like galbanum and onycha and stacte176
and like the vapour of incense in the tent.
16 I spread out my branches like a terebinth,
and my branches were branches of glory and grace.177
17 I put forth lovely shoots like vine,
my blossoms yield to fruits of honour and wealth.
G II
18 I am a mother of fair love, and of reverence,
And of knowledge and of holy hope,
And I give it together with all my children,
they are everlasting, to those who are named by him.178
GI
19 Come to me, you who desire me,
and from my produce be filled.179
20 For the memory of me is sweeter than honey,
and the inheritance of me is better than a honeycomb of honey.
21 Whoever eats me will hunger still,
173

For 24:8ab cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
For 24:9a cf. Wright: "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
175
Ziegler, Sirach, 238, has ejn merivdi kurivou klhronomiva mou ("in the portion of the Lord is
my inheritance"). Skehan, Ben Sira, 328, 330, agrees.
176
For 24:15bc cf. Wright: "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
177
For 24:16b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
178
Skehan, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 328, suggests the following reading: "I am the mother of fair
love, of reverence, of knowledge, and of holy hope; To all my children I give to be everlasting: to those
named by him."
179
For 24:19 cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 739.
174
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and whoever drinks me will be thirsty still.
22 Whoever obeys me will not be ashamed,
and those who work with me will not sin."

Context

Sir 24:1-34 is found between the passages Sir 22:27 – 23:27 and Sir 25:1 – 26:27.
Both these sections have concerns relating to matters of sexual sin, marital issues, and
they include images of a good wife. In the midst of them is the self-praise of
personified wisdom, who acts as a female figure, inviting men to attend to her.
Lebram, who considers ch. 24 the high point of the book, also notes that the passage
immediately preceding Sir 24:1-22 is 23:22-26 (in the context of 23:22-27), which
comments on the adulteress who is dragged before the congregation and punished
(esp. 23:24). Sir 24:1-22, on the other hand, starts with wisdom praising herself in the
congregation of the highest.180 As previously noted, van Peursen considers ch. 24 to
be one of the eight poems that structure the book.181 It also follows a large section, Sir
14:20 – 23:37, which is similarly introduced by a wisdom poem (Sir 14:20 – 15:10).

I shall discuss Sir 24:1-22 in the context of 24:1-33. With regard to structure, 24:1-2
has wisdom sing her own praise. Her speech itself is found in 24:3-22 (5+6+5+6
distichs = 22 distichs),182 within which 24:3-7 comments on the origin of wisdom and
her previous place of residence. According to 24:8-12 wisdom chose her new
dwelling place among Israel by the command of the creator. In 24:13-15, 16-17
wisdom is described with various images of majestic trees and plants. In 24:19-22
wisdom invites those who seek her. Sir 24:23-34 is not part of the speech of wisdom.
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J. C. H. Lebram, "Jerusalem, Wohnsitz der Weisheit," in Studies in Hellenistic Religions (ed.
M. J. Vermaseren; Leiden: Brill, 1979), 103-28, 105-106.
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See van Peursen, "Clause Hierarchy," 137.
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The speaker is again the author, who identifies wisdom with the Law (24:23) and
depicts her knowledge with images of rivers, sea, and the deep abyss (24:25-29). In
24:30-34 the sage claims to be the channel of wisdom by pouring forth instruction.183

Form

The structure of Sir 24:1-22 is mostly determined by its content, but in some of its
parts a formal pattern may also be discovered. 24:1-2 are introductory verses and have
no distinctive formal characteristics. Skehan observes that the vocabulary of 24:1-2 is
independent from that of the speech in 24:3-22. Therefore 24:1-2 is meant to stand
alone.184 The wisdom speech itself is structured by its content in the following way:
four stanzas have 5+6+5+6 distichs altogether. The first two verses (24:3-4) of the
first stanza (24:3-7) start with the word ejgwV ("I"), which returns in the company of
wJ" ("like") as the beginning of the first two verses (24:16-17) of the final stanza of
the speech (24:16-22). 24:13-15 share a common form because all the verses start
with wJ" ("like") to introduce the simile (24:13a, 14a [also 14c], 15a [also 15c]), and
the second stich of each verse begins with kaiV wJ" ("and like"): 24:13b, 14b, (14d is
an exception, where another word is inserted between them), 15b, 15d.

Content

As pointed out above, Sir 24:1-22 is preceded by 23:22-26, a passage that depicts the
adulteress, whose punishment involves public shaming in the assembly. Sir 24:1-22,
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Patrick W. Skehan, "Structures in Poems on Wisdom: Proverbs 8 and Sirach 24," CBQ 41
(1979), 365-79, 375-76, suggests that 24:34, even though Ben Sira's composition, is out of context
here; its proper place is at Sir 33:18 (MS E, or 30:26 in the LXX). Without it the last two stanzas
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on the other hand, starts with wisdom's self-praise in the assembly of the Most High.
The close proximity of these images resembles the comparison of wisdom and folly in
Proverbs in as much as they both call out and invite people in public places (Prov 8:12; 9:3 for wisdom; 9:14-15 for folly). The juxtaposition of the adulteress in Sir 23:2226 and wisdom in 24:1-22 may suggest an erotic background for the latter, which
appears to be confirmed in the second half of the poem (24:13-15, 16-22). More
similarities between wisdom and the adulteress will be demonstrated below.

Sirach 24 can indeed be considered the high point of the book in that wisdom is not
only personified and described as singing her own praises (24:1-2), but she also
speaks of her own glory (24:3-22) in the first person, similarly to Prov 8:4-36.185

The context in which she speaks of her own glory is the earth ("among her own
people", 24:1b), which is understood here as the people of Israel, and the heaven ("in
the assembly of the Most High", 24:2a), where God is pictured in a heavenly court.186
The allusion to heaven is missing from the introductory verses of Proverbs 8 (Prov
8:1-3), where wisdom addresses the people.187 However, the idea of wisdom being
present both with Yahweh and humankind is found later, in Prov 8:30-31. In reference
to wisdom's location, Sinnott notes that a progression may be discovered in the poem,
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In the Hebrew of Sir 4:15-19, however, wisdom also speaks in the first person. The hymn of
wisdom in Sirach 24 is compared with the aretalogies of the Egyptian goddess Isis; see Johannes
Marböck, Weisheit im Wandel: Untersuchungen, zur Wiesheitstheologie bei Ben Sira (BBB 37; Bonn:
Peter Hanstein, 1971), 47-54.
186
See Ps 82:1; Isa 34:4.
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Early Judaism: Texts and Documents (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983), 211, observe, 11QPs 154 18.14 is
on the verge of identifying wisdom with the Torah ("Their meditation is on the law of the Most High,
their words on making known his might"). See more on the identification in Sir 24:23 below.
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since even though wisdom starts her speech in the heavenly assembly, she addresses
the people of Israel and is located in Jerusalem, leading the liturgy in the holy tent.188
The reference to lips or mouth is found in both poems. Wisdom "will open her mouth
and … boast" according to Sir 24:2, and in Prov 8:6-8 four references to the mouth or
lips of wisdom serve to draw the attention of the people to listen to her, for "my
mouth will utter truth" (Prov 8:7a). This claim is not present in Sir 24:1-2 or in the
rest of the poem.

Ben Sira has briefly touched upon the theme of the origin of wisdom in the beginning
of his book ("All wisdom is from the Lord", Sir 1:1), but Sir 24:3 has more detail and
here it is wisdom who speaks about her own origin in the first person, starting her
speech with ejgwV ("I"). The comment that wisdom is said to have come out of the
mouth of the Most High, as von Rad notes, is along the same lines as the first creation
account, where creation by word is strongly emphasized (Gen 1:3-26).189 The mist
that covered the earth (Sir 24:3) may be a reference to Gen 1:2, where "a wind from
God swept over the face of the waters". Sinnott, however interprets, wisdom's role as
a life-giving spring that watered the surface of the earth in Gen 2:4b-6, this way, even
if not creating, nevertheless ensuring the fruitfulness of the earth.190 Miura equates
wisdom with the Word of God proceeding from the mouth of God as in Isa 45:23;
48:3 and 55:11.191 While in Prov 8:22a ("the Lord created [ynnq]192 me") and in 8:23a
(ytksn = "I was set up")193 the creation of wisdom is rather passive, in Sir 24:3
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wisdom claims: ejgwV … ejxh'lqon ("I came forth", 24:3a). Both poems affirm,
nevertheless, that wisdom was brought into being before the creation (Prov 8:22-23;
Sir 24:9a).

From 24:4 to 24:6 wisdom speaks about her activities in the universe. 24:4 confirms
what 24:2 in the introduction already mentioned: wisdom dwells194 where the Lord
dwells ("heights195 of heaven"). The "pillar of cloud" may be a reference to Exod
13:21-22; 14:19-20; 33:9-10 and 40:38, where the Lord was leading the Israelites in
the form of a pillar of cloud (or a pillar of fire by night) during their exodus. 24:5 is an
allusion to the journey of wisdom from the heights ("circle of the sky")196 to the deep
("abysses").197 Von Rad points out that to walk around (24:5b) a place is an
expression of legal symbolism and signifies the completion of a legal action. In the
present context wisdom by walking around creation from heaven to the deep abyss
assumed her proprietary rights over the world.198 Her authority extended not only to
the heavens but to the sea (Prov 8:29a) and earth (Prov 8:25-26, 29b) with all the
residents. The comment, "in every people and nation I held sway", suggests that
wisdom is cosmopolitan. The reference that comes closest to this statement is Prov
8:15-16 where wisdom claims that by her, kings reign and princes govern. Another
attribute of wisdom, that she can function throughout time and space,199 already
appears in Prov 8:22-31. Her travels, both vertically and horizontally are even more
strikingly described in Ben Sira in 24:3-6, 8, 10-12. As Marböck points out, she
progresses on the one hand from God's mouth to the earth, and on the other hand from
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her throne on the pillar of cloud to the appointed place for her tent in Israel. Also
another movement may be discovered: first vertically from heaven to the abyss and
horizontally between sea and land in the human world, and then in space and in time,
from before the ages to the time when she ministers in the tent and dwells among the
people of Israel.200

While wisdom's speech in Sir 24:3-22 begins with the claim that she was present from
the beginning of creation and her dwelling place was with the Lord (24:3-6), the
speech in Prov 8:4-36 starts, as indicated above, with another claim: wisdom's words
are worthy, righteous and straightforward (Prov 8:6-9). Therefore her instructions and
knowledge are more precious than silver or gold (Prov 8:10), and she, herself, than
jewels (Prov 8:11). The claim that she was present in history from the beginning only
follows in verses Prov 8:22-30a.

While it is not the task of this thesis to find the most appropriate translation for the
comment /wma wlxa hyhaw ("I was beside him an /wma) in Prov 8:30a, some of
the various attempts may be summarized here.201 Some interpret the word /wma as
referring to some aspect of craftsmanship and translate it "artisan" or the like. A
second possible translation is "one who is raised" or "nursed", depicting wisdom as a
nurtured child, a darling. The third interpretation is only one step away from this:
200
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wisdom is someone "who is being raised", or "who is growing up" like a child in
God's care. While God was creating the world, she was nearby, giving him delight
(8:30b) by playing before him (8:30b). When humans are on the scene, she is the
guardian and teacher (8:31b). Finally, there are arguments that the personification of
wisdom in Proverbs 8 was based on a living Canaanite tradition in Israel, specifically
the belief in the consort of the deity.202

The notion of craftsmanship is not present in Sir 24:3-6 (in the context of 24:3-9) and
the idea of a nurtured child, who delights God by playing before him seems even
more distant. The same can be declared about the notion of wisdom as God's consort.
The emphasis appears to be rather on wisdom's universal movement than on her close
proximity to God (cf. Prov 8:30).

In Sirach 24, after her journey in heaven and earth, wisdom sought a resting place on
the earth (24:7). Sheppard notes that the ideas of "rest" (ajnavpausi") and
"inheritance" (klhronomiva) form a thematic key in the whole of the poem. Their
employment shows a careful selection of vocabulary, and the term klhronomiva links
the poem with 24:23, where klhronomivan also appears.203

The terms "creator of all" (oJ ktivsth" aJpavntwn, 24:8a),204 "who created me" (oJ
ktivsa" me, 24:8b), and "he created me" (e[ktisevn me, 24:9a) betray that, while
wisdom is the first of creation and eternal (24:9b), she still has a beginning. She
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herself is a creature, and she is told where to find a "dwelling" and "inheritance"
(24:8cd).

By the command of the Lord (24:8a), wisdom settles "in Jacob" (24:8c). The latter is
a clear reference that wisdom's dwelling place is among Israelites. 24:8d, 10-12, 1314 confirm this.205

While wisdom claims in Prov 8:30a that she has witnessed the creation, her claim in
Sir 24:9 is somewhat different. The emphasis is on the antiquity of her origin. It
immediately follows that her activity on earth is in the service of the Lord, as the
comment on the liturgical service shows. The terms holy tent (24:10a) and Zion
(24:10b) are references to Exod 25:8-9 and 26:1-37 (Yahweh’s sanctuary or
tabernacle), and to the Jerusalem temple (Sir 24:10b).206 Schroer interprets this
development as the narrowing of the wisdom-concept, since wisdom, being a servant
of God, is subordinated to him.207

24:11-12 confirms that the dwelling place of wisdom is among the Israelites. Ziegler's
version of 24:12b (ejn merivdi kurivou klhronomiva mou) is perhaps more fitting than
ejn merivdi kurivou, klhronomiva" aujtou.208 One comparison between the image of
wisdom in this poem and the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26 has already been made above
in this chapter, where it was noted that the adulteress is shamed in public, whereas
wisdom praises herself in public. In Sir 24:12 wisdom's taking root among a glorified
people may be contrasted with the woman in Sir 23:25a whose children will not take
205
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root, who will not be part of the congregation of the Israelites. This comparison in
itself does not suggest an erotic background for wisdom in Sirach 24. The other
comparisons, however, and the third and fourth stanzas of wisdom's speech do, as will
be demonstrated below.

In Sir 24:13-15 wisdom's greatness and majesty are expressed with a series of similes
related to trees and plants, which are associated with famous cities or places, as the
majestic trees of cedar in Lebanon and cypress on Mount Hermon (24:13), the palms
of Engeddi and roses of Jericho (24:14), olive tree and plane tree.209 These plants
were important either because of their majestic appearance (greatness in size or
beauty) as the cedar and cypress, or because of their use in everyday life as palms and
roses, or for making cosmetics. The importance of olive trees need not be detailed.
The use of the plane tree may be that it can give shade against the sun. In 24:15-16
another use of plants is emphasized, since cinnamon, fragrant thorn bush, myrrh
(Exod 30:23-30), galbanum, onycha and stacte have a characteristic perfume,
especially when the latter three were blended with pure frankincense to produce the
incense used in liturgical services in the holy tent (Exod 30:34-35).210 Wisdom's own
comparison to these fragrant plants is another reference to her connection with the
liturgical service that was mentioned in 24:10.
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As noted earlier in the chapter, trees can be the sites of cultic infidelity and idolatry
(Isa 1:29; 57:5; Jer 2:20-21).211 The tree imagery, however, can also evoke the
memory of the Garden of Eden: a place of intimacy, joy, fertility.212 Their fragrance
may also serve to awake one's desires. Myrrh, aloes and cinnamon are used as part of
the adulteress' arsenal to seduce the unsuspecting man into her house in Prov 7:17.
Throughout the Canticles images of fragrance are also symbols of sensuality (1:12-14;
4:6, 10, 13-14; 4:10; 5:1, 5, 13). They also play a role in attracting the lover to enjoy
the fruits in the garden of the beloved (Cant 4:16).

Sir 24:16-21 continues with more similes on plants. The emphasis, however, changes
from fragrance to food and drink. The terebinth (24:16) was known for its greatness in
size, especially in the size of its branches. In 24:17 wisdom, similarly to the vine,
produces fruits: "honour and wealth".213 Riches and honour are said to be wisdom's
gifts in Prov 3:16, where it is connected with long life, and in 8:18-19, 21.214 These
passages imply, and Prov 3:18; 8:35a; Sir 4:12a confirm, that what wisdom offers is
life with her, life that follows her instructions. This may include prosperity but also
honour in the sense of good reputation before others. Prov 7:4-5 suggests that wisdom
can also prevent a person from engaging in sexual wrongdoing. Indirectly this may be
implied in Sir 6:29a (especially in Greek), 15:4 and 24:22.215

Sir 24:18 is extant only in G II ("I am a mother of fair love, and of reverence, and of
knowledge and of holy hope, and I give it together with all my children, they are
211
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everlasting, to those who are named by him"). The sentence seems obscure. What
wisdom gives according to the comment is either "fair love", or it and also
"reverence", "knowledge" and "holy hope". The expression "with all my children"
perhaps needs to be read with Skehan: "I am a mother of fair love, of reverence, of
knowledge, and of holy hope; To all my children I give to be everlasting: to those
named by Him".216 This way the verse could be rephrased as follows: I am a mother
of … and I give fair love, reverence, knowledge and holy hope to all my children,
chosen by God, to be everlasting.

Those who follow wisdom can be called her children, but according to this verse not
everyone can follow her, but only those chosen by God. The gifts of wisdom will also
make them everlasting. The term "everlasting" may be a Christian interpolation,
perhaps referring to afterlife.

A final way of interpreting Sir 24:18 is to consider fair love, reverence, knowledge
and holy hope (24:18ab) as wisdom's children (24:18c). In this case it is not God's
elect to whom wisdom's gifts are given, who are everlasting, but the gifts themselves.

24:19-20 returns to images of produce which wisdom offers to those who desire her.
As noted earlier in this chapter, wisdom's house is full of choicest fruit in Sir 1:17. In
Sir 6:19 her crops and fruits are available for those who cultivate her. The sexual
connotation of the verse in the context of 6:18-31 has been discussed above. In Sir
15:3 she feeds her lover with the "bread of knowledge" and gives him "the water of
[understanding] to drink" (Hebrew).217 Sir 51:24 also refers to wisdom's food.218 In
216
217
218
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Prov 9:1-6, 13-18 two different invitations are found: one for the feast that wisdom
presents and one set by folly. The latter clearly suggests an erotic background. In Cant
2:3-5, 13; 7:7-9 the enjoyment of sexual love is compared to the enjoyment of the
fruits of the lover's garden: everything the beloved can offer (4:12 – 5:1). This
includes, among others, honey (5:1) which also appears in 4:11 ("your lips distill
nectar, my bride; honey and milk are under your tongue"). It may be contrasted with
the adulteress in Prov 5:3 whose lips "drip honey".

In Sir 24:17, 19-20 wisdom offers food and drink to those who take hold of her. Her
invitation to be filled with her produce resembles the lovers in Cant 5:1 who drink
their fill of love. To be filled with her fruits therefore also implies quenching one's
desire for an intimate relationship with her. Sir 24:19-21 implies that wisdom herself
is the food and drink.219 The image of honey also appears in 24:20 ("For the memory
of me is sweeter than honey, and the inheritance of me is better than a honeycomb of
honey"), to describe the sweetness of the relationship with her. While the adulteress in
Sir 23:26 leaves an accursed memory, the memory of wisdom's love is so desirable
that once a person has tasted intimacy with her, he will desire more and will never be
satisfied (Sir 24:21: "Whoever eats of me will hunger still, and whoever drinks me
will be thirsty still").220 The love of the adulteress is condemned; the love of wisdom
is exalted. This seems to be confirmed in 24:22 ("Whoever obeys me will not be
ashamed, and those who work with me will not sin"). 221 It conveys two messages at
the same time. Firstly, as pointed out, the love of wisdom is a licit relationship.
Secondly, as also discussed above, having wisdom can also prevent one from sexual
wrongdoing that would bring shame on oneself. Moreover 24:16-21 and the preceding
219
220
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stanza as well (24:13-15), where references to procreation are lacking, convey the
positive attitude of the author toward a sexual relationship that has no other goal
beyond itself.222

While 24:23 is not part of wisdom's speech, it also calls for comment. As noted
earlier, the speaker is the sage himself. This verse is found among sayings that
describe wisdom's capacity and almost limitless knowledge (24:25-29), before the
section finishes with the author's claim as wisdom teacher (24:30-33).223

In Sir 24:23-34 the author identifies wisdom with the Torah, as a "special
possession",224 given to Israel. There are connections between the law and wisdom in
15:1; 17:11; 19:20; 21:11; 24:23; 34:8; 45:5.225 Sir 24:23, however, represents a
culmination with their explicit identification. This also confirms that the dwelling
place of wisdom is among the Israelites.

Pate notes that in the identification of wisdom and law the author presumes
Deuteronomistic tradition.226 Sir 24:23 appears to be a clear reference to Deut 4:6-8.
Sirach, as Rylaarsdam interprets it, made the law the core of Israel's heritage by
bringing the wisdom movement, independent in its own right and universal in its
222
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scope, under the domain of the law.227 "Wisdom has become particularistic."228 This
is, however, a matter of debate.229

Sirach 24, especially 24:23, represents a twofold development compared with Job 28
and Proverbs 8. Job 28 declares that only God knows Wisdom's whereabouts and she
is distant from the creation. While Proverbs 8 does not define wisdom's dwelling
place, it does not consider her to be distant from creation: she rejoices in the world
and delights in humankind (8:31). Sirach 24 not only clearly specifies wisdom's
dwelling place (24:8, 10-12, 13-14), but also identifies her with the law (24:23). The
later book of Baruch230 makes this identification as well in 4:1 (in the context of 3:37
– 4:2) and it states that wisdom has been given to Jacob/Israel (Bar 3:37 - 4:2).231 This
development is missing from Wisdom 7 - 9. In 1 En. 42:1-2 wisdom has found no
dwelling place on earth. Therefore she returned to heaven. The motif of wisdom
returning to heaven is not found in either Job 28, Proverbs 8, Sirach 24, Bar 3:9 – 4:4
or Wisdom 7 – 9. It may be noted here that several parallels may be made between the
wisdom of these poems and other Ben Sira passages on the one hand, and the Logos
of the prologue of John. Some of them are listed below. In the latter the feminine
personification is missing. In the Johannine prologue Logos is mentioned in the
context of the law but not identified with it (Jn 1:17). Wisdom was in the beginning
(Prov 8:22-23; Sir 1:4; 24:9; Wis 9:9). Logos was also in the beginning (Jn 1:1).
Logos similarly to wisdom was with God (Prov 8:30; Sir 1:1; Wis 9:4; cf. Jn 1:1).
Wisdom was in the world, and Logos was in the world (Sir 24:6-12; Bar 3:37 – 4:2;
Wis 8:1; cf. Jn 1:10). Finally Logos was rejected by its own (Jn 1:11) and according
227

J. C. Rylaarsdam, Revelation in Jewish Wisdom Literature (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1946), 30.
228
Rylaarsdam, Revelation, 36.
229
Cf. the debate and some bibliography on the issue in Pate, Reverse, 24-32.
230
If we accept that Baruch was written during or after the Maccabean period.
231
See also Murphy, Tree of Life, 141.
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to 1 En. 42:1-2 wisdom similarly did not find a dwelling on earth and returned to
heaven.232

Following the identification of wisdom and the law in Sir 24:23, the author describes
her abundant knowledge, that cannot be fathomed by humans, with images of rivers
(24:25-29). The closing stanza (24:30-34) is Sirach's self-claim to be a wisdom
teacher, who, as a canal from the river channels wisdom's knowledge by pouring out
instruction like prophecy. Liesen argues that when the author speaks in the first
person as a teacher, it is to appeal for attention or to state the value of his teaching.
Similarly to Sir 6:18-37, in Sirach 24 personification and speaking in the first person
serve to instruct disciples in a certain way of life. It is not material knowledge the
author intends to pass on but a way of life. In so doing he can refer to his own life as a
point of reference for the students.233

In summary, Sirach 24 on the account of both wisdom's self-praise in the first person,
and her identification with the Torah, represents the high point of the book of Ben
Sira. The imagery and topics it contains relate most closely to Proverbs 8. Apart from
the identification of wisdom and Torah there are other differences between these two
poems and between Sirach 24 and the other hymns discussed above. There is much
emphasis in Proverbs 8, among others, on wisdom's claim to speak the truth and on
her instruction and knowledge (Prov 8:7-10), and to be present from the beginning at

232

See also T. Francis Glasson, "Colossians 1:18, 15 and Sirach 24," JBL 86 (1967), 214-16. For
a probable identification of wisdom and law cf. Luke 7:35; 11:49-51; Matt 11:19, 28-30; 23:34-36, 3739. In 1 Enoch 42 both wisdom and iniquity are pictured as women seeking a dwelling place. The
former finds none among "the sons of men", echoing a tradition of the Epistle of Enoch 94:5. The
latter, iniquity, finds "those whom she did not seek". While wisdom and iniquity are pictured as
women, the focus is not on sexual relations or seductiveness on the part of either; cf. William Loader,
Philo, Josephus, and Pseudepigrapha on Sexuality (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, forthcoming).
233
J. Liesen, "Strategical Self-References in Ben Sira," in Treasures of Wisdom: Studies in Ben
Sira and the Book of Wisdom: Festschrift M. Gilbert (BETL 143; ed. Nuria Calduch-Benages and
Jacques Vermeylen; Leuven: Peeters, 1999), 63-74, 70-71.
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the creation (Prov 8:22-31). Sir 24:1-22 has a different agenda. The issues of
wisdom's presence at the creation and of her origin are dealt with more briefly. It
seems more important that she now resides in Israel and takes part in the cult. Two
stanzas are dedicated to her description as being like trees, plants and produce (Sir
24:13-15, 16-17, 19-21). The images used here suggest abundance, fertility. Therefore
she is depicted using sexual images. The fact that wisdom in Proverbs 8 (esp. 8:1-2)
and her counterpart, the strange woman, as folly in Proverbs 1 – 9 are described with
similar images, and the close association of Proverbs 8 and 9 suggest an erotic
background for wisdom herself. However, sexual motifs seem much more developed
in Sir 24:13-15, 16-17, 19-21. While Prov 8:19 refers to wisdom's fruits, images of
abundance and fertility are lacking. In Sir 24:1-22 wisdom invites people to enjoy her
fruits. It seems, moreover, that the food and drink she offers is herself. This again can
suggest sexual intimacy between wisdom and her seekers/lovers. Several aspects
seem to demonstrate the author's positive attitude to sexuality in the present context.
Firstly, the relationship with wisdom is affirmed and its memory is sweeter than
honey, in contrast with the memory of the acts of the adulteress in Sir 23:22-26.
Secondly, wisdom is so desirable that one's hunger and thirst for her is unquenchable
(24:21). Thirdly, the supposition that no shame is attached to the relationship with her
– in fact, she may protect a person from shameful acts (24:22) – seems to be
confirmed in that the poem is immediately followed by the reference to the law and its
identification with wisdom (24:23). It is remarkable that language with a potential
sexual connotation and the comment on the covenant of the Most High, are in such
close proximity.
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Sir 51:13-30

The numbers in brackets represent Skehan's verse numeration.

11Q5/11QPsa
234

hyt?qbw
ytyut <rfb run yna 13
236
hn?rwda hpws duw
hrtb yl hab 14
bl wjm?y
<ybnu lw?bb Jn urg <g 15
237
hytudy yrwunm yk
rw?ymb ylgr 238ykrd
239
jql ytaxm hbrhw
ynzwa fumk ytyfh 16
240
241
ydwh /ta ydmlml
yl htyh hluw 17
242
bw?a alw bwfb ytanq
hqj?aw ytwmz 18
243
hb y?pn ytyrj 19a
244
ytwby?h awl ynpw 19b
235

234

MS B is not significantly different, but lacks the motif "before I went astray", and adds "I
desired her" (51:13: hyt?qbw hb ytxpjw ytyyh run yna).
235
The correct writing of the word in the masoretic text would be hn?rda. See also Skehan, Ben
Sira, 574. This verse is not extant in MS B.
236
The correct word behind hrtb would probably be hratb from rat ("form", "stately
appearance"). See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 574.
237
MS B only has the second distich, which is almost the rephrasing of the text. Note the
inclusion of the word ynda and the word "wisdom" itself.
(v. 15cd: ytdml hmkj yrwunm ynda ylgr hkrd htmab).
238
Note that in the synopsis of the Hebrew extant manuscripts in Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew,
177, hkrd appears (11Q5/11QPsa).
239
This verse differs in MS B: "And I said a prayer (lit. prayed a prayer) in my youth and found
much knowledge" (hud ytaxm hbrhw ytwrunb hlpt llptaw). The word jql in Prov 7:21 may be
understood as "persuasive words". Cf. Prov 16:21. J. A. Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," in The Psalms
Scroll of Qumran Cave 11 (11QPSa) (DJD 4; Oxford: Clarendon, 1965), 79-85, 82, suggests "seductive
words".
240
One version of reading this word is: wdwh: "his praise". It is supported by Patrick W. Skehan,
"The Acrostic Poem in Sirach 51:13-30," HTR 64 (1971), 387-400, 388, 393 and Skehan, Ben Sira,
575, who reads "to my Teacher I will give grateful praise" (572). Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 402, translates
"my praise". Isaac Rabinowitz, "The Qumran Hebrew Original of Ben Sira's Concluding Acrostic on
Wisdom," HUCA 42 (1971), 173-84, 175, 178, reads: "… I give thanks". Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," 82,
retains the ydwh from the text and translates "my manhood", "ardour" compared with Prov 5:9.
241
MS B reads: "her yoke became glory for me" (dwbkl yl hyh hlu). The following stich is
the same as 51:17b in 11Q5/11QPsa except for the corrupt word for "praise/glory" (hadwh). For the
word hluw Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," 81-82, suggests "nurse" from lwu and gives the following
translation: "And she became for me a nurse". Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 402, does not exclude the latter
translation. Rabinowitz, "Qumran Hebrew," 175, 177-78, gives a variation for the verse: "And for me
she has been the reason I give thanks / to my teachers".
242
51:18 is different in MS B: "I resolved/considered to do good and will not turn back for lit. I
(will) find him" (wnaxma yk ipha alw byfyhl ytb?j), where the last verb is problematic. It is in
present/future tense and its object is 3d person, masculine, therefore it is not clear to whom it refers.
Although the object of 51:17b ("Teacher") is masculine, the theme of the whole section is finding
wisdom, and not finding God. This part of the stich seems to be corrupt.
243
MS B: "My heart/soul loved her/was attached to her" (hb y?pn hq?j).
244
MS B: "and my face I will not turn from her" (hnmm ipha al ynpw).
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245

hb y?pn 246ytrf 20a(19c)
247
hl?a awl hymwrbw 20b(19d)
248
[…]tp ydy 20c(19e)
249
/nwbta hymru[…] 20d(19f)
250
la ytwrbh ypk 20e(20a)
wtub <krk? […] 30
11Q5/11QPsa
51:13 (When) I was young and before I went astray,
and I sought her.
14 She came to me []251
and until the end [].252
15 Although a blossom drops in the ripening,
grapes rejoice the heart.
The way of my feet was in uprightness,
for from my youth I knew her.
16 I paid heed (lit. I turned/inclined my ear) (for) a little (time),
and I found much instruction.
17 And her yoke [],253
to my Teacher I will give my praise.254
18 I resolved and wore her down,
I have been jealous for the good255 and will not turn back.
19a I burned with desire for her,
245

MS B: "I gave my heart/soul to her" (hyrja yttn y?pn). This text appears in the synopsis of
the Hebrew extant manuscripts in Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 178; the text given on page 93 in the
individual MS B manuscript is slightly different: hyrja hb yttn y?pn.
246
Skehan, Ben Sira, 575, suggests ytdrf from drf ("to pursue").
247
MS B is mutilated: "For ever and ever…" ([…]mm […]fa al <yjxn jxnlw). The last word is
probably "from her" (hnmm), but without the verb the meaning of this stich is not clear. The word
hymwrbw seems corrupt. Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 575, corrects it to hmmwrb ("of extolling her"). Sanders,
"Sirach 51:13ff," 81-82, translates "and on her heights I do not waver", taking as a basis hymwrbw from
the text for "and in/on her heights" alluding to wisdom's heights in Prov 8:2; 9:3, 14 (<wrm).
Rabinowitz, "Qumran Hebrew," 175, 179, reads: "I have made myself toil over her, and on her heights
I am not / at ease", understanding it without an erotic connotation. Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 402, reads
"and on her heights I did not weary".
248
Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 575, restores <wrml yt?rp ydy ("I spread out my hands on high") on
the basis of G I. MS B has: "My hand opened her gate" (hyru? hjtp ydy).
249
Skehan, Ben Sira, 575, reconstructs hymrum ("her secrets") from <wru, <ru ("naked").
Skehan, "Acrostic Poem," 396, and Rabinowitz, "Qumran Hebrew," 180, prefers the non-erotic sense
of the word as in Sir 42:18 (MS M) over the notion of "nakedness". For 51:20cd(19ef) Deutsch, "Sirach
51," 402, gives a variation "My hand opened her gates, and I understood her subtleties". Sanders,
"Sirach 51:13ff," 81-82, renders "I opened my hand(s) … and perceive her unseen parts". In MS B
51:20d(19f) is incomplete, only the verb fybaw (from fbn = look at, look on) is complete ([…]b fybaw
[…]ja hlw).
250
Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 575, reconstructs hyla for the last word.
251
The probable reading is "in her beauty"; see the note on the text.
252
Read "I will seek her out"; see the note on the text.
253
In order to read "became for me" the verb should read hyh. It is possible to read it with MS B:
dwbkl yl hyh hlu ("her yoke became glory for me"). For other variations see the note on
the text. Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 574-75, reads "since in this way I have profited".
254
For other variations see the note on the text.
255
Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," 81-82, translates "pleasure".
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19b and my face I have not turned away;
20a(19c) []256 her with my being
20b(19d) []257 I am not at ease.
20c(19e) My hand []258
20d(19f) []259 I came to know.
20e(20a) I purified my hand for260
30 [] your reward in his time.
MS B
ytaxm hrhfbw 20e(20b)
htljtm hl ytynq blw 20f(20c)
261
[…]k rwbub 20g(20d)
.bwf /ynq hytynq /k rwbub
hb fybhl rwntk wmhy yum 21
.wndwha ynw?lbw
ytwtp? rk? yl yyy /tn 22
.y?rdm tybb wnylw
<ylks yla wnp 23
262
263
.hyht dam hamx <k?pnw
wlyaw wlya /m /wrsjt ytm du 24
.[sk alb hmkj <kl wnq
hb ytrbdw ytjtp yp 25
.<k?pn a?t ha?mw
waybh hlub <kyrawxw 26
.hta axwm w?pn /twnw
hy?qbml ayh hbwrq
.hytaxmw hb ytdmuw
ytyyh /fq yk <kynyub war 27
264
265
.yb wnqt bhzw [skw
ytwrunb ydwml wum? <ybr 28
.ytry?b w?wbt alw
ytby?yb y?pn jm?t 29
.wtub <krk? <kl /twn awhw
hqdxb w?u <ky?um 30
.rdw rdl wm? jbw?mw
<lwul yyy iwrb
MS B
20e(20b) I found (her) in pureness,266
20f(20c) and I possessed (lit. acquired) a heart267 (that was) for her from the
beginning,268
256
257

Read "I pursued"; see the note on the text.
One probable correction of the text is "and on her heights"; for other variants see the note on

the text.
258

Probable reading "opened"; for variants for the whole line see the note on the text.
Read "and her secrets (lit. nakedness)"; see the note on the text.
260
Read "for her"; see the note on the text. Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 402, suggests "I washed my
hand in her".
261
In the synopsis of the extant Hebrew manuscripts, Beentjes, Ben Sira in Hebrew, 178, the
division of 51:20efg(20bcd) in MS B is different:
hl ytynq blw ytaxm hrhfbw (20e)
[…]k rwbub htljtm (20f).
262
hyht does not seem necessary. See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 575.
263
The two last words (wlyaw wlya = "strength", "might", anything that is strong or mighty)
seem to be corrupt. Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 575, suggests: hlkam ("of her food", i.e. wisdom's food).
264
hb ("through her") would be the correct ending for this stich; see G I and also Skehan, Ben
Sira, 573, 576. His translation of 51:28 is: "Hear but a little instruction; you will win silver and gold
through her".
265
ytwrunb ("in my youth") does not seem necessary here.
266
Rabinowitz, "Qumran Hebrew," 175, 180, conjectures hytlbq ytwkzh ypk ("according as I
kept myself pure I have received her") lacking any reference to the idea of "hand".
267
Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 402, translates "inclination".
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20g(20d) therefore [].269
21 My inner being (lit. belly) was stirred up like a fire-pot to look at her,270
therefore I acquired her as a good possession.
22 The Lord has granted me a reward, my lips,
and with my tongue I will praise him.
23 Come to me (lit. turn towards me) you foolish,
and spend the night in my house of teaching/instruction.
24 How long will you lack/be deprived of lit. his strength,271
and your souls are very thirsty.
25 My mouth I opened and spoke of her:
gain yourselves wisdom without money.
26 (And) submit your neck to her yoke
and let your mind (lit. yourselves) receive/accept her utterance/oracle.272
She is close to those who seek her,
And the one who gives himself finds her.
The following verses seem corrupt. Their meaning is something like this:
27 See for yourselves, that I have accomplished (lit. became, from the verb "to exist")
little,
and I served her/waited on her and found her.273
28 Hear much of my instruction in my youth274
and silver and gold you will gain through me.275
29 The first half of this verse also seems corrupt, where "my soul rejoices" makes
sense, but the last word seems out of place,276and the second half would sound
probably like this:
and do not be ashamed277 of singing278 (praise).279
30 Work at your tasks in righteousness280
and he (God) will give you your reward in his time.
(Blessed be Yahweh for ever,
and praised be his name from generation to generation.)
268

Skehan, Ben Sira, 572, 575, translates: "At first acquaintance with her, I gained
understanding".
269
Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 575, reconstructs "such that I will never forsake her".
270
Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 575, reads it with G: "to seek her". One of the other occurrences of the
term wmhy yum is in Cant 5:4 where it has a sexual connotation. For another interpretation of the term
"my inward parts sound like a lyre for her" on the basis of hl rwnkk wmhy yum, see D. Winton
Thomas, "A note on Ecclus 51:21a," JTS 20 (1965), 225-26.
271
Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 575, suggests "of her food"; see the note on text.
272
Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 576, translates "let your mind weigh her message".
273
51:27b is translated by Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 576, as: "but have found much". Deutsch,
"Sirach 51," 403, suggests: "See with your eyes, I was young, yet I laboured in her and found her",
correcting the verb dmu to lmu ("to labour").
274
"In my youth" does not seem necessary.
275
"Through her" fits better; see the note on the text.
276
It is probably from the verb bw? ("turn back").
277
The ending of the verb seems incorrect in the context.
278
The ending of the word seems out of place.
279
Skehan, Ben Sira, 573, 576, reads for the verse: "Let your being rejoice in the mercy of God"
on the basis of G I, "and be not ashamed to give him praise". Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 403, reads:
"Rejoice in my instruction, do not be disgraced in my songs".
280
Skehan, Ben Sira, 574, has "in due season".
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GI
13 !Eti w]n newvtero" priVn h] planhqh'naiv me
ejzhvthsa sofivan profanw'" ejn proseuch'/ mou.
14 e[nanti naou' hjxivoun periV aujth'"
kaiV e{w" ejscavtwn ejkzhthvsw aujthvn.
15 ejx a[nqou" wJ" perkazouvsh" stafulh'"
eujfravnqh hJ kardiva mou ejn aujth'.
ejpevbh oJ pouv" mou ejn eujquvthti,
ejk neovthtov" mou i[cneuon aujthvn.
16 e[klina ojlivgon toV ou\" mou kaiV ejdexavmhn
kaiV pollhVn eu|ron ejmautw'/ paideivan.
17 prokophV ejgevnetov moi ejn aujth':/
tw'/ didovnti moi sofivan dwvsw dovxan.
18 dienohvqhn gaVr tou' poih'sai aujthVn
kaiV ejzhvlwsa toV ajgaqoVn kaiV ouj mhV aijscunqw'.
19 diamemavcistai hJ yuchv mou ejn aujth'/
kaiV ejn poihvsei novmou dihkribasavmhn.
taV" cei'rav" mou ejxepevtasa proV" u{yo"
kaiV taV ajgnohvmata aujth'" ejpevnqhsa.
20 thVn yuchvn mou kateuvquna eij" aujthVn
kaiV ejn kaqarismw'/ eu|ron aujthvn.
kardivan ejkthsavmhn met= aujth'" ajp= ajrch'":
diaV tou'to ouj mhV ejgkataleifqw'.
21 kaiV hJ koiliva mou ejtaravcqh tou' ejkzhth'sai aujthvn:
diaV tou'to ejkthsavmhn ajgaqoVn kth'ma.
22 e[dwken kuvrio" glw'ssavn moi misqovn mou,
kaiV ejn aujth'/ aijnevsw aujtovn.
23 ejggivsate prov" me, ajpaivdeutoi,
kaiV aujlivsqhte ejn oi[kw/ paideiva".
24 tiv o{ti uJsterei'sqai levgete ejn touvtoi"
kaiV aiJ yucaiV uJmw'n diyw'si sfovdra;
25 h[noixa toV stovma mou kaiV ejlavlhsa
kthvsasqe eJautoi'" a[neu ajrgurivou.
26 toVn travchlon uJmw'n uJpovqete uJpoV zugovn,
kaiV ejpidexavsqw hJ yuchV uJmw'n paideivan.
ejgguv" ejstin euJrei'n aujthvn.
27 i[dete ejn ojfqalmoi'" uJmw'n o{ti ojlivgon ejkopivasa
kaiV eu|ron ejmautw'/ pollhVn ajnavpausin.
28 metavscete paideiva" ejn pollw'/ ajriqmw'/ ajrgurivou
kaiV poluVn crusoVn kthvsasqe ejn aujth'/.
29 eujfranqeivh hJ yuchV uJmw'n ejn tw'/ ejlevei aujtou',
kaiV mhV aijscunqeivhte ejn aijnevsei aujtou'.
30 ejrgavzesqe toV e[rgon uJmw'n proV kairou',
kaiV dwvsei toVn misqoVn uJmw'n ejn kairw'/ aujtou'.
13 When I was still young, before I went astray,
I sought wisdom plainly in my prayer.281
14 Before the temple I asked for her
281

For 51:13b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 761.
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and until the end I will seek her out.
15 As the blossoms ripened to grape
my heart delighted in her,
my foot walked in uprightness,
from my youth I sought her.
16 I inclined my ear a little, and I received,
and I found for myself much instruction.
17 I made progress in her;
to him who gives me wisdom I will give glory/praise.
18 For I intended to practise her,282
and I have been jealous for the good, and I will not be ashamed.
19 My soul has wrestled with her,
and I was scrupulous in the performance of the law,
I stretched out my hands on high
and lamented my ignorances of her.
20 I directed my soul to her,
and in purification I found her,283
I possessed a heart (that was) with her from the beginning,
therefore I will not be forsaken;
21 and my inner being was stirred up to seek her,
therefore I acquired a good possession.
22 The Lord gave me a tongue as my reward,
and with it I will praise him.
23 Draw near me, (you) unlearned,
and lodge/dwell in the house of instruction.
24 Why do you admit to the lack of these things
and your souls thirst greatly?284
25 I opened my mouth and I said:
acquire for yourselves without money.285
26 Put your neck under a yoke
and let your soul receive instruction.286
It is close to find.
27 See with your eyes that I laboured little287
and I found for myself great rest.
28 Take your share in instruction with a lot of money,
and you will acquire much gold through it.
29 May your soul rejoice in his (God's) mercy,
and may you not be ashamed in his praise.
30 Work at your task in due season
and he (God) will give your reward in his time.

282
283
284
285
286
287

For 51:16-18a cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 761.
For 51:20ab cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 761.
For 51:24b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation," 762.
For 51:25b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation, 762.
For 51:26b cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation, 762.
For 51:27a cf. Wright, "Sirach: Introduction and Translation, 762.
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Context

Following Ben Sira's prayer in Sir 51:1-12, 51:13-30 is his closing of the book in the
form of an autobiographical poem on wisdom. Its 23 lines288 are in acrostic order
using the letters of the Hebrew alphabet.289 As noted above, van Peursen considers it
to be one of the poems that structure the book.290 Within the section the borders of
small stanzas that are organized into larger units (2+2+2 distichs + 3+2+3 distichs +
3+2+2+2 distichs = 23 distichs) are determined by content. Chapter 1 speaks about
the greatness of wisdom in the first person. There is a development in that in Sirach
24 wisdom speaks in the first person and then the first person belongs to the author in
Sir 51:13-30.

Form

The acrostic poem uses the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, each line starting with a
letter from a to t and an additional distich can be found at the end (p line)
according to Skehan's reading.291 The extant parts of 11Q5/11QPsa (from line a to
first half of line k, 51:13a-20e [20a]) all follow the order. MS B follows this order
from line l (51:20f[20c]) with the inclusion of w in front of the word bl
("heart"); the exceptions are line s (51:23), which starts with p, line x (51:26)

288

For 22-line and 23-line non-acrostic poems in Ben Sira, see 1:11-30; 5:1 - 6:4; 6:18-37; 12:118; 13:24 - 14:19; 21:1-21; 29:1-20; 29:21 - 30:13; 38:24-34; 49:1-16. See also Skehan, Ben Sira, 74.
289
The fact that the book of Ben Sira already has a postscript in Sir 50:27-29 would indicate that
the poem was not part of the original book. However, its vocabulary and use of images of a female
personified wisdom in other parts of the book (1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-31; 14:20 - 15:10; ch. 24) support
its place in the original work. Cf. Deutsch, "Sirach 51," 401. Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," 83, doubts it.
290
Van Peursen, "Clause Hierarchy," 137. The others are 1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-37; 14:20 –
15:10; 24:1-34; 32:14 - 33:6; 38:24 - 39:11.
291
Skehan, Ben Sira, 574, 576. In some similar poems the reason for the addition is to form the
word [la from the letters a, l (this way the middle letter in the alphabet) and the closing p. The word
means in Piel "to teach", "to instruct".
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starting with w, line ? (51:28) beginning with r and the last line (51:30) which
should start with p has m as the first letter. Before line l only a and b lines
follow the acrostic order. Van Peursen argues that an explanation for the distortion of
the acrostic form in MS B is that it is a retroversion from Syriac.292

Content

Sir 51:13-30, as Sauer observes, represents a development in the sense that following
Sir 1:1-10, where wisdom's greatness is praised in the third person, and Sirach 24,
where wisdom praises herself in the first person, the first person finally belongs to the
author of the acrostic poem.293 The expression "before I went astray" in 51:13a (using
ytyut, 11Q5/11QPsa; planhqh'naiv, G I) suggests that the author was sexually
innocent.294 In comparison with Sir 6:23-27, where the search for wisdom is so
significant (esp. in 6:26-27), the reading of 51:13b in both 11QPsa/11Q5 and MS B
reflects the motif better than the reading in G I ("I sought wisdom plainly in my
prayer"), since desiring and seeking is more active than praying. The term ?qb is
employed in both Sir 6:27 and 51:13. The idea of "youth" (run in Hebrew) is also
present in the Greek text of 6:18295 and in 51:13. We noted earlier in the discussion of
the wisdom poems that a person has to take initiative to search for wisdom. At times,
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however, she plays an active role in approaching a person, resulting in a "reciprocal
longing and search"296 of the student and wisdom for each other.

In Sir 51:14, similarly to Sir 15:2 ("young bride"), wisdom appears as a beautiful
woman (hratb corrected from hrtb) who comes to those who seek her
(11Q5/11QPsa).297 In G I the motif of wisdom approaching in her beauty is
completely lacking ("Before the temple I asked for her"). The second half of Sir 51:14
("and until the end I will seek her out") is the same in both 11Q5/11QPsa and G I and,
like Sir 6:18, demonstrates that "finding" and "frequenting" wisdom is a commitment
a person has to make in his youth for all his life ("greying hair", Sir 6:18b, G I).
Sanders suggests that the image of a young man reaching maturity lies behind Sir
51:15 (bl wjm?y <ybnu lw?bb Jn urg <g, = "Although a blossom drops in the
ripening, grapes rejoice the heart", 11Q5/11QPsa).298 The rabbinic comment in m. Nid.
5:7 compares women's sexual maturation to the ripening of figs. The reference to joy
may be a reference to youth itself or the relationship with wisdom, or both. The ideas
of Sir 51:14-15 suggest that these images speak about the sage's intimate relationship
with wisdom. The word ylgr (11Q5/11QPsa and MS B) may simply refer to feet.
Sanders suggests that it may be a euphemism for the genitalia.299 In 51:15c the
meaning of the term "uprightness" (rw?ym, 11Q5/11QPsa, eujquvthti, G I) may imply
that the seeker of wisdom walked the same path as she did, i.e. the path of
"righteousness" and "justice" (Prov 8:20). After wisdom has tested the faithfulness of
the wise, she rewards him by setting him on the straight path as in Sir 4:18a (MS A).
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51:15d (hytudy yrwunm yk = "for from my youth I knew her", 11Q5/11QPsa) may
emphasize that the author had intimate sexual knowledge of her.300 G I with its
expression "I sought her" is not so explicit.

The primary meaning of jql in 51:16 (11Q5/11QPsa, "I paid heed [lit. I
turned/inclined my ear] [for] a little [time], and I found much instruction") is
"instruction". It can also denote "seductive speech" as in Prov 7:21.301 In contrast to
the latter, the "seductive speech" of wisdom is attractive and good.302 It may be that
the author refers to the knowledge he gained from wisdom (Sir 51:16). However, it
may also imply that wisdom, similarly to the adulteress in Prov 7:21, uses seductive
words with which she can captivate the student. G I with the word paideivan
("instruction", 51:16b) tones down the potential allusion to "seductive speech". As
noted above, the reading of 51:17 (ydwh /ta ydmlml yl htyh hluw) is problematic
in 11Q5/11QPsa. MS B can suggest "Her yoke became glory for me"
(dwbkl yl hyh hlu, 51:17a). "Yoke" in this case may refer to marital relationship,
an intimate bond. It is also possible, however, to read the word hlu with Sanders as
"nurse".303 Wisdom's qualities as a nurturing woman (mother or wife) are known in
Sir 15:2. If we read "progress" in the G I (prokophV ejgevnetov moi ejn aujth' = "I made
progress in her", 51:17b), the glory/praise is given to the giver of wisdom, God
himself (also in Sir 15:10a). If, however, hlu is understood as "nurse", Sanders'
suggestion for the word "ardour", "manhood" or "vigour" in 51:17b (ydwh)304 instead
of praise, is not far-fetched. The term is also employed in Prov 5:9 ("you will give
your honor [idwh] to others, and your years to the merciless"), in the context of a
300
301
302
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Cf. Sanders, "Sirach 51:13ff," 83.
Also see the note on the text.
Cf. Angel, "Wild Men," 155.
See the note on the text.
See the note on the text.
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warning against consorting with an adulteress. This way the following idea could be
surmised on the basis of Sanders' translation: she (wisdom) became the student's nurse
and he will give her (wisdom = teacher) his ardour/manhood. G I, as noted above,
lacks the reference to both "yoke" and "nurse" as possible readings.
We may note on the other hand, that with the reading "praise" a certain pattern can be
maintained, i.e. all the three stanzas end with a reference to the praise of the Lord.305
Also, Muraoka is correct in pointing out that in Sir 51:17 the one(s) to whom the
author should not give his "manhood" or "vigour" is (are) masculine.306 Sanders'
reading would certainly fit the larger context on wisdom pictured as his lover.

Except for the last verse (51:22) the second stanza (51:18-22) describes the
relationship of Ben Sira and wisdom, using, at times, passionate images. The
comment "I resolved and wore her down, I have been jealous for the good and will
not turn back" (bw?a alw bwfb ytanq hqj?aw ytwmz, 51:18, 11Q5/11QPsa) is
puzzling. It is either a metaphor with a sexual connotation or is out of context here.
Angel offers another reading here. If qj? ("to play") replaces qj? ("wear down"),
then the idea of playing as part of lovemaking fits in the context. Jealousy, especially
jealousy for pleasure,307 turning away and then returning can also be part of a playful
love relationship. G I is not so explicit (dienohvqhn gaVr tou' poih'sai aujthVn kaiV
ejzhvlwsa toV ajgaqoVn kaiV ouj mhV aijscunqw' = "For I intended to practise her, and I
have been jealous for the good, and I will not be ashamed"), although it retains the
idea of jealousy. The terms "burning" (ytyrj, 11Q5/11QPsa) for wisdom, or
"attachment" (hq?j, MS B) to her, continue in 51:19a to describe the relationship.
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Burning can be a sexual passion (Prov 6:27). A jealous person is attached to his
beloved and is hesitant to leave her. This anxiety lies perhaps behind Sir 51:19b ("and
my face I have not turned away", 11Q5/11QPsa)308 and 51:20a(19c) ("[I pursued] her
with my being", 11Q5/11QPsa).309 The Greek text departs from it in 51:19b ("and I
was scrupulous in the performance of the law"), and introduces the theme of
stretching the hands in 51:19c. A probable reading for 51:20b(19d) in 11Q5/11QPsa,
as discussed above, is "[and on her heights] (from <wrm) I am not at ease". Angel
provides the following translation: "in the moments of her exaltation, I will not let
up", where the "moments of her exaltation" is a reference to orgasm.310 G I reads in
51:19d: "and lamented my ignorances of her". Skehan suggests that the spreading of
the hands (51:20c[19e]) is an act of a praying person,311 which in other contexts could
be rewarded with the revealed secrets of wisdom (51:20d[19f]), the same reward as in
Sir 4:18b.312 Here, however, a different word is used for "secrets", not rtsm from
Sir 4:18b, which mainly means "secret place", "hiding place". In Sir 51:20d[19f]
("[and her secrets, lit. nakedness] I came to know"), the word hymru[m] (from
<wru, <ru, "naked") is employed.313 With it the use of the hands to open wisdom's
gate is more appropriate than the lifting up of hands in order to pray. If the reading of
MS B (hyru? hjtp ydy = "my hand opened her gate", 51:20c[19e]) is accepted, the
line with the erotic connotation of the word "hand"314 would be another climax of the
description of Ben Sira's love affair with wisdom: their love is fulfilled in sexual
intercourse. To talk openly about a woman's nakedness would be exceptional, since
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female nakedness, especially in the Hellenistic era, could reflect on the woman's
respectability, or rather on the lack of it.315 It is extraordinary that Ben Sira describes
wisdom's nakedness. The explanation for this is probably that he speaks about
personified wisdom and not a real woman.

Both 51:20e(20a) ([hy]la ytwrbh ypk = "I purified my hand for [her]")316 in
11Q5/11QPsa, and 51:20e(20b) (ytaxm hrhfbw = "I found [her] in pureness") in MS
B, refer to purity/pureness. While both lines may concern the purity of wisdom's lover
himself, it is also possible that MS B describes wisdom. Regarding the latter Deutsch
proposes that pureness is the state in which wisdom is ready to have sexual
intercourse after her purification period.317 We may only conjecture that according to
11Q5/11QPsa the person seeking wisdom must also be in a state of pureness before
having intercourse with wisdom. Yuchvn in 51:20a could also be understood as
"desire". The line would then read "I directed my desire to her" to describe the
emotions of wisdom's lover. 51:20b in G I, similarly to 51:20e(20b) in MS B, also
attests to the idea of cleanliness.

51:20f(20c) in MS B, similarly to 51:15d (11Q5/11QPsa) affirms that the sage knew
wisdom from an early age and goes a step further in declaring that his heart was
always for her. 51:20g(20d) is mutilated. G I in this line ("therefore I will not be
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forsaken", 51:20d) implies that as wisdom was with the author from the beginning she
will so remain until the end (cf. 51:14b in 11Q5/11QPsa).318

Whoever finds wisdom is urged to hold her fast ("do not let her go", Sir 6:27b), and
whoever tasted wisdom's food and drink (Sir 24:21) will still want more (cf. Prov
4:6). Also, if anyone enters an intimate relationship with wisdom, the desire of that
person will never be fully quenched. This passion is expressed again in Sir 51:21a, as
wisdom is indeed a good possession, if not the best (51:21b, in both MS B and G I),
that a person can have (cf. Prov 4:7). As indicated above, the term hmh yum has
sexual connotations in Cant 5:4. It is also the case in Sir 51:21. Angel notes that
koiliva in the LXX may refer to reproductive organs.319 This way the sage's loins
were being stirred up to seek wisdom, which is another sign of the burning desire for
her.

Sir 51:22 closes the description of the author's and wisdom's relationship with a
reference to the Lord, who has given the author reason to praise him with his "tongue"
(cf. Isa 50:4). As a wise man he is worthy of praising God, as is clear also from Sir
15:10a, in contrast with the "wicked", who is excluded from the praise of the Lord.320
The word wndwha ("I will praise him", i.e. the Lord) concludes the second stanza (8
distichs) of the poem. According to Deutsch it is also the conclusion of the confession
part of the poem, and with 51:23 the second part, the exhortation, begins.321
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In the third stanza (51:23-30) Ben Sira appears as a wisdom teacher, himself. As a
disciple of wisdom he considers himself worthy and capable of teaching others. This
idea occurred also in Sir 24:30-33 (esp. 24:32-33) and it culminates in Sir 51:23-30.
He, the wise teacher, invites the "foolish" (<ylks) or "unlearned" (ajpaivdeutoi) in the
first person to attend to him "in my house of instruction" (y?rdm tybb) in 51:23.322
Ben Sira, similarly to wisdom, who exalted the wise above his fellows in Sir 15:5a,
exalts himself above those who do not know wisdom. As noted above, wisdom's
food323 according to Sir 15:3 is the "bread of knowledge" and her drink is the "water
of [understanding]" (cf. Sir 51:24).324

As a wisdom teacher ("My mouth I opened and spoke of her", MS B, 51:25a) Ben
Sira advises his disciples that it is not money that is needed to gain wisdom; it is
possible even for the poor (51:25b, cf. Isa 55:1-3; Prov 4:5-7). What is necessary is
the person's willingness for hard work combined with humility (Sir 6:19a), as
expressed with the symbol of wisdom's yoke (hlu, zugovn, Sir 51:26a), similarly to
Sir 6:24-25 (cf. Jer 27:8; 11-12), and attention to receive wisdom's utterance (ha?m,
Sir 51:26b) or instruction (paideivan, Sir 51:26b). Wisdom's yoke may be contrasted
with the wicked woman in Sir 26:7 who is compared to a constantly moving, irritating
yoke (cf. Matt 11:28-30). Only those who wholeheartedly strive for wisdom (w?pn
/twnw = "and the one who gives himself")325 will find her (Sir 51:26cd, cf. 6:19-27;
14:20-27).
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In Sir 51:27 the writer uses his own example to encourage his students, again a
thought familiar from Sir 6:19cd and Sir 51:16. "I paid heed … (for) a little (time)"
(51:16a, Hebrew) is in parallel with "I have accomplished little" (51:27a, Hebrew).
Similarly the expression "and I found much instruction" (or "seductive speech" as
pointed out, 51:16b, Hebrew) could be paralleled with "and found her" (51:27b,
Hebrew), i.e. wisdom. It is uncertain why G I changes 51:27b to "… I found for
myself great rest".

Skehan's reading for 51:28a ("Hear but a little instruction; you will win silver and
gold through her") seems to be more fitting than MS B's text ("Hear much of my
instruction") since the former would create a parallel between 51:27 and 51:28 and a
less tight parallel between 51:16 and 51:28.326 The mention of silver and gold in
51:28b may be a reference to "riches and honour", "wealth and prosperity" (Prov
8:18) which the wise will possess through finding wisdom.

Not only does the wise person have reason to rejoice and praise God327 for his gift,
wisdom (cf. Sir 1:26; Wis 8:21 -9:18), but it is also his purpose and duty.328 In
praising the Lord the sage leads his disciples by example as is reflected in Sir
51:17b,329 22b; now in 51: 29 he encourages the readers to do the same. The 22-line
poem would end with the call to sing praise to the Lord. The extra p line also has a
reference to God. The reading of G I for 51:30a ("work at your task in due season")
seems more appropriate than MS B ("work at your tasks in righteousness"), since it
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creates a tight parallel with 51:30b: "and he (God) will give you your reward in his
time" (MS B).330

In his invitation to the disciples Ben Sira's passionate voice has changed somewhat
starting with 51:23. His persuasive attitude remained, but it is in the service of
convincing his students to follow his example. Even though forceful language is used
in 51:24b ("your souls are very thirsty", MS B), and the idea of submission to
wisdom's yoke returns in 51:26, the erotic images are found mainly in the first and the
second stanzas.

Ben Sira's acrostic poem in some aspects is similar to the previous five poems, but it
has some unique elements. It employs personification to describe the love-relationship
with wisdom. However, this description is more personal and more erotically charged
than any of the preceding wisdom hymns in his book. One reason is the use of the first
person. The sometimes surprising comments with their sexual connotations exhibit a
positive attitude towards sexuality in the specific context of the relationship of the
sage and wisdom. What is perhaps even more surprising is that the writer's own
description of his love affair is interwoven with references to the praise of God,
passages that appear to return at the closing of every major part of the poem.
Remarkably, an openness on sexual issues, including intercourse, female nakedness,
and orgasm, is found along with lines about praising God. Eros and the sacred are not
separated. This is certainly one of the most revolutionary characteristics of Ben Sira's
erotically highly-charged poem.331 On the other hand, the translation demonstrates a
tendency of toning down the erotic content. Usually it does so by replacing the erotic
330
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terminology used by the Hebrew text, resulting in an almost neutral description of
seeking and finding wisdom for the purpose of learning.

Conclusion

The poems that contain the images of a personified female wisdom figure in the Book
of Ben Sira differ in many respects, but some important similarities can be discovered
among them. They also exhibit a development compared with other examples of the
personification of wisdom. The book of Ben Sira begins (1:1-10) and ends with a
wisdom-poem (51:13-30). In the middle of the book is found the most extensive
passage where wisdom praises herself in the first person (ch. 24, esp. 24:3-22).

In Sir 1:1-10 one of the main themes of the author is established: firstly, that all
wisdom is from the Lord and it will remain with him forever, and secondly, that only
God knows her and her origin. Only he can give wisdom to his creatures, and make
her accessible for humans. This accessibility is further developed in Sir 4:11-19,
where wisdom teaches, tests, and gives promises to those seeking her. It is also a
passage where she first speaks in the first person (in 4:15-19 in MS A). References to
intimacy between wisdom and her seeker may be found in this poem (wisdom's
inmost chambers and secrets), and in ch. 24 (especially fragrance – food – sex
imagery), but they are mainly elaborated in Sir 6:18-31; 14:20 - 15:10 and in 51:1330. Some of the symbolism celebrates love that has no other purpose beyond itself
(14:24-27 in Hebrew, possibly 15:3, 24:16-21; 51:13-21), without using the field –
seed imagery and without any explicit reference to offspring. 14:20 – 15:10 and ch. 24
not only retain sensual images, they also introduce new themes. Wisdom is first
connected (15:1) and then identified with the Torah (24:23). Sirach 24, while very
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dependent on Proverbs 8, is also different from it and from Job 28 in other aspects:
wisdom's origin is clear, and she is commanded to take root in Israel. With its
identification of wisdom with Torah, Sir 24:23 is similar to Baruch 3:9 - 4:4 (wisdom
as Torah is also given to Israel). In Wisdom 7 - 9 wisdom is more abstract. In the
latter, wisdom's description as "pneu'ma sofiva"" (Wis 7:7) appears, showing
Hellenistic influence. Images reminiscent of a love affair are also found in Wisdom 8.
They are, however, not as sensual as the ones employed by Ben Sira, and a certain
distance between the author and wisdom remains. Sir 51:13-30 is the final and most
remarkable example of depicting a sexual affair/relationship between student/lover
and wisdom/beloved. As noted above, erotic illustrations are interwoven with praises
of God.

Sir 6:18-31; 14:20 – 15:10 and especially Sir 51:13-30 clearly attest to the author's
positive attitude towards sexuality, especially in the Hebrew. Female sexuality,
including female nakedness (51:13-30), is something to be affirmed. It is, however,
surprising that this attitude is mainly demonstrated in the wisdom poems, where the
object of desire is not a real woman. These comments do not seem to represent the
sage's view on sexuality in connection with real women, even in the context of a licit
relationship such as marriage. His view regarding real woman and their standing and
status is very different.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

Ben Sira is not shy about sexuality. His view on sex is, however, complex. It varies, for
instance, depending on whose sexuality is the subject of discussion and what position that
actual person occupies in the author's social world. In the previous chapters numerous
comments were discussed that had something to say about either women/femininity or
sexuality, or both. In others honour and shame played a particular role. In this conclusion
we review these diverse contexts and stances and seek to identify the distinctive
emphases which form the attitude towards sexuality preserved in the work and its
translation.

Fathers, Mothers, Widows (and Orphans)

For Ben Sira, parents are to be respected, since it is commanded by the Lord (Ex 20:12;
Deut 5:16). While on the one hand mothers enjoy the same respect and care as fathers
(3:2-3; 7:27-28), fathers are given more attention in 3:1-16 than mothers. While
honouring both father and mother atones for sins (3:3-4), good deeds toward only the
father have atoning efficacy according to 3:14-15. The G I text of 3:11b ("and for the
children a mother in dishonour is a disgrace", kaiV o[neido" tevknoi" mhvthr ejn ajdoxiva)/
may refer to sexual immorality of the mother. This comment is also an example where
the translation has a more negative attitude toward mothers, or tones down the positive
attitude. While the father is not connected explicitly with sexual wrongdoing in the
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passages on mothers and fathers,1 Ben Sira writes about the immorality of old men
(25:2d; 42:8b) in a condemnatory manner, as shown below.

A person's disgraceful activity, which may include sexual immorality, as the terms twnz
(MS B) and zjp (MSS Bmg, M) suggest in 41:17a, reflects negatively on both father and
mother (23:14).

The author is silent on sexuality with regard to widows and orphans, who are an
important concern for Ben Sira, since he is sensitive to social issues (4:10; 35:17[14]18[15]). Widows' sexual vulnerability may have been an issue for the sage, but this is not
explicit. There are no teachings on widowers.

Daughters and Sons

In Ben Sira's eyes daughters cause the most anxiety when it comes to sexuality (7:24-25;
22:5; 42:9-14). On the one hand these comments should also be viewed in the context of
honour and shame. A daughter is a person who can do the most damage to a father's
honour whether as an unmarried and seduced (42:10a, htwpt MS B; "defiled", ljt in
MS M), even pregnant (42:10c, uyrzt, MS M)2 girl, or as an unfaithful married woman
(42:10b, [h]f?t, MS M). Even her barrenness seems to be the father's problem (42:10d,
rxut, MS M). When she is shameless, which may include sexual promiscuity, she is
despised by both father and husband (22:4b-5, G I). She must accept her father's choice

1
2

It is not detailed what disgrace (/wlqb, MS A; ajtimiva, G I) means regarding one's father in 3:10.
The terms hnzt (reconstruction) and hzjp (MS Bmg) also suggest sexual wrongdoing.
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as a husband (22:4a, "A sensible daughter will inherit her husband", qugavthr fronivmh
klhronomhvsei a[ndra aujth'", G I, and probably 36:21a[26a], "[Any] man will a woman
accept", h?a lbqt rkz l[k], MS B).

On the other hand, however, the extremely negative attitude towards daughters and their
chastity (7:24a, "Guard their chastity (lit. body)", <ra? rwxn, MS A) is unprecedented
in the Jewish literature up to that time and cannot be explained solely by the concern for
honour and shame. Especially 42:11-12 and 26:10-12 suggest that a daughter possesses
no capability of self-control, and therefore has to be controlled by her father. Without the
supervision of her father she poses a danger. She is described as if her main characteristic
were her sexuality, and getting in contact with a male would inevitably result in sexual
promiscuity (42:12a, "Let her not give3 her beauty [lit. figure, rat] to any male", MS B;
26:10-11, "Keep strict watch over a headstrong daughter [qugatriV ajdiatrevptw/], lest,
finding an opportunity (i.e. relaxation of restraint), she make use of it. Follow closely
(her) bold eyes, and do not be surprised if she commits an offence against you/sins
against you", G I). She seems objectified. The Hebrew text of 26:10-12 is not extant. The
Greek explicitly treats daughters, although there are suggestions that the original text may
have concerned wives since it comes in the middle of sayings on marital relationships
(26:1-18). It is possible that the original writer had a less negative comment on wives,
and that the translator has changed the theme to daughters, using the most obscene
terminology in his whole work (26:12, "… she sits down in front of every peg
[katevnanti pantoV" passavlou kaqhvsetai] and opens her quiver for (lit. before) an
arrow, [kaiV e[nanti bevlou" ajnoivxei farevtran]", G I). However, 7:24-25; 22:5; 42:93

Read this word with MS M: "reveal", "expose".
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14 and the Greek text of 26:10-12 reflect the negative attitude of the writer or the
translator only toward the sexuality of daughters, and not in general.

Remarkably, if after 42:14a ("[Better is the wickedness] of a man than a woman who
does good", MS B) we read 42:14b with the corrected text of MS M ("But better is a
God-fearing daughter than a shameless son", where, in the sentence
hprj lwkm tdjpm tbw the word lwkm would be replaced with /bm), 42:9-14 would
finish on a positive note by admitting that there are God-fearing (perhaps chaste)
daughters and shameless (perhaps unchaste) sons. This would be very different from the
reading of G I in 41:14: "Better is the wickedness of a man than a woman who does good,
and a woman brings shame leading to disgrace" (kreivsswn ponhriva ajndroV" h]
ajgaqopoioV" gunhv, kaiV gunhV kataiscuvnousa eij" ojneidismovn).

Neither the comment "and do not let your face shine upon them" (7:24b,
<ynp <hla ryat law, MS A) nor other passages concerning the sexuality of a daughter,
imply that the author warns against incestuous intentions toward one's daughter.

The Hebrew text of Sir 7:23b ("and take for them wives in their youth",
<hyrwunb <y?n <hl a?w, MS A) implies that the sexual chastity of sons before
marriage was also an issue, and that fathers had the responsibility of finding a chaste wife
for them. 26:19-21 (G II) even attests that the woman not only had to be chaste, but also
fertile, and so able to provide legitimate offspring for the husband. In 22:3 the comment
on undisciplined sons is not specified. However, it may refer to the son's disobedience,
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for instance in the arrangement of marriage. The shame he brings on his father may be
caused by sexual promiscuity.

Marital Relationships

Ben Sira has an interesting mixture of comments on marital relationships. What is
perhaps the most obvious feature one observes by reading these passages, is that there is
relatively little advice to husbands on how they should conduct themselves. There is
much more on what effects a wife has on her husband's life. While there are concrete
instructions to men concerning issues of sexuality, passions/desires, a number of them are
not found in the context of discussing marriage and so will not be included here, but
discussed in the next section.

In the selection of a wife, beauty is important (36:21b[26b], "yet [one woman is more]
[pleasant] [than another]" from the reconstructed text <[unt] [h?am h?a ?y] ia, MS
B), while the wife does not seem to have a choice regarding her husband (36:21a[26a]
and probably 22:4a). Attractiveness as part of a woman's sexuality delights her husband
(26:13a, "[charm] of a wife [delights/pleases] her husband, hlub by[byfm] h?a [/j],
restored from MS C; in G I beauty (cavri") satisfies (tevryei) him). It surpasses every
desire of the eye (36:22[27], using rawt, MS B). The Greek text here (36:22) even states
that beauty (kavllo") in itself can surpass every human desire. This is an example where
the translation does not tone down the sexual content but enhances it. It is remarkable that
beauty is compared to sacred space in 26:16-18. Within it the remains of the corrupt
Hebrew text of 26:16b praises a beautiful wife ([h?]a hpy, MS C), while its Greek
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translation fills the comment with a moral evaluation: "(so is) a good wife's beauty in the
order of her house/home" (kaiV kavllo" ajgaqh'" gunaikoV" ejn kovsmw/ oijkiva" aujth'"),
where her sexuality can be enjoyed only by her husband.

A woman's/wife's beauty, however, can also be negative. According to 25:21a a man
should not be seduced by it (ypy, MS C, kavllo", G I). Since this verse is found in the
context of bad marital relationships it probably warns against selecting a beautiful but
wicked woman who can make the man's life unbearable. In 26:9 the (probably painted)
eyelids of a wife are responsible for arousing men's desire, which may lead to adultery.

Several conclusions may be drawn from these comments. Beauty in a good marriage is
positive. In this context a husband is to enjoy his wife's attractiveness as part of her
sexuality. Desiring one's own wife in a good marriage is encouraged. However, a man
should not be caught in a bad marriage by falling because of the beauty of a wicked
woman (25:21a). This seems confirmed by 25:21b (MS C) which probably refers to a
husband who cannot divorce a rich and bad wife. As noted in ch. III.2. the Greek text of
25:21b lacks any reference to the financial aspect and reads "and do not yearn after a
woman" (kaiV gunai'k a mhV ejpipoqhvsh/" ). One possibility is that in the light of the
previous line it may suggest that a man should not desire a woman so much as to get
ensnared in a bad marriage. When the Greek text adds the attribute "good" to the
description "beautiful wife" (26:16b), it may not only reflect on the wife but also on the
husband. It may imply that a husband is not to desire his wife for her beauty or sexuality
only, but also for her goodness, and in the context of her home, where she is solely
reserved for her husband, and where she is also a homemaker and mother. Perhaps for the
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translator, beauty in itself, viewed in parallel with sacred space, was unacceptable and he
tried to direct the attention to "goodness". "Good" in the context of the sacred could read
"virtuous" or "devout".

Certain passages suggest that the sexuality of both the wife and the husband should be
reserved exclusively for each other. In 26:15b, it is the MS C text which suggests by the
use of the term hp trwrxl ("sealed"/"shut up mouth"), taken as a euphemism for
"closed vagina", that the wife's sexuality should be enjoyed only by her husband. In 40:23
tlk?m h?a ("sensible wife", MS B) is translated "a wife with (her) husband" (gunhV
metaV ajndrov"). This can either imply in the Greek the positive affirmation of marital
relation between woman and man, or it emphasises that the wife is exclusively with her
husband, and that her sexuality belongs solely to her husband. When the term "sensible"
wife is not specified in other texts, it can include chastity: 7:19a, where tlk?m h?a
(MS A) is translated by gunaikoV" sofh'" kaiV ajgaqh'" ("a wise and good wife", G I),
and 25:8a (tlk?m h?a, MS C; gunaikiV suneth'/, G I). Husbands are encouraged to
place a seal (<twj, MS B; sfragiv", G I) on a wicked/evil wife (42:6a) to prevent her
from foolishness, perhaps from sexual transgression. While 7:19 advises against rejecting
a sensible wife, a wife, who, or perhaps whose sexual passion cannot be controlled, may
be divorced (25:25-26). 7:26 may also be a reference to divorce.

For the husband, the wife is "a pillar of support" (/u?m dwmuw, MS B) in 36:24b(29b),
which may depict a partnership in a broad sense. However, read with the following verses
(36:25[30]-26[31], or 36:25-27 in G I) it can convey the idea that a husband's sexuality
should also be reserved solely for his wife. This way a good marriage is a guard against
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prostitution or adultery for the husband. In 25:1d the only extant Greek text (kaiV gunhV
kaiV ajnhVr eJautoi'" sumperiferovmenoi) may reflect on the harmony of husband and
wife, or, if sumperiferovmenoi is read as "who are in intercourse", it can affirm sex
within marriage.

Rivalry between wives (26:5-6; 28:15; 37:11a) could have included rivalry in sexual
issues, which could cause heartache for a husband. In 28:15 the focus is on the injustice
done to the rival wife who is cast out, and not on the grief of the husband. This shows
compassion on the writer's part.

Illicit Sexual Relations, Prostitution, Adultery; Unruly/Unruled Passions

Ben Sira has instructions concerning the unchastity of both men and women. In the
passages where he uses the image of the "strange woman" (9:3 Ia, hrz h?a, MS A;
9:3a, gunaikiV eJtairizomevnh, G I; 41:20b, hrz, MS M; = 41:22a, gunaikoV" eJtaivra",
G I) his concern is not the symbolism of folly, as in Proverbs 1 – 9, or intermarriage. The
only passage where the term "strangers"/"others" (ajllotrivoi") may refer to nonIsraelites is 26:19-21, but it focuses rather on the selection of a chaste wife who will
provide legitimate children for the husband, and may also guard him against having sex
outside of marriage. 9:3-4, 6-7, and 41:20b(22a) have concrete warnings for men to avoid
prostitutes. These verses and the teachings on virgins/maidservants (esp. Sir 9:5;
41:22a[24a]-22b[24b]) suggest that the sage perhaps applied stricter ethical standards
than those required by the law that tolerate prostitution or sexual intercourse with
maidservants. In particular, the Hebrew text in 41:22a attests that one should not
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approach even one's own maidservant (il hj[p? <]u q?uthm, reconstructed from MS
M).

Adultery committed by a man, or the desire for it, is also condemned. In the context of
9:8-9 the "woman of beauty/charm" (9:8a, /j t?a, MS A) is probably a married one,
whom a man should avoid. In 41:21c(23b) it is similarly a shame to look "at a man's
wife" (41:21c, [?ya t?a l]a, MS M). 26:22b (G II) emphasizes the gravity of adultery
compared to consorting with prostitutes (26:22a). Adultery of an old man is especially
condemned in 25:2d (gevronta moicoVn) and in 42:8b. In the latter the term twnz
("sexual immorality", MS M) is used in a broad sense.

In 23:16-21 the adulterer (23:16e, a[nqrwpo" povrno", G I) is viewed in the context of
sexual immorality (23:16-17). In these verses the author admits that men can also lose
their self-control, succumb to their desires and not be selective in their sexual liaisons.
Sinning against one's own female spouse is an issue (23:18). This is remarkable since
usually a married adulterous man commits an offence against the woman's husband and
not against his own wife.

While the adulteress (23:22-26), similarly to the adulterer, commits an offence against
God (23:23a, ejn novmw/ uJyivstou hjpeivqhsen, G I) and her own spouse (23:22a,
katalipou'sa toVn a[ndra, 23:23b, eij" a[ndra aujth'" ejplhmmevlhsen, G I), she also
brings, or may bring children into the marriage who are not rightful heirs of the husband
(23:22b, paristw'sa klhronovm on ejx ajllotrivo u and 23:23d, ejx ajllotrivou ajndroV"
tevkna parevsthsen, G I). This threatens the keeping of the inheritance within the
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husband's family, and appears to be Ben Sira's concern not only here but also in 26:19-21.
23:25 declares that the punishment also affects the adulteress' children. The latter and the
motif of an accursed memory (23:26) are lacking in the description of the adulterer.

Sir 26:8-9 also refers to a woman who is drunk, and whose drunkenness can lead to
sexual wrongdoing. The term porneiva gunaikoV" ("wife's sexual wrongdoing") seems
to be a new term introduced by the author in 26:9 and has a meaning broader than
prostitution.

It seems that most of the passages that discourage or condemn extramarital sexual
relations reflect an anxiety about the consequences: fines, unwanted marriage in the case
of a seduced virgin, losing one's inheritance to prostitutes or perhaps through
compensation of the wronged husband in the case of adultery, ruination of one's health,
mistaken paternity, and also the shame before others.

On the other hand however, coming under the control of a woman through sexuality can
also be an issue for a man, in the context of both licit and illicit relations. A husband
should not let his wife have power over him, possibly through sexuality (9:2b, "to cause
her to tread upon your heights", iytwmb lu hkyrdhl, MS A; or "your strength/power",
thVn ijscuvn sou in G I). 47:19-21, which is silent on the matter of Solomon's
intermarriage, emphasizes the sexual nature of his sin. He did not have self-control and
through sex with numerous women succumbed to his desires, resulting in catastrophic
consequences for the country.
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That maintaining self-control is an important concern for the writer is perhaps best
expressed in 6:1[2]-3[4]; 18:30 – 19:3 and in 23:4-6. These passages suggest that Ben
Sira was influenced by the combination of the Stoic and Cynic ideal of aujt avrkeia
(self-sufficiency, self-contentment), freedom from passions, only to the extent that a
person should not be controlled by desires. It seems safe to conclude that passions are not
negative in themselves. This is also reflected in the comments on good marital
relationships. Passions are only dangerous when they are excessive and take control of
one's life (23:6a, "let neither gluttony [lit. longing of the belly] nor sexual intercourse
take hold of me", koiliva" o[rexi" kaiV sunousiasmoV" mhV katalabevtwsavn me, G I). In
18:30 – 19:3 the combination of passions, drinking and women presents a temptation and
also a danger. The motivation behind these passages is on the one hand the fear of
negative consequences. Among them 6:2(3) refers to a person becoming like a dry tree
(6:2b, ?by Juk, MS A; 6:3b, xuvlon xhrovn G I) as the result of following his desires.
The term may describe a man who wasted his life, and his sexual potential, through
sexual immorality, and is now unable to have (legitimate) children. On the other hand,
the fear itself of being controlled by women through sexuality may also be a concern. The
ultimate message of these teachings may be that one has to cope on the one hand with
one's own inner desires, and on the other with the external temptations, including women.

Wisdom Poems

The wisdom poems occupy a very important place in the book (1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-31;
14:20 – 15:10; ch. 24; 51:13-30). While building on the tradition of other wisdom books
in the personification of wisdom, Ben Sira exhibits unique features in these poems. They
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express perhaps the most clearly that Ben Sira is not shy about sexuality. 1:1-10 can be
taken as an introduction to the rest of the poems to establish one of the main themes in
the book: all wisdom is from the Lord, and only he knows her origin and can make her
accessible for humans.

4:11-19 is more explicit on the issue. Living in wisdom's inmost chambers (4:15b,
tybm yrdjb /jyy, MS A) may refer to intimacy between the seeker and wisdom. The
Greek version, however, lacks this idea and suggests that those who listen to wisdom will
live in confidence (kataskhnwvsei pepoiqwv" , G I). In 4:18 wisdom reveals her secrets to
her follower (4:18b, yrtsm, lit. "secret place", MS A), implying that their love is
fulfilled.

In 6:18-31 the author uses agricultural images to describe the student's and wisdom's
erotic affair. Wisdom as a fertile field is pursued by her lover. The images of ploughing
(?rwj, MS A) and probably sowing (urwz, as suggested as the replacement for rxwq,
"reaping" in MS A) symbolize the act of sexual penetration and ejaculation (6:19). In
6:23-25 the images of fetters and yoke may symbolize the lovers' bonds. On the other
hand in 6:29a "fetters" (pevdai) as "strong shelter" (skevphn ijscuvo") may protect
wisdom's lover from straying away. In 6:28 rest (htjwnm, MS A; ajn avpausin, G I) and
delight (gwnut, MS A; eujfrosuvnhn, G I) may also be characteristics of love fulfilled.

Sir 14:20 – 15:10 is also dedicated to the love relationship between wisdom and her
seeker. The students are encouraged to seek her out and camp near her house (14:20-27).
Wisdom is virtually besieged. The expression "drive his tent peg (wdty, MS A;
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pavssalon, G I) into her walls" suggests sexual penetration (14:24b). This idea appears in
both text versions. Wisdom is a tree in 14:26-27. Living among her branches also
implies, especially in the Hebrew, that her space is penetrated for the purpose of sex.
Among the rewards of the person who finds wisdom are motherly love (15:2a, <a, MS
A) and the love of a young bride (15:2b, <yrwun t?a, MS A). Wisdom offers food and
drink in 15:3 (15:3a, "bread of knowledge", lk? <jl, MS A; 15:3b, "water of
[understanding]", [hnwbt] ym, MS A). Food and vineyard images are connected with nonprocreative sex in Canticles. In Sir 15:3 food and drink as nourishments may also
represent non-procreative sexual pleasure. In 15:6a "joy and gladness" (hjm?w /w??,
MS A) may include sexual joy.

In Sirach 24 wisdom, as plants or trees, also offers food, and symbolizes fertility and
abundance (24:13-15, 16-17, 19-21). She offers herself. She arouses unquenchable desire
(24:21, "Whoever eats me will hunger still, and whoever drinks me will be thirsty still",
oiJ ejsqivontev" me e[ti peinavsousin, kaiV oiJ pivnontev" me e[ti diyhvsousin, G I).
Intimacy with her has a lasting memory (24:20). 24:22 ("Whoever obeys me will not be
ashamed, and those who work with me will not sin", oJ uJpakouvwn mou oujk
aijscunqhvsetai, kaiV oiJ ejrgazovmenoi ejn ejmoiV oujc aJmarthvsousin, G I) may imply
that wisdom can prevent a person from committing a shameful, possibly sexual act. This
is followed by the identification of wisdom and Torah in 24:23. Potential erotic language
and comments on the Torah and the Most High are not separated.

Ben Sira's most erotically-charged wisdom poem is 51:13-30. It is a description in the
first person of seeking and finding wisdom, and of the love affair with her. In 51:13a the
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expression "before I went astray" (ytyut <rfb, 11Q5/11QPsa) may refer to innocence.
It is suggested in 51:14 that wisdom is beautiful (hratb, as reconstructed,
11Q5/11QPsa). G I lacks the reference to beauty. 51:15 in both versions uses the ripening
of the grapes to depict a young man reaching maturity, who in 51:15d admits that he has
known, probably sexually, wisdom from a young age (hytudy, 11Q5/11QPsa). G I only
reads "I sought her" (i[cneuon aujt hvn).

In 51:16 ("I paid heed [lit. I turned/inclined my ear] [for] a little [time], and I found much
instruction", 11Q5/11QPsa) the word used for instruction is jql, which may also mean
"persuasive words" as in Prov 7:21. Sir 51:17 is problematic. The reconstructed text may
read "And she became a nurse (from lwu) for me and to my teacher I will give my
manhood/vigour (ydwh)". The version in MS B without the erotic content may also be
accepted for 51:17a ("her yoke became glory for me", dwbkl yl hyh hlu) combined
with the text from 11Q5/11QPsa for 51:17b ("to my Teacher I will give my praise",
ydwh /ta ydmlml). G I reads: "I made progress in her; to him who gives me wisdom I
will give glory/praise".

Wearing down wisdom (51:18a), jealousy (51:18b) and burning with passion (51:19a),
are also characteristics of a love affair. The image of "practising" wisdom (51:18a) in G I
is less explicit. 51:20bcd seems to be the climax of wisdom's and the sage's relationship:
their love is fulfilled. The reconstructed text "[and on her heights (from <wrm)] I am not
at ease" (51:20b[19d], 11Q5/11QPsa) can refer to orgasm. Sir 51:19d in G I reads: "and
lamented my ignorances of her". 51:20c(19e) in MS B ("My hand opened her gate",
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hyru? hjtp ydy) has no corresponding verse in G I, similarly to the reconstructed
11Q5/11QPsa text of 51:20d(19f) ("and her secrets [lit. nakedness] I came to know",
/nwbta [hymrum]. 51:20e(20b) in MS B ("I found [her] in pureness", ytaxm hrhfbw)
may convey that wisdom is ready for sex after a period of uncleanness. G I is not
significantly different here. 51:21 in both Hebrew and Greek has more images of burning
passion for wisdom. In the whole of the passage the writer places affirmations regarding
female sexuality and nakedness in close proximity with the praises of God (51:22, 2930). This openness is remarkable.

Concluding Assessment

Within the work as a whole, attitudes toward sexuality depend on a number of factors.
They are connected with issues of honour and shame. The people who can make the most
damage to one's honour attract the most anxiety. In the eyes of Ben Sira they are one's
daughters. Their sexuality needs male control (7:24; 26:10-11; 42:11-12). Controlling
one's wife's sexuality may be the issue in 25:25-26 and 42:6a. Reserving the wife's
sexuality solely for the husband (26:15b, possibly 26:16b, and possibly in 40:19, 23) is
also a form of control. On the other hand, the sage admits that husbands and men in
general can also bring shame on themselves by sexual wrongdoing. Mothers can also be
connected with sexual immorality, especially in the eyes of the translator.

The context in which the teachings on sexuality appear also plays an important role. In a
good marriage, desire and sex are not negative. There are even comments which refer to
enjoying a wife's sexuality without making any mention of offspring (26:13a and
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36:22[27]). There are relatively few passages where the writer openly comments on
desire or sexuality in the context of a bad marital relationship or concerning a wicked
woman (25:21; perhaps 25:25; 26:8-9; perhaps 42:6a). Nevertheless they reflect a
negative attitude. The instructions on both marriage and extramarital relations clearly
suggest that for Ben Sira sex is only permitted and affirmed in the context of a licit
relationship, namely, marriage. All forms of extramarital intercourse are discouraged or
condemned. This probably stems from Ben Sira's fear of consequences, or the fear of
being controlled through sexuality. 6:1(2)-3(4); 18:30 – 19:3 and 23:4-6 confirm that
while passions are not negative in themselves, they should not control one's life. One of
the main purposes of Ben Sira's instructions is to teach the young ones to cope with
temptations.

On the other hand, following one's desires is not only legitimate but almost commanded
in the wisdom poems, when a student is advised to pursue, find, and possess wisdom.
Losing control is not a danger in these passages, which have remarkable erotic
descriptions, where some of the symbolism celebrates love that has no other purpose
beyond itself (14:24-27 in Hebrew; possibly 15:3; 24:16-21; 51:13-21). Being in
wisdom's bonds may also protect her lover from sexual immorality (6:29a, G I; 15:4;
perhaps 24:22).

It is obvious, however, that even the most positive descriptions of a good marriage are
not as open on matters of sexuality as the wisdom poems. The remarkable openness of
the latter does not reflect the author's attitude towards real women and their sexuality.
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In contrast to the Hebrew Ben Sira, it seems that the translator exhibits more anxiety
concerning matters pertaining to sexuality in certain passages. While there are exceptions
where the translation enhances the meaning of the original text (26:13a; 36:22[27]),
sometimes they tone down the erotic content of the Hebrew by way of additions or
independent translations. In some comments where the sage speaks about beauty and
desire naturally and positively, or about traits such as "sensibility", we find a moral
evaluation in the grandson's text. Passages that are especially relevant, as noted above,
are 3:11b concerning mothers, 25:21b probably in the context of selecting a wife, in the
mutilated text of 26:16b, and in 40:19, 23 in the context of marriage. In 7:19a "sensible
wife" is translated by "a wise and good wife". 26:9 is not extant in Hebrew. Its translator,
however, seems to use the term porneiva gunaikoV" ("wife's sexual wrongdoing") in a
sense broader than prostitution. 26:10-12, which is also extant only in G I, uses extremely
negative terminology regarding daughters. It is possible that the original Hebrew had
comments on wives and they were less negative. The wisdom poems also have examples
where the translation departs from the Hebrew text. The erotic content is toned down in
4:15b, 16-19; 51:14, 15d, 16, 17, 18, 19abcd (= 19ab-20ab in 11Q5/11QPsa), and
possibly in 51:27b.

Finally we may note the book's lack of references to homosexual activity, an issue that
was important in Hellenistic culture. In 16:8, the people's pride is the sin of Sodom and
Gomorrah. The sage is silent on this matter as he is silent on issues such as male
prostitution, the sexuality of widowers, intermarriage with Gentiles, forbidden degrees of
marriage in terms of kinship, and bestiality. There are no references to issues such as
sexual intercourse during menstruation in the context of real relationships. There is only
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one possible reference to it regarding the purity of personified wisdom (51:20e[20b], MS
B = 51:20b in G I). Uncleanness, however, may be the concern in 7:26 if the hated wife is
a divorced wife who has become unclean for her first husband. We find only one
reference to sexual abuse, possibly rape in the parallel of the eunuch (20:4), where such
an act is condemned. Nevertheless the work has much to say otherwise on attitudes
toward sexuality. The present study has attempted to shed light on these as a basis for
wider investigation of the matters discussed.
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